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Trade union members seen as disloyal to the spirit of the union and instead faithful to party politics.

2

A dark furry rodent; the informal name of a teachers’ group in this study.

3

A raccoon; a party hack who forages around at night like a rodent to fix elections.

NOTE ON LANGUAGE USE
I present this dissertation to a predominantly English-reading audience, and as
such I made every effort to aid in reader friendliness. All my fieldwork and all but one
interview I undertook in Spanish. Fieldnotes in Spanish particularly facilitated
participant commentaries, and in earlier drafts of the dissertation, I kept the bilinguality
of all Spanish-original data, including in-text citations. A largely English language text
remains, distilled from those bilingual snippets, though I preserve the Spanish in three
circumstances: when I use a term like guelaguetza, Zapotec practices of mutual aid in
farming and festivities, I present it with bilingually at first mention and keep it in Spanish
if it carries specific contextual weight inadequately or clumsily rendered in English; when
a Spanish language phrase or concept word lends itself to alternative translations and
nuances; and when I decided the Spanish felt better than the English. All of the English
language quotations, save those published in English, are my translations. I understand I
run the risk that language-oriented readers may feel the data watered down, and I
recognize the proclivity both in ethnographic and multicultural-oriented research to
present words as uttered by the participants. This latter tendency I consciously avoided.
Instead, I present English-language data due to my own experience of a reader. While I
recognize the weight ethnographers put on placing the reader on the footpaths of
community life, oftentimes the overuse of the spoken language serves to exclude a reader
unfamiliar with the context and culture. This, in turn, may render the Oaxacan teachers’
social milieu as timeless and folkloric, a position which conflicts directly with my
theoretical and methodological commitments. I follow APA’s use of foreign language
terms in italics upon first mention and then in ordinary script in all circumstances save

when the term reappears in a later section without recent mention. To avoid interrupting
reader flow, I introduce translations with a comma or with “or” for longer segments and
parenthesis for single terms. Finally, I replaced all personal and proper names with
pseudonyms and hid the locations and identifying features of institutions, cities and
towns. Larger or unique entities like Oaxaca City or the Mexican National Autonomous
University (UNAM) I kept in the original, as they would be impossible to conceal given
the thick descriptions.
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ABSTRACT
MOVEMENTS OF DIVERSE INQUIRIES AS CRITICAL TEACHING PRACTICES
AMONG CHARROS, TLACUACHES AND MAPACHES
SEPTEMBER 2012
STEPHEN SADLIER, B.A., CLARK UNIVERSITY
M.A.T, SCHOOL FOR INTERNATIONAL TRAINING
Ed.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Professor Maria José Botelho

This year-long participant observation qualitative case study draws together five social
practices of mid-career elementary school educators in the Mexican southeastern state of
Oaxaca: a protest march, a roadblock, the use of humor, a school-based book fair and
alternate uses of time and space in school. The title terms charros, tlacuaches and
mapaches represent some of the diverse sites of friction within witch teachers interact.
Additionally, movements of diverse inquiries is derived from the definition Michel
Foucault gives to critical which leads to the primary guiding question of: how have
Oaxacan teachers engaged in critical pedagogical practices? The study finds that
contemporary commonsense dimensions of critical pedagogy which involve developing
teacher awareness toward relations of power and facilitating direct interventions in
community realities of inequity prove insufficient for teachers and others engaged in a
multi-sited, decades-long protest movement. The five social practices showcased here
demonstrate ways teacher navigate in and out of the State Secretariat of Education and
the radical union, proving that the messy life of teaching proves complex. The practices
show how activities often disassociated with pedagogy and political projects: eating,
drinking, gossiping play help teachers and other school-based actors enact and sustain
their critical projects. It concludes that discourses often associated with acritical
humanism are important additions to critical pedagogy taken on in places of intensified
conflict.
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INTRODUCTION
A. Introduction: The Teachers’ Union and the State
Toward the end of my second of two field visits to Oaxaca City in southeastern
Mexico I entered a café in the touristic part of town. On a magazine rack I pulled down
Noticias, the local newspapers sympathetic to the teachers and generally against the state
governors who have often been in dialog or in conflict with the teachers. The café sold
whole grain and organic products and sitting in the space writing up my fieldnotes I
would often run into other international visitors doing Oaxaca-based research or social
activism projects. I would also run into teachers. This day, sitting by myself, I read that
a small subsection of the Oaxacan teachers’ union local, the Sección 22, would be
parading past later in the morning. Marching, as I will detail below, has become a
featured practice among Sección 22 teachers who consider themselves dissidents in the
face of the national union. Eager to catch up with the marchers, I stepped out and walked
northwest to intersect them.
By that time in the late morning I figured the teachers would be marching from
the IEEPO, the State of Oaxaca office of the Secretariat of Education (SEP) in the
northwest, toward the zócalo, the shady central square of the city. The institution of the
IEEPO opened its doors through the 1992 AMNEB educational reforms that decentered
select educational administration apparatuses from Mexico City to the individual states.
Oaxacan teachers have since used the IEEPO office as a site of protest, like the meeting
point for this day’s march. In the late morning I caught up with the teachers walking with
children in groups of twos and threes and toting umbrellas as they marched past El Llano
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Park, just north of downtown. When I saw them they started to issue taunts at the
hushed, gazing soldiers of the 95th Infantry Battalion in helmets and fatigues who sat in a
green troop transporter at the curb. The soldiers never stirred, and the teachers passed
without major incident. I stood to observe and recognized none of the demonstrators as
they carried signs of delegations, union subsections of at least forty teachers, from parts
of Oaxaca that I had no connection with.
The National Union for Education Workers, the SNTE, represents an alphabet
soup of affiliations in the face of Mexican educational politics. Within the SNTE the
marching teachers of the Oaxacan Sección 22 have played a protagonist’s role. In 1980
the CNTE, the “democratic” or “dissident” teachers within the SNTE, took hold of the
Sección 22 as well as the institutional, political and pedagogical apparatuses of Oaxacan
education. Over the last three decades, the Sección 22 has maintained a quarrelsome
front toward the state ministerial offices of the SEP in Mexico City and the IEEPO in
Oaxaca as well as within the SNTE itself, whose boss Elba Ester Gordillo enjoys political
capital in aspects of governance far exceeding her role as teachers’ union chief. If I had
lingered on the sidewalk, Oaxacan education would seem grim and conflict-riven. The
jeered at soldiers on this day faced the marchers’ consignas, or chants. This verbiage
served as a frame, an “attempt by a collective to present a given interpretation of reality
to an audience and to convince that audience of the accuracy and legitimacy of that
interpretation” (Olesen, 2007, p. 23). The teacher frames also included speeches via
perifoneo, a megaphone system mounted on a pickup. Listening to these frames I would
have understood how the state, their private sector associates and the United Statesdriven international financial organisms (e.g. World Bank, International Monetary Fund)
xv

have commandeered the democratic space of schooling. The Oaxacan teacher, according
to the marchers’ frames, has become either dissident or collaborator with a state system
run by bossism, cronyism and repressive violence against dissenting teachers. 4
When the chanting marchers passed the placidly seated soldiers, I turned toward
the park. As I walked, I heard my name. I then saw several uniformed students from an
elementary school in the village of San Fermín del Valle running toward me looking for
their sixth grade teacher, Osvaldo.
San Fermín, a village only a 30-minute drive from the city, seemed a world away
from the centenarian trees, stately cut stone monuments and facades featured around the
park. Agriculture dominates the life in San Fermín. This becomes apparent to the visitor
upon arriving via the main access road from Oaxaca City when the village would be set
in a cool dewy haze of morning and the green leafy covering of the cultivated fields stand
out from the arid brown terrain. The constant supply of water has made San Fermín
particularly fertile; in the early part of the twentieth century this blessed aquifer led to
land rights conflicts with other villages which today are still maintained through schoolto-school soccer and basketball games. 5 The school in San Fermín has changed over the
years, even if it still keeps its rurality. Some decades ago, students would swim in a
creek beside what is now the basketball court; now the old stream bed is filled in, making

4

Bossism is a system where power brokers or caciques “manipulate their social and political clienteles
through their special access to superior and often State resources” (Foweraker, 1993, p. 3). The bossist
system in turn points to an “informal system of political control and exchange, which is personal,
particularistic, and often arbitrary” (p. 3). Former elementary school teacher Elba Esther Gordillo,
mentioned above and described at greater length in Chapter Three, has become the exemplar boss in
Mexican politics today, situating the teachers’ union in the middle of powerful groups struggling for
control of political apparatuses at multiple scales.
5
See Stephen (2002) for inter-village conflicts in the Central Valleys in the vicinity of San Fermín.
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it serve as a dirt road passable by the city vehicles driven each day to town by the
teachers. 6
By El Llano Park, I was seeing the San Fermín schoolchildren for the first time in
several weeks and decided to follow them to their destination, the white tarpaulin
pavilions recently erected for an open-air educational festival. The students had come to
read aloud from their favorite books, an established literacy practice in the school. At the
white tarps I saw several mothers I knew from my fieldwork in San Fermín. Osvaldo
was not around, so I wandered by the score of tents and booths that temporarily filled the
center of this urban park.
The teachers at the tarps running the educational festival projected none of the
contrarian frames of the marchers, and indeed, the state office of the IEEPO had
sponsored the event. I wondered how the same dissident teachers’ union could engage in
an anti-state protest march while their comrades worked side-by-side with the targets of
the protest. This is to say, on one side of the park teachers denounced the state, but in the
center under the tarps we see partnership. This juxtaposition captured my attention, and
wishing to learn about how a teacher saw the contours between the state and the teachers,
I decided to interview a woman working both with the IEEPO and the Sección 22. I had
met this educator in San Fermín a year prior at a book fair where some of the same
students I encountered in the park had performed and read, and she recognized me from
that visit (see Chapter Four).

6

One former student would paint for me a less blissfully rustic image of urban teachers who during these
years would come out to the village and hit students who spoke Zapotec instead of Spanish.
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The next day, after the heat of midday waned, I went back to the park to interview
the teacher/functionary. I asked her if the IEEPO collaborated with the pedagogical
leaders in the Sección 22. It was kind of a moot question, as beside us, student shoes
click-clacked on the wooden surface of the stage by banners of the “We Learn Together”
festival bearing IEEPO insignia yet supervised by Sección 22 members. Also, since the
1992 educational reforms mentioned above, the Sección 22 has enjoyed privileges within
the state, including the right to nominate department heads that the very IEEPO the
marchers were denouncing (Cortés, 2006, p. 74). 7
In the middle of the We Learn Together event the state functionary- teacher I
interviewed indicated that attention to reading was booming in Oaxaca. This involved
numerous sides including SEDES 22, the wing of the Sección 22 that focuses on
establishing an “alternative education” in the classrooms through inservice training
manuals and workshops. She specified that IEEPO state functionaries have meetings
with “them,” meaning, those in the union. Two elements of this response caused me to
pause: that juxtaposed to the scathing comments of the marchers a few feet away, the
Sección 22 and IEEPO functionaries would collaborate at all, and that as IEEPO
functionary and member of the Sección 22 she would refer to the union as “them.” It
seemed that affiliation did not preclude a whole range of political responses from
members, and that dissidence did not mean detachment. The spirit of the interview
suggested flexibility if not contradiction with two distinct sides emerging: the state and

7

In the teacher protest events of 2006, as I will describe below, having unionized teachers within the
IEEPO structure, according to Sotelo Marbán (2008), helped them avoid having to pay back their wages for
months of days not worked during the protest.
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the union. I also inferred a third position, where the teachers operated independently, a
point of encounter that I will elaborate in the chapters that follow.
In all, the educator I interviewed engaged in her pedagogy at many levels and
within diverse spheres, a complexity which enables my project of rethinking critical
pedagogy, the intention of my dissertation. On one Sección 22 document, her name was
listed under the rubric of the union, not the IEEPO (Sección 22- IEEPO, 2010). Thus,
she formed part of the group she had called “they.” So, she operated in the space of the
state office, sometimes in the union, and then she remained just a teacher who loved
books and reading, the third independent position. She continued to state how the
Sección 22 -IEEPO report (2010), the fruit of her year-long project, attempted to
articulate a pedagogical response toward the recent standardization reforms from the
federal level, the Alianza por la Calidad de la Educación (ACE), a Mexican version of the
United States’ No Child Left Behind act. This is to say that as a functionary within the
state education system, she participated on a panel to counter the reforms derived under
the same rubric of her own position. And then here, I met her at a state-funded
pedagogical event staffed by dissident teachers talking in humanist terms about the bliss
of discovering the world through reading.
This affiliation suppleness illustrates an organizational dynamic among Oaxacan
educators: sometimes they partake in dissidence as members of the Sección 22,
sometimes in officialdom of the IEEPO, sometimes between the cracks of these two
giants. The complex nature of participation and nonconformity became a common thread
among Oaxacan educators during my yearlong data gathering stretch. For example, a
zone supervisor, the head of a IEEPO territory of 12 schools and the immediate boss of
xix

school principals and member of the Sección 22, opined that “change” should take place
in the classroom and not in the marches. And when she marched, as all Sección 22
members are called to do, she never shouted the consignas or cheered at the perifoneo
speeches; instead, she walked in mute protest of the pressure to verbalize a dissenting
disposition. Despite this discord within the radicalism of her union she related to me how
she maintained positive relationships with the Sección 22 brass who led these marches.
For this she considered herself a lucky supervisor, given that her Sección 22 delegational
secretary 8 would let her miss union meetings or arrive late for marches when schoolbased business called for her attention. In other words, she marched but avoided
cheering, and she collaborated with the people whose cheers she avoided. She was better
off than other zone supervisors, she detailed, for her supervisor peers would face
penalties by the Sección 22 if they failed to participate promptly in union business. My
central point here is that, as illustrated by the two women interviewed, the functionary I
met at the park and the zone supervisor, union membership and event participation take
divergent ways even if the consignas suggest a single union position against the state and
corporate interests. Educators in state and/or union organisms weave in and out of the
two spaces, and, following, Foweraker (1993), the teachers’ movements crystallizing in
the 1980s had “advanced across the institutional terrain linking political actors in civil
society with government agencies” (p. 117). So an either/or definition has not worked for
teachers and the state. 9 As a researcher, how the teachers interacted in these complex
8

A delegational secretary, head of the teachers’ union apparatus for an area that corresponds to a school
zone, is the peer of the IEEPO zone supervisor.
9
Vaughan (1997) noted that the 1930s project for national integration through education rarely took hold in
rural Mexico the ways that planners had intended. Instead, the nation building process depended on
accommodation more than assimilation. Oaxaca had been for generations particularly challenging to
incorporate. The middle nineteenth century nation-building plan driven by liberal scientific positivism
became articulated in Oaxaca as a “local liberalism” rather than a metropolitan one (Caplan, 2010). The
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zones caught my curiosity in terms of what it means to be an elementary school teacher
engaged in critical pedagogy.
B. Theoretical and Methodological Underpinnings
In this dissertation I explore two guiding questions: How have Oaxacan
elementary teachers engaged in critical pedagogical practices? And how do the teachers
enact their critical pedagogies among others who can answer back?
In the following subsections of this introduction, I outline the theoretical
frameworks and inquiry traditions that help frame the two questions in my study. First, I
locate my work within critical pedagogy and articulate the specific domain of critical
pedagogy within which I situate this dissertation. I follow with a summary of the
meanings of critique, power and discourses primarily drawn from Michel Foucault.
Finally, centering my work within the sociocultural domain of language and literacy
education, I articulate my view of the theories of dialogism of Mikhail Bakhtin.
1. Critical Pedagogies
a. Discourses of Danger and Dreams
One day a teacher trainer friend of my participants Wendi and Lourdes asked me
to speak on the subject of critical pedagogy to his students and colleagues at a normal
school in rural Oaxaca with a tradition with leftwing militancy. 10 I ran this talk as a

Central Valleys of Oaxaca, particularly, have enjoyed a well-established government-local community
partnership where Oaxacans have become discerning participants or abstainers of state and NGO aid
(Stephen, 2002).
10
Rural normal schools have a legacy of radicalism. In the neighboring state of Guerrero, Genaro Vásquez
and Lucio Cabañas stand as two memorable examples of rural normal school people who became teacherguerrilla fighters in the 1970s (Dalton, 2007) and teachers from the Mactumactza rural normal in Chiapas
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workshop where I introduced two images for group examination: “country of dreams”
and “dangerous immigrants.” First, the “dreams” image featured the back profile of a
mother in full head cover and child and father in a grainy black-and-white photo before
the Statue of Liberty. It remained unclear if the woman donned a hajib of a pious
Muslim or a kerchief of an Eastern European peasant. Second, the “dangerous” image
included a police round up of dark skinned Latinos on a deserted arid highway which
appeared as a borderland ritual with the cops corralling fence-crossers. I conscientiously
selected the dreams and dangerous images for provocation purposes, as the workshop
coincided with months of local images, jokes and columns against a recent antiimmigration law in Arizona while in Mexico anti-terrorism has made it into discourses on
national security. Indexing the two images before 150 student teachers and teacher
trainers, I suggested that many in the United States, including my own relatives and
peers, might simultaneously accept the nationalist reverie of the country of dreams and
feel the urgency to protect the borders from the dangerous immigrant. We discussed how
a person could at the same time accept both and what this might mean for forming
pedagogy in school.
In response to my question, one young woman felt that ideology, which to her
came from the state or the Church, made people believe certain ideas that help the
interests of the capitalist class. I suggested that this made good sense, in that immigrant
groups would come to take low-skilled jobs and see their surplus labor taken by the
capitalist. Still, we hold to our views of dreams and danger not because someone
marched to Mexico City to protest marketized reforms (Freidberg & Corrugated Films, 2005). When my
participant Wendi saw police at her urban normal school one day, she scornfully commented that at the
rural normal where I led this workshop, if the police dared enter campus, the students would run them out.
So teachers and trainers at rural normales, in Oaxaca and beyond, see themselves as standard-bearers for
dissidence.
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dominates our thoughts, but rather because the images themselves seem to make sense to
us, even if we cannot define them, I countered. This sense of the images can run in
contradictory lines, as does immigration as dreamy and dangerous, yet contradiction
never reduces their allure. As this discussion continued, I tried to explain my view of the
working of discourses, how they affect our sense of “the way things are,” and how the
dreams and dangerous images can serve to stimulate a conversation such as how pious
Muslims arriving at the Statue of Liberty by Ground Zero might worry the country of
dreams account. That was as far as the conversation got; it never left the term ideology as
negative and freedom-thwarting, both notions that involve pointing out how things went
wrong. 11 I never got to suggest that there are many forms of critical responses other than
overthrowing ideological functions or demystifying immanent contradictions.
The workshop at the normal school provided me occasion to think about the
multiplicity of critical pedagogies practiced in Oaxaca even if the discussion of what
critical means can remain singular. In my site visits to schools I would see diverse
practices like an ethnomathematics system involving pieces of pasta and jewelry making.
Still, the teacher and student responses at the normal revealed that the diverse practices
already undertaken by teachers might get cast off as “false consciousness” or

11

The student teacher’s stated understanding of the ideology of immigration, which I took in Gramscian
terms, meaning, the ways that words, symbols and institutions promote consensus at the expense of deeper
connections, is not something I took abrupt issue with. Though now she is surrounded by peers and
teachers in a major institution, her first teaching placement will undoubtedly involve working in a more
remote community with fewer resources, and she will be alone making choices on how to use textbooks
that portray the modern, urban, car-owning citizens as the ideal for Mexico and Mexicans. Given these
stresses, ideology may involve a metalanguage for her and her peers to historicize and de-naturalize the
aspects of their practice given as the current order of business. Critiquing ideology may allow her latitude
in escaping such commonsense beliefs. My point in this presentation was that ideology oftentimes involves
its own commonsense on what is true and false and that critiquing ideology becomes sacrosanct for radical
teachers to stand apart from the sell-outs. Identifying ideology becomes, in this way, a self-guided moral
classification system, or, as humorously put by Terry Eagleton (1991), “Ideology, like halitosis, is…what
the other person has” (p. 2).
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inconsequential for their lack of counterhegemonic coherence. Like teachers who
navigate between the state-driven IEEPO and the dissident Sección 22, I supposed that
critical pedagogies already in use might include the many practices emerging between the
ideological vortices of false and authentic consciousness. Below I look at the ways
critical pedagogy has been presented and situate this study within this.
Critical pedagogy forms part of the educational discourses in Oaxaca, especially
in the hotbeds of the dissident teachers of the Sección 22 like the normal school where I
was speaking. But different views of criticality weave into the teachers’ craft. Osvaldo,
for example, regularly referred to his activities in the 2006 street battles with police,
concerts, dialogs and other acts of collective meaning-making known to teachers as the as
the “2006 Movement.” After this five-month street-level suite of encounters, he noted
how he reinterpreted Henry Giroux’s (1988) work on teachers as “transformative
intellectuals” as a way to re-imag(in)e his work in the classroom after the social
movement practices of 2006 (see Chapters Four and Five). The teacher as transformative
intellectual for Osvaldo meant invigorating school with play and joy in ways that retreat
from the mainstream critical pedagogical views of the teacher intellectual who directly
confronts repression with education for liberation in authors like Fischman and McLaren
(2005, p. 443). Fischman and McLaren take up an orthodox position on critical
pedagogy that derives from the watershed work of Paulo Freire (1994) whereby
pedagogy means fomenting school-based dialogs on real-world conditions and then, as a
capstone of learning, engaging in direct action to alter the conditions that keep oppression
and repression in place. But as we will see in Chapters Four and Five, Osvaldo has
started a reading program at his rural school which focuses on incenting teachers, parents
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and students into socializing and reading for pleasure through a set of practices which,
via resembling the liberal humanist pedagogies so reviled by mainstream critical
pedagogy, might get cast off as de-politicized. This has provided me an opening to revalorize what it means to be a critical educator through the everyday life of teachers like
Osvaldo.
b. Critical Literacy (as Emancipatory Trump Card)
Before I proceed, I need to recognize that not all views of teacher political
projects are reductive. The critical pedagogical streams that most fittingly address the
parameters of my project here have flown through the domain of critical literacies.
A point of departure for my reading of critical literacies is what Gee (2001) called
“powerful literacy,” defined as the “control of a secondary use of language” (p. 6).
“Control” in this regard implies a users’ knowledge rather mastery which in turn
embraces literacy as adaptable and situated rather than standardized or linked to lofty
ideals of quality education. Secondary uses of language relate to Gee’s understanding
how a person engages in critique by developing meta-level skills outside the domain of
the object of critique. This is to say that if someone wants to critique poetry he or she
would need to learn another language system that is not poetry, a secondary language.
The uses of secondary languages are as numerous as there are language users, and so to
understand powerful literacy in practice, an ethnographer needs to look at language in use
on the ground level, in communities and in student and teacher “affinity spaces” (Gee,
2004). Some examples of powerful literacy and their emergent affinity spaces in Oaxaca
might be the life of graffiti writing, the reporting and storytelling genres transmitted and
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heard via alternative radio and the use of cellphones, Facebook and Twitter at the protests
and marches. However, critical literacies need not necessarily link up with
extracurricular forms of interaction. Botelho et al. (2010), in linking learners to their
everyday social semiotic worlds have maintained that developing control of secondary
languages can form part of school-based pedagogies even in our current age of
standardization. This is particularly important in the ways that rural Oaxacan teachers
have sought democratic education in schools rather than on the streets after the public
pedagogical projects of the streets became too violent in late 2006 (see Chapters Four and
Five).
In all, considering social life through the multiplicity of critical literacies posits
critical pedagogy as lived, horizontal and conceivable in and out of formal schooling; for
this, an ethnographic project like mine can then venture into the fleeting moments of
teacher practices that might go unnoticed or underappreciated. In the end, as I will show
in the chapters that follow, the powerful literacy practices that involve play, pleasure and
sharing food and drink become vital in valorizing how critical literacy works among
teachers, students and communities in Oaxaca.
In all, views on critical literacy extending beyond powerful literacy have involved
diverse and volatile viewpoints that deserve mention here. Edward Behrman (2006)
undertook an extensive literature review on the topic and surmised that “a critical literacy
agenda should therefore encourage teachers and students to collaborate to understand
how texts work, what texts intend to do to the world, and how social relations can be
critiqued and reconstructed” (p. 491). I find this quote helpful in that the ways of
identifying, critiquing and repositioning texts, spaces and person-to-person dynamics
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depend on divergent rather than centralized strands of pedagogical intervention.
Behrman later validated the diverse positions that foundational critical literacy thinkers
have taken, noting how Allan Luke (2000) believed that the definitions for critical
literacy should remain open rather than instrumental and how Barbara Comber (2001)
considered that the innovations in critical literacy practices should help situate critical
theory itself. Indeed, following the critiques levied by Ellsworth (1992) and Gore (1993)
that emancipation-driven pedagogies have presented their own kind of patriarchal
supremacy, a generation of multiple literacy viewpoints have enriched and have been
enriched by current trends in theory and practice. Indeed, critical literacy involves an
expansive and centrifugal flux of what teachers do rather than a high theory centralized
mandate. So even as I ruminate on the discussion on the discourses or ideologies of
dreams and danger at the normal school, a starting point for my rethinking of critical
pedagogies among rural Oaxacan teachers involves many possibilities.
Despite the abovementioned flexible and emergent framing for theories and
practices of critical literacy, a pedagogically unitarian view of emancipation of
empowerment and liberation has also endured. So while critical literacies have included
multiple outlooks, there remains a pull toward emancipation at the expense of meaningmaking. To illustrate, in an edited volume geared toward practitioners rather than grand
theoreticians and researchers, Edelsky and Cherland (2006) situated critical literacy in
terms of emancipation, saying:
We think critical literacy instruction has certain defining features: it includes the
critique of social systems of dominance, injustice, and privilege, and it calls for
systemic change. We think critical literacy instruction worthy of the name is
offered by those teachers who have a predilection for noting systemic privilege,
and who engage their students in using literacy to work against those systems of
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injustice...[However] [w]hen critical literacy is overextended and is used in
connection with ways of teaching that do not involve a critique of systems of
injustice, then something is obscured (emphasis in original, p. 17-18).
Here, the authors’ emancipation-centered view of critical literacy “instruction” presents
to the practitioner a set of weighty choices. First, the literacy question involves the
notion of critique as dependent on un-free students, families and communities who will
become free through the tools of critical literacy. In this, the correct manner that teachers
choose to develop individuals’ awareness becomes paramount given that everything but
critical literacy obfuscates power and invigorates non-freedom. The second option this
quote gives the literacy practitioner is that the teacher needs to decide whether her or his
students are to step forward and take their place in the extolled exercise of critical literacy
or remain in power-obscuring acritical literacy. This may be an arduous task, for
progress toward critical literacy directly correlates with the removal of the structures that
make dominance endure, yet, what kind of teacher, I wonder, would willfully turn down
the chance to stop dominance and oppression given such a choice? In the end, Edelsky
and Cherland offer the practitioner freedom and non-freedom as fundamental options;
likewise, teacher-to-student-to-community social practices matter naught unless they
progress towards one of those ends. According to this view, cultural practices that
foment meaning, like the ones I will detail later, would not be “worthy of the name” of
critical literacy unless they aided in the process of making students free. I take ethical,
epistemological and ontological issue with this, especially since the Edelsky and
Cherland’s either/or view of critical literacy illustrates a predominant one of what it
means to be a critical educator.
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To close this section, I consider critical literacies which condense the work of
teachers to emancipation or dominance as pedagogically problematic. One of the
limitations of emancipation-centered critical literacies, as I have shown, is the deemphasis of the multiple social practices that establish horizontal relationships, foster
play and joy and locate education in the parlance and practices more directly accessible in
the here-and-now than the grand theory. What is more, literacy as an instrument presents
an ingenuous view of power relations. As I will show in greater detail below, power
relations are neither external to everyday life nor present only when an actor vindicates
what has been lost or reduced. Based on the empowerment views of Edelsky and
Cherland, literacy that topples dominance or out-muscles oppression suggests that
teachers can bestow upon students the pathway beyond relations of power, into a powerless dimension where people enjoy freedom and are neither constituted by nor influential
within flows of power. As I explore in the latter part of the dissertation, this
emancipatory approach begins to resemble the development-driven rightwing tactics.
c. Toward other Critical Practices
In this dissertation I aim to rethink critical pedagogy between the public practices
of the teachers’ Movement of the Sección 22, the recent educational reforms and the
Sección 22 teachers’ critical literacies in the rural elementary schools. Theoretically, the
critical pedagogy in this study emerges from post-foundational approaches to problems of
learning and knowing (Biesta, 1998; Lather, 1998) and following Gur-Ze’ev (1998),
avoids progressive and utopian views of educational praxis common in the criticaldialectical approaches. This is to suggest that demystifying the grasp ideology and taking
direct action to transform oppression remains but one line among many.
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Oaxaca, in my view, is a complex place and pedagogical responses have reflected
that complexity. 12 Stenciled notices pop up on walls to announce “disappeared” teachers
while memory is still fresh of state-sponsored repression in 2006. In addition, teachers
and students have been burdened with educational reforms to convert education into
human capital development (Fox Quesada, 2001; Calderón Hinojoso, 2007). Thus,
Oaxacan teachers are seen as dissidents when marching, and then their organizational
insight gets summoned into action to implement new educational plans and programs,
like the We Learn Together education fair beside the march described above. In the end,
teachers face teargas and sniper fire and then figure prominently into government plans to
make public education a more private, decentered and autonomous venture. Within this,
teachers develop programs outside of the sniper rifle fire or the neoliberal reform
schemes. These responses may divulge nuances on critical pedagogies as they emerge in
ways that confound traditional views on critical pedagogy.
Going back to the discussion on ideology and critical pedagogy at the normal
school, it is time to consider how in the teaching context of Oaxaca critical pedagogy has
emerged. Developing critical consciousness of both the rank and file teachers as well as
worker and peasant organizations across the nation has been the domain of rural
educators since the 1934 constitutional reform which posited public education as
12

I value the work to situate local pedagogies (Denzin, 2005; Somerville, Davies, Power, Gannon & de
Carteret, 2011) which attempt to denaturalize the universalist approaches to modern scientific
epistemologies, an articulation valid to rethinking pedagogies in Oaxaca. But place in Oaxaca can be
transnational and translocal as much as site-based. Specifically, following Tsing (2005), what is rendered
as local often comes from distant texts and practices. Tsing provides the example of Indonesian
environmentalists who rallied around the story of Chico Mendes, the murdered Brazilian environmentalist.
The Indonesians translated the story via a commercial media documentary made in the United States. As
such, the local activists drew from mainstream popular media in North America to read the biography of a
South American into their own practice in rural Indonesia. Situated approaches need to embrace fluidity in
how texts and practices from elsewhere are translated and enacted locally. For this reason, while I view
Oaxaca as complex in unique ways, I remain wary of essentializing the local.
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“socialist” (Raby, 1974). By the late 1970s, the early years of the CNTE, the dissident
caucus inside the SNTE, dissident teachers set out governing principles for developing
critical awareness of the hard realities facing teachers, laborers and peasants. In recent
decades, the Sección 22 has been developing an “alternative education” against the state
and in favor of critical consciousness and political intervention into the material
conditions in which students live (SEDES 22, 2010). In part to facilitate this, every
August in recent years, teachers have attended the State Workshops on Alternative
Education (TEAAs). A recent TEEA booklet to accompany the workshop presents the
matter of ideology in the second workshop session (SEDES 22, 2007) discussing the how
an “ideological bombardment destroys (arrasa) the minds of the students” (p. 9) and that
the media has strayed from its “original social function” to educate citizens (p. 11) and
that democracy is at risk lest as citizens we come to “know why we do what we do” (p.
12). Alternative education in turn becomes a kind of counterhegemonic union card for
dissident teachers. In the end, the work that the Sección 22 demands of its teachers
becomes that of fixer, the promoter of social welfare through critical-dialectical
approaches to their classrooms. The teacher engaged in alternative education becomes
what Li (2007) called a trustee, one invested with the discursive authority and technical
knowhow to set about improving the lives of others (p. 4-10). A trustee needs to be
reformed and refined, a problematic I take up at length in the introduction to Section
Three of the dissertation.
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The practices of teachers as leftist trustees date back over a century, for this
reason alone it may be time to rethink them. 13 But dissidence against the dissident
teachers incurs sociopolitical risk. Debate, for example, over the nature of the meanings
of alternative education can lead a teacher to getting labeled a reactionary, that is, a
charro, as several Oaxacan teachers have said to me, and this can lead to losing privileges
within the union. 14 Most teachers I interviewed took the movement toward alternative
education as “just a proposal” or puro planteamento, an initiative destined to remain high
theory and out of the reach of the practitioners and the students they teach. Not
concretized in practice, such versions of critical pedagogy become atrophied rather than
lived.
In addition, there are performative aims to rethinking and re-researching critical
practices in schools, in communities and on the streets where teachers protest. While
views of critical pedagogy have been contested in recent decades by diverse groups such
as feminist poststructuralists, critical and multiple literacies theorists (Pennycook, 2001)
and scrutinized by advocates for aesthetic approaches to teaching and learning (Mission
& Morgan, 2006), pedagogy qua social change still sets the discussion on what it means
to be critical. This becomes problematic in that the ways practitioners and researchers
understand, discuss and publish work on critical pedagogy help constitute the range of

13

Nineteenth and early twentieth century constitutional reforms developed the discourses that slowly led to
the practices that elaborated secular, free and universal education as a way to break the mystical hold of the
clergy and rural land owners had over peasants. Even today, with eleven years of a neoconservative federal
government, the liberal, secular and rational nature of public education remains verbally defended.
14
The charro epithet dates to dissident union movements in the late 1950s which worked against the
incorporation of the unions into the mainstreams ruling party (Padilla, 2008, p. 10). The “Charro” was the
nickname of a notorious party loyalist during the 1959 struggle to break up the unions (I refer to this briefly
in Chapter One), and to this day the term is widely used to catalog outliers as non-believers in the dissident
democratic struggles. The use of the charro insult suggests that union dissidence is under constant siege,
and as such, blind loyalty to dissident leadership becomes cast as necessary.
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what becomes doable and thinkable. In the words of market performativity theorist
Michel Callon (2007), social science research and theorization “contribute towards
enacting the realities that they describe” (p. 315). This means opening up how one posits
pedagogy begets further discussion and practice on pedagogy; the opening shapes not
only the case in question but the domain of what becomes pedagogical and what remain
commonsense elements of teacher work. I take my research here as performative in that I
anticipate it will lead me to discuss and share ideas with other teachers in a way that
enables further elaboration on what teacher political projects look like.
d. Liberation as a form of Government
The emancipatory-as-standard for critical pedagogy provides a snag for valorizing
new critical pedagogies, given that liberation from the leveling effects of ideology jibes
well with the mandates of neoliberal forms of governance which seek to foment freedom
so individuals may become autonomous and flexible actors. Critical pedagogies through
liberation thus become malleable with other imperatives of governance. In the end, there
is what I call a “will to educate” which, in terms of techniques, shows no difference from
left to right. The will to educate works as the propensity to persist in seeing education
and the un(der)educated as in need of intervention and revamping. I explore the will to
educate at length in the introduction to Section Three, but below I sketch out how the
liberatory and the neoliberal come to sound one in the same.
First, the left, much as the right, calls on active and engaged teachers. The
Sección 22 proceedings from a 2010 state conference on alternative education laid down
the terrain for critical pedagogy: “[w]e orient ourselves toward conceiving historical
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dialectical materialism as the philosophical underpinning for the transformation of
education” (SEDES 22, 2010, p. 7). Oaxacan public intellectual Gustavo Esteva and his
colleagues (Esteva, Stuchul & Prakash, 2005) suggested that such orientation toward
educational transformation impedes the critique of education itself. That is, a liberatory
educator must educate, and thus an oppressed, uneducated subject awaiting
enlightenment, dialog, consciousness and literacy skills must exist or be created.
Furthermore, education for transformation parallels the reform imperatives of the
knowledge economy espoused by the neoliberal state. The emancipatory and neoliberal
both depend on the compulsion to educate as part and parcel of broader projects of
socioeconomic welfare. The recent ACE reforms, according to a government press
release, “introduce a broad mobilization around education ….[to] reclaim the profound
transformation of the national system of education” (SEP, 2008, p. 5). Such
transformation is a moral issue, for “[i]t is imperative to make public education a factor
of justice, equity, a foundation of a life of opportunities, integral development and dignity
for all Mexicans” (p. 5). Following this, the liberatory and neoliberal discourses on
education have come to sound one in the same. While each depends on fashioning a
particular brand of active and engaged teacher, neither displays the variety of critical
pedagogy I feature in this dissertation.
Second, in addition to its relationship with state-sponsored reforms, the
emancipatory agenda links well with corporate foundation educational projects. Such
transformative projects parallel the educational advocacy work of the corporate sector of
Mexicanos Primero (n.d.a) and Consejo de la Comunicación Voz de las Empresas (n.d.),
two private enterprise foundations that promote conditions of competitively, quality and
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the inalienable rights of students and families to achieve for economic success.
Alongside the SEP, Mexicanos Primero seeks to “mobilize” people around education.
They challenge students to assume control over their own education suggesting that
young people become aware of their rights to a quality education (Mexicanos Primero,
n.d.b). These corporate foundations, among many at the local and national level, have
only just begun to target education in the last five or six years (Hugo Aboites, personal
interview, April 7, 2011) and have done so by positioning public education as in crisis.
Following guidelines set out by UNESCO (Astorga et al., 2007) and the Mexican
Educational Evaluation Institute (Instituto Nacional para la Evaluación de la Educación,
2010) and supported by educational scholars (Latapi Sarre, 2009), “quality” education
becomes cast as a human right. In consequence, as a right, quality becomes primary, if
not synonymous with education itself. Like the radical Sección 22, the quality movement
requires a skilled and committed teacher and the self-advocating student, parent and
community member disposed toward transformation. The neoliberal repositioning of
education does not call for somnolent mindlessness in adherence to capitalist mores;
rather, this rightwing movement depends on as much a version of “critical” awareness as
the leftwing Sección 22 in the TEEA handbook and conference proceedings. Right and
left, how can we tell the difference in their techniques in terms of the educated subject?
Corporate foundations and presidential speeches discuss education as the spearhead of
human becoming and present education for liberation almost indistinguishably from
liberatory pedagogy positions.
The rightwing today has come to resemble the dialectical materialism of the
liberatory pedagogies that emerged in the late 1960s. Esteva et al. (2005) suggested a
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rethinking of education should draw from Chiapan rebel leader Subcomandante Marcos
who neither participates in nor rejects the norms of the state. Instead Marcos, through
humor, humility and humanity calls for a different kind of here-and-now. Progressive,
liberation-based pedagogies are easily swooped up into schemes to govern through
education, whereas an autonomous and in the teacher Osvaldo’s words, “autogestivo” 15
way of teaching and learning is a little less governable by educational reforms, allowing
teachers, students and families a broader range of responses for teaching, learning and
being in the world. So state- and corporate-sponsored education starts to sound like a
social movement in support of civil rights. And the leftist space of the Sección 22 has
been holding so steadfast to the same notions of liberation, even when teachers are not
sure how to ground it. A different set of criteria is in order for understanding and
practicing critical pedagogy.
2. Movements of Diverse Inquiries
Till now I have detailed at how a liberatory agenda becomes commonsense for
critical pedagogy and how this “critical” approach has come to resemble the pedagogies
of the state and corporate foundations. I have also pointed out how the union favored a

15

The term autogestivo, or autogestive and self-managed, is important for understanding the spaces where
many teachers work, though the term itself has an unsatisfactory English translation. Autogestivo implies
self-management in terms of what Gustavo Esteva told a class on sustainability at the Universidad de la
Tierra about the mission of the Zapatista movement: “A world that embraces many other worlds.” As we
will see in Chapters Four and Five, self-management means standing with people who might be seen as
adversaries, for remaining distance from people with divergent aims becomes dangerous and undesirable in
both social and pedagogical movements in Oaxaca. Indeed, being with others is an important modus
viviendi in times of repressive and discursive violence. Maeckelbergh (2009) considered autogeston a way
of for actors to approach the answers to their own questions (p. 124), that is, autogestion is a “process of
possession of the power to collectively determine” the actors’ life elements (p. 121). Correspondingly,
Sitrin (2006) considered autogestion “not based on the what but the how… the relationships among people
that create a particular project, not simply the project itself” (p. vii, emphasis in original). Osvaldo, for his
part, undertook his autogestivo project with resources from corporate foundations, the State of Oaxaca, the
Church, individual donors and volunteers.
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radical structuralism and idealism despite the fact that multiple pedagogies and
affiliations make up the life Sección 22 members. So to appreciate how critical teacher
practices come to life in and out of schools, I use theoretical lenses outside those used by
participants. That is, a language of analysis beyond the language used on site helps me
undertake a critique. For this critical metalanguage I explore notions of critique though
an understanding of power as primarily positive and creative as articulated in the works
of Michel Foucault (1980a, 1991, 1995, 1998c). 16 In the following sections, I present a
rundown of baseline terms and notions for power and critique fundamental in shaping the
rest of this dissertation.
a. Power and the (Counter)Conduct of Conducts
When I presented the slides on immigration to the audience of teacher candidates
and their trainers at the rural normal school I was speaking at an institution with Marxian
and radical idealist views on critical pedagogy as a core part of the curriculum. The
impasse over the question of the centrality of ideology and/or the plurality of discourses
seemed to be rooted in an understanding of power as primarily a negative force, which is
to say, one that hampers potential for freedom or spoils the liberty that reigned prior to
cooptation. This sense of power as reductive has its roots in Oaxaca in three spheres that
affect my study here: the 30 year-old national dissident teachers’ movement within
which Oaxacan teachers are key actors; the views of bilingual and multicultural education
which has experienced a surge after legislation in the late 1990s; and the fresh memory of
16

I experienced significant theoretical crossover with my participants. For example, Lourdes was working
on a project on Foucault’s “cuidado de sí mismo,” care of the self, via a project on secondary school
students and Raquel, in her master’s thesis, was a questioning how all-women normal schools “normalize”
feminine behaviors of love and commitment to children. But my theoretical kinship with such teachers
remained at the level of high theory frameworks rather than the articulation of a concrete day-to-day of
critical pedagogy which I aim to do in this study.
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the experiences of the months of state repression in the streets of Oaxaca in 2006. Texts
surrounding these three spheres have presented workings of power in Oaxaca as forces
that take away; concomitantly, agents use power to take back lost terrain. With sights on
liberation, such texts in these three spheres have naturalized views of power as
dominating rather than power as both dangerous and creative.
No shortage exists of examples of this repressive-centered view of power. First,
the marching teachers presented above shouted consignas and perifoneo speeches about
the repressive nature of the state and in their mobilization documents have called for
revitalizing the democratic governance within the teachers’ union, or “revindicación
gremial.” Second, indigenous education has emerged that fronts a worldview based on
ancestral communal ways of knowing (Meyer & Maldonado Alvarado, 2010; SEDES 22,
2009). Such pedagogical projects link with attempts to strengthen community practices
like tequio, a Zapotec non-commercial and non-monetary system of support which enjoys
legal status today. In spite of this legal status, such communal ways are deemed as at risk
in the face of standardized, middleclass and Spanish-language-centric cultural imports.
Finally, in light of the 2006 Movement, it became apparent that spectacular violence
remained a practical tool for the Oaxacan state government and their paramilitary
affiliates. To make sense of this Martínez Vásquez (2007) has considered Oaxacans as
living in a fiefdom where the governor can take on a semi-sovereign role without fear of
repercussion from the president in Mexico City. Martínez Vásquez began his book with
a dedicatory page with names of the 27 confirmed dead in 2006 (p. 3), so violence, in his
view, is a sine qua non to understanding resistance and the work of teachers. Considering
these three spheres, repressive power is still active in Oaxaca and texts that explain
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Oaxacan resistance refer back to repression in terms of articulating power. This is not the
focus of my dissertation but I would be remiss if I presented critical pedagogies as
entirely interstitial meaning making projects when so much of what is discussed by the
actors revolves around the rule of force.
My concern is not to refute the position that repression thrives in everyday power
relations in Oaxaca, instead, I aim to avoid seeing repression as singular, central or final
for the workings of power. Indeed, a repression-based theory of power would leave me
blind to the nuances of how teachers like Osvaldo, mentioned above, developed his
autogestivo school projects and how state scholarship programs to boost enrollment ask
teachers to serve as voluntary promoters. With this in mind, in this dissertation I take
power as diffuse, dangerous and at times, repressive. This is to say that bodies targeted
by snipers are equally summoned into action through non-repressive projects of
governance. To understand this aspect of power as something that constitutes more than
cancels, I draw from Foucault (1991): “Discoursing subjects form a part of the discursive
field – they have their place within it” (p. 58). So power in this discursive field depends
on individuals who act willingly and freely as there are too many people to police via
repressive measures. To be sure, “the establishing of power relations does not exclude
the use of violence” (Foucault, 1998c, p. 138), but even in acts of violence against
teachers, power works discursively and creatively as well as repressively. Still, much of
the work on the teachers’ movement suggests that power forecloses rather than situates
the possibilities for critical projects. Lorena Cook (1996), for example, in her seminal
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work on the emergence of the dissident CNTE caucus in the SNTE, 17 asked: “What
enables these [teachers’] moments to survive in such [repressive] environments?”
(emphasis in original, p. 4). Such a question naturalizes the belief that violence stops
rather than (trans)forms teacher practices. As such, research into Oaxaca where power is
seen as diffuse remains ever more pertinent for my work here.
While most people I interviewed and observed during this study know those who
have faced repression, I am wary of falling into premature and facile views of power as
what is done when guns are present. If I accept the veracity of the Martínez Vásquez
(2007) dedicatory to the 27 dead in 2006 and agree that rural Oaxacans face
discrimination, which I do, I still remain free to look at critical pedagogies in plural ways.
In other words, I need not accept that the military, juridical and pedagogical forces of
violence and exclusion serve the primary points at which a critical project might begin
and then be channeled into theorizing emancipation or liberation as optimal outcomes.
Quite to the contrary, even in practices and policies where oppressive aspects stand out as
in the 2006 Movement, how can oppression and liberation get all the attention when
teachers meet to eat, drink, joke and play both in school and on the streets? Reviewing
the contentious 30 year-history of the Mexican dissident teachers’ Movements and the
pedagogical responses in the schools, I get no sense that people have simply stopped
participating because of repression. Even if it is loud and forceful, oppression remains
only one facet of relations of power. The violence of 2006, for example, which I detail in
Chapter One, worked on many teachers who never felt the blows, for power works on the
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The CNTE is not a breakaway teacher organization; it remains within the larger SNTE¸ Latin America’s
largest union. As we will see in the following pages, the teachers oftentimes maintain ties within the very
organisms that they oppose, and the lines can become blurry between rival camps.
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“potentially guilty” (Foucault, 1995, p. 108). This is to suggest that onlookers do their
part when they observe overt force, and the ways they relate to others and their own fears
become important in ongoing pedagogies and mobilization. I view that the ones standing
next to the ones getting repressed, even if ignored for their tacit participation, are primary
actors in the teachers’ Movement. There are not enough police to beat everyone, so the
conducts of potential insurgents become a part of the power flows, and this involves a
non-repressed, engaged teacher rather than a silenced one. It is my aim in these pages to
feature the practices of these less vocal teachers who navigate in and out of the different
mobilization and pedagogical spaces. Still, it seems daunting to detach from default
notions critique qua emancipation even if multiple non-acquisitive critical practices
abound in the daily practices of teachers. Just as Foucault (1980a) considered that
political philosophy has been fixated on “the problem of sovereignty” and that new
theoretical work needed to “cut off the King’s head” (p. 121), pedagogical theory is still
wrapped up in power as a unified slab with repression and liberation as bookends.
Power, in my view, should not be thus thing-ified when so much is asked of and
undertaken by Oaxacan teachers.
I come now to the specific interpretation of power that I depend most on in the
pages that follow. My examination of power might best be situated in terms of what
Mitchell Dean (2010) presented as the workings of “government.” For Dean,
government means the “conduct of conduct,” or the ways of fashioning behavioral
dispositions through the implementation of optional plans and programs to improve
people’s condition of bodily wellbeing. In Dean’s words:
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Government as the “conduct of conduct” entails the idea that the one governed is,
at least in some rudimentary sense, an actor and therefore a locus of freedom.
Government is an activity that shapes the field of action and thus, in this sense,
attempts to shape freedom. However, while government gives shape to freedom,
it is not constitutive of freedom. The governed are free in that they are actors, i.e.
it is possible for them to act and to think in a variety of ways, and sometimes in
ways not foreseen by authorities (p. 21).
Government, offered by Dean, then, stands apart from views on power as coercive and
singular, for government cannot work on people who are primarily held back or locked
up. Instead, government makes individuals and foments behaviors, both byproducts and
end goals of government. But this is not a centripetally closed system like a conch shell
but one that remains contested and expansive. Sometimes, often, perhaps, individuals
participate in government in their own way and ask for a different form of government.
This is the beginning of what we might call a “counterconduct.” How teachers act and
think in ways unforeseen by the authorities, that is, how they engage in counterconducts,
will be a major focus of the following pages.
To appreciate how government and counterconducts work, it is incumbent to
grasp to how free choice works even in the face of repression, for violence is often
managed by and enveloped within the freedom to choose. To illustrate, a student once
told me of his experience as a Palestinian political prisoner after the first Intifada in the
late 1980s. In his estimation, the vilest form of torture involved standing in a crouch
without leaning against the cell wall or putting fingers on the ground. Meanwhile, kindly
guards would persuade him to give in, list names and end the agony. Torture might mean
the ultimate form of negating someone’s embodied liberty, yet for my student it meant a
how instead of a what. This how went both ways: from the guards trying to elicit a given
detainee set of behaviors (cooperative and reward-worthy) and the prisoner who can
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choose endure, unite with other prisoners and keep cognizant of how the affable guards
impose the torture, not the prisoner himself. Government, in short, centers less on the
torture itself than on what goes on around it to sustain it as a dynamic practice of convict
management. And finally, because the torture involved aspects of free choice, the ways
that those choices are handled become the center of the critical projects of
counterconducts. 18
To restate, practices of government are neither one sided nor prior to the flows of
practices that counter them. And in reading the “conduct of conducts” as expressions of
power, I can better valorize how the Oaxacan police officer or educational administrator
(prison guard) relates with the teachers (political prisoners). A counterconduct is not
merely a response to an a priori act of official government; instead, as a political project
it implies a whole lifeworld of relationships and texts as powerful and vital that an actor
undertakes as way to posit another form of government or set of behaviors.
A second example of a counterconduct, one in the context of Mexican dissident
teachers, might be the ways that the image of the “Madre Patria” was used in a protest
march led primarily by teachers through downtown Mexico City in late May, 2010 (See
figure one).
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The prison experience for him and his fellow inmates was variegated and at times positive. He related
that the men in the prison practiced choral singing which would reverberate around the walls while the
guards remained individualized. Furthermore, prisoners who took to studying under different professors
would upon release garner university credit redeemable at Palestinian universities. This could be read as
men engaged in projects that countered the ways that prison serves to isolate and divide.
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Figure 1: The Madre Patria, left, in white carrying a green flag, left, beside “down with
[SNTE president ] Elba Ester [Gordillo] and FECAL [president of Mexico, Felipe
Calderón] (See Chapter Three for these two). To the Madre Patria’s right stands an
indigenous woman carrying a red and black radical flag and wearing a rebozo, an
indigenous shawl, instead of the Hellenic white robe. The title leading to the indigenous
women reads: “We defend:”
The Madre Patria, literally the “Mother Motherland” is a nationalist image of an
indigenous-featured Greek goddess-looking woman as the matron of Mexico who fills
student textbooks and posters bearing the national anthem in schools. 19 Universal
schooling has been a major vehicle for constructing Mexico out of hundreds of desperate
communities and fashioning the Mexican citizen out of millions of bodies that reside on
the strip of land between the Rio Grande and Guatemala. Through this history, the
Mexicanization of common indigenous traits has been seen as a form of white
supremacy, akin to the “melting pot” view of ethnicity in the United States and “Racial
Democracy” construction of post-racial politics in Brazil. 20 As such, as a nationalist
symbol, the Madre Patria is used hegemonically, that is, as a tool to secure consent
among individuals and groups whose interest may not be served via wholesale unification
with the larger state. Scores of the dissident teachers at the March through Mexico City
19

A colleague of mine from central Mexico recalled the madre patria as having been present in her official
textbooks.
20
For the construction of race in Mexico vis-à-vis elsewhere in Latin America, see Wade (1997, p. 40-47).
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would later arrive at an alternative education conference that afternoon where they would
shout consignas against the state and in favor of the proletariat and would attend lectures
against the federal textbooks. Here they were deploying the Madre, the very image of
hegemonic control, albeit as a way to present another kind of madre, one repositioned as
donning radical and native colors and symbols of non-assimilation.

Figure 2: La Madre Patria on the cover of the sixth grade text book, Civic and
ethical formation
One take on the use of the Madre Patria in the textbooks and in the dissident
march would view power as government and counterconduct. The multiple social
practices that surround the textbooks would stage-manage the conduct of a modern
Mexican student, teacher and community member. The dissident teachers, aware of how
the state educational authorities have fomented a Mexicanized and homogenized view of
citizenship through the Madre Patria, engage in a counterconduct via deploying her in a
protest march in an alternate way. She becomes part of the march and the multiple
conversations and takes up the ideas uttered by the participants. She accompanies the
marching dissenters rather than the taken-for-granted munificent overseer on the state
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payroll. The dual image of the marching madre does not ask for emancipation but instead
forms part of the call for a Mexico where difference is not asked to become classic and
statuesque but instead can remain unfinished and seeking. This would be the beginning
of how to approach a counterconduct as a critical praxis undertaken by teachers.
b. Critique
As my research embraces power as multiple where repressive force is understood
as neither total nor final, I define here my view of the critical and the inquiry process of
critique. Considering the way counterconduct works in government noted above,
Foucault provides a view of critique which is not estranged from the very practices that
attempt to direct the behaviors of others. For example, a critical pedagogy might start
with discourses and practices related to efficiency via regulating school bells, favoring
quick answers, preparing for standardized tests and the normalization what counts as “off
task” behavior. Efficiency becomes inscribed in the subjectivity of students and teachers
through these notions and activities. But this does not mean that someone bull whips
people into shape, for actors may willingly accept a conduct of efficiency in order to
avoid reprimand or ridicule or seek reward. Conducting a behavior like efficiency also
contains within it the ways that actors strive for another way to live, think or teach
(Foucault, 1998a, p. 264). Where behaviors and dispositions in a school become
anticipated and fomented there also stands the material for carving out a critical project.
For Foucault, a critical project is “the art of not being governed quite so much” (p. 265).
This means that a critique is a way someone might counter, say, anticipated behaviors
related to school efficiency and by their actions perform a different way of being a
teacher. Again, mainstream critical pedagogic views of teaching and learning suggest
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that freedom existed until domination intervened, and students were ignorant till a loving,
skilled teacher dared to teach them. Thus, once domination is overthrown, freedom will
reign again. But for Foucault, critique cannot be peeled away from the object of the
critique itself, for “where there is power, there is resistance” (1980a, p. 95). So a critical
project around practices of efficiency in school would include the ways that teachers and
students choose to participate in a way that expands the way time and space is governed.
Critique as I use it here for rethinking pedagogy, resides more in the passing
moments of everyday life rather than in a concerted praxis. In this dissertation, I take
critique as a “movement” (Foucault, 1998a, p. 278) and “a labor of diverse inquiries”
(1998d, p. 56). A critique is a movement of diverse inquiries in two ways here: in my
own research process and in the kinds of practices teachers engage in.
In spacing out my first five chapters of critical practices in the field, I also
endeavor to avoid identifying what I consider true and false critical pedagogies. So the
movements of diverse inquiries presented here are more narrative and unfinished than the
finding of the Holy Grail of critique. To approach a movement of diverse inquiries
Foucault (1980b) suggested examining “the local, discontinuous, disqualified,
illegitimate knowledges against the claims of a unitary body of theory” (p. 83) and to try
not to “pretend to go back in time to restore an unbroken continuity” (1998b, p. 355).
Still, such a Foucaultian overture to Oaxacan education might prove problematic
because of the tangible examples of overt oppression and the historical legacy of
violence, assimilation and the militant oppositional movements such as the Sección 22.
As mentioned above, a robust lineage of resistance is well established in the literature and
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documented in the day-to-day activities of the teachers’ Movement and other civic groups
(Bautista Martínez, 2010; Martínez Vásquez 2006, 2007, 2009; Rubin, 1998; Sotelo
Marbán, 2008; Stephen, 2002). Faced with this critical groundswell, it becomes more
problematic to draw out the discontinuous, disqualified, illegitimate knowledges, as
Foucault suggested above, for the work of radical politics remains vital by many actors.
But positioning my work here as a quest for truth and assembling stories that pull in the
same ideological direction of the established storylines would incur other hazards.
Foucault (1984) regarded a “will to truth” as contrary to a critique, for truth claims end
up centering an inquiry rather than letting it remain on the fringes where it can do its
work. Seeking authentic stories of pedagogical and Movement resistance would count as
an attempt for theoretical concentration in a field of fragmentation. So even in an
environment of oppression, moments of diverse inquiries remain critical practices.
Compelling examples of fragmented critical teacher projects are the collective
biographies of Davies and Gannon (2006) which are based on Australian women in the
academy meeting on weekends and uncover as they go along the embodied ruptures of
their work. Furthermore, Kamler (2001) looked at writing pedagogies as in scribing
“stories,” of what happens in daily life rather than uncovering true self-knowledge of
“voice.” And Lather (2006) suggested “counter sciences” to intervene at the points in
teachers’ lives where neopositivistic “physics envy” has taken shape. There have been
public pedagogies which include teams of graffiti writers reclaiming derelict urban space
(Christen, 2010), and in Mexico insightful example s are “kitchen table pedagogies”
among rural women (Trinidad Galván, 2001) and an alternate, from “below”
alterglobalization pedagogical meaning making (Trinidad Galván, 2005). My project on
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movements of diverse inquires looks among teachers in Oaxaca for pedagogies in line
with these.
c. Discourses
The first five chapters or movements in which I explore critical teacher practices
further beckon me introduce up another concept apropos to this dissertation, discourses.
Let me exemplify discourses and how they help us here. In the village of San
Fermín del Valle, just outside Oaxaca City, I interviewed the mother of an elementary
student on reading practices. The mother told of how her son used to depend on her to
read to him until recent events on the school campus gave him more internal drive to read
on his own (see Chapters Four and Five). The student was now bringing books to the
bathroom and reading for hours, a process that started when he heard a storyteller
perform at to school. The storyteller, María Antonia, spoke with gestures and animal
noises, a genre move that excited him to follow up through his reading. After his
experience with such animated stories, one day his mother found herself reading to him
when he told her to stop. She had acted out the characters in voice and gesticulation,
following the storyteller, but he said that she did not need to do that. A storyteller was a
storyteller, and his mother reading to him was his mother reading to him. As a less
experienced book reader in the early grades of a rural elementary, he had a clear sense of
the nuances related to fables, oral narration and his mother’s read along practices. How
he possessed and executed this knowledge is undergirded by what are known as
discourses.
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What is a discourse? I consider it more fitting to explore what discourses do than
define what they are. Delany (1994) suggested that a discourse “assigns import” and
indexes the “non-serious” (p. 239). But discourses “are not a set of criteria met or missed
by a text” but are the “processes by which we make a text make sense” (p. 234). Reason
or ideology are not kernel for this, for sometimes discourses are best maintained because
contradictions coexist or because one’s knowledge of, say, storybooks and storytelling, is
warehoused away from what is deemed official, political or authentic knowledge. But
just the same, discourses remain clear to the person operating within them. So for the
story-loving elementary student, something about the storyteller – a person invited
through applauses, who crossing the stage keeps in dialog with an audience of many–
differed from his mother reading to him in a smaller space, with an audience of one,
sitting with a book on his lap. No one signifier demarcated storyteller from mother
reading, so to look at discursive elements of a social practice like reading with along with
his mother might best be embraced in terms of what it rubs up against like listening along
with a story teller. A seven year old story aficionado or a doctoral student researcher
may never really get to define what a story teller is, but it becomes palpable when
someone who is not a storyteller tries to act like one. For this reason, in this dissertation,
I take seriously any moment when an event or a practice encounters conflict or friction
with anything else. The ways cultural practices and products are understood and
undertaken through discourses; these best come to light via conflict.
d. Answerability
Above I explored the theoretically grounding of my first question on critical
practices. Below, I lay the theoretical terrain for the second question of this dissertation
l

on relationships: how do the teachers enact their critical pedagogies among others who
can answer back? As my first question called for a reading of Michel Foucault’s theories
of critique, power and discourses, this second one draws from Mikhail Bakhtin’s theories
of dialogism which are in active purchase in literacy education. Specifically, I look at the
elements of dialogism as an ethical relationship and adapt my second question from
Nielsen (2002) who suggested Bakhtin’s core concern was: “What should I do when
faced with someone who can answer back?” (p. 26). This question on how one person
operates in a world populated by outside others insinuates a deeper ethical examination of
human relationships than the pragmatics of communication, that is, beyond dialogism as
an interactional or transactional exchange of utterances and texts. Considering that my
dissertation is the product of my work in the Language, Literacy and Culture
concentration of the School of Education, it is germane to situate my research in the
domain of sociocultural perspectives on literacy education drawn from the work of
Bakhtin (Bakhtin, 1984; Bakhtin & Holquist, 1981; Bakhtin, Holquist, McGee, &
Emerson 1986), intellectuals who rendered Bakhtin’s work to a Western audience
(Holquist, 1990; Lesic-Thomas, 2005; Todorov 1984), and literacy scholars (Bloome,
Power Carter, Morton Christian, Otto & Shuart-Faris, 2005; Gee, 2005).
Bakhtin’s theory of language considers utterances dialogic, meaning that language
is always language-in-use rather than in general. His work contrasts directly with both
Saussure’s view of a dichotomized langue as a cognitive nerve center for the varied acts
of parole and the Chomskian view of language as an inner sense of grammatical
workings that all humans are endowed with. Instead, language for Bakhtin emerges
between people whereby individuals never own their utterances, for, “the word in
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language is half someone else’s. It becomes ‘one’s own’ only when the speaker
populates with his intention...” (Bakhtin, & Holquist, 1981, p. 293). Bakhtin’s language
theory is echoed by an adage attributed to Picasso that has it that “good artists copy, great
artists steal,” suggesting that to get language right you cannot do it alone, and you never
keep the results. The fact that I can render the utterances of Picasso and Bakhtin in this
dissertation illustrates how words are never original or final; they instead bounce around,
taking on the intentions and inflections of new users. Viewing language as dialogic
involves surrendering assumptions that language is a unitary code between sovereign
speakers. Furthermore, I would argue that dialogism relates less to the material aspects
of texts than to non-material elements of human encounters, a position I explore below.
Though I draw from Bakhtin’s dialogism as language-in-use, I interpret dialogism
as a way of being rather than an exchange of utterances. To start, I suggest that face-toface relationships involve an ethical and affective component. In this regard, my work
departs from predominant sociocultural approaches to literacy. Indeed, I believe that
language and literacy education, a sphere in which I have worked for two decades, often
fetishizes the unitary bits of language at the expense of looking at ethical and human
components of intersubjective relationships. Bakhtin detailed the vitality of human
meeting, saying that “[t]wo voices is the minimum for life, the minimum for existence”
(1984, p. 252). So the words exchanged between teacher and learner may transcend the
language as tools and signs that Vygotsky (Vygotsky & Cole, 1978) has imported into
sociocultural theory which has become a staple for teaching as instruction rather than
teaching as a relationship. I draw my view of dialogism as ethics from a small enclave of
educational researchers who have suggested that Bakhtin’s theories on language are
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better understood as an ethical and moral appeal toward self-other relationships (Hicks
1996, 2000; Sidorkin, 1999; 2004). 21 In this dissertation I think it of interest to read the
ethics into Bakhtinian perspectives on language literacy and culture, especially
considering that I am examining here social relationships between teachers and others
who have faced trying struggles in the teachers’ Movement and in school-based projects.
Teachers who have experienced the most violence, as I will show below, often ventured
less into radical resistance than into meaning-making, play, hanging around and
pedagogies of inclusion. I must point out that the criticality of affect in the Movement
has not been theorized yet. This might not be surprising, for, following Jean-Luc Nancy
(2000), “Nobody has radically thematizied the ‘with’ as the essential trait of Being (sic)
and as its proper plural singular coessence” (p. 34). This is to say that being with others
is often taken for granted while the concrete practices and material products of being with
others becomes focus of self-other relations. In all, in addition to examining what it
means to be a critical educator, in this dissertation I also seek to explore how affect, nonindifference and concern become political projects.
To be sure, instead of packing off face-to-face relationships into language-based
boxes, I approach relationships among teachers and others in this study through theories
of intersubjective ethics (Bakhtin ,1990; Bakhtin, Holquist, & Liapunov, 1993), in
particular, dialogism as “answerability.” Answerability suggests that human
relationships involve individuals who care for one another in the process of dialog.
21

Sidorkin (1999) noted that “a person exists and may be known only through communication with another
person” (p. 62), and though in this, language becomes “just one area where dialogue may be examined” (p.
76). Indeed, the devout Orthodox Christian Bakhtin began his career as a Neo-Kantian moral theorist, and
as Stalin took the reins of the USSR in the 1920s, he spent a six-year stint in a Kazakhstani GULAG for his
devotional activities. Bakhtin’s post-GULAG writings on dialog, the ones that sociocultural theory draws
from, became more textual and centered on deceased, sanctioned authors rather than live debates how one
should live in a world where others can answer back.
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Answerability is, thus, a theory of being with others connected to teacher learning and
depends on one’s suspending prior assumptions and categories in the face of the other.
The degree to which one embraces this is their answerability. Nielsen (2002) called
answerability “sympathetic co-experiencing” (p. 39) while Liapunov (1993) saw such
relationships as “participative” consciousness, “engaged, committed, involved,
concerned, or interested thinking” (p. 86). For his part, Bakhtin was keen to detail that
the ethics of answerability is not a sloppy and emotive embrace of the other. He strongly
opposed theories of communicative action that favor consensus and harmony, much of
which underscores emancipatory views of critical pedagogy I critique here.
Disagreement and difference become the material of answerability, for one person cannot
pretend to be someone else and remain answerable. Even adversaries can engage in
answerability, as we see in Chapters Four and Five where individuals in a school
collaborate under a tarpaulin over a reading project despite their ideological and
institutional differences. It becomes important, then, in rethinking critical pedagogy to
pay keen attention to the “with” that emerges between teachers and others. These actual
relationships will confound the durability of the lines between dissidence and the state
and suggest critical projects may benefit less from working toward progressive change
than from the fostering of answerable relationships by, say, sitting around drinking and
eating for long hours with others.
Looking at answerability, much like positing a non-sovereign view of power
relations, is risky to introduce into discussions on critical teacher practices. A half dozen
times I have presented workshops and papers on teacher education and ethics. Each time,
when bringing up questions of intersubjectivity as a form of answerability, I have run into
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resistance. For example, at a regional conference, a roundtable discussant bitterly
responded to answerability with, “I have no idea what the hell that is and I’m a
reasonably intelligent person.” And at the AERA 2010 Annual Meeting, an observer
openly criticized the rigor of my presentation and bullet pointed the books I should read
to overcome my deficiencies. Through each answerability presentation what has
remained with me is not so much the theory of non-indifferent engagement itself but
rather the resistance to it among critical educators. Concern and coessence just do not fit
with what is taken as critical. Confused on this truculent reception I once sought
clarification from my former professor and three-time co-presenter on answerability,
Barbara Madeloni. She framed the problematic of ethics and non-indifference in the
domain of the critical like this: “people get scared when you talk about something
resembling love.” This fear response tells me that I have been hitting a nerve worthy of
continued exploration in terms of worrying the canon on what it means to be critical.
Upon hearing the importance of the human factor of being together expressed by teachers
who have endured decades of police violence and extrajudicial killings, it is relevant to
step away from the cognitive and rational notion of language and dialog and into the
heart and the relational. 22
C. Approaching the Site, Participants and Researcher Positioning
Below I present how I approached my dissertation. To highlight ways that critical
pedagogies have made inroads into rural elementary school teacher lives, I draw from
22

The question of looking at political projects of love and ethics is present outside education. In
problematizing what agency means, Saba Mahmood (2005) encountered among her liberal feminist
colleagues a similar resistance to understanding the pedagogies of the women’s Islamic piety movement in
middle class sectors of Cairo. Mahmood found that pious women chose the hajib not as “veil power” but
instead for ethical and moral agency which to them was political. Mahmood found that views of progress
hamper the accepted dimensions of what a political project might look like (p. 13).
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fieldnotes, taped conversations and documents from six months of intensive field visits to
Mexico City, Oaxaca City and the village of San Fermín, two and a half months in the
summer of 2010 and three and a half months in 2011. The whole time of data gathering
extended over one year with email and telephone contact. During this period I
interviewed teachers, parents, nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) and State Ministry
of Culture personnel engaged in the 2006 Movement and in San Fermín Elementary. I
also spent time with teachers in their off hours, sitting with them at their homes, dining
with them, walking the streets, driving to protests and to schools where they worked or
were serving as supervisors.
As mentioned above, I take conflict as a creative point of encounter where
relationships and discourses take shape or become discernible. Using the lens of
ethnographic “friction” of Tsing (2005) I approached the social world of Oaxacan rural
educators. Seeing research sites through dynamic tensions, Tsing described
environmentalist movements in Indonesia by accepting the creativity of social
interaction, transfer of information and violent clashes with police. Tsing provided an
engaging metaphor on how a friction works: a rubber tire needs a hard surface of a road
to motor on. At once the road restricts the movement of the car, centering in on the
paved way rather than the bush, but at the same time, a sandy surface, for all its lack of
restrictions, provides less oomph for the tires to propel forward. In this way, Tsing traces
idea flows over time and space as they make their way to the grasp of the activists she
researched. Given that Oaxacan teachers navigate in and out of the Sección 22, the state,
the mainstream SNTE, the dissident CNTE and multiple other social networks, the
methodological lens of friction allowed me at the outset of my research to trace these
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currents without narrowing my field of vision to a single emic perspective in a
community of practice.
Later, in representing responses to my questions on how critical pedagogies have
emerged I opted for movements of diverse inquiries inspired by the “portraits” of
Lawrence-Lightfoot (1983; 2005) and “stories” by Kamler (2001). First, a portrait for
Lawrence-Lightfoot (2005) becomes a “life drawing” (p. 5) that attempts to arrest the
“raw hurt and pleasure” (p. 10) of life in schools (2005). Lawrence-Lightfoot charted out
an interdisciplinary methodology by combing the arts and social sciences to process
events that would reveal “truth” through creative presentation as much as scientific
calculation. I take seriously the critiques of English (2000) regarding LawrenceLightfoot’s desire for a singular truth, but as I am not entertaining truth claims, I can
concentrate on Lawrence-Lightfoot’s methodological apparatus to gather and represent
stories rather than extract essentials. In addition to reading Lawrence-Lightfoot’s
portraits, I draw on the work of Barbara Kamler (2001) who posited a writing pedagogy
around stories. In her work on “relocating the personal” she critiques the proclivity of
writing teachers giving a penned voice to the “silenced” aspects inside each budding
writer (p. 46). Instead of resuscitating an authentic voice Kamler attempts to map out
ways that writing situates the discontinuous practices of exploring writer subjectivities.
While working with voice for her is riven with the pomp of transformation and the
messianic “conversion narrative” found in mainstream critical pedagogy (p. 47), “story”
becomes a pedagogical reserve affiliated to my own view of power, discourses and
critique, elaborated above. As this dissertation forms part of my own midcareer literacy
as a teacher education practitioner, I wish to sketch out stories by keeping my
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representational approaches consistent with theoretical dimensions I valorize. While I
represent the stories of the critical practices of midcareer Oaxacan educators I am
walking alongside them in my own storying process. Movements of diverse inquiries,
portraited, storied and read through Foucault’s views of power, critique and discourses
become ongoing methodological frameworks for me as I write my way down these pages.
Finally, the five movements in the pages that follow which showcase teacher
practices also reflect my coding practice of narration drawn from Elizabeth Adams St.
Pierre (2011), a qualitative researcher who suggested that the process of drawing out
narratives should begin coevally with the process of data generation. St. Pierre
recommends that coding should initiate with the researcher’s writing through the data as
it comes up rather than making a post-fieldwork rationalist sweep for common threads
through the extracted pieces. St. Pierre has maintained that traditional coding practices
often lead to banal and theory-starved writing, for coding itself is vestige of the
positivism that qualitative research has battled against from the start. But as we are no
longer in an era when peer review journals and dissertation committees are by default
centered on variance theory, the more “scientific” aspects of qualitative research can be
cast aside if they are not accommodating. As I was focusing from the start on teacher
stories, I took narrative coding not only as an initial approach data but instead as a
worldview to fashion the final project itself.
In all, in using ethnography to approach this dissertation, I present stories in
which I participate. Overall, the stories follow four guidelines:
1.
I focused on concrete practices with a specific emphasis on how they
emerged between people and groups.
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2.
I took seriously events of conflict, dissonance and disagreement,
attempting to trace out the creativity rather than the falsehoods and contradictions.
3.
Given that power relations are found “outside the institution” (Foucault,
1998c, p. 140) and “rooted in the whole network of the social” (p. 141), I avoided undue
association of pedagogy with didactic acts of teaching, learning and schooling. I instead
sought out the relational aspect of pedagogy rather than the outcomes or fixed-sited state
of teacher lives.
4.
I allowed each of the three sections to adhere to theoretical,
methodological and paradigmatic concerns distinct from the other two. As such, each
section involves its own literature reviews where needed.
D. Researcher Positioning and the Political Life of Teachers
As I have presented my theoretical and methodological concerns, I have done
little to explain why I am drawn to Oaxaca and teachers. In this section I locate myself in
the study and provide a brief sketch of how I have come to Oaxacan education.
Arriving for my fieldwork in Oaxaca in 2010, I had planned to offer English
classes and article co-authorship as an entrée into, if not “participant observation”
(Spradley, 1980), at least greater “reflexivity” (Davies, 1999) in the research process. I
had been an English teacher in Oaxaca from 1997 to 1999 and met teacher participant
Lourdes and Luis during those years. During my 2010 and 2011 field visits, when I
socialized beyond the school with teachers, people greeted us with “hola maestros (hello
teachers/masters)” using the masculine gender to include me even as the rest of the group
was often all women. I was taken as a maestro as much as teachers Lourdes and Wendi
were maestras. Nevertheless, efforts on my part to participate often went unreciprocated;
at times teachers failed to show up when we had agreed to meet. At other times I would
find the teachers attempting to shelter me from the hostilities of the protests, as in
Chapter Two when a disturbance raged in the center of Oaxaca City and Lourdes and
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Luis unsuccessfully dissuaded me from passing by to take a closer look. I was, however,
successful at co-authoring an article with one teacher, a process which opened up many
more conversations than was possible prior to that part of the larger research project.
1. The Tlacuache Güero-the White Rodent
a. Overtures into Teaching and Researching Teachers
I come from a long line of teachers centered in New Orleans, Louisiana, and
leaving my work as a teacher in 2005 brought me to compose this Oaxaca-centered
dissertation.
The New Orleans side of the family did not start as pedagogues. Having come
several generations earlier to New Orleans from Havana, Port-au-Prince, Santo Domingo
and Veracruz, my Creole ancestors dedicated themselves to business ventures until they
went bankrupt after the Civil War. My great-great grandfather Juaquim Viosca ended up
running off to New York with a woman, working as a Spanish and French translator, and
as such, became the first known family member to interpret cultural themes of Latin
America to Anglophones. Later the family focused mainly on public service and by the
middle twentieth century, teaching of various types. Meeting the hundreds of extended
family members around New Orleans when visiting as child, I would often hear teacher
stories like my Aunt Elma serving as school principal during desegregation. I began at a
young age to link storytelling, food and noisy gumbo ya-ya conversations with New
Orleans pedagogical networks. Many nodes of this social world were uprooted with
Hurricane, Katrina which inundated New Orleans. Prior to Katrina, I was working as a
Spanish and English language lecturer at Tulane University, in Newcomb Hall one floor
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above my sister’s office in study abroad and beside the music school where Uncle Clause
never defended his dissertation, near the architecture school my father flunked out of and
not too far from the biology department where Uncle Percy taught about the poisonous
snakes of the Mississippi Delta. New Orleans family lore seemed to waft right outside
my Tulane classroom.
After resettling in the Connecticut River Valley after Katrina in 2005, my
teaching life shifted. Post Katrina, I found myself embroiled three different teacher
meaning-making projects that have directed me specifically to these pages. First, I came
across a rejuvenated call for social and affective pedagogical connections between
teachers. When I went back to New Orleans, for example, conversations picked up right
where they ended off pre-Katrina, as if it was a matter of personal integrity to return and
discuss food, music and the weather in an almost hyperbolic New Orleans way.
Everybody wanted to know where everyone else spent Katrina. Similarly, my Tulane
supervisor ended up presenting at the 2006 NAFSA conference on the journeys of each of
us undertook, calling on us to write teacher testimonials on departure and return. I
avoided returning, staying instead in New England. During this time I found myself a
magnet for connections with involuntary migrants and survivors of fierce conflicts. This
included a group of Indonesian teachers in my class who had endured the 2004 Tsunami
and the tortured Palestinian man mentioned above who spoke about learning English by
writing letters in the sandy ground of the prison yard and also about the key he kept in his
pocket which opened the door to his parents’ house destroyed by paramilitaries in 1948.
Through these links, I came to valorize pedagogy as far more than instruction, relating it
instead to shared cultural practices that may go nowhere beyond the social event of
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meeting. Second, having replaced my Mississippi Delta existence for one along the
Connecticut, I decided that after Katrina I should sideline teacher practitioner work to
undertake doctoral study in literacy education, entering the School of Education at the
University of Massachusetts Amherst in 2006. This time in the Pioneer Valley coincided
with three years working in schools where I supervised preservice teacher candidates. As
a supervisor, I observed how teachers would address concerns like bullying not as
something to be stamped out but instead in terms of what students ended up doing, saying
and writing. Teachers to me became not so much fixers but observers and storytellers.
Leaving New Orleans proved creative and dynamic in my reevaluation of pedagogical
practices. Finally, since leaving New Orleans I ended up reconnecting with my former
Oaxacan colleagues and friends during and after the violence and mobilization they
experienced in 2006. Through reactivating those contacts, some dormant for a decade, I
set the groundwork for this dissertation.
Above all, by leaving New Orleans I was able to re-appropriate my prior life in
Mexico in terms of pedagogy and social networks. Mexico emerged as more important
than ever, as I learned to become a teacher first in the city of Guadalajara during the early
1990s. There, I took my first teacher training course and interacted with memorable
literary figures who I considered teachers and role models. Some would teach seminars
at the University of Guadalajara free and open to all; most were older men I would see at
parties, book events and in the pages of dusty books. At 22 years old, I wanted to
emulate them socially and pedagogically. 23 Recalling my life in Mexico, the social
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At a University of Guadalajara book fair I met Carlos Monsiváis, a chronicler of Mexican social
movements. There, I mistook him for the novelist Gabriel García Márquez who was said to be present that
day. Monsiváis never corrected the act of mistaken identity, and when I asked him to dedicate a copy of a
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process of the lifeworld of teachers came back to me, some of which I detail below. In
that I view the social mores in New Orleans as resembling those of urban Mexico, my
departure from Katrina-ravaged New Orleans in 2005 made a return to Mexico more
feasible if not indispensable for my doctorate in education.
b. Tlacuaches as an Incorporated Teacher Group
So I come now to Oaxaca and the teachers I first knew there in 1997. I was
proficient in Spanish and could navigate between social sites and linguistic codes. The
practices of Oaxacan teachers have been a part of my life since that stay, one that
involved my efforts to integrate myself as a faculty member at a sciences institute in a
village outside the city of Santa Clara.
Teacher social processes were central to pedagogies at the institute. When I
arrived there, I found myself eagerly invited to the bars and frontón (racquet sport) courts
with a group of local male teachers known on campus as the tlacuaches, the Maya
language word for a dark-furred opossum-like rodent. As I had accepted the invitations
of this new group, I became known as the tlacuache güero, the white rodent. In Mexico,
attributing animal traits to people is considered distasteful (see Chapter Three), the sougly-it’s-cute reference to the furry creatures does not carry as much weight in Mexico as
it may north of the border. A tlacuache in Mexico is known as especially unattractive
with dark fur and the habit of lurking in shadowy fissures of rocks and forests, and güero
is a term used for a white person. 24 The other tlacuache members were primarily dark-

García Márquez novel, he playfully penned: “To Stephen - In the name of the author, who I do not happen
to be - Carlos Monsiváis.” After that, I felt endeared to him and read his work on urban mobilizations.
24
With an established European and Middle Eastern–descendent population in urban Mexico, the use of
“güero/a” does not position someone as an outsider the way “gringo/a” would. Güero/a does however
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skinned or moreno Oaxacans of low social economic status, whose grandparents probably
spoke Mixtec, Zapotec or another indigenous language. The metropolitan faculty
members at our institute took the tlacuaches as crude, vulgar and boozy, all traits that
echo common Mexican stereotypes of indigenous and rural morenos. Getting dubbed the
tlacuache güero hinted at white privilege and gave me a slight upper hand, as I could
cease to be tlacuache when interacting with other whites, especially gringos.
Despite their racialized and lower-class positioning at the institute, the tlacuaches
stood out as a complex assemblage whose presence on campus reveals the importance of
incorporated groups in Mexican education. My friend and co-tlacuache Esteban, a
graduate in philosophy from UNAM, signaled that the tlacuaches embodied more than a
group of low-class jovial pranksters. According to Esteban, they served as a campus
political group in the backdoor service of the directors. That is, the tlacuaches were an
incorporated political network. For generations, Mexican academic institutions, (i.e. the
sciences institute, Osvaldo’s rural elementary and the normal school where I presented on
critical pedagogy) have depended on what Esteban called “grupos de contención” or
containment groups, to keep an eye on the political views of newcomers. Unbeknownst
to me at the time, Esteban ranted to me that the easygoing tlacuaches would meet
regularly with the dean of the faculty to report on other teachers. Such peer-focused
intelligence gathering was systemic; the exchange of information between dean and
tlacuache meant promises of money and promotion. The school ran on such relations.
Thus corporatism, or the boss’s incorporating the guys in the trenches to do the dirty
indicate elevated social class status, as whiteness is often associated with the Spanish elite. This class
distinction is illustrated by a disparaging comment to situate one fellow tlacuache with fair skin: “He’s a
güero de rancho,” someone once called him, meaning, he was less sophisticated and classy than one would
expect from a güero.
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work in exchange for institutional privileges, is organic to how institutes like schools
function. Corporatism also extends to the governance of grassroots organizations, unions
and peasant organizations. 25
My days working with the tlacuaches at the sciences institute in the late 1990s
differed from the unionized schools where I did my fieldwork for this study. Unlike the
schools I researched, the sciences institute in 1997 was newly established and without
union affiliations. This made the corporatism and its specific Mexican iteration,
caciquismo, all the more vital for institutional leadership. 26 As a grupo de contención
tasked to contain the rest of us and assess the degree of political danger each one might
represent, the tlacuaches helped the bosses govern. Some teachers at the institute faced
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Cook (1996) suggests corporatism is a system of exchanging loyalty for the promise of a future political
goods while Arnove & Torres (1995) locate it as “form of the capitalist state that, being the result of a
popular revolution, has a broad mass base of popular support despite its capitalist class character” (p. 315).
To understand the political role of the tlacuaches and the corporatstic relationships in Mexico we need to go
back a little further, to the 1910 Mexican Revolution and aftermath. Teachers in schools and communities,
according to Torres (1991) contributed to the post-Revolutionary hegemonic model that used
Revolutionary rhetoric to intensify the post-Revolutionary flows of capital and elicit voluntary consent of
select individuals from the rank-and-file. Projects like land reform in Chiapas and Oaxaca, according to
Stephen (2002), held the peasants accountable for engaging in political activities. For elementary schools,
corporativism might involve providing teachers the incentives to spy on others, pamphleteer for an
upcoming election or collect unofficial fees from parents. Throughout the twentieth century, such
exchanges of information and deeds for money or promotion became operationalized in schools. Haber
(2007) through examining Mexican social movements has considered twentieth century Mexico an
“inclusionary authoritarian regime” dissimilar to the military dictatorial ones throughout Latin America (p.
53). Corporatism is how such authority became inclusive. As mentioned above and as we will see later on,
incorporation practices make it difficult to separate a dissident movement from official spaces of power.
26
The roles of political groups within institutions and their use of the practices of caciquismo have been
explored at length by Knight & Pansters (2005) who considered caciquismo a set of practices so deeply
rooted in Mexican politics it has become a disposition or “habitus” (p. 7). Cook (1996) and Foweraker
(1993) have noted that local bosses with extensive powers in the periphery have often been able to seize the
reins of power in the center. This happened with SNTE president Elba Ester Gordillo, a teacher from the
southeastern state of Chiapas often credited as the architect of Felipe Calderón’s 2006 successful
presidential run (See Chapter Three). But as caciquismo links to institutional deep structure, small-time
bosses with significant power operate in schools. This local manifestation of caciquismo affects teachers’
lives and bodies, as Street (1996) suggested, as school principals have used teachers as domestic servants
and demanded sexual favors for positions. Even so, as Street added, such forms of caciquismo would never
constitute a final word, as reactions to the hegemonic practices in the late 1970s engendered the CNTE, the
democratic and dissident caucus within the SNTE. By 1980, teachers CNTE teachers commandeered the
Sección 22, ousting the old adherents to the caciquil system and making the Sección 22 Mexico’s only
state-wide CNTE local.
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hard consequences to this. As he criticized the school director in the local paper, Esteban
found himself an object of interest. He ended up on a moment’s notice leaving the
institute, urged to resign by one of the tlacuaches who suggested Esteban might face
violence for his words. Esteban reported that all this happened literally overnight. When
driving out of town after the “dismissal,” Esteban recalled a Chevy Suburban SUV with
tinted windows escorting him for several miles on the one-lane highway, “judicial
police,” he insisted, there to show him that his way out of town was a one way trip. In
response to this, to learn more on how caciquismo operated at the institute, I asked why I
had avoided tlacuache surveillance. “You were a harmless gringo,” he responded, sort of
a mascot, outside the monitoring function of the containment group aspect of the
tlacuaches.
Being tlacuache güero, the white rodent, suggests that in Oaxaca I have been
taken as a genuine teacher but one without much political standing or threat potential. In
my time teaching at the sciences institute, I joined any manner of conversation, but being
the white rodent made me a comic curiosity even as the caciquismo and corporatism
systems operated right under my nose. Translating this into the current research project, I
remain an accepted outsider in the face of Oaxacan educational establishments. I am also
able to participate in an event without experiencing or fully appreciating the array of
consequences incurred by locals. This might explain why I was taken in among teachers
in this research during the summer of 2010 and winter and spring 2011. Still, my
affiliation to them remained cloudy in terms of school, union and interpersonal teacher
politics. Teachers, parents and healthcare workers would ask about me, and often I
would sense the curiosity of who is this gringo among us here? Sometimes I found
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teachers I had interacted with in an open manner would turn shy when I asked questions.
For example, questioning a student teacher about her hometown while driving with
Osvaldo from San Fermín Elementary to Oaxaca City, she differed to Osvaldo, the older
teacher who I had shadowed for weeks. Then when I teasingly scolded her for
surrendering the conversation on her home to Osvaldo, a person from a different
birthplace, the three of us laughed it off and the conversation proceeded more unfettered.
Oftentimes, when a teacher knew I had been speaking with another, they would maintain
a polite distance. While in contrast to this, oftentimes I found teachers chatty, perhaps
because my position outside the social networks made me safer to talk to.
E. Organization in the Dissertation Sections
In the following three sections I present five movements of diverse inquiries into
teacher political projects. I organized the movements into three sections linking similar
practices. In Section One, Chapter One, I feature the social movement roadblocks of the
Sección 22 and coalitional organizations and explore how this presents an obstruction to
ordinary traffic flows and a pedagogy of negation. In Section One, Chapter Two, I look
at a teachers’ march and explore the preceding and follow up events. In this I show how
social movement activities on the rightwing reflect those long practiced on the left and
explore the importance of sitting and eating together, events that set the teachers apart
from others. In Chapter Three, the sole unit in Section Two, I showcase the uses of
humor in the ways that teachers relate to prominent figures. Chapters Four and Five of
Section Three center primarily on school-based pedagogies. In Chapter Four I illustrate
how a school opened for an annual community book fair, while in Chapter Five I explore
mural painting, open doors and variable classroom timetables. Finally, in the Closing
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Reflections chapter I describe the pedagogies of autogestion as common thread of the
chapters.
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SECTION I

The zócalo, the central square in a Mexican city or town serves as the epicenter of
public life. It situates protests, locates the chief offices of administration and becomes a
hang out place for diverse sectors of society from international tourists to skateboarders
to middleclass shoppers. The most elaborate town buildings line the four streets that
encase the square. In the principal cities, mini beltways around the city peripheries
facilitate automobile traffic outside so that the zócalos have remained relatively free of
erratic driving and smog, leaving the ambler in an urban space without the intense
squeeze of iron, rubber and exhaust on the baroque-era streets.
Mexico City has the zócalo exemplar. It stands on several square blocks at the
heart of the city, and slanting off each quadrant the neighborhoods change as if the zócalo
and the surrounding avenues serve as socioeconomic precincts with the southwestern
lines angling toward the old castle and the elite areas. In 2011, a few days before my
flight out of country, on the zócalo I observed diverse groups such as the electrician’s
union (SME) in plantones, protest encampments, all around the central square. During
the year of my research, activists had painted the cement zócalo surface from gray to red
with protest graffiti including multilingual poetic ruminations; one suggested that if in
Mubarak got ousted in Egypt, why not the Mexican leadership today? Messages painted
in white on red became directly visible from the presidential balcony in the Palacio
Federal, President Calderón’s office. Elsewhere on the zócalo, a rectangular vinyl
tarpaulin with a printed image of Calderón stood taut like volleyball net with piles of old
shoes on the ground before it. A man speaking through an amplifier invited people to
step up and throw shoes at the president, as this was a tried and true form of social protest
from the Middle East, an apparent reference to a press conference in Iraq when a
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journalist “shoed” president George W. Bush. The shoing of Calderón booth was
surrounded by more overtly serious placards and pasted signs of missing people on the
central flagpole. Indeed, even in the heart of the densely concentrated protest events, the
zócalo usually remains a carnival food, subway smells and the sounds of ambulatory
vendors hawking water where passersbys examine books, CDs and handicrafts along the
flea market-like corridors. A subway station empties out on two corners while the
surrounding buildings make for constant flows of tourists and other non-protesters. In
all, the Mexico City zócalo is a protest space, market, open air breather between one
avenue and the next and overall center of pedestrian life.

Figure 3: Sign from on wall of
plywood structure at the Mexico City
plantón. “[Bus] tickets to Oaxaca.
200 Mexican Pesos. Information
here. The teacher, Belén” with a
Oaxaca City telephone number.

Figure 4: Sign on the side of the
Sección 22 building, Oaxaca City
“Tickets to the Mexico City plantón.
leaving today. 240 [Pesos] one way,
500 [Pesos] round trip.” With a
Oaxaca City telephone number.

In Oaxaca City, like Mexico City, the zócalo serves as a protest venue,
commercial hub and pedestrian thoroughfare. Figures one and two illustrate how the two
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spaces maintain enough direct teacher linkages for economically priced ticket exchanges.
Unlike Mexico City, the space in Oaxaca is landscaped with raised flower beds encased
in stone slab triangles. People often sit on the slabs, navigating away from the sunny
patches as the day progresses and the trees cast a moving ellipse of shade. The eastern
and western streets are blocked off for pedestrians while cafes and restaurants run along
them before “los arcos,” the Romanesque arches and columns on the green cantera stone
facades that shade outdoor tables and chairs. The south side is also pedestrian only. It
boasts the Palacio de Gobierno, the governor’s office turned museum, and beneath the
arches of this building people from the Triqui city of San Juan Copala have held a
permanent plantón, as their city remains blockaded by right-wing paramilitaries affiliated
with the ruling PRI of the recently outgoing governor Ulises Ruiz Ortiz (URO). But in
the middle of this commercial and protest space, other activities take place. Sounds
abound, peddlers go hawking handicrafts and plastic children’s toys and church bells
chime from towering belfries often obstructed by the arching limbs of mature, robust
trees. Those trees on the northern side of the zócalo by the cathedral atrium will stage the
open air performances and meetings known commonly as bajo laurel (below the ficus
tree) events. From makeshift performances to municipal- and corporate-sponsored
spectacles, the below the ficus tree space situates any number of music, dance, lecture
and poetry events. Oftentimes my participants would suggest meeting in the spot in part
because our daily paths would eventually take us near the zócalo. The Oaxaca zócalo,
like its Mexico City counterpart, forms a hub of the intellectual, cultural and commercial
life of the city itself, but it also serves as a destination rather than a juncture in the urban
network of pathways.
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The Oaxaca zócalo also illustrates a juxtaposition of two contrasts: it serves as a
public place of everyday walkway life, to see and hear others, to get shoes shined, to
meet a friend, but at the same time the gubernatorial and archbishop offices surround the
square. So while the executors of the elite institutions may reside or work beyond the
public eye, the titles they hold present them with in full view of the person passing the
zócalo. The Palacio de Gobierno for the governor, for example, like the Palacio Federal
in Mexico City for the president, sports a balcony overlooking the south side of the
zócalo. The loftiness of the balcony and the fact that the governor may have offices
elsewhere cannot remove the symbolic importance of the balcony as a place where the
governor becomes visible before the people. In Mexico City, protesters seemed more
cognizant of the balcony, as one man once asked me to show my ID to prove I was not
sent by the palace (he gestured in that direction) to monitor them, though in Oaxaca,
where the governor abandoned the Palacio to escape the 2006 protests, the zócalo
protesters appear more daring. 27 Directly beneath the gubernatorial balcony stands the
central table of the plantones where teachers give dissident speeches and play protest and
satirical music.
But just the same, activities on the Oaxaca zócalo involve their own vivacity
independent of the governor. Indeed, the Oaxaca zócalo possesses its own version of a
balcony, the railing of the central gazebo or quiosco, a space that often sets the scene for
protests meetings and brass band concerts. We see, then, executive office power
lingering beside the public; yet the governor does not lord over the space nor do
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The 2006 protests demanded URO’s resignation from the governorship. If removing him from office
went unrealized, the protesters were successful at pushing his base of operations out of the palacio in the
zócalo to a bunker by the airport.
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pedestrians, with full access to the zócalo, re-appropriate it from the staid planned usages
of the governor and business elite. Everyone belongs there, even if at times protesters,
concert goers, children vending wooden book markers and the police pack the place so
tight that individual access narrows down to the corners. The Oaxacan zócalo, then,
stems from the public life of the streets. But as a pedagogical space it never seems taken
for granted or taken back by the people. It is sensuous, crowded, often unmonitored, and
yet becomes the site of places where people kill and die. The view that streets
themselves teach through their formative ambulatory banalities, the “street as pedagogy”
(Hickey, 2010), has little value in the felt and visceral domain of the zócalo which, if it
teaches at all, does so through frontal and aesthetic means. When it’s quiet it’s coffee in
the portales and concerts bajo laurel, when it’s agitated, as we will see in Chapter One,
it’s teargas and night sticks and speeches against the “repressive” state.
The zócalo as a versatile and meaning-rich space reveals how the presence of
powerful organisms of the church and state overshadow but fail to outshine. The
cathedral bells reverberate in towering immediacy, but the cathedral is no shrine. The
governor is a protected executive, but the airport and superhighway toll booths boast
more visible security than the Palacio de Gobierno. In recent years, however, a tourist
police force primarily made up of unarmed young women stand around the zócalo, the
cathedral atrium and the Alameda Park before the atrium, and at protests like when the
teachers shout consignas at arrival of President Calderón in Chapter Two, the riot police,
the granaderos, occupy or obstruct the passageways. But police surveillance goes away
just as fast, becoming only an intermittent element. Their bodies never funnel the public
flows across the zócalo for long. And people identify the zócalo as a place to meet or
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attend an event. People also protect the integrity of the zócalo; when the governor in
2005 erected parking meters on surrounding streets and renovated the gardens, angry
citizens cut the metallic meter heads off. So the zócalo remains vehemently communal
yet commonly occupied by police and, as detailed in Chapter Two, rightwing social
protesters. This plurality suggests that the repressive force of the state and the moral and
ideological weight of the church never completely set the course of events there. The
zócalo embodies a multiplicity of events, likewise, other symbolic urban nodes like the
IEEPO office, the atria of the colonial churches, the Alameda Park, the Fountain of the
Eight Regions and the Juárez statue become like little zócalos where acts of protest and
social gathering originate. Even marches affiliated with the status quo issues of “peace
and dialog” occupy these same places.
1. The Civic Space
I consider the zócalo a democratic and pedagogical space, though not in the ways
that globally northern activists view democracy as a liberal humanist mechanism that aids
capitalism. The terms democracy and pedagogy carry multiple meanings. What does
democracy and pedagogy mean for Oaxacans?
Literacy professor Carmen Luke (2010) related a story on how she met with
feminist educators in Slovenia in 1994 and came across cross-cultural meanings for
democracy and pedagogy. As a North Atlantic feminist critical of liberal inclusion, she
found herself bothered by the application of “democratic education” whereas Slovene
feminists showed corresponding resistance to the use of the term “pedagogy.” To her
Slovene colleagues, “pedagogy” recalled the technocratic operations of the earlier regime
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while democratic “education” stood for a different and desired approach. If the Slovenes
wanted their work free of institutional precedence, for Luke the opposite seemed to be in
order. For her, democracy had become a buzzword for state, and now neoliberal,
hegemony, and pedagogy had a more freeing genealogy. The same terms for learning
and political projects often involve divergent meanings. The names teachers use for their
practices seem to matter in terms of framing their work as a collective project rather than
a set of functional tasks. Democracy and pedagogy have local meanings and distinctive
forms of social life that emerge around them.
In Oaxaca, the terms democracy and pedagogy take on both the hegemonic and
counterhegemonic elements. 28 The state and corporate foundations posit new pedagogies
for democracy and women’s and indigenous rights to bolster statistics of educational
achievement and coverage while many teachers use democracy and pedagogy to identify
a more humanizing and horizontal experience in school. As I mentioned in the
Introductory Chapter, the rightwing has taken over leftwing liberatory discourses, so it
becomes harder to understand what people mean when they say pedagogy and
democracy. Still, education in Oaxaca unfolds outside, in the open air. One of the kinds
of democratic pedagogies favored by Oaxacans becomes visible and audible in the public
arenas like the zócalos. Elementary teacher Osvaldo, when I asked him the importance of
both protest marches and musical processions, or calendas, indicated that the street
becomes a residual space, open for intoning discontent as much as dancing. “The street
is what we have,” he signaled when I asked him the significance of marching. This
28

As mentioned earlier, universalist projects from administrative and economic centers in Mexico or
Oaxaca City have often met with selective implementation and keen rejection in the rural villages. So
projects to promote teaching or other civil society conditions end up, as we will see in later chapters,
looking different in actuality.
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meant that people can still go to the street for its vast and variegated dimensions, still as
yet un-privatized. Aspects of public pedagogies involve the intersections of protest with
fun, as seen in the practice of joking in Chapter Three and calendas in Chapter Four.
María Antonia, a Mexico City storyteller whom Osvaldo contracted to perform at a
school book fair believed that the street protests in Oaxaca, especially the marches,
resembled these processions commonly tied to village saints’ days. The purpose of the
music is to draw more people on the street to join the march through town. This is a
positive open air pedagogy on Oaxacan streets and zócalos.
As I will mention in Chapter One, when a network of social movements emerged
on the summer streets in 2006 and police and paramilitary attempted to thwart the
network, the public spaces like streets, parks and zócalos became central for many
aspects of social life, including protests. For the first weeks of what people called “el
Movimiento” or the Movement, a loosely coordinated network of civic life popped up
seemingly out of nowhere. But underneath the Movement remained the “civic space”
(Martínez Vásquez, 2009) which reactivated after a police action against the teachers.
The civic space ordinarily exists as informal networks akin to gossip or neighborly
support networks which do not feed into more organized systems like the marches,
dialogs and roadblocks that proliferated in 2006. Yet when a struggle hits communities,
the civic space is already up and running and engenders more coordinated responses.
The diverse partners in the civic space set up the APPO, a meta-network of Oaxacans
against the governor. 29 The APPO involved individuals and over 300 civic organizations
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The APPO has been widely analyzed (Bautista Martínez, 2008, 2010; Castro Sánchez, 2009; Denham
& C.A.S.A. Collective 2008; Martínez Vásquez, 2007; 2009; Sotelo Marbán, 2008). It assembled days
after the police raid on the teachers in mid-June, 2006 and is credited with shifting the struggle of that year
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who ended up planning events like the “Dialogs for Peace and Reconciliation” and
concerts with activists like Lila Downs and Mexico City artists in Mujeres sin Miedo. In
essence, in a matter of weeks, the civic space turned from conversational networks to an
organized assembly that summoned a million people for a multi-sectorial march, a
megamarcha. Osvaldo, involved in the protest dialogs and cultural performances, noted
that people lived with extreme fear in the latter months of 2006; that these events made
people feel accompanied and more resolved to remain in protest. The street gatherings,
the product of latent civic space networks, provided moments of relief, hope and
thoughtfulness during the dangerous days of 2006.
One of the civic space meeting events were the “Dialogs for Peace and
Reconciliation,” in which protesters like Osvaldo concretized ideas on post-Movement
Oaxaca. These dialogs became an oft-mentioned series of events where teachers met
with other social actors. One of the dialog tables focused on education. There and in the
megamarchas, a veteran educator named Andrea found herself moved by the presence of
parents of school-aged children. These encounters put her in contact with parental
exasperation with the teachers over constant marches and plantones and inspired in
Andrea a new impetus for her teaching once the protests ended. But then, suddenly, in
the later months of the 2006 Movement, a police surge made Andrea’s participation in
public meetings dangerous. Speaking to me four years later, Andrea noted that the streets
and zócalos closed down before her eyes. But closing the streets did not mean that the
from a teachers’ union battle to a larger social “movement of movements (Castro Sánchez, 2009). But there
is a danger in overstating the role of the APPO in the political projects of 2006. Testimonies abound, such
as that of el Alebrije (2007) who suggests that barricades went up without any call from the APPO or
overtly political stance. At the same time, the mainstream media tried to position the APPO as an
ideologically centered anarchist movement led by a few key leaders (Bautista Martínez, 2008). But the
APPO was largely a leaderless assembly of individuals, organizations, unions, artists and street punks
(chavos banda) gathered to fill the gap of the misrule of URO.
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networks of the civic space stopped working. The closing down of the streets made the
humanizing experience of face-to-face encounters ever more vital.
When the dialog tables, performances and marches stopped in the late fall of
2006, and police were snatching pedestrians and sending them to out of state prisons,
Andrea recalls meeting a woman on the street. At this point in the Movement, so many
social actors and groups had assembled that it was difficult to differentiate between the
teachers who had instigated the protests and the many others who came to the streets.
Still, much of the events I have mentioned involved teachers and other intellectuals who
considered themselves activists. But the civic space operates on a popular rather than
what is commonly dubbed political level. When people’s relatives went missing in the
police surges, Andrea related, one person would help another with information and
financial resources. Still, another level of moral and human support also circulated.
Andrea described this occurring one day when she felt terror at what was to come with
the police surge. On one memorable day, an older woman wearing the apron of a
sidewalk food vendor approached, took out a set of prayer cards and handed them to
Andrea, saying, “I bought them for you, so please give them to the other teachers.” The
prayer cards that this person had provided moved Andrea to tears in our interview. In
places in Mexico outside Oaxaca the woman might be dubbed a “María,” meaning a
nameless, apron-wearing indigenous woman selling food out of a basket; on the streets of
Oaxaca, however, she becomes an actor in the civic space, an “activist” in the Movement
alert to the impending danger of the police surge. Her contribution with prayer cards
would be a common act of neighborly assistance in the civic space where one person
gives what they can to the other who needs it. The nuances of giving prayer cards may
11

differ from the coordinated system of setting up roadblocks and marches, but their origins
are similar.
The civic space is more than just mutual care or curiosity, however. As I
mentioned, it surfaces in what may seem petty gossip or banal neighborly support. This
horizontal social involvement can also lead to rapid mobilization. A Oaxacan public
functionary provided an example of how the civic space operates in her work marketing
the arts and culture. The functionary described that the first time she planned a book
reading in the center of Oaxaca City she was amazed at the number of non-city center
residents in attendance. Having made little publicity outside downtown, she was baffled
at how so many outsiders knew to attend the event. She related that most information
circulates in residential sectors of Oaxaca via perifoneo. These megaphone
transmissions, touched on briefly earlier, serve in marches as well as in the villages,
where they act as town crier, radio program and advertiser. Oftentimes the perifoneo
involves cars passing by with a bullhorn shouting out the latest news, including events of
violence and in one village I visited near San Fermín, the price of shrimp at a local
market. The perifoneo, the functionary pointed out, then sets off a string of neighborly
conversations, and in today’s multimodal manner, emails and text messages. “We
Oaxacans like gossip” she confessed. This verbal web enables people to attend book
events just as protests, distribute prayer cards for teachers when the streets become
particularly dangerous or extend a teachers’ plantón of several thousand to megamarchas
of several hundred thousand.
The civic space is a concrete set of practices that characterizes democratic social
life. I disagree with Meyer and Maldonado Alvarado (2010) who proposed communalist
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practices as natural to Oaxacans due to their indigenous roots and collectivist forms of
village governance. Understanding horizontality through the civic space rather than
innate communalism opens up social life that is performed rather than given; it involves
conversations like the dialogs and cultural performances during the Movement which
involved people of urban, rural, local and outsider origins. 30 As I will show in these
chapters, the teachers see mobilization as a pedagogy of being with others which in turn
influences the social character of school-based life. I stress, however, that the civic space
nurtures both social mobilization and classroom pedagogies I feature in this dissertation
not because Oaxacans are naturally communal but because the social networks still enjoy
vitality. I have resisted the tendency of many researchers on Oaxaca to engage with
village and neighborhood networks as if they are unique to the peasant or indigenous
nature of Oaxaca. Instead, I view the face-to-face interactions of the civic space as
strategic political incursions, that is, acts of mutual care or answerability which I laid out
theoretically in the Introductory Chapter.
2. The Movement
In Chapters One and Two that make up this first section, I elaborate the critical
élan of pedagogical practices surfacing in the zócalo and through the civic space in
Oaxaca. In this section I focus on teachers primarily in their social movement mode.
Teachers in Oaxaca, among other dissident regions around Mexico have been
partakers of protest now for decades. Just as, mentioned above, it became difficult in
2006 to identify where the teachers’ movement detached from the different aims of the
30

Shot dead by paramilitaries at a Oaxaca City roadblock in 2006, American journalist Brad Will is
accepted as a martyr of the Movement, celebrated on placards and in testimonials and documentaries for his
bravery in reporting the violence against protesters.
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broader social movement, it becomes a challenge to segregate the nationwide teachers’
union struggles with those of other worker organizations. The Oaxacan teachers’
Movement, whose most piquant recent mobilization occurred in 2006, stemmed from a
decades-old democratic teachers’ trade union mobilization to improve working
conditions for teachers in Oaxaca and across Mexico. By the late 1970s, stagnant salaries
and price hikes hit teachers in Oaxaca and neighboring Chiapas. This problem coincided
with teacher discontent over the entrenched bossism in the SNTE whose president
enjoyed “leader for life” status. In response, teachers across the country set up a
democratic block within the union, marched and set up plantones around salary and
democracy issues (Yescas Martínez & Zafra, 1985). For Oaxacan SNTE members the
mobilization of the 1980s positioned the Sección 22 in the interior of state union power,
and to this day, teachers through the Sección 22 use this political clout to intersect with
other trade union movements across Mexico and, as we saw in 2006, with civic
organizations within Oaxaca.
The Movement took hold in May 2006 with the annual Sección 22 open air
Oaxaca City plantón over salary and democracy issues. A month later the routine plantón
turned violent, as the Oaxacan governor had declared he would no longer tolerate the
unionist protest activities (Osorno y Meyer, 2007, p. 19). This came to a head on June
14th when he ordered the state police to raid the tens of thousands of teachers camped out
in a tent city in the city center. The police action backfired, as the teachers, with the help
of onlookers and downtown residents broke the police line, retook the city center and
resumed the sit-in. With the triumph, the revived plantón brought others out onto the
streets to express multiple grievances over repression, corruption and the lack of
14

democratic processes in public works projects. The events of June 14 set off the fullfledged suite of mobilization tactics that would envelop the City of Oaxaca for six
months and nearly topple a well-connected governor.
No shortage of testimonies on the Movement exists, seen from the angles of street
art (Nevaer & Sendyk, 2009), human rights reports (Comisión Civil Internacional de
Observación por los Derechos Humanos (CCIODH), 2007), film (Freidberg et al., 2007),
teacher testimonies (Damián, 2010), and sociological and political foundations (Martínez
Vásquez, 2009; Sotelo Marbán, 2008). In these and other documents, we see repression
aptly contested on the streets, in assemblies and meaning-making events mentioned
above. For example, when the mainstream media engaged in a smear campaign against
the Movement (Bautista Martínez, 2008) a group of women occupied transmission
stations to set up popular radio (Stephen, 2007a). When pro-government forces shot out
the towers of the popular media, intensified roadblock networks emerged throughout the
city to restrict traffic (CCIODH, 2007). Despotic force never gave a final answer but
rather located where and how information circulated and organization materialized. This
expansive and dynamic mode of organization and pedagogy, through rather than in spite
of intensified repression, would become important for teachers to bring experiences from
the Movement into the classroom.
The two chapters in this section focus on the public pedagogical aspects of the work
of teachers (Sandlin, Schultz & Burdick, 2010) rather than the domains of school and
family. In Chapter One I explore how Oaxacan teachers from 2006 to 2010 have obstructed
on streets to interrupt the daily flows of the city. In 2010 the teachers positioned their
bodies to impede a construction to shame the governor. In Chapter Two, I focus on a series
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of protest activities that erupted in mid-February 2011 after a violent clash between teachers
and police. In these events, the uses of the zócalo by teacher allies and enemies became
important while the primary participants in my study ended up rallying around Wendi who
had taken ill. In all, as we will see below, Oaxacan public protest pedagogies have
depended on the social nature of the streets and the affective bond incurred between
participants.
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CHAPTER I
ROADBLOCKS OF MEMORY AND SHAME: CONSTRUCTION OF
PROVISIONAL EMBODIED OBSTRUCTION OF BUSINESS AS USUAL
A.

Introduction: The Teachers’ Union and the State

On the zócalo, teachers the Sección 22 stage an annual, plantón, a vinyl tarp
encampment winding through the stone-façade colonial center of Oaxaca City where they
petition the government and disturb the normal flow of daily life for hotels, banks and
other businesses. The plantón is a place of struggle where teachers’ bodies obstruct the
life in the center of the state capital with loudspeakers and placards that face the Palacio
de Gobierno, the official office of Governor Ulises Ruiz Ortiz (URO) until 2006. 31 The
plantón is also the place where the police clash with teachers. The legacy of this site of
struggle becomes significant for teachers. In his testimonial, Jesús López Aguilar (2010),
a veteran of the teachers’ Movement, expressed humorous gratitude to the governor, who
he called “Ulises Ruin Plunder” whose “despotic, repressive and irrational decisions
motivated the pueblo to unite once again and to remind the teachers of Oaxaca of their
popular origins” (p. 115). Here, a teacher who faced police sniper fire at the hand of the
governor, turns around and offers thanks, even if out of mockery. This suggests to me
that the plantones and other public domains of teacher mobilization included acts of
meaning making that go beyond the annual petition for salary and democracy that

31

Osorno (Osorno & Meyer, 2007), in his well cited report of the 2006 Movement, considers the Oaxaca
plantón a “protest site” unique nationwide in terms of its “animated social life” and “intellectual banter
(tertulia)” (p. 17- 18). I considering this, in my research I would come back to the plantón again and again
take the pulse on teacher political projects.
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officially accompany the plantones. In this chapter I look at the meaning making in the
practices of open air embodied obstructions in Oaxaca City.
Below I describe an afternoon I spent with normal school teachers Wendi and
Lourdes at a June 2010 teachers’ bloqueo, a body blocking of traffic on a major
thoroughfare. I link the bloqueo with other practices of embodied obstruction in the
history of the Oaxacan and other dissident teacher movements in Mexico at large. I then
relate the bloqueo to the embodied impediment events of the 2006 Movement, the
uprising in Oaxaca City, namely, roadblocks and barricadas which became zones where
teachers and others clashed with uniformed police and paramilitaries. I conclude that the
teachers’ bloqueo served as an act of construction of memory and shame.
1. El Bloqueo, June 21, 2010, 1 p.m., Oaxaca City
La maestra Lourdes and I were on our way to the plantón in the central streets and
squares of Oaxaca City. Lourdes, a mid-career educator, is a faculty member at a normal,
preparing elementary teachers for service in rural communities. She is a former
elementary school teacher herself and has worked in remote one-room-schoolhouse-type
sites, escuelas multigrado, places where class grades are often mixed in a single
classroom, students come to class without eating breakfast and thus teachers take on
social welfare roles beyond the three Rs. On our way toward Oaxaca City via curvy
mountain passes, I could see our exiting Lourdes’s arid region of Santa Clara, for the soil
turned moister and the agriculture more regimented. Today would be a school day, had
the union not canceled school so that the teachers could attend protest activities.
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I had met Lourdes 13 years before when I taught at the sciences institute in Santa
Clara. Now I returned for my first research trip for my dissertation. Lourdes has been a
stalwart informant on matters of elementary education, for, in the classroom she has long
engaged in what she considers critical pedagogy, that is, the ways teachers reflect the
power relations in society at large in their daily practices in school. Her personal
commitment to teaching sometimes conflicts with the attention she pays to the plantones,
megamarchas and strikes. But she participates in both school and open air resistance
pedagogies. In the car on the way to Oaxaca, I asked her to explain this difficult balance:
I have considered this, and I tell it to my students. Being teacher (maestro or
maestro) 32 in Oaxaca involves a dual effort, because you have to follow through
in the labor union struggle, which in some ways represents, um, being against the
oppressor, or whatever term the others want to call it. This is to say, against all
the policies the state puts forward. So I tell [my preservice teachers] that it
represents a dual effort, as you have to deliver on that side and also in the rural
communities. In the communities the kids have to be well served academically.
They need to be good students. As a teacher, you’ve got to train yourself. Apart
from politically, you have to do it intellectually.
Lourdes’s classroom pedagogies end up clashing with official union policies and
practices against state educational reforms. This conflict complicates the choice a teacher
must make between spending time at the level of the curriculum and through union
activities away from home. The dual effort burdens the teacher with answering
community and teachers’ union demands.
The urban union mobilizations and the rural school demands can involve two
separate worlds, even if they occur within the same state. With four percent of the
national population, Oaxaca has a quarter of the number of municipalities nationwide.
32

In recent years, even as politics have shifted to the right under the PAN, both in political speeches and
daily street language there has been a gender-inclusive practice to mention collective female nouns and
adjectives rather than defaulting to the masculine. So the term “teachers” has become “male and female
teachers.” Lourdes often details the female forms of such collective words as she does here.
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This means that most Oaxacan teachers work in small communities, which in turn can
imply that teachers remain isolated from peers while connected deeply with rural
community. For example, one teacher I interviewed for this study commutes partially by
boat to a coastal school. To calm her most restless students, she would send them outside
to water plants and hunt iguanas. Because she is from an urban community, she first had
to appreciate the significance of these local activities by connecting with community
members. Another teacher who taught in a highland school said that the government may
send teachers to a region to civilize and develop rural communities, yet the teachers come
to share meals and sit face to face with locals over the hardships and joys of rural life to
such a degree so as to be involved in and transformed by the communities. 33
At present, training teachers for work in rural elementary communities at normal
schools entails the fashioning of teachers as community leaders. Howell (1997) noted
that Oaxacan normal school graduates would spend five years serving in remote areas
where they may be the only individual in town with professional training. Normal
schools like the site of my critical pedagogy workshop described in the Introductory
Chapter use critical theory and historical study of Oaxaca to predispose teachers to rural
commitments. For Lourdes, this commitment has encompassed much of her professional
life. Stepping away from the classroom to protest proved difficult, for school-based
teacher work meant more to her than the urban street manifestations. She also knew

33

The development of a rural teaching corps under the liberal positivistic traditions of the 1880s placed a
teacher in communities where only Catholic priests had tread as knower-outsiders. Rural teachers in those
communities ended up taking on public intellectual roles, eventually becoming key in the Mexican
anarchist movements and the Mexican Revolution itself (Cockcroft, 1967). When nation building took off
and anti-church ideology became more concentrated during and after the Revolution, rural teachers still
held positions of moral weight. One teacher who entered his practice in the 1970s related to me that he had
heard of his peers, radicalized teachers coming out of the conflictive period during and after the 1968
movements, being asked by villagers to baptize newborn children.
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being away from school would depend on later efforts to maintain relationships with
parents who view the teacher as a key figure in the town whose absence is a sign of
shirking.
Absent teachers, she said, would easily evoke the parental indignation and
become labeled “lazy” and “uncommitted.” Lourdes detailed:
[Before working as a normal school professor] I was a teacher in a school where
in one classroom I taught mixed grades. I remember that they were always
calling us for union related activities, to meetings, to union representation in the
plantón …. It turned out that I ended up having just two classes a week. No way!
I was ashamed about it all. “You know what” I told the supervisor, “it doesn’t
seem fair that they always call us in as if we taught in the city, you know? In the
union [I said the same thing] too. We cannot get involved the same way an urban
school does, because here [by my going to union activities] the school shuts
down. I am the staff, you know.
In this excerpt, Lourdes describes herself as a teacher in an escuela multigrado, a place
that combines the curriculum for two or more academic years. Such schools are locally
organized, Lourdes and her colleagues indicated, and they go against official policy. So
the rural multigrado teachers need to address a broader range of student needs than their
urban single grade teacher counterparts. Taking a day or more away from this amasses
more work upon returning to keep pace with diverse course plans. So without even
leaving the rural school, a teacher engages in the dual effort Lourdes mentioned; then
adding in the union mobilization, the two-pronged labor of community-centered
practitioner and teacher activist involves further sacrifice for a committed teacher.
But at the same time, the Sección 22 activities outside the school become like
little schools themselves with multiple actors with dissimilar concerns all in a single
event. The plantones, megamarchas, strikes and barricadas are rife with meaning-making
through public art, songs and consignas, as well as efforts to solicit passerby responses.
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At the plantón in 2010, for example, I saw banners to support displaced Triqui women
from the autonomous community of San Juan Copala and others in solidarity with the
Mexican Electricians Union (SME) hunger strike at the Mexico City plantón. And in the
summer 2011 Mexico City plantón, in an assembly which featured machete-wielding
activists from the San Salvador Atenco movement outside of Mexico City, names of
representatives of the Sección 22 in attendance received roars of approval from the
audience. 34 A teacher like Lourdes who engages in the dual effort makes multiple
connections that extend beyond the rural community school and urban teachers’ union
meetings. Indeed, the dual effort transcends the bounded and summative notions of
social movement “intersectionality” (Hancock, 2007), seen as two groups, like the
electricians and the teachers that strategically unite despite differences. Lourdes’s dual
effort has no “sections,” for the rural teachers at times take on others’ struggles as their
own and then go home where struggle involves basic human needs like water and
electricity. Oftentimes standing together against common enemies like the State
Governor, URO or President Felipe Calderón puts teachers together with others who
know nothing about the rural communities teachers come from. The civic space
described above becomes another way of understanding how this dual effort of teaching
and mobilizing combines social relationships at plural levels that embody the life of
teachers. In Oaxaca in 2006, as we see below, thousands of neighborhood barricades
could pop up in a matter of days as the barricaders countered the influx of paramilitaries

34

See Gibler (2009) for a brief sketch of the eviction of street vendors and police violence in San Salvador
Atenco 20 miles outside of Mexico City and how the Zapatistas rallied to their support (p. 72-80). From
conversations with Oaxacan teachers I learned about the musical connection between Oaxaca and Atenco
in the ballads of José de Molina who in 2006 attended both protest movements and whose songs appeared
in the Oaxaca plantón.
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and as such stood with the teachers. In turn, the barricades became places where others
outside the neighborhood congregate.
Today, Lourdes and I were participating in a bloqueo, a similar event to the
barricades of 2006. When Lourdes and I arrived to Oaxaca City, the midday light hit at a
90-degree angle and showed no signs of rain. Lourdes parked several blocks west of the
zócalo, and as she took a call on her cell phone, I stepped on to a narrow colonial street
and looked east. I could see the large green ficus trees common in many Mexican cities,
but these trees had the blue and green vinyl tarps below their canopies and a multitude of
teachers, tourists and vendors at the street level. In this part of the plantón where the
zócalo spilled into the Alameda Park in front of the cathedral some were sitting-in, some
were selling and others were just passing by. When Lourdes hung up she shouted over to
me that we were not going to the zócalo, as planned, but instead to an intersection back in
the direction we had come. So we took a city bus and went northwest toward the
designated spot.
2. “Against Terrorism of the State”
After getting off the bus at the bloqueo, Lourdes and I joined Wendi, Lourdes’s
friend and colleague, as well as a whole mass of others from Lourdes’s union delegation
in Santa Clara. 35 All around, teachers wore hats and loose fitting clothes, an
unambiguous departure from the formal attire at the normal schools where I had been
observing Lourdes and Wendi in the recent weeks. Upon our arrival, someone handed

35

The bloqueo formed part of the rotational regional plantón where teachers from different parts of Oaxaca
completed their duty as Sección 22 militants at one or another designated protest spots. This was one of
many tactics to engage in simultaneous protests and/or avoid depopulating the local schools of teachers. A
delegation is a sub unit of the union with 40 or more members.
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Lourdes a clipboard with a sheet, the attendance control mechanism for the bloqueo event
whose letterhead showed many of the insignias of Oaxaca’s radical teachers. Oaxacan
teachers have for decades spearheaded the efforts to democratize the national structure of
the SNTE (Hernández Ruiz, 2006, p. 89). In one of my interviews, one teacher pridefully
called the Sección 22 the “spinal column” of the democratic teachers’ movement across
Mexico. Bautista Martínez (2010) noted that the teachers have been fighting for decades
for revitalization of the union and their public acts have become more patently visible,
yet their activism has gotten “institutionalized” whereby union leaders have profited from
it all (p. 231).
At the bloqueo, Lourdes and the others dutifully signed the sheet. Below the
document letterhead was written what was at hand today: “the state plantón staffed by
teachers from different regions on a rotating system.” Below that read a mission
statement: “for education, justice and against state terrorism.” State terrorism referred
both to the state-sponsored violence and the anti-teacher smear campaigns of current
governor URO (Sotelo Marbán, 2008).
The weather got hot now into the afternoon. I stood under a bright red flapping
campaign banner reading “Eviel,” the first name of the PRI candidate for governor who
would eventually lose the upcoming elections and pass the Oaxaca state government to
the opposition for the first time in eight decades. 36 Looking toward the hills, people were
lining under any slip of shade, including the swiveled cement rise of a pedestrian

36

Eviel Pérez Magaña stood as PRI candidate for the 2010 governorship eventually won by Gabino Cué
Monteagudo. The triumph of the opposition over the PRI, according to many Oaxacan teachers I spoke
with, was carried on the shoulders of the Sección 22. This debt proved costly to Cué Monteagudo when in
February, 2011 state police beat up teachers protesting the arrival of the president in Oaxaca (see Chapter
Two).
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overpass. The road toward the hill lay in solitude as the rushing traffic below was furtive
and unnerving. I felt discomfort at having my body, among hundreds of others, serving
as obstruction. But the performance seemed routine; vendors stood by load-carrying
tricycles with carriages in the front full of water. At one instance, an ambulance came to
the line of bodies by the traffic side of the bloqueo and urgently nudged its bumper
inward. Without a word, the teachers broke their line, ran to the curbsides, grabbed a
piece of lapping twine that held up the tarps and made a passageway so the ambulance
could proceed. Despite the disturbance component of the bloqueo, an ambulance could
pass. After that, Wendi and I sat off to the side under an umbrella that she produced. We
got to talking.
3. The Importance of Guelaguetza
I asked Wendi why this intersection mattered so much for teachers who live and
work in a different zone, across a mountain range, hours away (none of the teachers at the
bloqueo came from local delegations). She said that it was the time of year that URO
prepared to celebrate La Guelaguetza, an annual folkloric festival in Oaxaca City which
takes place above us on the Cerro del Fortín, a hill in the city. URO, at the end of his
term, was putting a roof on the Guelaguetza auditorium, a project that depended on the
flow of traffic of construction vehicles up the hill. The bloqueo, by amassing of teachers’
bodies to prevent construction, protected the integrity of the Guelaguetza festival. 37

37

A Mixtec poet and member of the Mixtec Language Academy, an organism concerned with revitalizing
culture and language in Oaxaca, told me that the Guelaguetza festival was “puro folklorismo.” This
suggests that the dance numbers and pageantry are invented and designed to entertain tourists. At the same
time, protecting the integrity of the Guelaguetza festival at the bloqueo should not be confused with a battle
for dance “authenticity,” for the teachers know that the numbers have been invented and are divorced from
specific village procession and fiesta practices. But dance has a powerful function in Oaxaca and beyond.
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Guelaguetza, a communal practice proper to Oaxaca City and the neighboring
valleys, is celebrated as a form of alternative economy and expression of Oaxacan
identity. The day of the bloqueo, Lourdes and I had traveled from a region of Oaxaca
beyond the villages where guelaguetza factors into daily life. Lourdes’s region shares
many of the village forms of governance and economy found in the Central Valleys, but
not guelaguetza. 38 Stephen (1991), in her work on rural women weavers, detailed
guelaguetza as a Zapotec practice, one of resource and labor exchanges between
households for the purposes of putting on festivals and parties (p. 32-33). This has a
political economic function, as the money, labor and in kind goods exchanged in
guelaguetza may be paid back decades later, even by the borrower’s decedents. As such,
guelaguetza allows people throwing parties to avoid undue debts (p. 104) and stands
against the market-based relationships implemented in recent decades through North
American Free trade (NAFTA) and World Bank structural adjustments. So the
guelaguetza is a Zapotec community practice, one autochthonous to cultural and climatic
regions well beyond Wendi and Lourdes’s, and the La Guelaguetza festival in the capital
city stands as an emblem of Oaxaca, especially now as the daily deployment of
guelaguetza in the villages is getting replaced with commercial contracts. 39 Just the

Folkloric baile (lower-brow participative dance) or danza (choreographed pieces) which have come to their
modern iteration through assimilationist policies of the 1930s (Hutchinson, 2009) across Mexico and in
Mexican diasporic communities in the United States have become re-appropriated. See Rodríguez (2009)
for the interpretation of (in)authentic folkloric dance among Chicanos in the United States and Goertzen
(2009) for the sociopolitical and gastronomic processes of Oaxacans occupying and sharing the free seats at
the Guelaguetza performances.
38
Village non-party-based communal governance, usos y costumbres, legally protected since the late 1990s
is in practice in 418 of the 570 Oaxacan municipalities.
39
In the village of San Fermín where I undertook two months of fieldwork, one farmer identified how he
used guelaguetza for harvesting beans but not garlic. Guelaguetza in the bean harvest would involve
calling his friends to pull the produce. Guelaguetza becomes difficult because it involves a social
commitment to the workers, serving them food and drink, and this slows down the harvest. A system of
paid contracts rather than mutual exchanges becomes easier for garlic as the farmer could focus on work
and get the goods to market faster. In this way, at least for the agricultural practice of guelaguetza, we see
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same, teachers like Lourdes and Wendi canceled classes in their region to blockade the
Guelaguetza Auditorium.
I asked Wendi to explain why people from her region and the Sección 22 in
general should care so much about blocking the traffic up to the Auditorium. I asked her,
“What’s the importance of the Auditorium?” She replied, “It’s an icon,” and went on to
narrate the recent history of the Guelaguetza Festival and explain why the festival and
auditorium are so dear to Oaxacans. The Guelaguetza Festival has symbolic importance
that overlaps with the work of teachers. During the days of the Guelaguetza dance
routines and calendas, Wendi explained, "the eyes of the world” look upon Oaxaca. We
see the “harmony of the masses,” and for Oaxacans it is “a space for diversity.” But in
recent years this has been tainted by corrupt practices for selecting who gets to represent
each of the state’s regions. PRI leaders, from Governor URO down to municipal-level
officials, have co-opted the process of selection. So now, the Guelaguetza to Wendi “is
another extension of political power.” Indeed, the annual festival, many teachers like
Wendi have come to consider, has become too much of a political show at the expense of
its community roots. Martínez Vásquez (2007) described the festival “the high feast of
the people of Oaxaca” but one that has come to involve “political cat walking (pasarela
política)” where the governor, seated among his guests, gets honored by each dance
troupe from around the state (p. 90). 40

the traditional practice in active combination with wage contracts. In all, the farmer’s engaging in harvest
guelaguetza comes as a conscious choice between multiple options. In the end, even if teachers rally to
preserve the Guelaguetza cultural festival via the bloqueo, the communal act of guelaguetza cannot be
revitalized because it exists as one among many options.
40
See Osorno & Meyer (2007, p. 55- 56) on the politician – local tourist industry influence on the festival.
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In response to the manipulation of the festival’s selection process and the
symbolic capital garnered by the governor, teachers in the Sección 22 created the
“Guelaguetza Popular,” a free dance event occurring the same days as the official one (p.
89-92). The Guelaguetza Popular has involved instrumental dance-march calendas
beyond the touristic thoroughfares and into byways of the lower socioeconomic status
neighborhoods of Oaxaca City. This people’s fete countered the governor’s corporate
one and, according to Wendi, served “to give voice to groups that had never participated”
in the official Guelaguetza. But the re-appropriation of the Guelaguetza Festival has
come at a cost. In 2007 the Guelaguetza Popular confronted police action to block the
teachers from using the Auditorium. It turned violent with 40 or more people injured,
including 20 police (Davies, 2007).
In addition to the corrupt selection process, the official Guelaguetza festival took
a symbolic hit when in 2006 URO contracted his brother to restore historic points of
Oaxaca, including the Auditorium, adding popular fervor that the teachers drew from.
The Sección 22, in their plantón activities, called for the bloqueo I presently describe to
channel flows of traffic away from the Cerro del Fortín. It is important that the event I
witnessed is not the first time activists rallied around the hill. Locals, when they felt their
concerns went unheeded, had previously in URO’s term as governor impeded
construction projects on this “symbolic” hill (Martínez Vásquez, 2006, p. 141). By the
time of the current bloqueo, URO’s construction projects had become part of a kickback
scheme involving invoicing as much as 100 times above the going rate (Sotelo Marbán,
2008, p. 44). For the Auditorium on the Cerro del Fortín, the scheme involved removing
the traditional green cantera stone, a venerated signature of colonial Oaxaca. This
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improper treatment of an icon stoked popular and teacher discontent that led to the
defense of the integrity, the revindicación, of the Auditorium, which, in the day described
here, involved the bloqueo.
In summary, the teacher bloqueo of the Guelaguetza Auditorium, which relates to
the teachers Guelaguetza Popular festival, served to impede URO’s construction efforts
of an emblem of Oaxaca. The results of this action would show those who attended the
official Guelaguetza that URO, who would sit at the place of honor, failed at his
construction project. But something curious comes up in their intervention, as the rescue
and revival of village traditions of guelaguetza by mostly village teachers comes not from
a local initiative but from Santa Clara teachers with a distinct set of traditions. The
bloqueo, in rechanneling traffic and defending the village integrity of guelaguetza from a
corrupt governor also makes another thing visible: teachers resisting during the middle
of a school day. Traffic has to slow; pedestrians and motorists take notice. And teachers
labor there by signing membership lists in favor of justice, education and against state
terrorism. The bloqueo itself becomes a way for teachers to enact part of a larger public
mission and keep the presence of teachers visibly resisting. As a public performance in a
centrally located area, this bloqueo also recalls recent practices of provisional embodied
obstructions, namely plantones and barricadas. In the next section, I detail the ways
Oaxacan teachers have participated in these.
B. Historical Antecedents of Embodied Acts of Obstruction
Till now we have seen how the bloqueo served teachers as a tactic to defy the
governor and portray the Oaxacan teachers as cultural vindicators and this, in the words
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of Lourdes on our drive to town to attend the event, calls for a dual effort of sacrifice and
commitment on the part of rural teachers. As I expand on the meanings of bloqueos and
explore the plantones and barricadas, all teacher practices that impede business as usual
in urban life, I first present a history of teacher uses of provisional embodied obstructions
and illustrate how these spaces of contestation have sought to provoke responses. The
bloqueo stands as one of a series of ways that teachers have garnered responses from
communities, other social movements and state authorities.
1. Plantones /Campamentos, 1958
Teacher embodied obstructions go back at least a half century. In 1958, Mexico
City elementary teachers petitioned for salary increases and created what they called a
campamento, or encampment in the SEP building, a major office of state power (Loyo
Brambila, 1979). Contrasting reports of the encampment appeared. Some witnesses
called it a “democratic zone,” with an atmosphere of “combativeness, authentic
collegiality, a real exception to the general run of politics” (p. 55). This democratic space
involved the singing of the national anthem when questions came up about the teachers’
patriotism. Other reports of the campamento were less flattering. The Excélsior
newspaper reported that the campamento was a “dirty camp of Gypsies” full of
drunkards, beggars and agitators (p. 55). The Mexican president in turn commented in a
Teachers’ Day speech that the camped out teachers were undisciplined (p. 61). This act
of obstruction in 1958 physically blocked the SEP and as such symbolically disturbed
politics as usual, eliciting direct commentary from the press and a presidential address
traditionally designated for ritually honoring teachers.
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2. 1980
The 1958 movement centered on capital city teachers - by 1980 we see a broader
national democratic teachers’ movement with roots in Oaxaca (Yescas Martínez & Zafra,
1985). This period saw the rise of plantones positioned in front of the executive offices
of state power. Mexican social movements had emerged through the 1968 massacre of
student activists in Tlateloco, a public square in Mexico City. The event shaped a whole
generation of intellectuals, artists and political actors (Foweraker, 1993; Poniatowska,
1998) within which teachers were protagonists. 41 But the democratic teachers’
movement of 1980 began not in the center but in the periphery- the rural southeast- with
Oaxacan teachers serving as a major point of conflict (Foweraker, 1993). Labeled
“communists” and “snipers,” teachers in 1980, just as 1958, faced defamation of
character (Yescas Martínez & Zarfa, 1985, p. 133). Fidel Velázquez, a fabled union boss
affiliated with corporatism and state power, called the events a conspiracy to destabilize
Mexico (p. 145). In response, the teachers formed a June plantón in Mexico City as a
“dignity encampment” replete with “committees of struggle” and “mobile support-teams,
or brigadas” as well as a security force (p. 143). An observer reported that “in the
plantón, there was an interesting life, real communality like… it was a total place of the
people, era todo un pueblo” (p. 147). Here we see the beginnings of the Mexican
teachers’ union democratization efforts, and coeval with these efforts go officialist
attempts undercut the teachers’ work.
41

Castellanos and Jiménez (2007) provide a journalistic overview of mid-twentieth century urban and rural
armed movements on the Mexican left and right. Of particular note is how they portray teacher militants of
the time as drawn from normal schools (p. 71) and in opposition to specific cacique practices (p. 65). They
show how teachers interpreted urban and rural struggles at home and abroad and drew from manuals like
Che Guevara’s Guerra de Guerrillas (p. 78). Teacher activism even in the most remote corners of Mexico
has maintained dialogic ties with other struggles; the question of a teachers “Movement” becomes blurred
with the pain and triumphs of others.
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3. 2006 Complexities at the Plantón
Looking back to 1958, the Mexican president chided teachers on his May 15
teachers’ day speech. Teachers Day, by 1980, would signal the beginning of the
Democratic Teachers of Oaxaca (MDTEO) cycle of resistance, plantón season. That day
in 2006 the MDTEO set up the annual plantón and detailed their grievances. The plantón
becomes a living place for families, teachers, vendors, shoe shiners, as well as a
coalitional space for protests among other social actors like indigenous groups. Still, the
plantones are not utopic. In the car on the way to the Auditorium bloqueo described
above, I asked Lourdes to describe her view of the plantones in cultural terms, that is, if
she felt these represented in-service training or meaning-making for teachers:
There was none of that. Before there was something, each union delegation had
to present a dance number or poetry. But nothing more than that, but now there
isn’t even that. Before they did things but in the permanent plantones, now they
don’t, I don’t know what they do now.
Lourdes offers a picture of social complexity in the plantones, how these
provisional embodied obstructions echo the uneven social relationships in work places
and at home. But the plantones to her are less pedagogically varied in that they resemble
the same forms of traditional relations of power at home and in schools. Coming to the
plantones, teachers tote along TVs and kitchens, and there, Lourdes chronicled how men
ask the women teachers to cook for them as if they were stay-at-home wives. Women
working in indigenous education, even after marching all day, are expected to cook and
clean, Lourdes added. Plantón friends and comrades, for Lourdes, would end up letting
her down while others turn out “on your side (solidaria) when you need them.” The men
teachers who voice the most radical politics can turn out in the plantón to do the least
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amount of work. And so teachers like Lourdes have to pick their friends. “So you go
about making friends and similarly dropping others, you know. Why do you want to
have these people around during these moments when you need help and they don’t give
it?” At the plantones, teacher radicalism and democracy can involve posturing more than
practice.
But just the same, the plantonists create a kind of social life, if not idyllic, still
filled with communal support. Teachers at the plantones, to Lourdes “have their own
ways of self-organizing.” As I had seen cell phones charging and lights shining in the
evenings, I asked Lourdes how the plantones on public property became electrified.
“Somebody goes over and steals the energy… they make metallic diablitos [to attach to
the lines and draw the current].” Teachers know how to do all these things via their work
in rural areas and bring this knowledge to the plantones. In 2010 I would see teachers
climbing up balustrades to tie ropes for tarps and others cheering from below. Then, the
next day, after a union assembly, teachers on that same street corner were texting in silent
unison.
In concert with Lourdes’s description of communal support, in the book Teaching
Rebellion: Stories from the Grassroots Mobilization in Oaxaca, a teacher named
Eleuterio described the 2006 plantón as a place of living and waiting. He noted that
“walking through the jungle of plastic tarps, you caught glimpses of all kinds of
conversations, but mostly what you heard were teachers discussing the conflict, analyzing
social problems, thinking about how to organize” (Denham & C.A.S.A. Collective, 2008,
p. 48). Eleuterio detailed a lifeworld of squatters and teachers "sitting on the asphalt, on
pieces of cardboard, on plastic chairs…backpacks strewn about over straw mats.” There
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they passed the time “reading newspapers or cheap magazines, planning lessons for when
they returned to classes, playing chess or dominos, sewing and embroidering” (p. 47).
This description of the 2006 plantón presents a more unperturbed place than the
barricadas of that same year, which I describe below. But the plantonists’ function of
being physically present remains. Business as usual is disrupted and the teachers see
themselves and are seen as activists.
According to Lourdes and Eleuterio, teachers may have found a quotidian rhythm
to the plantón; for others, the teachers disturbed their livelihood. For example, a week
after the bloqueo, in a whole-page ad, members of the Oaxacan business community
questioned the 2010 bloqueo and the dissident teachers in general. La Jornada, a leftleaning Mexico City newspaper with national distribution, published the ad against the
teachers signed by over a hundred Oaxacan business people (Cervantes Navarro, 2010, p.
11). The title read, “WOMEN AND MEN OF OAXACA SAY: ENOUGH
ALREADY!” and that “society” is now sick of having their businesses fail because of
“having no more Guelaguetza and thus no tourism” (p. 11, emphasis in original). The
impresario’s lament progressed to chiding teachers for Oaxaca’s last place in
“educational achievement,” a statistical category used by the central government in their
knowledge economy planning, policies and standardized evaluation mechanisms that
Oaxacan teachers reject. The ad went on to deride the list of teacher demands presented
at the initiation of the plantón on May 15. Most emphatically, it said that nobody is
above the law, a common human rights-based critique levied against the ways the PRI
maintains power through impunity in Mexico. The ad concluded with:
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Women and men of Oaxaca will not permit another 2006. We demand: [t]hat the
teachers return to their classrooms and do not get involved in political matters.
We demand the government of the state to apply the law and respect of the state
of law (estado de derecho). We hold the Federal government responsible for any
act of violence or confrontation between Oaxacans. (p. 11)
The ad uses social movement lingo to push teaching away from its social movement
aspects and back to the classroom. It shows business leaders, who, despite their focus on
the urban private sector had understood the communiqués and lists of concerns of
teachers tasked principally with a rural public agenda. The ad highlighted specific
phraseology common to both the teachers’ Movement and the APPO. What is more,
though the text may have been sponsored by URO himself, it expressed a line of
discomfort with the teachers common to diverse people such as bloggers and parents, one
that says the teachers are lazy and do not care about children. Such expressions of
discontent abound. I saw the words, “Love Oaxaca, Kill a teacher,” scribbled on pasted
poster on the façade of colonial building, downtown Oaxaca in June 2010. In all, wellarticulated or nagging concerns against the teachers are revealing. They express
discontent with teacher mobilizations which means that teachers, usually positioned as
rural caretakers of children, have become interlocutors with politicians and business
owners. This interaction suggests that the embodied acts of obstruction against the state
and market-based social relationships are working to obstruct business and garner public
attention. Indeed, national newspapers during the year of my research have carried front
page stories on the Oaxacan teachers.
To close, the campamentos and plantones described above have presaged the
conflictive and complex spaces we see today. Horizontal relationships intermingle with
acts of patriarchy akin to those found in school and domestic life. It might be tempting to
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deem the teachers’ spaces discussed here as exemplary zones of rebellion and teachers as
harbingers of a radical utopian “Oaxaca commune” (Román & Velasco Arregui, 2008)
for their blocking construction, redirecting traffic, stealing electricity, defending popular
culture and troubling the business community. Such a celebration of the teachers-asradicals, as alluring as it may be, would obscure other aspects of the Movement. The
teacher encampments and plantones are acts that speak directly to the summit of
executive and business elite power; they are in friction with mass media and political
discourses, and for this they use their positions as Mexican state functionaries and
Oaxacan citizens as much as village teachers in indigenous communities. For example,
to contest charges of communism, teachers exercised their Mexicanity by singing the
National Anthem. Teachers would labor peacefully within the public’s eye while
presidential and gubernatorial addresses cast them as negligent or insidiously violent.
These campamentos and plantones come to public visibility in front of the facades of law
and instruction, not in the confines of classrooms or village squares. They are performing
with their interlocutors in the government, the media and the business community. The
teachers’ failure to display exemplary democratic formation to articulate these spaces as
alternative politics fails to “de-politicize” their work or mitigate the friction their public
acts create.
4. Violent Overtures and the Desalojo
Thus far I have recounted my experience at the June 21, 2010 bloqueo and its
linkages with plantones and campamentos. These embodied acts of obstruction have
elicited critique and scorn from diverse sectors of society, including teachers like
Lourdes. I have described how the spaces of resistance are also pedagogical and
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meaning-making sites in public view that involve a cultural and historical conversation.
The obstructions function primarily as discursive interventions, but it would shortsighted
to ignore the violent side of Oaxacan manifestations. If Oaxaca principally ran on liberal
democratic norms, it might suffice to embrace the bloqueo as counterconduct, that is, a
way that teachers stand for a way of engaging their practice counter to the one regulated
or governed by state and corporate mechanisms and even the dissident union itself. In
other words, if a plantón in Sweden might suggest “look, teachers’ work is public and
political, too, and not just instructional,” in Oaxaca, the assembly of bodies in a small
space prone to violence might take on a protective and organizational function as well. In
Oaxaca, violence meshes with the banal working order of the state, where rule of force
intertwines with governance by getting people to take care of themselves. Campamentos
and plantones have been sites where aggressive resistance has confronted such “routine
politics of violence” which in Latin America have coexisted with all the civility of
parliamentary systems of governance (Auyero, 2007). So, in addition to meaningmaking, the embodied obstructions serve as defensive sites.
In Oaxaca, we see the emergence of a more belligerent form of public resistance,
starting with the teachers’ plantón, where on June 14, 2006 teachers fiercely clashed with
2,000-2,500 police. Those confrontations have become foundational for the ways
memory and shame become pedagogical for Oaxacan teachers. That June day, in the
early hours, police attempted to raid the plantón, but were forestalled by regrouping
teachers and bystanders. After this failed desalojo, or eviction, we see the beginnings of
barricadas, rampart- roadblocks, set up all over Oaxaca City. Below, I describe the
belligerence at the plantón and show how this segued into the roadblocks.
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Wendi, working at the time as a school director, narrated her experience of the
clash with the police during the 2006 desalojo. On June 13th, she had attended the events
at the zócalo plantón. That day, the plantón ran with rumors of police action against the
striking and camped out teachers. A contact of Wendi’s in the Procuraduría, the State
Attorney General’s office, informed of a buildup of police outside the city. But nobody
in the plantón, according to Wendi, believed these rumors; the police would never dare
attack. Without fear of violence many slept that night on cardboard mattresses beneath
the zigzagging maze of tarps. Wendi said that most felt secure, as they were protected by
the strength of the Sección 22; they were untouchable, even by URO. Besides, teachers
had numerical and economic advantage, and in Wendi’s words, “there are three things
that move the state economy: drugs, tourism and the teachers.” To start, Wendi never
believed that URO would use the public functionaries in the police forces to attack the
public functionaries in schools.
On the night of the 13th, after serving her time at the plantón, Wendi took leave to
spend that night in a soft bed outside the city center. When she arrived at the door, the
taxi driver asked if she planned to return to the plantón. He admonished her to stay at
home, for something was brewing. Later, in the wee hours of the next day, Wendi’s
uncle Francisco, an active member of the Sección 22 and veteran of the 1980 movements,
ended up phoning her that she should stay at home because the police were attacking with
a full-on military strike. But instead of staying at home, Wendi returned to the city center
intent on accounting for the safety of all the teachers in her school. She spent the next
hours on the phone, pacing through tear gas-filled streets, trying to cross off names of her
unaccounted-for teachers. Through the streets of Oaxaca, she would pass houses where
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she would hear residents shout, “teacher, come in the house,” as it was not safe for her
there. But Wendi balked, responding, “No, I can’t. I’m looking for my colleagues.”
Wendi was not afraid of dying, but rather felt “incensed” at witnessing events such as a
friend with a cut cheek from a tear gas canister shot from a helicopter.
Throughout the city center, principally at the Sección 22 building and the
Teachers’ Hotel where union assemblies took place, the teachers confronted police
violence and threats. Then they began to regroup. At Radio Plantón, the teacher radio
station within the Sección 22 building, reports surfaced of the police throwing acid in
teachers’ faces and shouting: “Son of a bitch, you’re gonna die” (Martínez Vásquez,
2007, p. 64). In the same building Osorno and Meyer (2007) noted how women were
gathered in the bathrooms, reminded of the recent police violence against civilians in San
Salvador Atenco, and threatened with rape (p. 37). Out on the streets, in the plantón
itself, the teachers faced encroaching police. But even in their retreat, teachers began to
turn the tide. Rosa María Santiago Cruz (2010) narrated how she fled north to Santo
Domingo Church. Like the teachers in 1958, she heard her colleagues singing the
Mexican national anthem. When she got to the church, she encountered a teacher calling
out on a megaphone to his union delegation, the group of teachers that clustered together
in plantón sectors. When nobody answered him, Rosa María proclaimed: “hey man, it’s
now past the time for delegations” (p. 65). The teachers’ union was no longer going to
stand as the centralizing node of safety or governing. Something else needed to converge
in response to the desalojo.
After initially fleeing the plantón, the teachers gathered their wits; their response
came before the tear gas had settled: let’s attack the police. Unarmed, the teachers
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turned around and marched back to the zócalo. Residents from along the streets stepped
out of their houses to help regrouping teachers take back the plantón. Cuevas Martínez
(2010) offered that the teachers at this point were filled less with the indignation Wendi
had mentioned than with a sense of “warranted violence” against the police and the
repressive governor who sent them:
Stones and sticks in the hands of a people tired of lies, tired of poverty, tired of
promises, tired of repression and killing, tired of total abandonment – all became
a weapon that defended the dignity of the pueblo which is our human dignity.
Everything against the powers that be, against the oppressor. (p. 59)
Likewise, Rosa María Santiago Cruz (2010) described how she witnessed the teachers
reengaging the unsuspecting police, breaking the police ranks:
We arrived at the corner of Matamoros and García Vigil [streets], two blocks
from the Alameda; there, our colleagues were resisting. The helicopter flew
above and shot down tear gas canisters. I saw my colleagues pick up those
canisters and toss them back over by the police. In the end we broke the police
perimeter at that street corner and we entered the zócalo! (p. 66)
These testimonials suggest that the desalojo, a funnel for multiple grievances, involved
teachers using their bodies in superior numbers to push back the line, much as the way
the bloqueo works to stop traffic at an intersection. Though the initial violence led to
heroism which in turn became part of the folklore of the shared experience of being a
democratic teacher, the embodied nature of the retaking of the plantón became a human
act which elicited solidarity among the populous.
During the desalojo and the retaking of the plantón, Wendi, for her part, never
battled with stones or sticks, but rather labored on to locate her evicted teacher
colleagues. Her friends and colleagues, she once told me, were more important to her
identity as a teacher than the fighting and the union organizing. But something snapped
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with the police attack. Wendi faced the corporeality of the desalojo every time she found
a friend or colleague back from the front lines. With sweat, dust and glistening
coloration, their faces told a striking story, “This is the way wars are,” she told me. The
week before our participation at the bloqueo of the Auditorium in 2010, at the four-year
anniversary of the desalojo and retaking of the plantón, Wendi found herself in Oaxaca
City, listening to a radio program memorializing the 2006 events. Four years on and the
teachers were back at the plantón, but relations with the authorities were quiet this year.
But 2006 was not over in Wendi’s heart. Hearing these stories on the radio caused tears
to stream down her face. The events of June, 2006, though the physical wounds may
have healed, became stepped in recollection that far outlasted the specific circumstances
of the events.
In the end, URO’s police assault to eradicate the teachers’ plantón had failed.
Furthermore, the events, the victors and the terrain of that day had become part of a
teacher narrative of resistance; with indignity of the teachers facing snipers and night
sticks while exercising their constitutional right to public protest became pedagogical.
On June 14 at the 2010 plantón, blaring via loudspeaker before the windows of the
Palacio de Gobierno, I heard a recorded ballad that lauded the events of the desalojo:
“The troops were pulling back, running in fear / The teachers advanced, the repression
was confronted / And they cursed him, that culero Ulises Ruiz.” Such a song, like a
consigna and graffiti, became part of the semiotic imaginary of being a dissident teacher
and a survivor of the battle of the 2006 plantón. For this, according to the teacher
Santiago Cruz (2010), Oaxaca became baptized “city of resistance.” And then, “there,
well water got stained blood red; there was sorrow, pain, rage and destruction. Above all,
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that destruction started to ask for justice! The unity of the people was at hand!” (p. 6667). The desalojo, then, and the retaking of the besieged zócalo had converted the
plantón into a battle memorial of sacrifice, a humanized space. Juxtaposed with the
desalojo and the repression we see the teachers’ movement reaching far beyond a unionbased demand for better pay and working conditions to one involving megamarchas with
hundreds of thousands of people and barricadas throughout the city. 42
These events show that violent repression can cut and burn like tear gas shot from
helicopters, but it does not preclude teacher mobilization. Instead, repression catalyzed
efforts of diverse sectors of society and allowed for a greater expression of discontent
with state policies and practices. Sotelo Marbán (2008) noted that “the unnecessary and
excessive violence of the state” served as a creative force for bringing people together (p.
63). The desalojo, from the time that the teachers sent the police running back to their
barracks, gave the go-ahead for broader public response. The weeks after the desalojo
would witness the agglutination of other actors driven to oust URO.
The dual effort Lourdes described above locates teachers as public intellectuals
with multiple networks already in place when the violence against them started. The
violence recalibrated the list of priorities and located a common enemy in the state, but it
would be an oversimplification to deem the desalojo a teacher issue that other movements
crossed into. The larger issue of URO’s corruption and violent impunity, the collusion
between the business and political elite and the blind eye the Mexican federal
government turned, all converged to give the desalojo and the retaking of the plantón an
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A striking element of 2006 was how a routine teacher protest in a matter of weeks would turn into nearly
a million people marching in Oaxaca demanding the governor’s resignation. (See Chapter Two for more
information on the marches.). Megamarchas involved participants and groups motivated by different
factors rather than a central project.
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air of dignity echoed in the bloqueo of the Guelaguetza Auditorium in 2010. The
repression on June 14th gave the teachers and later the APPO a mandate to occupy public
space, to be together and regain peer relationships that may go unexercised in the long
months in rural communities were the bulk of the teachers work. 43
But by August, 2006 - two months after the desalojo and the teachers’ retaking of
the zócalo- barricadas popped up all around the city. Below, drawing on testimonials, I
describe the ways that the barricadas were used and contested.
5. The Barricadas
On the 21st of August, 2006, more than two months after the desalojo, roving
bands of thugs began to shoot the antennas and the independent press which had become
significant for teachers. The now bustling Movement had become larger than the
teachers, the plantón no longer forming the nerve center of the resistance. But the
antenna shootings presented a larger problem given that the radio had become a
procedure of information sharing important to diverse actors across the city. The shot-out
antennas marked the moment when thousands of barricadas went up to protect the media
(Sotelo Marbán, 2008, p. 118-119). In contrast to the plantones, the barricadas that
emerged in 2006 were designed as bulwarks for defense. And while the plantón
corresponded to the teachers’ petitioning for better working conditions and pay, the
barricadas emblematized the whole 2006 movement; a song composed by musicianactivists, the Son de la Barricada became a Movement anthem (Albertani, 2009, p. 180).
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Proposed by the teachers of the Sección 22, Ortega (2007) maintained that as a “space of movement
deliberation and management,” the APPO had its first assembly on June 17, 2006 (p. 20). The APPO,
conceived as a space to coordinate the diverse sectors of Oaxacan coming in the hundreds of thousands to
the megamarchas, remained riven with internal conflict, Ortega claims, through the Movement.
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To flesh this out, I present testimonials published by CCIODH (2007). These
narratives provide complex and vivid portraits of these spaces of social gathering and
resistance. By July 2006, pro-government civilian paramilitary and para-police squads
began encircling Oaxaca City killing people and restricting the independent press (p. 34).
These agents also set up anti-Movement barricades as checkpoints to restrict the press in
town.
On July 18, in the middle of the Guelaguetza, the most important local festival,
masked men entered shooting, taking advantage of the fireworks. They took over
a building after making a barricada with the objective of impeding the arrival of
the press. They destroyed the computers and expelled 31 journalists with
gratuitous violence. They hurt one of Ismael Sanmartín’s eyes and kidneys. The
police never intervened at any moment. (p. 47)
In response to this open aggression and the lack of support from the police, locals
organized their own barricadas. This at first safeguarded the free press outlets and
journalists themselves; then, as more violence occurred throughout the summer,
defensive barricades went up to keep regular citizens safe. Another testimonial describes
these self-defensive mechanisms:
So you are at a barricada, you don’t know at what moment someone could arrive.
I was there, for example, the day they killed the architect. It’s precisely for that
reason that this was at the barricadas. Before the death of the architect, there were
barricadas only to protect the places that people had taken, that’s it. They were
only barricadas for protecting the radio or the office….(Testimonio 196, p. 62)
So with killings, the barricadas proliferated. They were not there just to slow
down traffic but to protect people. This suggests that the barricadas, in obstructing the
passage of armed bands of killers, became ways the neighbors collaborated and
communicated with the rest of the city in resistance. At these meeting points, then, some
local people felt they had to make a choice, to support the people or URO. What
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unfolded in these barricadas “forced the Oaxacan society to either be with or against” the
Movement (p. 34). And while the barricadas forced either/or responses among residents,
these spaces may have in fact intensified the violence against people in the Movement.
One CCIODH testimonial reported that “when there started being barricadas precisely to
protect the movement, that’s when the hardest repression started. That’s when the
telephone calls begin coming in, saying that they are going to kill us, that they are going
to rape us…” (Testimonio 203, p. 69).
Alongside the open violence and embodied threats, the barricadas became points
of discursive attacks, smear campaigns generated in the mainstream officialist media, an
apparatus which since the desalojo had been playing a vital role in the ways the governor
cast the teachers’ Movement as rash and hostile toward childhood. This had included
radio and TV messages and images of a parents’ association with children shouting
“teachers to class not to plantones” (Martínez Vásquez, 2006, p. 142). Still, the
barricadas involved a much broader cross-section of Oaxacans than the teacher unionism.
And as the barricadas were places of violence, the kind of media pressure against the
barricadists took more of a hardline tenor. Oaxaca State Attorney General, Lizbeth Caña
(see also intro to section two) called the Movement during the period of the barricadas
urban guerrilla warfare (Martínez, 2006). Other press outlets, following this wave,
attempted to discredit the barricadists and call for their removal:
By October 26 it stands out that a radio station appears, Citizen Radio… that
transmitted hate messages against the teachers that were supporting URO… [and]
called for the ending of the movement of the barricadas, “ending once and for all
these dirty pigs at the barricadas.” (CCIODH, 2007, p. 38)
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Calling the teachers at the barricades dirty pigs recalls the “dirty camp of Gypsies”
comment in the 1958 newspaper report on the Mexico City encampment.
To close this section on the barricadas, it is important to note that, like the
plantones, the barricadas were far from utopian spaces of resistance. Frustration and
dissonance within the barricadas became visible. Teachers themselves called the
barricadists opportunists who took advantage of the spaces to make a mess, to cut down
trees and burn tires. One teacher reported, “I had students who couldn’t go to school
because they were sick from the burning of tires. That’s no good; it’s an aggressive
attack…” (Testimonio 109, p. 129). Another testimony portrays the teachers at the
barricadas as even more violent and anti-communitarian:
At the teachers’ barricadas they impeded the free flow of traffic. They asked
people for money in order to go by. There have been cases of assaults with high
powered weapons and people in masks. Those are people who have been paid by
teachers to take care of the barricadas. When power is exercised from below,
anarchy is above, and it’s what happened those days. (Testimonio 134, p. 130)
As the autumn 2006 passed on, Mexico City responded to the upheaval in
Oaxaca. By October 29, President Fox sent 4,500 federal police (PFP). Those troops
“violated articles of the National Political Constitution of the sovereign and free State of
Oaxaca as well as various international agreements signed and ratified by Mexico” (p.
278). Considering this, the barricadas evoked a response from the highest levels of
Mexican power and were in friction with federal troops, the office of President Fox of the
PAN who had prided himself for his democratic legacy in snapping the 70-year PRI hold
on the presidency. But since the barricadas, Fox got taken for the old-school PRI
politician he boasted he had replaced, not the champion of Mexican opposition-party
democracy. This recalls the teachers’ encampment in 1958 that had disturbed the SEP
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and caused such a stir in Mexico City that the president responded in the Teachers’ Day
address not with passively positive words of praise but with forced aggression.
The barricadas became political resistance sites replete with dissonance and
opportunism as well as collective frame resonance. The barricadas surfaced out of the
violence from the state and the death squads into a space of community response, equally
as complex and contradictory as society itself. That the barricadas run by teachers and
others involved corruption does not serve to de-legitimize the political integrity of the
spaces. What is more pertinent for my analysis here is how the spaces served to intensify
the events of the Movement and the state repression. This, in turn, like the failed
desalojo, changed the deployment of the barricadas. In the end, as the Movement failed
to splinter, the president had to respond. From this, the PAN could not assume moral–
democratic superiority over the PRI in that President Fox supported URO in his
legitimacy as governor. Events after the failed desalojo and installation of the barricadas
led to contact with the pinnacles of state and national authority.
Like the failed desalojo, the barricadas became part of the cosmology of the 2006
Movement. A teacher named Jiménez Felipe (2010) scribed in a prose poem: “Accused
of being violent, I’m a teacher, disappeared, hurt, dead. I’ve come back to life…. I’m a
new man. I’m expectation, song, struggle, APPO. I’m barricada….. Creator of a
thousand battles… I am ever the people” (p. 131). Here, the barricada becomes more
than a space of physical resistance; instead, it is a space of meeting others and seeing how
standing together alters the flow of everyday events. The barricada is complex, even
contradictory, where the dissident mobs themselves could become opportunists and
aggressors. The barricades furthermore gave people an audience with President Fox who
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sent troops to break them. Finally, taking the words above, “I am a barricada, the one
who starts the battles, I’m rejuvenated,” the barricadas became places to revitalize
teaching as a discursive position of resistance. Teachers belonged on the streets, the open
air classrooms. As we will see later on, this rejuvenation would lead some to rethink
their classroom practices.
6. The Bloqueo - Coda
For Wendi, Lourdes and me, the closure to the bloqueo of June 21, 2010 went
more gently than the violence depicted above. The afternoon of the bloqueo, I spent two
hours with Wendi and Lourdes and the teachers from their region. Then we left the site
and went to a village where we ran across a group of teachers. One teacher, Raquel,
came over to greet us. Wendi had been her teacher a decade prior at a normal. Now
Raquel was on staff at a teachers’ center that focused on in-service training. She came by
to greet Wendi and describe her recent activities at a rural elementary school outside of
Oaxaca City. Later in the week, like the Santa Clara teachers Wendi and Lourdes at the
bloqueo described above, Raquel and her colleagues would be called for their turn at the
regional rotational plantón. But for now, they were centered at school. Wendi in turn,
informed Raquel on our day, how we had been at the bloqueo and how she and Lourdes
needed to report later at the plantón. We all planned to go to the movies together that
night. At this meeting the union activism intermingled with the pedagogical, one was
part of the other. And the social commitment Wendi felt as Raquel’s former normal
school teacher had evolved into a collegial discussion. The eight of us ended up having
an extended conversation extending to dinner and the movies, this, due to the fact that
Wendi came to town to join the bloqueo.
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I spent the late afternoon with Raquel and her friend María Antonia at a textile
museum while Lourdes and Wendi went to check in at the plantón. On our way to the
museum, I found myself riding past the very intersection where Lourdes, Wendi and I
were standing in the bloqueo. Now it returned to its normal traffic flow. With the heat
abated, it was hard to imagine that 300 bodies gathered there and dared to break the rush
of cars and trucks.
C. Discussion – Memory and Shame
In public spaces, Oaxaca is still violent, even if the barricadas have not been
reactivated since 2006 or the bloqueo and the regional rotational plantón face none of the
overt police aggression of 2006. Oaxacan teachers endure endemic violence in what has
been called “subnational authoritarism” by Martínez Vásquez (2007) and a “low intensity
war” by one teacher I interviewed. Subnational authoritarism began in 2000, when the
ruling PRI lost the presidency to the PAN opposition, and PRI state governors like URO
became quasi sovereign. This means that URO no longer had a president in Mexico City
to answer to in terms of party loyalty and was able to make decisions with fewer out-ofstate repercussions. Oaxacan subnational authoritarism has involved intensified state and
paramilitary violence, including the 2010 paramilitary murder of Triqui activist Bety
Cariño and international aid worker Jyri Jaakkola. Following Martínez Vásquez, URO’s
willingness to act with unbridled force in 2006 and the ensuing impunity can be
understood in terms subnational authoritarism. In addition to these overt acts, a low
intensity war has operated at a more face-to-face level, including inciting fear. During
my research, a high profile teacher was “disappeared,” a corpse-less form of extrajudicial
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murder technique that removes the individual and prevents the social circle of colleagues
and family from grieving finding closure.
To counteract this, there has been retribution violence as in the October, 2010
midday slaying before Santo Domingo Church of a presumed student gang leader
suspected of killing barricadists in 2006. Auyero (2007), focusing on Argentina, has
noted that violence has become germane to neoliberal state policy; in response, the
dispossessed have organized around violent social movements. So it follows that the
bloqueo contests “state terrorism,” if we take to heart the letterhead of the documents of
the Sección 22. But this combative articulation of teacher protests would tell only part of
the story of the bloqueo, whose work involves as much discursive and social as material
practices. Even the violence of 2006 has turned into reverie. 44
Memory as a teacher mobilization tactic can even involve appropriating someone
else’s memory. In September 2010, two and a half months after the teacher bloqueo of
the Guelaguetza Auditorium described above, the Sección 22 summoned a march from
the Oaxaca office of the SEP, the IEEPO, to the zócalo, several miles away. The march
centered on remembering October 2, the 42nd anniversary of the Tlateloco massacre on a
public square in Mexico City where student groups faced a military assault ordered by the
president where hundreds of mostly middle class young people perished. The Sección
22’s remembering Tlateloco considers someone else’s bout with state violence. These
urban predecessors, like the teachers on June 14, 2006, were performing their
constitutional right to assemble. In mobilizing around Tlateloco, the teachers rearticulate
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Jansen (2007) has described “mnemonic battles” over how to interpret memory between official and
unofficial groups. Here, however, memory is a refusal to let an issue or event pass into oblivion. The
embodied acts of obstruction provide cause for pause and visibility at a symbolic place. This is memory
work of keeping things recalled just a little bit longer.
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their own history of struggle as educational workers in the face of state violence; that is,
state violence occasions the assembly and the act of remembering.
In this vein, the bloqueo of the Guelaguetza Auditorium served as an act of
memory-making. In 2006, teachers in the Movement, organized in public spaces. In the
desalojo and at the barricadas they were shot at and defamed. By standing beside the
dangerous flow of traffic at the bloqueo, teachers in 2010 displayed to the public that they
remain in the public eye. But the act of memory of the bloqueo involved another
symbolic enactment, the maintaining of the integrity of the Guelaguetza Auditorium
which had become the governor’s arena for political pomp and circumstance. Their
obstruction of the roofing project recalls guelaguetza in the villages, the practices of
mutual aid for festivals. It questions the governor’s authority as the one who gets to call
guelaguetza, to sit in a place of honor, and demonstrate generosity to the people of
Oaxaca. The bloqueo suggests that the teachers, as village intellectuals, not URO, have
the right to call guelaguetza. And further, the bloqueo intersects with the ways that
Oaxacans in 2006 offered aid to teachers in the desalojo, as well as prior movements such
as the 1980 teacher uprisings.
The memory work of the bloqueo also involved rural teachers translating their
role as actors in the face of the Mexican nation. It stands out how teachers like Lourdes
felt the weight of both teaching in the villages and signing in promptly to the union
activities. The activities at the bloqueos and plantones have provoked dissonant views
even within the ranks of teachers. Teachers have noticed that the work done at the
provisional spaces of obstruction involves collaborating with class-conscious radicals
who expect indigenous women to cook and clean. Dissonance aside, the practice of
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meeting in public spaces helps teachers enact their positions as national leaders in the
domain of village life. We see this in how teachers sang the national anthem as a rally
chant. Teaching for the nation is especially important to the dissident teachers, which
takes pride in remaining outside the mainstream of co-opted Mexican unions. For this
reason the Oaxacan teachers have recently lent mobilizational credibility to the
electricians’ and miners’ unions.
Finally, the teachers at the bloqueo performed a pedagogy of negation, one of
memory and shame. The bloqueo interacted critically with the construction kickback
schemes at the Auditorium and around Oaxaca. The bloqueo defies the plea of angry
business leaders who are both bothered by the teachers and heated that they have not
been able to cash in on the Guelaguetza Festival. Such business leaders faced loses in the
2006 Movement. Teachers have not forgotten how some business leaders stood on the
side of the governor. The act of shaming the governor and his allies becomes an
important pedagogical act of teachers.
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CHAPTER II
MARCHING TO DEFEND OUR PATRIMONY
In the last chapter I focused the pedagogies of provisional spaces of embodied
obstruction, namely, a teacher bloqueo in 2010 and its historical antecedents. In this
chapter, I center on a teacher march in mid-February of 2011, its immediate causes and
repercussions in education and politics. I tie the act of marching with political projects
like the teachers’ rejection of recent educational reforms. As in last chapter, the
mobilization tactics influence the public discourse on what it means to be Oaxacan.
A. Teachers and Police
1. Eating and Texting
One day in mid-February I went to meet the teachers for a late lunch after
spending the morning with Osvaldo and his sixth grade class in San Fermín. Because of
the delays on the road from the disturbances, I arrived at the restaurant after all had
finished, but they insisted that I eat unrushed. All of the teachers had come from other
cities and towns to Oaxaca City either to submit paperwork at the IEEPO or to
accompany someone who did. Now a group of five teachers sat at ease at about 4:00
p.m. and exchanged bits of news. But the day that started quietly ended up beleaguered
because of the teacher standoff with the police; this meant that my table mates were more
distracted and keener to get updates on the disturbances. With their plates cleared, Wendi
and Lourdes checked their email and text messages for news. The violence was still
raging in the Oaxaca City zócalo. Wendi got a text and uttered as a reminder that
President Calderón had come from Mexico City to meet newly elected Governor Cué and
banking magnate Alfredo Harp Helú to inaugurate the Oaxaca City campus of
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Universidad La Salle, a private Catholic university Harp Helú bankrolled. Oaxacan
public school teachers, fierce defenders of the Third Article of the Federal Constitution
guaranteeing secular, free and obligatory and universal education, maintained guarded
optimism over Governor Cué, who had not yet completed 80 days of his term as the first
opposition governor in 80 years. If the teachers felt sympathy with opposition governor
Cué, they reviled President Calderón because of his 2006 electoral fraud, his ardent
Catholicism and most of all, his role in the 2006 violence. Calderón had just made the
news on the subject of private education when days before he provided a tax exemption
against the payment of private school tuition. Here he was in Oaxaca on Governor Cue’s
invitation to inaugurate La Salle, a private Catholic university that might draw students
away from public institutions. As we sat at lunch, the teachers heard reports that kept
coming that protesting teachers in the zócalo were beaten by the granaderos and that this
event would provoke the Sección 22 to respond.
B. Private Education Affront
Let me put the Oaxacan teachers’ indignation at the private university in context.
In 1917, amid the power struggle of the Mexican Revolution, officials drafted the Federal
Constitution, stepped in nineteenth century anti-Church liberalism and Comtean
positivism, which hit on two issues still germane for teachers today: free, universal and
secular education and the right to unionize and strike. These two issues are often cited by
CNTE and Sección 22 teachers as the reasons for continuing the public struggle for
education. In all, public teachers for generations have formed a key part of the post-
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Revolutionary a nation-building project through the expansion public education. 45 This
is changing now with the shift toward regional control of educational functions and the
use of financial capital “accountability” benchmarks to measure educational achievement.
With the case of the LaSalle University inauguration by a Catholic president, a billionaire
involved in education and a governor the teachers helped elect, the Oaxacan teachers
came out to protest.
As suggested in Chapter One, teachers’ subjectivities had been well baptized by
the boom in rural education and modern secular missionary work in the 1930s. By the
1920s, the Mexican government expanded school coverage to foment a national character
based on sports, national symbols and hygiene (Raby, 1974; Vaughan, 1982). During
this time the SEP, the Secretariat of Education, was formed for the development of rural
schooling (Vaughan, 1997). By the early 1930s, the SEP aimed for a “rational, scientific,
coeducational, cooperative [and] collectivist education.” (Montes, 1998, p. 23). Each
school, according to the Secretary of Education García Téllez in 1935, needed to have a
“social action committee” involved in the defense of the public land system, or ejidos, via
the division of extensive land holdings (Raby, 1974, p. 59). In this way, the rural school
served as a center of teaching and learning where the curriculum linked to peasant life (p.
48). 46 With this leftist lineage, science and social action have edified the soul of the
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Education and modern secular nationhood dates farther back than 1917, to article 18 of the 1857
Constitution designed to challenge the stronghold the Catholic Church over education (Vaughan, 1982, p.
17). Then in 1888-1890 a law and a national conference on instruction set off a series public school
initiatives (p. 20-12). Rural educators, for their part, would become an important part of the Mexican
anarchist and Revolutionary movements that undid the Díaz dictatorship in 1910 (Cockcroft, 1967).
46
Scholars have identified the formation of the rural school and nation building as less radicalized and
comprehensive as popular nationalist mythology would suggest. Rockwell (1996) saw the scientific and
communal attributes to schooling as post-Revolutionary hegemony that borrowed from the more radical
land reforms of martyred revolutionaries like Zapata but changed little from the nineteenth century liberal
project. Rural schooling ended up “setting up alternative networks and clientelistic alliances with peasant
constituencies” (p. 304). Clientelism here suggests that the peasants received land from partitioning the
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Oaxacan teacher. The visit of Calderón and Harp Helú to inaugurate the private, tuitioncharging Catholic university in the rural dissident teacher hotbed suggests that the rural
public educator has become outdated in the age of the neoliberal and neoconservative
push to change Mexico into a place of more autonomous and efficient workers rather than
collective-minded, rational and state-dependent. And so, sitting with the teachers at
lunch, the news of the clash with the police in the zócalo becomes field reports from the
battle in which they see themselves as key belligerents.
In this chapter I examine a series of events that surround the February 2011
manifestation and stand-off with the police over the inauguration of the LaSalle
University in Oaxaca. Specifically, I examine the ways that teachers, who feel threatened
by changes in their craft, take care of one another, including sitting around a table, eating
and checking texts on the clash with police. I also note a march that 70,000 teachers
embarked on to protest the police violence, and then I describe a counter-much against
the teachers undertaken by small business owners and students asking for an
anthropomorphic Oaxaca to return to its glory days of tourism. Finally, I close with an
event of care for and support of teachers that came together to back up a sick friend and
colleague.
1. The Cross-party Meetings
Sitting at the restaurant with the teachers on this February afternoon, reports of
police violence against the teachers kept coming to Wendi’s cell. With headphones
attached to his telephone Luis had heard that the violence had led the Sección 22 to
rural estates, but this came at the price of fealty through federal initiatives that teachers were asked to
participate in. As Raby (1974) pointed out, teachers ended up serving on the front lines of federal
programs like the support of the ejido system.
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mobilize in the coming days against Governor Cué for sending the police to batter the
protesting teachers on the zócalo. In addition to the inauguration at the private university,
Governor Cué had also met President Calderón in the Palacio de Gobierno. Facing the
protests in 2006, URO had then abandoned the Palacio for secure offices by the airport.
By summer 2010, the palacio balcony still faced the teachers’ annual plantón. From
there, music and speeches and consignas belted satire and scorn via loudspeaker.
Bringing President Calderón to the Palacio seemed to invite teachers to howl and fuss.
The arrival of the president in Oaxaca on this day represented an ecumenical
attempt to cross party lines which the teachers protested. Calderón and Cué are from
nominally rival factions: Calderón, from the staunchly neoconservative and neoliberal
PAN and Cué of the Oaxacan conglomerate of parties unified over popular resentment
against entrenched PRI hegemony may seem like uneasy allies. But party lines at this
elite level are blurry. Cué, for example, was a loyal Oaxacan PRI assessor, and
assembled at this inauguration was Diódoro Carrasco, former PRI governor of Oaxaca
and cabinet member during the PRI Presidency of Ernesto Zedillo (1994-2000). In his
days before joining the opposition, Cué had once served as aide to Governor Carrasco;
the La Jornada reported Cué as making nice to his former mentor (Herrera Beltrán, 2011,
p. 5). Cué’s obsequiousness, according to Rodríguez Cortés (2011) extended to his
treatment of Calderón, which inspired the “rancor” of the teachers and other protestors on
the streets who in turn shouted a humorous consigna: “Calderón, drunkard, you are
screwing it all up (Calderón borracho, la estás regando gacho),” goading the police (p.
4). Finally, Alfredo Harp Helú attended the inauguration, lamenting the “precarious state
under which many Oaxacan schools operate” (Herrera Beltrán, 2011, p. 5). This
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exclusive gathering compelled a small contingent of the Oaxacan teachers to protest in
the zócalo where the granaderos attacked.
2. Infiltrados and Trancazos
During my lunch with the Lourdes, Wendi and their colleagues, news of wounded
teachers kept coming in. Wendi and Lourdes seemed dismayed at the violence which
benefitted neither Governor Cué nor the Sección 22. Wendi suggested agents
provocateurs of the ruling PRI, infiltrados, had incited the bloodstained event; as the PRI
had lost the governorship after 2010 they had a vested interest in the failure of the new
administration. But after 80 years of PRI governors, Cué’s arrival to the state executive
chambers in 2010 promised little real change; a Jornada article mockingly placed
quotation marks around the term ‘“New Era’” of Gabino Cué (Herrera Beltrán, 2011, p.
5). But still, attacking protesting teachers would damage Cué, so it seemed unlikely to
Wendi that his people ordered it. Indeed, Cué’s defeated PRI adversary for the 2010
gubernatorial race, Eviel Pérez Magaña, clamored that the violence against the protesters
hardly three months in, delegitimized Cué’s democratic credibility (Méndez & Martínez,
2011, p. 7). Consignas and graffiti began to call Cué a “repressor” of the same ilk as
URO and Calderón. Cué may have sensed the political danger of the police action
against the teachers, for he issued an apology over the events of February 15.
But this information would come later. For now, upon hearing Lourdes and
Wendi’s updates on the fighting between the teachers and the police, I made toward the
zócalo to see for myself. Leaving the restaurant, Luis, a teacher who I have known for
over a decade, was getting his own updates. In a cautious voice he addressed me, saying
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that “they are still exchanging blows, trancazos, downtown,” so “don’t go down there,
okay?” Out on the street with the teachers, though I saw military troop transporters filled
with men in fatigues no strikes or trancazos became apparent; pointing at the soldiers,
Wendi noted they were “special forces” to accompany the president. Despite the emails
and text messages on violence in the zócalo, the soldiers remained off to the side in their
transporter, blocks away from the action.
3. To the Zócalo
Parting with Wendi, Lourdes and Luis, I walked toward the zócalo. Along the
way, the agreeable, professional and efficient nature of the uniformed officers stood out.
First of all, the military in Mexico became a much more visible force after the 1994
EZLN insurrection in Chiapas, one state to the east of Oaxaca. Unlike many other
regimes in Latin America no enduring violent system has taken command of modern-era
Mexico; instead, the state has maintained power via inclusion and corporatism more than
overt repression (Haber, 2007). The teacher as tlacuache at the sciences institute, as
cultural missionary in the rural village and through their incorporation in the SNTE,
formed part of this soft-handed verbally-negotiated hegemony. Here on the streets and
restaurants, I observed the teachers and their texting on the violence juxtaposed with the
well-equipped presidential guards in waiting. The teacher and solider are comparable
state functionaries: both take special training in public institutes and serve in ministerial
agencies; both are the subject of professionalization with reformed techniques and
technologies. But the state-run normal schools for teachers are on the decline, with the
privatization measures of the ACE reforms which enable non-publicly trained teachers to
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serve in public schools. 47 Likewise, the government supported by the corporate
foundations has expanded scholarships and incorporated private schools. The military
and police training schools, in contrast, remain vibrant and their graduates take on active
roles in struggles around the country. In all, I viewed the teachers bitter over their lot
while the military and state police I found polite and gentle. As I found myself politely
ignored or addressed with respect by the military and police on a day when they were
engaged in a violent clash, I ended up wondering what was going on for state
functionaries today in Mexico. If the military in neoliberal times takes over terrain
formerly occupied by rural teachers summoned for national unification, might the soldier
take on a more pedagogical role? As a visitor and teacher in Mexico over the decades, I
have found the military and police never as amiable as I saw here in Oaxaca.
As I approached the zócalo, I noticed more soldiers and police. I stopped and
asked two of them donning camouflage helmets and carrying rifles if the walkway toward
the zócalo was closed ahead. No, they said with responsive eye contact, “it’s fine.” Then
I came to Santo Domingo Church, a major stop on the tourist corridor on Alcalá Street.
Before me dozens of police officers and soldiers swiftly detached metal riot fences and
hoisted them on trailer trucks. In a matter of minutes the defensive barriers yielded an
open passage, just as the soldiers had assured.
I stood for a while at Santo Domingo which had been a combative place in 2006.
While I watched the dismantling of riot fencing, I turned to ask a young woman dressed
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Elba Ester Gordillo, president of the SNTE suggested recently that normal schools should be
transformed into tourism colleges to serve Mexico’s need for skilled agents to serve international visitors,
according to an article Lourdes handed me to describe the current devaluation of normal schools (Avilés,
2009).
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in a restaurant uniform how long the street had been closed by the defensive barriers.
She did not answer me, but an older woman beside her who presented herself as a tour
guide waiting to return to her museum indicated that the police and military presence was
all “normal.” She emphasized that I should not worry about all this, as it is for our
protection, “so that there is respect for law and order.” I asked the tour guide if the
“disturbance” on the zócalo, five blocks to the south, was more organized or spontaneous.
She insinuated that it was just a little thing, one that’s settled in a minute; the
disturbances in Europe are even worse; 48 there was nothing for me to worry about, she
underscored. I felt that she was talking to me as a tourist preoccupied with access to the
city. I sensed in her the same push to appease me that I felt with the soldiers.
4. The Spectacle of a Burning Trailer
When the soldiers and police finished removing the barriers, I proceeded toward
the zócalo down Alcalá Street, following the footsteps of teachers who took back the
zócalo after the desalojo described in Chapter One. A group of helmeted male and
female granaderos walked toward me, toting their night sticks and lugging their shields.
One of them had the Plexiglas shattered at the top of the shield. The column of riot
police strode up hill, bantering among themselves as they passed, paying no attention to
me. I sensed in them the routine weariness of the end of the work day, and that if I had
walked into them, they would have parted ranks around me, broken shields and all. After
they had passed I continued toward the calm, bodiless street corner by the Law Faculty of
the state university where a pile of bonfire ashes remained in a smolder. Littering the
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The movement later dubbed the “Arab Spring,” well publicized in Mexico, was making ground during
these weeks.
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road and sidewalk, I saw broken off debris of green cantera stone, the color of the Law
Faculty. Along the way, it became clear from the facades that some of the stones had
been cracked off of the window casings and thresholds of centuries-old colonial
buildings. Ahead of me, as I turned the corner toward the cathedral on the north side of
the zócalo, people stood as if cordoned off in a half-moon line, snapping pictures and
shooting cell phone movies as thirty foot flames billowed out of a trailer truck, the twin
of the vehicle I had seen the police filling with riot fence partitions by Santo Domingo.
The agitation had ended and only a raging fire cracked and sparked a few feet from the
bajo laurel space for cultural events. Among the crowd, I saw a reporter on camera
speaking into a microphone, saying “you can feel the burning from here.” The next day,
the image of the burning trailer made the cover of La Jornada, above the fold. The next
day, I also visited the zócalo and observed the charred wreck had been removed; vendors
had returned; and a danzón-playing band chimed the marimba at a bajo laurel event. Just
like the swift removal of metallic barricades, the city had returned from battle zone to
cultural and social space.
C. The Response of the Sección 22: Marching from the IEEPO
If by the following evening the zócalo would return to the comforts and pleasures
of urban leisure, another teacher protest was yet to come. In response to the violence
against the teachers and the affront of the Catholic university’s inauguration in the
heartland of teacher dissent, the Sección 22 had suspended classes statewide and 70,000
teachers hit the streets. In the morning of this march, Osvaldo forwarded me an email
that had circulated among his teacher colleagues. Akin to the texting and emails Wendi
and Lourdes had shared over lunch the day before, the message presented a journalistic
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report of the aggression and how it prompted the Sección 22 to cut of relationships with
Governor Cué. So tens of thousands teachers who had not attended the protest and
violence on the zócalo the day before had assembled in a matter of hours. Osvaldo
canceled our scheduled meeting, so the school-based pedagogies I had anticipated
observing in his village would have to wait as the pedagogies of the march would occupy
us this day.
1. Creating Rezago
To historicize the march, Mexico has a twentieth century tradition of centralized
education with a federated SEP in Mexico City. By 1992, two years prior to signing
NAFTA, Mexico had formally decentered part of the SEP’s functions to the individual
states, the IEEPO becoming Oaxaca’s SEP chapter which to this day monitors and
evaluates local education and teacher performance (Martínez Vásquez, 2004). As I
mentioned in the Introductory Chapter, the Sección 22 has, in response, maintained
strident critiques of the IEEPO. Along with the tactical stance the Sección 22 upholds
against the IEEPO, the teacher-dissidents in Sección 22 and the teacher-functionaries in
the IEEPO sometimes collaborate, sometimes clash. Today was a day of clashing.
The antipathy toward private education at the inauguration yesterday and the
ensuing violence against dissenting teachers in general troubled this balance. In addition,
the Sección 22 has opposed recent educational reforms that are inspired by structural
adjustment standards and often assessed with the assistance of the World Bank.
Specifically, the Sección 22 rejects the 2009 SEP textbook reforms, saying these new
editions have transformed the free and commonly available textbooks into a series of
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technical manuals, alien to Oaxacan actualities. According to a teacher trainer at a
normal school, a math problem in the new textbooks uses Mexico City subway stations as
contextual cues while children in many Oaxacan communities have never seen as much
as an automobile. 49 In addition to officially rejecting the reformed textbooks, the Sección
22 also rebuffs standardized testing measures which have both calculated and created the
dimensions for educational “rezago,” a term that refers to being pulled back in a process
where progress is needed. The federal government in 2002 started the INEE, the
National Educational Evaluation Institute who implements the PISA test whose results
funnel into educational achievement ranking (Instituto Nacional para la Evaluación de la
Educación, 2010). This data, driven by economic development mandates, locates
education as both urgent and calculable, so the standardized assessments become seen as
imperative, too. The results of such testing sound daunting, as Muñoz Izquierdo & Ulloa
(2011) reported that Mexico had placed last in the PISA among the 34 countries affiliated
in the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OCDE) (p. 39). Such
statistics that present Mexico as in rezago often finger the southeastern states of Oaxaca,
Chiapas and Guerrero, consummate contenders for last place nationwide in standardized
test rankings.
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This makes Oaxaca the site of further educational reforms along

economistic parameters and ushers forward corporate foundations like the Alfredo Harp
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This same normal school teacher trainer with her student teachers in the elementary teaching degree
program would publish an informal newsletter on teaching math, called a gaceta, oriented toward student
teacher readers and full of reflections and exercises. The gaceta paid special attention to playfulness and
games and added creative heuristic reminders stepped in constructivist epistemological worldviews such as
how a progressive link between exists between storytelling and oral counting with the learning of addition.
In all, the gaceta served as an informal pedagogical compendium to facilitate student- and communitycentered techniques for teaching mathematics. When the teacher trainer, however, shared these ideas with
the pedagogical officers in the Sección 22, she faced a combination apathy and scorn. She told me teary
eyed that the union saw these teaching practices as not alternative enough for them. In the end, she found
herself in between the official pedagogies with textbooks using subway stations and the theoretically lofty
views of the radical union.
50
The United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) calculates Oaxaca and Chiapas at the lowest rate
on the “Human Development Index” (Informe sobre desarrollo humano: México 2006-2007, 2007, p. 2).
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Helú Foundation (FAHH) to promote private alternatives like private universities in
Oaxaca.
All of this groundswell of reform depends on the creation and the publishing of
the dimensions of rezago. High levels of educational rezago are presented as an offense
to the human rights of Mexicans and Mexico in general. Rezago surfaces in presidential
documents (Calderón Hinojoso, 2007; Fox Quesada, 2001) and in the words of corporate
foundations (Mexicanos Primero, n.d.a) where it menaces the upright hard-working
people Mexico. For this, the burden falls on the shoulders of public education in general
and the teacher in particular. Stopping educational rezago has been constructed as so
urgent that former undersecretary of education Roger Díaz de Cossío (2011) used war
metaphors in suggesting education is a “battle that never ends” (p. 41). The problem
facing a state like Oaxaca involves other factors such as cultural deprivation of rural
agricultural life which often forces students to miss school (p. 42). 51 The former
undersecretary concludes with “we can never be a developed and just society; we will
never aspire to be competitive in a globalized world with 70% of the population over 15
in educational rezago” (p. 42). These ideas of a chief officer of Mexican public
education discursively resemble the “war on terror” imperatives for security at all costs.
It locates the work of rural Oaxacan teachers and students as unendingly deficient and
leaves them exposed to emergency measures and textbooks with subway word problems
for mathematics students in carless villages. This undersecretary’s placement of the
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Elementary students in the rural communities that I observed as I accompanied Wendi and Lourdes on
their supervisory site visits would often arrive to school after completing farm chores. In villages with an
unstable year-round water supply, able-bodied children are needed to fetch water and feed animals. In
some of those same villages, the mothers would show up to bring food during school recess and mothers
and fathers would serve on the parents’ committees. If the village daily labor schedule did not match urban
middle class mores, this failed to signal a lack of values for education in the villages I did fieldwork in.
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problem is echoed by David Calderón, founder of the corporate foundation Mexicanos
Primero who stated “preparation, enthusiasm and motivation,” call for “authentic
professionalizing” of teachers (Calderón, 2011, p. 44). The dangers of rezago, then, lead
to reforms that position public education as a chronic problem. Upon the creation of
rezago, Oaxacan teachers and students are prime objects for revamping education, and as
we will see, this becomes the point where dissident teachers apply pressure in events like
marching.
2. The Protest March, 10:20 a.m., westward from the IEEPO toward the Zócalo
The march the day after the infiltrados and trancazos on the zócalo started in the
mid-morning. Men and women took turns speaking on a loudspeaker rigged up in
perifoneo fashion, angled towards the 70,000 teachers and other APPO-based civil
groups who answered the call to march. Teachers passed along the crown of the road,
many toting cell phones, texting or speaking amongst themselves. In the front line of
walkers, the Sección 22 general secretary Azael Santiago Chepi strode shoulder-toshoulder with several others, in entourage style, while other teachers in the multitude
walked in smaller groups or alone. Cameras, from the long lenses of the press to the lowpixel cell phone of the armature snapped shots of the horizon of bodies beneath umbrellas
and hats. As the front of the march passed under a pedestrian overpass, dozens of
photographers and videographers peered down through viewfinders at the marchers.
On the two-hour path toward the zócalo via a broad avenue, the march pushed on.
Transit police at successive intersections whistled and indexed oncoming traffic to turn
away from the marchers. Outside few transit police, I saw no other uniforms, in stark
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contrast to the prior day’s drama of fatigues, shields, nightsticks and trailer trucks of antiriot fencing. Leading the teachers, the perifoneo pace car rolled slowly forward. Beside
the car, speakers alternated with the microphone and denounced yesterday’s repression
against the teachers and attacked the ongoing neoliberal reforms and push for
privatization. The rhetorical style of the speeches took on a persuasive polemic on the
grim certainty facing teachers and dissident leaders. The consignas seemed more diverse
and playful than the gloomy speeches.
The speakers, through consignas and speeches, singled out several individuals as
guilty of betraying the public. First, they denounced billionaire Alfredo Harp Helú and
his bankrolling the newly inaugurated La Salle University, shouting “we owe him
nothing, he is not our benefactor.” 52 Second, they condemned the recent President
Calderón decree to allow parents to deduct private school tuition from federal taxes. To
the speakers, this measure meant privatization and a weakening of the Third Article of
the Constitution. Similarly, they slammed yesterday’s violence against teachers
exercising their constitutional right to stage public manifestations. They also critiqued
Calderón’s push for “educational quality” which further diminished the public character
of education. Most of all, Gabino Cué and his cabinet became the targets of the
consignas and speeches, as these local functionaries had received a public mandate for
change after 80 years of PRI rule in Oaxaca. “We voted for you Gabino” one said, and
yet, “we want change not just in name but change in the way things are done” said
another. Other parts of the speeches demanded the immediate resignation of Secretary of
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Harp Helú became a committed enterprise philanthropist after being kidnapped in 1994. During the
ordeal, he promised that if he was released he would “serve the neediest, enjoy every minute of life and
dedicate himself to baseball” (Holo, 2004, p. 111). The insignia of his foundation during my fieldwork was
common on event posters, museum exhibits and cultural magazines, and more pertinent to my project here,
in the promotion of reading for children.
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the Interior, Irma Piñeyro, a mere puppet, they said, of reviled SNTE president, Elba
Esther Gordillo, the arch enemy of the Sección 22. Though speeches called for Piñeyro’s
resignation and insisted on Cué’s apology to the teachers, the bulk of the rhetoric of the
march had been prepared prior to the events of the day before. Yet the salient motive for
keeping up the mobilizations was Cué’s treachery, as his administration was in the pocket
of enemies of the people of Oaxaca.
3. Recalling the Constitution, Dreaming of Sovereignty
The orators asked for a return to better days for Oaxaca, calling out unreasonable
testing practices. Chanting to support the vindication of Article Three of the 1917
Constitution that ensured “secular, free and obligatory” education, the perifoneo carried
denouncements of the 2008 educational reforms and standardized test which privatized
education. The ACE reforms initiated in 2008 and inspired by the No Child Left Behind
law in the United States, troubles the teachers for allowing private institute graduates who
pass the Oposición Exam to become public school teachers. The ENLACE, applied to
the last three years of primary school and the first two of secondary, provides a single,
nation-wide measuring stick for the subject matters of Spanish, mathematics, science,
civics, ethics and history. Alongside the PISA test indicated above, the ENLACE
compiles data that compares educational achievement and rezago from region to region.
One of the speakers at the march addressed this exact point, saying that tests standardized
for an unfortunate student from the Mixe region, several hours to the north east of Oaxaca
City, cannot fairly compare to another in Monterrey, a wealthy city in the north of
Mexico.
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This march followed the ways standardized reforms have met strong opposition
by dissident teachers. Oaxacan teachers have keenly promoted counter measures,
including proposals for what they call “alternative education.” Below I explore the
pedagogical initiatives toward alternative education which draw discursively from the
Constitution and UNESCO mandates. I present alternative education through the
proceedings of a national conference where marching played a role in disseminating the
message and fomenting frame resonance.
An example of the dissident teacher responses to neoliberal reforms, nine months
prior, in May 2010 the local and regional chapters of CNTE, which includes the Sección
22 in Oaxaca, set up regional conferences to contest educational reforms and articulate a
pedagogical response. Azael Santiago Chepi, General Secretary of the Sección 22 stated
in the Proceedings or Resolutivos from the Oaxacan conference that “[t]he heroic Sección
22 cannot and should not act with passivity before the most lethal offensive that today is
taken up against public education via the ACE. Faced with this challenge, the response
must be immediate and definitive” (SEDES 22, 2010, p. 4). The Oaxacan alternative
education conference was enriched by the labors of diverse work tables of classroom
teachers from the democratic base of the Sección 22; according to Chepi this effort stood
as a “counterhegemonic proposal” to head off the federal government-imposed ACE.
Teachers at work tables at the Oaxaca alternative education conference tried to
concretize a position on issues of educational context, funding and theoretical grounding
and finally by bullet-pointing recommendations. To contextualize the educational
problem, table one reported:
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Mexican education is suffering a ferocious attack from the educational reforms of
the SEP in conspiracy with the old clientelistic charros of the SNTE. To serve
their own needs, they are modifying the articles of the Political Constitution of the
United States of Mexico and the General Law of Education. The ACE, the
ENLACE tests…form part of this. (SEDES 22, 2010, p. 5)
The conference participants then went on to add two elements to this to conjoin education
to issues of national sovereignty. They called for defending the “essence and spirit” of
the 1917 Constitution to repudiate both the educational reforms mentioned above as well
as other reforms that hurt unionized workers in education and beyond (p. 6). Then they
asked for a “return to the essences of UNESCO” which proposes that national education
budgets equate to 12% of their gross domestic product (p. 6). Referring to the Federal
Constitution and UNESCO allows the teachers to take moral high ground and stand on
juridical and organizational authority that trumps the current reforms fads. The reference
to the Constitution and UNESCO locates alternative education as organically pro-Mexico
and puts the Sección 22 in the position to declare themselves a veritable political party.
At the march, noted above, Chepi with his retinue walking at the front of the line, had a
slow striding “elect-me” air. And behind that strut he had the defense of Mexican
sovereignty to support him.
Alternative education, hashed out in the conference as pedagogical and schoolcentered, linked up in practice with public pedagogical acts of marching. Days after the
2010 Oaxaca conference on alternative education, CNTE delegates from each of the
union locals around the country descended on the central office of the Sección 9 in
Mexico City for the Fourth National Conference on Alternative Education which I was
able to attend with a special “guest” pass. In this conference, the work tables labored
over the same questions the Oaxacan teachers had in their regional conference. In this
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Mexico City conference, we also see how the practices of marching coincide with
conferences and provide a dissident teacher public pedagogy.
According to the conference proceedings (CNTE, 2010), Table One of the
Mexico City conference laid out the context of education in Mexico and the terrain for
critical responses. They reported that the breakneck speed of neoliberalism puts
education in crisis. In 1992, drawn from structural adjustments from the International
Monetary Fund and World Bank, President Salinas “reformed” education, and the OCDE
entered to evaluate educational achievement. From here came the standardized tests
PISA and ENLACE which through their auditing calculations found the Mexican 15year-old to be deficient vis-à-vis those in the “developed world” (p. 3). This has led to
widespread “quality”- driven reforms in the last two years, which included the new
textbooks mentioned above. The ACE, then, according to Table One, angles education in
favor of productivity via standardized tests. By changing the state-based path to teacher
induction, the ACE also overhauls labor laws to favor “flexiblization of work, generating
work instability” (p. 4). The table further stated that the ACE has “nothing to do with
education” but instead favors “unitary thinking” via standardized tests forced on
“promoting competitivity” and the “mercantilization of knowledge” (p. 6). All of this
leads the dissident teachers of the CNTE to seek “vindication” of education which has
lost its “social and transformational character” (p. 8). In terms of classroom pedagogies,
political acuity melted into sloganism: teachers needed to reject the ACE, link
community knowledge to the classroom, organize in service training conferences and
even reject junk food (p. 8-9). In sum, the alternative education promoted by Table One
at the CNTE national conference on the subject becomes a kind of credo, a point of
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departure, or, in the words of teachers I heard critiquing of the union’s radicalism, “puro
planteamiento,” just a theory-bound proposal.
If the Mexico City alternative education conference in itself elided a workable
pedagogy for the classroom, the pedagogies of the marches there in Mexico City as in the
Oaxacan conference mentioned above, remained ever dazzling. Sitting at one of the
conference presentations, a Oaxacan teacher invited me to a megamarcha to be held in
two weeks’ time to celebrate the 4th anniversary of the desalojo described in Chapter One.
That morning of the second day of the conference, tens of thousands of teachers marched
from the Mexico City zócalo to the Secretariat of the Interior, the government office who
commands the granaderos, and whose façade serves a similar role as the gubernatorial
balcony in Oaxaca or the IEEPO for public contrarian discourses.
Having met with an official Secretariat of the Interior, the marchers arrived to the
conference venue, and a mass of bodies exited the auditorium and funneled through the
long corridors out to the street. There, Sección 22 general secretary Chepi, next to his
conference host and equal in the Sección 9, held a microphone in the middle of the street
in a makeshift arena made by surrounding bodies. Around the two secretaries general
people gazed and snapped pictures while behind them a pickup truck with an amplifier
projected Chepi’s furtive speech and consignas. Here, the march interrupted or rather
blended into the alternative education conference. The bodies from the different sessions
meshed with those from the different delegations in march, and at the center stood Chepi,
a rural Oaxacan elementary school teacher turned union chief guiding the group through
the terrain of the struggle facing teachers and communities. The march, speeches and
consignas bled into the formal auditorium discussions of how to ground alternative
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education. At the same time, the combination of conference sessions and speeches and
marches on the streets outside served to perform alternative education as a teacher ethos,
though one that parents and students might find difficulty identifying with.
The Oaxaca and Mexico City education conferences presented above show how
marches form a part of the pedagogical life of the dissident teacher cued in to
conversations on alternative education, conversations with other teachers and unionrelated advocacy. The Oaxaca march presented in this chapter, as spontaneous and
focused on a single act of police violence as it was, involves complexity.
4. Dissonance and Filthy Dogs
Still, if marching forms a core part of a teacher’s way of being, how do others see
it? The choral harmony, the striking audacity of graffiti writers working in plain daylight
and the 70,000 mobilized Oaxacan teachers on 12-hours’ notice may not suggest the
teachers speak as one or that they necessarily enjoy popular support. Months before the
February 2011 march, I met a Sección 22 member who would remain silent during
consignas, believing that the protest time would be better spent in the classroom, teaching
the children of the workers rather than protesting on the streets and prattling on about it.
And teachers who fail to attend Sección 22 events like the bloqueo and the march risk
penalization at the delegation level. The marches often take on verticality rather than the
horizontality they purport and the consignas express a unitary embodied mass, yet one
single position does not represent the diversity of views among the teachers themselves.
Other Oaxacans also present diverse, often negative, opinions about the teachers.
During the February 2011 Oaxaca march, one roadside vender toting a straw basket full
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of gum and candy told me that most people are with the teachers as I asked her opinion
on the marching teachers. Similarly, an older woman inside a shop on a side road by the
march indicated that the teachers were angry about the day before but that people in
general felt that the teachers were holding up the dialog with Governor Cué. In my
research, it became common to hear individuals, even teachers themselves, complaining
about the teachers’ marches. When one veteran teacher told me that classes were
canceled for March 8th, International Women’s Day, she proposed that if teachers wanted
to celebrate women, “they should give us a dance” rather than a boring march. And
Lourdes called the plantones, where marches commonly start or end, part of “our
folklore,” suggesting that even though she willingly participates in them the frequency
and administrative justifications for them often get lost on her.
Since the 1980, the democratic teachers’ Movement has tried to “democratize” the
SNTE, a movement in which the Oaxacan Sección 22 has been among the most active
nationwide. Through this, the public has had an up-and-down relationship with the
teachers. One teacher who worked at a rural normal school told me that the Oaxacan
public at the time of the mass mobilizations of 2006 had tolerated the teachers the way
they would a neighborhood “perro roñoso,” filthy dog. He told me a parable of the
teachers as a filthy dog, stating that you do not like the dog to be around so much, but it is
around, and you tolerate it, even feeding it, but you wish it would wander off and bother
someone else. But when an intruder enters the neighborhood, as in the police raids of
2006, and kicks the perro roñoso, the people defend it as if it were their own house pet.
The filth of the dog becomes relative to the aggression it faces at the hands of the more
powerful and nefarious; for then, annoyance turns to endearment over violence, and
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endearment turns to mobilization. This story suggests that the public holds the teachers
in esteem, albeit with a weary frustration. In the end, however, the teachers enjoy
popular support especially when they face repressive violence. This was clear in 2006 as
hundreds of thousands of people marched in solidarity with the teachers only days after
the beginning of the police raids. Furthermore, it seems that the state, the public and the
teachers are aware of the limits and consequences of state sponsored violence against the
teachers. I asked Luis, the teacher who I had eaten lunch with the day before and whom I
ran across at the February 2011 march, if there would be trouble today with the police.
“It does not suit them” to attack the teachers today, he responded. This is especially true
considering that public sympathy with the teachers can galvanize if the repression is overt
and public.
When the march turned toward the city center the bodies bottlenecked down the
colonial streets. Along this path with high walls at our sides, graffiti writers scribed
consignas linking Gabino Cué to URO while denouncing Calderón. I also observed more
sophisticated stencils of ski masked faces, ones resembling Chiapan ELZN leader Marcos
as well as a series of multicolored political cartoon-like mockeries of President Calderón
in a military uniform that fit him too loosely, absurdly standing on a tank and reminding
me of the 1988 Michael Dukakis presidential campaign tank photo debacle. This graffiti
image reoccurred on walls all the way to the zócalo along the path of the marchers. To
appreciate the works of street art better, I let the rear of the line pass me by. In the wake
of the march, office workers and neighbors came out of their newly unlocked iron bar
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doors and inspected the street. 53 At a hotel run by a university tourism department, a
woman in a uniform vest with a teenage boy came out to examine the spray can tagging.
Four hours later, walking past the same façade I noticed that they had painted over the
graffiti with paint that perfectly matched the red building facade. In another moment I
saw a police officer curiously touch the silvery paint of one of the Marcos mask stencils.
People everywhere behind the protest line were looking at ancient buildings that bore
either drawings or defacement that within a short while would become lost.
At the zócalo and cathedral atrium the teachers clustered in bands in their
delegational nuclei, each of which bore a numbered and lettered sign toted by marchers
along the way. Delegational meetings of this sort often feed into Sección 22 assemblies
whereby the delegates gather the opinions of the rank and file teachers. Then the
delegates amass in the Teachers’ Hotel to the west of the zócalo and come to a decision
on the next steps of action. But Osvaldo noted that the delegational gatherings in the
zócalo for events like the march end up serving the banal functions of attendance record
keeping. As such, the meetings are more a technique of regulation rather than a
brainstorm of ideas. In contrast, according to Osvaldo, the marches themselves are the
sites of the horizontal conversations; teachers get to see and hear what others are thinking
and feeling while marching. But the delegational meetings are part of Sección 22 politics
and establish links between official decisions and the teacher popular bases. For
example, in the last week of June 2010, I had observed the teachers in their delegational
gatherings on the plantón before and after a Sección 22 state assembly. When the
delegates had gotten out of the assembly, the rank and file learned that the Sección 22
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Despite the support the public may have for the teachers and the legality of union manifestations, the
march lead residents and vendors to secure doors and windows with metal curtains and iron bars.
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would end the weeks-old plantón on the zócalo and return to their communities across the
state. The purpose of this closure was to observe the polling stations of gubernatorial
elections, to support the electoral democratic process in which Gabino Cué would
triumph. This was a debt, of course, that teachers recalled now seven months later with
Gabino’s use of force against the teachers on the zócalo during the Calderón visit.
Arrival at the zócalo and the forming of delegational clusters marked the end of
the February 2011 march, but events continued on. At the quiosco at the center of the
zócalo, at the mitin, the political organizing gathering, a group spoke and took pictures of
others holding signs. They were not all teachers. I tried to get up on the platform around
the gazebo but men were standing should to shoulder, letting some pass while keeping
others out. I dared not ask them to pass, so I stayed below on the ground. An hour later,
by 1:00 p.m., the zócalo was cleared of marchers and business as usual returned. As Luis
had predicted, I observed no police presence. The teachers had their day of marching,
and now by the early afternoon, with the exception of the graffiti, the path from the
IEEPO to the zócalo returned to its routine.
D. I Raise my Voice in Defense of Cultural Patrimony
Marching has become a common practice in Oaxaca. On February 20, four days
after the Sección 22 march described above, an anti-teacher countermarch took place
from Santo Domingo, where I had seen the soldiers and police removing the riot fencing
five days prior. Led by a young bearded man with a bullhorn, a white shirt-wearing
group calling themselves Levanto la Voz (I raise my voice) waited around by Santo
Domingo in anticipation of the late morning march. The bearded man addressed 200 or
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so marchers saying that they did not want “complaints or denouncements but need
proposals from the citizens.” Levanto la Voz appeared to be composed of mostly men
over 50 and women of all ages who wore comfortable clothes of natural fibers rather than
the polyester and patched up garb of the marchers days before. A lawyer in her early
thirties whom I had met the day before, approached me and said she was joining the
march. When I asked why they opposed the shouting of consignas, the woman next to
her said that they were from “civil society,” neither against the teachers nor the state.
This suggests that she believed consignas a radical counter-position and that civil society
groups are devoid of political positions. The two women joined the others dressed in
white and slowly made their way to the zócalo. The marchers arrived at the zócalo in
five minutes going at a snail’s pace from Santo Domingo. At the zócalo, they
circumambulated the square twice, avoiding the central quiosco where the teachers and
the APPO militants often speak during marches and plantones. On one of the zócalo
turns I heard the people in white chanting consignas: “No more violence; we want
peace” and “Oaxaca deserves to live in peace,” both led by the bearded bullhorn
organizer.
The marchers doing their rounds showed that they had appropriated Oaxacan
political iconography. They carried placards with handwritten quotations of the fabled
Oaxaca-born Mexican president Benito Juárez: “The respect of others’ rights is peace”
and “nothing by force, everything by reason.” Other position statements included a
printed vinyl banner: “Teachers, we want you to let us work,” sponsored by a
construction consortium, and finally: “there is no way to peace, peace is the way.” It is
interesting here that the Levanto la Voz group used language that resembled peace
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movements’ against repressive states. They also deployed the image of Juárez, a practice
common in teacher marches and, as I show in Chapter Four, teacher events in schools.
Stephen (2002) noted that no one ideological stance holds dominion over iconic leaders
getting drawn into political service like this march, and in the case of the most venerated
leaders like liberal reformer Juárez and radical revolutionary Emiliano Zapata, Stephen
has observed the radical left and the neoliberal right honoring and deploying the images
for their own ends. Using Juárez has specific significance here, for the former president
hails from two hours north of Oaxaca City.
After two turns around the zócalo, the lead marcher marshaled everyone together
on the side of the atrium of the cathedral, the spot where I stood with the press and the
more adventurous public a few days ago to observe the police trailer that the teachers had
torched. The leader asked the marchers to introduce themselves to others. From there,
each person could voice his or her views on the challenges facing Oaxaca. In this he
talked about the entity of Oaxaca as if it were alive and anthropomorphic rather than a
site or a political domain. After the greeting, the organizers distributed paper upon which
each marcher was encouraged to write down a proposal for Oaxaca. Several women
circulated among the multitude and spoke to groups of five or six people, gathering the
proposals. One man in his forties penned: “Legislate in favor of jail for people who
damage the patrimony of all, like historical [sites].” Around us, the residue from the
teachers’ making projectiles out of the stone from numerous colonial buildings, most
notably the Law Faculty, still remained, though the piles of rubble had been cleaned up.
In concert with the bearded leader with the bullhorn, by positioning Oaxaca as an abstract
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individual, this man’s proposal advocated for the universal endowment of the people, the
patrimony. 54
Back at the Levanto la Voz march, the bearded man shouted through the bullhorn
at the bajo laurel site, saying that these proposals would be uploaded on the Levanto la
Voz Facebook page. I reviewed the page the day of the march which under
“información,” indicated that “we must make it so that Oaxaca itself lives better. If you
complain, leave a proposal. If you can, carry it out. The Levanto la Voz group has
neither political nor economic pretentions.” Along with the verbal ban on consignas, a
fear of a “political” project comes up here, as if to say that politics is what the state and
the teachers do, but what the white shirt people do is merely common sense. One of the
Facebook pages comments echoed the call for the defense of historical patrimony by
specifically railing against the teachers. In the shorthand of text messaging it went:
“…..de que sirve k digan k segun son ‘maestros’ si no cuidan el patrimonio, k es eso de
estar destruyendo la c.d, igual y no son todos pero justos pagamos por pekadores!!!!!”
(Levanto la Voz, Facebook Page, February, 16, 2011). This might translate as
“.….what’s the use if according to them they are ‘teachers’ if they don’t take care of our
patrimony, what’s this about destroying the city, though not all of them, but all of us end
up paying for the sinners!!!!!” This comment critiques the teachers’ taking up their moral
positions as teachers and standard bearers for the revolutionary state, namely the
Constitutional right to assemble and for free, secular and universal education; then, they
turn around and break off the pieces of the old buildings. Defending the cultural
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Cultural and historical patrimonio, or heritage, has motivated movements on the left and right. The
APPO constitution considered the destruction of Oaxaca’s patrimony as a major grievance against the state
(Osorno & Meyer, 2007, p. 46-47). Here, it is deployed in the business-friendly, pro-status quo march.
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endowment of all Oaxacans, according to this, falls within the domain of what a teacher
should do.
The organized meeting led by the bearded man was about to break up. He said
that next week Levanto la Voz was meeting at the Fountain of the Eight Regions, but
they should come respectfully, bringing “balloons and placards, but nothing offensive,”
for “as Oaxacans we are hermanos and want peace.” To close, about a hundred marchers
collectively chanted Spanish lyrics to Beethoven’s Ninth Symphony. But instead of
leaving, smaller groupings of people remained between the zócalo and the cathedral
atrium chatting amongst themselves. I overheard a curly haired young woman speaking
with strangers (whom she ended up parting by saying “nice to meet you to”) expressing
disfavor with the teachers and the APPO. Ten or so similar horizontal chats occurred
between the newly acquainted. Another woman, a Levanto la Voz gatherer of the proOaxaca proposals, instructed a group of women on Levanto la Voz’s procedures, saying
“we help by channeling the proposals” made by the individuals. The social aspect of this
meeting ended up straying from concrete proposals on how to improve Oaxaca, sounding
like a group of friends meeting at the bajo laurel spot on a Sunday.
At the same time, still lingering at the site, the press interviewed the bearded man,
who said on camera: “We are a city that lives by tourism; we are an image that projects a
good image for coming here” (Ricárdez, 2011, min. :50). Ricárdez reported that the
majority of the marchers were business owners, students and residents of the historic
center of Oaxaca City. The same news report also provided commentary from Oaxaca
Archbishop José Luis Chaves Botello who had spoken on the subject of the recent violent
episode on the zócalo, though I did not see him at the march: “Yet again, the violent acts
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of this week shout out to us that some do not want what is good for society. They do not
want to step up and promote a better phase for Oaxaca” (min. 1:18). The Archbishop’s
comments, among those of the Levant la Voz group, suggest a vulnerable Oaxacan
society. The social movement tactics of marching and referring to heroes of Benito
Juárez recall the teachers’ use of the Constitution and UNESCO. Oaxaca becomes
personified and thus possesses sovereign rights. “We want peace” becomes a keener
catalyst in the landscape of Oaxacan small business mobilization than outright stating that
they seek a stable economy to earn more money on tourism.
One component of the above sections emerges as emblematic: the defense of
grand ideas, notably, patrimony. Patrimony here comes out at first glance as abstract
concept unworthy of a public manifestation. To start, the green-stoned historic center of
Oaxaca, protected as a UNESCO World Heritage Site, or, Patrimonio de la Humanidad,
differentiates Oaxaca from its rivals, bringing in tourism revenue. Discursive markers of
patrimony make Oaxaca, like Benito Juárez himself, iconic but at the same time spirited
and unfinished. Patrimonio may be given and taken for granted, a product of modernist
nation-states, for indeed we see here how marchers refer to Oaxaca as a rights-endowed
individual rather than an influx and disordered residential precinct. But the view of
patrimony called up by the Levanto la Voz marchers is lived and felt. For them, Oaxaca,
Juárez and the green facades that the teachers defaced are reason to come out on a
Sunday and march. This drive is as genuine as the teachers’ march earlier in the week
citing the authority of the Constitution and the democratic pedigree they stand for. While
the Levanto la Voz marchers, fearful of more disturbances and recalling the shutdown of
2006, view their world as at risk, the teachers, looking at the recent public violence,
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caciquismo, corporatism and decades of one-party rule, view their world as equally in
jeopardy. Both go marching, taking their solutions to the streets; in each, questions of
defending patrimony come up as a friction, a point of departure, an arterial flow of
positioning themselves as ones standing up for what they have been endowed with. Thus,
rifts over patrimony present an active fault line in which the organized teachers feel they
represent the linchpin of popular power while the more genteel white shirt-wearing
upstarts in public and private sector converge to position themselves as defenders of
Oaxaca. In the end, patrimony and marching become the points of articulation of this
friction.
E. Eating and Texting with Teachers, Replay
The day before the Levanto la Voz peace march, several days after the Sección 22
march to protest the Catholic university inauguration and violence against the teachers, I
got a text from Raquel who indicated that her former teacher, Wendi, was in the hospital.
The health scare had mobilized a group of Wendi’s people, all teachers, to voyage to
Oaxaca City to support Wendi, who ended up getting released after a night in the
hospital. When I got a hold of Raquel, hours after the Levanto la Voz march, she said
Wendi remained in good spirits, now surrounded by “los amigos” eating a late lunch at a
small eatery by Santo Domingo Church. Raquel invited me to stop by to wish Wendi
well. When I got there, I hugged Raquel at the door and then proceeded to the teacher
table to sit down. A group much larger than I had imagined had gathered, summoned to
Oaxaca City from across the state, much like the teachers’ march a few days ago. Wendi
was sitting in front of her mother. Beside Wendi, going counterclockwise, sat Antonio
and then Clitlálic, both colleagues of Wendi’s who had traveled three hours for the
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meeting. At the head of the table sat Marco Antonio, Wendi’s former teacher, colleague
and subordinate when Wendi became school director (see Chapter One for Wendi’s work
as school director). When I arrived I sat between Marco Antonio and a veteran teacher
whom the others referred to as “la maestra” rather than calling her too formally by her
last name or too casually by her first. 55 Wendi knew that I knew most everyone, but
reminded me saying: “you’ve met la maestra, Stephen, when you spoke last summer on
critical pedagogy at the normal school.” All present except Raquel and I had voyaged
between two to six hours to see Wendi; now finding her recovered all engaged in
divergent conversation from the casual to cultural critique. Raquel, who often uses the
restaurant for her meetings with other teachers, ended up serving tables around us as the
owner found herself understaffed. And because she was in and out of the back room,
Raquel would emerge with food and mescal for us. In all, this gathering involved a tightknit teacher network composed of plural and complex modes of contact all united on this
day over food, drink and Wendi’s continued good health.
As I sat down, Marco Antonio filled a shot glass with mescal, and I was urged to
drink my fill. When Wendi asked of my recent activities, I said I had marched with the
Levanto la Voz group earlier in the day. I realized I made the faux pas of saying I
“marched” instead of “saw,” for immediately Wendi retorted: “The enemy?!” in a serious
and inquisitive way. I was just there to learn, I responded. The rest of the teachers
looked at me in silence, as they knew I had attended teacher protest marches and
55

Maestra or maestro serves as a term of respect, giving the title bearer “mastery” status in an area of
expertise, especially education and the arts. Students in school often use it to address their teachers, as used
here by the group. The term does, however, connote a practitioner rather than a coordinator or thinker. In
other fields of knowledge, the preferred term of respect is commonly “licenciada” or “licenciado,”
meaning, bachelor’s degree holder in the study of law. The term maestro, particularly in the diminutive
“ma’e” can become a classist insult as it refers to master laborer, or maestro albañil. So the term maestra
given here bestows status but also with social class limits.
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blockades with them. But Wendi has a way of feigning scandal, especially with me when
I make linguistic and cultural lapses, so it resembled a common conversation between us,
and my offending her dissipated in a matter of seconds.
The restaurant bustled; for several hours the teachers energetically filled the room
in part because the dialog between the owner, the special bottle of mescal that appeared
without being ordered and Raquel’s circulating the floor as impromptu server. Raquel
had apparently spent the whole day at the restaurant, having met with María Antonia the
storyteller and Elena the novelist, two visitors from Mexico City who participated in a
weekend-long storytelling workshop with Raquel. So Raquel, despite her introverted
manner, took over the restaurant and maintained the prominence of teachers among the
smaller groups who came and went. It occurs to me how tough it is for groups critical of
the Oaxacan teachers like Levanto la Voz, for they can never compete with such a group
as the one around me here that on a moment’s notice drops their activities to support their
colleague, friend and former teacher. And then the shiest one runs the restaurant,
stepping in and out of her role as former student, providing food and mescal and even
finding time to text a University of Massachusetts doctoral candidate to bring him in.
The teachers are such large, obstinate and loyal actors who bring multiple performances
and roles into their daily lives as teachers. It is in these kinds of social gatherings that
such pedagogies become more outwardly distinguishable.
In this chapter I started and ended with the gatherings of teachers to talk about
crises, one based on police violence and another based on a sick friend. These meetings
assert core parts of performing as teacher: being together, eating, sitting and seemingly
wasting time. The eating sessions also mark people’s comings and goings; when
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someone arrives to town you go eat. Food relationships form part of the “civic space”
(Martínez Vásquez, 2009) that helps teachers keep up with one another. The civic space
is neither a space or an organization itself but a “conjunction” or a “network” of sundry
organizations and individuals which visibly gelled after the June 14, 2006 attack on the
teachers (p. 344-345). Such a space for teachers and other members of the Movement
“does not have a formally defined or definite structure [or] personalized leadership” but
“functions under the principles of solidarity, respect of autonomy [and] via its
heterogeneous attributes, it promotes horizontality” (p. 345). With such diversity among
the teachers, a set agenda is impossible and indeed undesirable. The marches presented
in this chapter hinge on being together, knowing one another, and possessing a particular
presence in the face of another. Being together as a social practice becomes a vital tool
of reclaiming roles and knowing who is doing what which includes issues of teaching,
learning, marching and camping out in plantones. This being together is well established
in the teachers through the institutional affiliations, the Sección 22, and the enduring
bonds that bring people together over specific issues close to them.
This chapter centers also on the days surrounding a teacher march to protest the
governor’s use of force against their colleagues who had protested the arrival of the
president to inaugurate a Catholic university. Following this march, a group of business
owners and students marched against the teachers. These two events involved
charismatic speakers and coherently coordinated political statements seeking a
vindication of cultural patrimony. The positions served as convocation, a call to meet.
The teachers in the Sección 22 used the Constitution and the evils of the ACE reforms
while the Levanto la Voz used destroyed building facades, Benito Juárez and a plea for
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peace. These slogans bring people to the streets, but marching and gathering soon
become a more plural activity, a time to check in with others, to paint and read graffiti
and to make plans for going out later. The teachers are more advanced at this than the
Levanto la Voz group, for the former perform a social network of live lines of contact
and concrete events and ideas. The teachers have the normal schools, the delegational
meetings, the marches and plantones for reestablishing these contacts. The meeting in
the restaurant exemplifies these bonds. 56
The teachers keep practicing their moral fiber as teachers; in this way, faced with
pressures to standardize and marketize their work, they conduct themselves as nonproductive, social beings. Raquel later informed me that it would be hardly imaginable
for her to back out of showing up for the hospitalized Wendi, a woman who is not in her
daily life but who had served as her teacher ten years ago at the normal school. I
underscore here the diversity of the group at the restaurant; they were colleagues,
extended family, teachers and former students, thus not all close friends in deep personal
confidence, as Wendi would use the formal “usted” in addressing Marco Antonio and
everybody at the table would use “usted” for la maestra. These are, above all, teacher
networks that come to life in meeting; they become more vital when food and drink roll
out, colleagues get clubbed by cops and friends make it home from hospitalization.
Everyone at the table, including Wendi’s mother, was a teacher who linked up with
others in complex ways. It is not about finding common ground or collaboration, but
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During the time of this study, the publicly funded rural normal school where I presented on critical
pedagogy was in an uproar over the proposed cutbacks which would remove the free meals in the dining
room. Instead, the students would be given a lunch stipend to eat in town on their own. The dining room
meeting times according to former students I interviewed formed a staple part of the normal school
experience of solidarity, one core to the process of becoming a teacher. At present writing, however, the
dining service there has remained intact.
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instead unhurried eating and making sure Wendi was okay. In the teacher marchers and
the delegational clusters this occurred by accident, when people conversed off topic. The
Levanto la Voz attempted this by tasking marchers to introduce themselves to others and
by circulating in the crowd.
F. Closure to Section I: The Politics of Affect
To close this section of the dissertation, I perceive the activities of Wendi as a
“politics of affect” (Sitrin, 2006) upon which the pedagogies of autogestion, or selfmanagement, depend. The presence of Wendi comes into view in these pages at the
beginning of Chapter One during the desalojo and at the end of Chapter Two during her
brief illness. In the desalojo she wanders around the teargas-filled streets in search of her
colleagues and subordinates in the melee with the police; when she leaves the hospital
some of those same teachers show up at lunch to support her. Wendi is not an effusive
person, yet devotion to others is woven into the fabric of her teaching practice. In one of
the more rational and cognitive acts of protest noted here, the bloqueo of the Guelaguetza
Auditorium, her political work strives to prevent the repressive governor in his attempt to
call guelaguetza and sit in a place of honor below the new roof. That is, the bloqueo is
designed to thwart URO’s own politics of affect. Through this Wendi and her colleagues
devote hours to gathering under the blaring sun and then step out for a meal at midday
and an evening film on this school night. So the desalojo and the bloqueo end up
resembling the dining experience where the affective relationships are enacted or
contested. This is the politics of affect at work among the teachers who often work in
harsh conditions.
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Affect becomes a political project through the relationships forged among the
actors which in turn undergirds the successful practice of the pedagogies of autogestion.
Marina Sitrin (2006) calls the politics of affect, a “love-based politics” key to her read on
the Argentine social movements of the last decade (p. vii). Social moment practices like
sit-ins and marches are infused with practices of being and becoming a subject by sharing
time with others. What is more, the instances and practices conventionally dubbed
“political” such as the desalojo and the retaking of the plantón, strikes, bloqueos and
marches just as instances and practices considered the domain of personal life, like a
colleague’s illness, all provide the circumstances for the politics of affect to occur. So as
much as I have critiqued the official position of the dissident teachers in the Sección 22,
their organizational roadwork has proved indispensable for the politics of affect that
occurs during the events of meeting that surround mobilization. That is, the consignas
and the lists of demands issued to the governor at the plantones enable teachers to run
into each other and catch up on personal life. Sitrin in her work on Argentina further
considered that these loving relationships associate with the practices of taking control
over one’s own participation, or autogestion, in a movement “based not on the what but
the how…[which involve] relationships among the people that create a particular project,
not simply the project itself” (p. vii, emphasis in original). It seems illustrative that the
leaders of the Levanto la Voz anti-teacher, pro-tourism march picked up on the
importance of non-indifferent contact in the ways they sited their meeting at zócalo and
facilitated conversations among strangers which soon strayed from the topics of the
march. Developing and performing affect is a political project kernel to a social
movement and critical pedagogies.
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SECTION II
All the people swarmed on the public square
And pointed laughingly at me,
And I was filled with shame and fear.
-

Pushkin (Quoted in Bakhtin, 1984, p. 474)

April, 2011. For three weeks I had not seen Yolanda, an elementary teacher at a
rural school outside of Oaxaca City, when she called saying that she would be at the
plantón in the zócalo, and I could come by in the morning to catch up. Yolanda was one
person I met with as part of my research into members of the teachers Movement engage
in political projects.
I had breakfast at a restaurant in the arcos, the arcade off to the east side of the
zócalo where, I discerned with curiosity more than concern the airplanes zooming
overhead, an uncommon sound in Oaxaca. The most persistent noise, however emanated
30 yards away from me over the loudspeaker at the central table of the plantón, the
information booth right before the façade of the Palacio, where speeches, music and other
taped announcements emanated from beneath a vestibule. Few people sat around me in
the restaurant, and so I asked the server if the teachers’ plantones lead to more customers.
No, there is less business, she said, hitting her elbow with the palm of her
opposite hand, gesturing “son codos, the teachers are cheapskates.”
Later, having agreed to meet Yolanda at the central table of the plantón, I
wandered around without seeing her there. I heard a song “El corrido del magesterio,”
the ballad of the teachers. It went: “Ulises Ortiz hermano / del perro y del marrano/
mapache de nacimiento, no quieres entender/ aplaudan, aplaudan, no dejen de
aplaudir/el pinche de Ulises se tiene que salir.” This lyrical storytelling was directed at
the former governor URO. In English it might read: “Ulises Ortiz brother / of the dog
and swine/ a born election-rigging party hack, you won’t ever get a clue /Applaud!
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Applaud! Don’t stop your applause / the pinche Ulises has got to go!” 57 I had heard the
song before at the central table and was captivated by its use of adolescent vulgarity and
mockery through animal-reference assaults all within the ballad genre. Associating
humans to animals comes off far more offensive to the humanity of the offended person
in Mexican Spanish than in American English. For example, common phrase issued in
anger, “shut your boca,” becomes overtly hostile with “shut your hosico” as a human
mouth is boca but an animal muzzle is hosico. Ballading with playful vulgarity on a
“brother of the dog and swine” seems juvenile, but it issues a picaresque attack.
Furthermore, the term mapache, the Maya word for raccoon, describes a person who
scurries around at night like a crafty rodent to fix elections in favor of the ruling party,
the PRI. The political mapache, or party hack, has become synonymous with the
impunity of the bossist and cronyistic electoral system that kept the PRI in power in
Oaxaca for 81 years. To dub a politician a mapache suggests their backstabbing
treachery over venerable makings of leadership. Furthermore, it offends for giving
zoomorphic traits to a human.
As I kept looking for Yolanda another track came on the loudspeaker, a mockadvertisement for an upcoming circus complete with clown music and the hyperbolic
descriptions of the magnificent acts. It indexed URO as a worthless juggler who goes
overboard by shooting wildly at the desalojo and includes other functionaries in URO’s
administration, names popularly reviled (or celebrated) by Oaxacans as Carl Roves and
G. Gordon Liddys might be among people in the United States. For example, Attorney
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The corrido or ballad enjoys popular success in protest circles. The Mexico City plantón during my
research often had a corner where troubadours sang ballads. In Oaxaca, to find the author of central table
music, I hummed tunes to two teachers till they identified it as one of José de Molina’s, a regular musical
presence at protest events.
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General Lizbeth Caña incurred the fury of teachers and APPO after cataloging the 2006
Movement an urban guerrilla uprising.
The circus announcement continued to mock the political system by calling it a
circus spectacle:
Ladies and gentlemen, boys and girls, welcome to the Totopo, Shrimp and Cheese
Circus where we have the most useless jugglers, acrobats and clowns (trumpet
circus music). At the head of the circus, we welcome the mapache that speaks,
Ulises Ruiz (applause) followed by the evil little doll, “El Chucky,” Jorge Franco
(screams of terror) 58…And it would be a mistake to leave out our feminine
beauty, dressed in a mini thong and riding a pony: here is our beloved Lizbeth
Caña who shall hang from her own tongue. A round of applause, if you please
(applause).
The mockery then features the talents of the circus performers: “Now, first up, a number
with our star juggler, in one of his most wayward acts that he has never, never, never
been able to pull off: we’ve got Uli Uro, with his act ‘The Desalojo’” (build up
percussion) (helicopter buzzing past with sniper fire). From there the shooting escalates
to the out of control and absurd. The circus announcer in turn tries to subdue Uli Uro
under automatic weapon bursts. He then pleads: “Uro, Uro! Don’t… not the children,”
but to no avail, as the shooting continues.
This circus announcement portrays former governor URO as not only culpable for
the 2006 violence and ongoing political corruption but as a performer in the main act of
the whole hapless band circus performers in the government. This regime as circus
signals the state of ungovernability. 59 The repressors here get reduced to shoddy
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A reference to the murderous doll called “Chucky” whose slasher horror films are popular in Mexico see
Beas Torres (2007) for the role of Jorge Franco as URO’s main mapache and chief political operator.
59
If “ungovernability” is established, according to state law, it becomes grounds for forced removal of the
governor from office. This was one of the legal channels that the protesters tried to remove URO in 2006.
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jugglers, clueless as to when one act had ended and another began and unaware as to
what separated the circus ring from the public.
As I heard this absurd track, I was passing the central table 30 feet from
gubernatorial balcony; these protests sounds reverberated from the battleground site of
the desalojo and the teachers’ retaking of the plantón in 2006. I finally found Yolanda
there behind the central table; we talked in the heat beneath the ficus tree canopy.
Having remained captivated with the joking and insulting tenor of the central table song
and ad I asked Yolanda for an explanation.
Instead of a complex cultural analysis, she responded that “it is in the Mexican
nature to joke” and that joking was a way to “to send a political message.” I still
remained curious and began to think of the way humor had been deployed by the teachers
and their Movement colleagues over the recent years.
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CHAPTER III
HETEROGLOSSIA OF HUMOR: POTTY LANGUAGE, DONKEYS AND
FUNNY NAMES
A.

Laughing in Protest

So what were the teachers doing with humor at the plantón, the site of a brutal and
formative event in their history? The plantonists as mentioned previously, at least
officially consider their work a “Movement” even if the mass mobilizations of 2006 have
become more sporadic and less contested in recent years. Along this dissident path,
meaning-making activities have punctuated their public presence through teacher
gazettes, bulletins, music, popular radio and street art. 60
Different authors have detailed the political importance of cultural meaningmaking in social movements (Reed, 2005; Sandlin & Milam, 2008). Of late there has
been an appreciation of how humorous texts and performances have integrated into the
repertoire of such signification practices. Teune (2007) described the practice of “fun
guerrillas” in German student movements in the 1960s which critiqued the out-of-touch
and humorless state. Furthermore, humor oftentimes serves to humble and humanize a
movement itself. Olesen (2007), for example, has shown how the Zapatista movement in
Chiapas has enlivened their larger political project with the humanity and accessibility
that humor brings. Romanienko (2007) has described the “Orange” absurdist practices
during the Solidarity Movement in 1980s Poland where humor worked as a “reminder”
that Solidarity had grassroots origins before becoming official (p. 144). Finally, humor
60

Albertani (2009) elaborated on the organizational role taken up by radical painters in Oaxaca from the
1970s to the present as well as the emergent rock bands in the barricadas of 2006.
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should not be seen as an add-on to political projects, for, as Maeckelbergh (2009)
suggested, jocular and serious street performances have coincided to help anti-summit
alterglobalization movements flourish more than if manifestations had stood as coherent
and coordinated practices (e.g. the Clown Armies and the eco activists together in the
Battle in Seattle, 1999). In all, humor humanizes social movements and engages people
at an unanticipated angle in the face of serious political concerns.
1. Humor Theory
The social uses of humor have been theorized as a tool to situate a person in
place, time and a given social context. The Oaxacan circus announcement, for example,
posits a here and now that fills the plantón before the governor’s office as it recalls the
government’s violence against the teachers in 2006. The same recording may not be
witty or evoke memory in another city under alternate or locally understood histories.
Humorous practices then, never work in general, but serve in shaping public engagement
in context. Partington (2006) noted that humor undergirds how a self relates to itself (p.
229). Humor becomes a way of taking the commonsense and converting it to a
condensed substance for a person to “presence” (Cherry, 2008). It makes sense, then,
that humor forms part of social movement practices noted above. Faced with material
inequities and symbolic and embodied violence, the teachers have found value in
producing and presenting witty texts. This corresponds to Critchley’s (2002) view that
the
incongruities of humour both speak out of massive incongruence between joke
structures by showing that they have no necessity. The anti-rite of the joke shows
the sheer contingency or arbitrariness of the social rites in which we engage. By
producing a consciousness of contingency, humor can change a situation in which
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we find ourselves, and can even have a critical function with respect to society.
(emphasis in original, p. 10)
As an “anti-rite,” humor rejuvenates the humorist, observer and potentially the object of
the humor. Shaking up the staid formality and fomenting “consciousness of
contingency” through its ephemeral nature, humor must always remain dynamic to retain
its humorous glint. It must keep responding to the situations that are backgrounded by
the tedium of life but still in people’s memory and imagination. Making people laugh,
smile or cry demands constant upgrading. This is how it becomes a critical tool in the
Oaxacan teacher arsenal.
2. Humor and Literacy
Humor has been incorporated into emergent views on new literacies in that in
recent decades, the meanings and purposes of literacy have extended far beyond learning
to read, write and perform well in school. 61 As we have seen with the embrace of
“powerful” forms of literacy (Gee, 2001), one dimension of literacy involves learning to
control language and semiotic systems for the purposes of critique. To critique,
according to this view, a literacy learner should best draw from an alternate set of tools,
that is, a metalanguage, rather than deploying the established parameters for language.
Powerful literacy as a strategy for critique involves refining how to handle texts to
approach other ones. Thus, even if it may not aid in learning how to handle the
predominant texts of schooling and the workplace, using humor can be a vital part of
critical literacy pedagogies. Recent authors have recognized this. Lewis (2010)
demonstrated how laughter served literacy and social activists Miles Horton and Paulo
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Botelho and Rudman (2009) take emergent forms of literacies as diverse rather than concentrated efforts
to foment a social network of learners (p. 58). This diverges from views of literacy as decoding.
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Freire. Likewise, for McLaren (1999), laughter helped students reclaim the classroom
space by de-centering the teacher, and Mayo (2008) located humor as a tool to dislocate
school-based white supremacist norms. As such, humor has an incisive role in
establishing a political project, forming part of a pedagogical toolkit for
defamiliarization. Theoretically, Mayo (2010) believed humor foments “provisional
fields” which “provide ways for education to engage seemingly disparate groups of
students, inviting them in with the promise of enjoyment but shaking them up by
initiating new ways of thinking and interacting” (p. 511). In all, humor serves as a
metalinguistic approach to turn certainty on its head.
In this chapter I take humor as one of the many practices that help critically
engaged teachers orient themselves to a text or context. A principal figure for bringing
humor to literacy education has been Bakhtin who studied medieval forms of carnival,
the popular practices of mockery and mimicry toward the elite. He considered feast days
when the public could absurdly pretend to be the king or bishop as the “second life
outside of officialdom,” (Bakhtin, 1984, p. 6). Still, carnival for Bakhtin characterized
only one of the innumerable language practices he called “heteroglossia” (Holquist,
1981a, p. xix), the moments of live, unfinished and unnerving contestation.
Heteroglossia as a form of interaction stipulates that all socio-semiotic systems like
language depend on and draws from somewhere and somebody. Holquist (1981b) further
clarified the dimensions of heteroglossia, saying “all utterances are heteroglot in that they
are functions of a matrix of forces practically impossible to recoup, and therefore
impossible to resolve” (p. 428). Heteroglossia then, is at play when an actor tries to
relocate what is taken as given, and humor becomes one of the many tools to realize this.
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To illustrate heteroglossia at work in literacy we have the Oaxacan Uli Uro circus
announcement above. The teachers’ producing and playing the CD becomes heteroglot
via an unexpected format and non-seriousness toward the vortex of emotions and
histories inlaid in the repression and Movement of 2006. A passerby may not anticipate a
joke about violence on the site of violence, so doing so presents surprise and nonresolution. URO and his assessors controlled the media outlets, hired para-police and
paramilitaries and sent the state police to attack teachers. In Bakhtinian terms, defending
the state of law would be a monolog, for it suggests a singular, finalized and centered
view of being an upstanding Oaxacan, teacher and citizen. The circus announcement
becomes one of an infinite number of assaults on the feebleness of that monolog. Faced
with this, instead of listing crimes which would offer another monolog, the teachers used
a heteroglot, unfinished force, that is, humor. 62 They mocked through an old-style circus
performance, itself out of touch with today’s entertainment tastes, yet where the
announcer used his boastful rhetorical skill to interest the public. Humor worked to
announce absurdity in earshot of the governor’s office in the face the failed desalojo. As
a performance of heteroglossia, humor becomes the zone where the monolog of the state
regime meets the dialog of the satirizing teachers.
3. Humor a la mexicana
As Yolanda indicated at the plantón, politics and joking go hand in hand in
Mexico. In this section I survey the range of how spoken and written comicality have
made this so. Barajas (2000), Ribot (2006) and Schmidt (1996) have presented print uses
62

Innumerable public speeches and documents, some issued over the same loudspeaker at the central table,
listed in definitive terms URO’s transgressions, so I do not suggest humor replaced coherent rejoinders to
the rule of force.
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of humor while Beniers (2009), Beristáin Díaz (1997; 2001), Johansson (2006) and
Haviland (2011) discuss the verbal art of joking, two streams that I fuse together in this
chapter. Iterations in both verbal and print paint a low-brow and often vulgar picture that
works in heteroglot fashion on the peripheries of certainties and commonsensical givens
of everyday life.
First, Schmidt (1996) called the Mexican political cartoon a way to make
executive power less distant. Using obscenities, the cartoon “disrobes” (p. 49) and
unmasks the backroom dealings (p. 59) without convincing or establishing dialog (p. 54).
At the plantones, pamphlets often included distortions to iconic images like the ISSSTE
state worker social welfare office which is currently embroiled in privatization reforms
which I explore in further below. Some of the ISSSTE images involved violence and
skulls which my colleague Thelma considered “not a joke,” so political cartoons can use
humorous forms like caricatures and carnivalized images to shock and unmask the
backroom dealings rather than make fun.
Such cartooning has been an established form of Mexican humor. The humorous
work of Barajas (2000) appeared under the pen name of el Fisgón on various handouts at
the plantones during this study. There, he presented cartoon characters to tell the stories
of the privatization of the state energy company, Luz y Fuerza, and the destitution of the
SME, the Electricians’’ Union. Barajas sketched the rich fat cats with diamond rings on
their noses and the poor peasant woman and the thin charro who debated the issues from
their humble perspective (Fisgón, 2010) and positioned cartoon work as a down-to-earth
approach to presenting a graphic message with nineteenth century liberal, free expression
roots. Cartooning then, works as an “exorcism” where it “does not seek to remove the
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demons, rather simply to portray them” (Barajas, 2000, p. 7) sustained by the certainty
that “fear of ridicule modifies behavior” (p. 8). Indeed, public figures who fail to
moderate their actions or show humility toward the public face the humorist’s mockery
like the circus clown and zoomorphic references above which exaggerate the gratuitous
violence of URO and his advisors. Print-based humor also maintains a link with the
tacky and bawdy nature of verbal language seen in the 1980s comic strips appearing in
newspapers to attract a more youthful readership (Ribot, 2006). In turn, urban youth used
the “absurdity” of these comics to contest the power of adults and the extremes of
Mexico City life (p. 57).
Print-based cartoons, in deploying spoken, common humor, ground a
conversation to the sidewalk, away from the lofty spaces of Culture and Politics with
capital C. Additionally, Mexican Spanish features a verbal dueling known as the albur, a
double entendre type of ordinary humor. The albur, a characteristically verbal genre, can
include utterances like those in the satirical circus anointment where the governor became
the talking mapache meaning both “raccoon” and “party hack” all in the same word. The
wordplay of albur further deploys alliteration and rhyme where the listener must pay keen
attention for the call to a clever verbal duel. For example, early in my teaching in
Guadalajara, Mexico, I found myself the target of an albur issued by my students. I
displayed a stern demeanor then, as many young teachers seem to do, and the students,
who came to class to be with their friends as much as learn from my syllabus, found ways
to jab at my hard-faced veneer. On one occasion, I used the term “enseñar” to refer to
“teach.” But as enseñar also means to display, one student asked me what I was going to
enseñar, pushing the meaning of enseñar to the risqué, meaning to flash. I heard giggles
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around the classroom, and I recall getting irritated when they provided me my first lesson
on the culture of the albur. In the end, my anger showed that the alburist had bested me
in the verbal exchange: the albur anticipates a response, but the one who gets angry
loses. Instead, a clever response about my own virility would have kept the albur going
and forced my interlocutor further into the standoff. At that moment, the student’s verbal
work surprised me, but he had every social right to albur me. Even though I was the
teacher with the institutional and cultural authority to fail or remove him from class, by
alburing he assumed the right to speak up for something that perhaps others were
thinking and I was unaware of. An albur, like other forms of humor presented above, is a
choice to take up the right to speak, and for this to work, it comes from exactly what is
said in a given context.
This enseñar albur faithfully followed the definition of Beniers (2009) that
sexuality or body-centered language turns an otherwise sober statement into a speedy and
witty one. This has a long history, for the albur in Mexico is an ancient and textured art
geared to emasculate another person, male or female. According to Johansson (2006) it
dates to playfully antagonistic pre-Columbian music, though today alburs primarily come
up in everyday exchanges. Beristáin Díaz (1997) called the albur a highly symbolic and
allegoric verbal variety of “boy humor” that influences political parody sketches, product
marketing and even high-brow literature. As a form of amusement, an “improvised
fiesta,” an albur depends on words uttered in a “secret language” (p. 39) between
speakers and an audience, like the giggling students in my class. The albur displays
aspects of carnival, as the wordplay involves casting away social mores, wreaking a
public “vengeance” over conventions (p. 42). This all depends on speed and timing. The
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example Beristáin (1997) provides is the alburist turning the words of the other person
against them: a motorist sees an upstart on the highway and in anger shouts, “¡pendejo!,
you little shit!” while the passing driver becomes an alburist with “¡te dejo!, I’m leaving
you behind” (p. 39). The first utterance issued soberly faces the second one which,
similar in sound and rhythm, responds with velveteen drollness rather than rocky
bitterness. This “penetrating” humor, following Beristáin (2001), shows witty strength at
the expense of the other (p. 53).
Finally using verbal and print-based humor allows for a range of responses
uncommon in sober, serious speech; this enables the prohibited or inhibited to come
forward. Haviland (2011) illustrated the linguistic features of a type of street performer
called a merolico, a public square alburist who insultingly obliges people to pay money
and attention lest they be the target of his picaresque jabs. The merolico’s use of curse
words, references to sex and features of people’s bodies in a country where Catholicism
and machismo still remain in conversational norms all becomes allowable because he
takes his position discursively as a merolico rather than a guy dressed as a clown by a
park saying creepy sexual innuendo. The merolico becomes like the circus announcer
talking about the useless performances of the inept politicians, though to the merolico,
the public that gathers round serves as the fodder for the circus acts. The former
tlacuache mentioned in the Introductory Chapter, Esteban met me in a city park when the
subject of merolicos came up. Esteban uttered “I hate merolicos” as we were watching
his four year-old daughter pointing toward one folding balloons by the fountain. 63
Esteban’s wife Ana took their daughter to see the street performer and let us two sit
63

Calling a public official a “merolico” serves to label them as blabbermouth, one who manipulates the
public with populism.
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unperturbed off to the side, out of insult range. Esteban, a sulky, self-described poet
philosopher, loves to talk about subjects like Walter Benjamin’s wanderings through the
warren of Paris streets. He wished to stay away from the anything-goes character of the
street performer who might catch him in his dourness.
In deploying the verbal humor of an albur, even those who never act as bold as
merolicos can enjoy more latitude in what they can say. For example, the normally
reserved teacher Raquel introduced in Chapter Two one day presented a narrative at a
storytelling workshop. To do this among more outgoing storytellers, she opted for an
albur. The workshop formed part of a series of teacher professional development which
included weekend seminars; the assignment for one week involved presenting a recycled
object to the group to tell a story. Raquel opted for bringing a styrofoam cone. She
started her narrative via the title she gave to the rescued junk: “estetica posmoderna,”
seemingly meaning, “postmodern aesthetics.” As she had omitted the accent over the
second “e” of estética, one of the workshop participants pointed out her orthographic
lapse. “No,” Raquel countered, challenging him to keep the accent off and sound out the
words as written. He did so, and following the rules of Spanish syllable stress, it came
out as “es tetica posmoderna,” or, “it’s a little postmodern breast.” Making fun of the
body as an object outside of us, according to Critchley (2002), is a common form of
humor to destabilize certainty. Correspondingly, like the market peddler who takes up a
merolico stance rather than conventional convincing strategies, Raquel, nervous at telling
stories in the presence of more loquacious classmates, could through the albur engage the
assignment with greater ease.
B.

Joking in Oaxaca among the Teachers and Other Activists
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1.

What’s in a Name

Alburs in party politics came up in Oaxaca the summer of 2010, during my first
field visit to that southeastern Mexican state, in the thick of gubernatorial elections. The
election would eventually shift the administrative balance in Oaxaca, and oust the PRI
from an 80 year run in the governorship. This was the first election since the Movement
against URO, so people were curious to see if the PRI would get hit with a “vote of
castigation.” Weeks before the elections, Oaxaca columnist Fouché (2010) could not
resist the temptation to introduce an albur as he discussed the candidates. When he got to
the PRI candidate, instead of calling him by his proper name Eviel Pérez Megaña,
Fouché used “Eviel Pérez Me-engaña (deceives me).” Fouché went on to direct his insult
to the candidate’s low intelligence: “Eviel Pérez Deceives-me. He wants to be or seem
the standard bearer of honesty….[But] a moment always comes up when he shows what
he lacks in terms of mental agility and political ability” (p. 9).
The duel is on! Because the albur is specifically directed toward the wit of the
albured-upon party, this overture anticipates a response from the candidate. It is a way to
albur him out of obscurity and on to the streets and then to detail, by wordplay, the ruling
party candidate’s role as advisor to URO. It put Eviel on the spot, making his ultimately
unsuccessful run for governor into a moment based on the present.
Other political names commonly face alburs in the press and the administrative
documents of the Sección 22. Months after Eviel Pérez Me-engaña lost in the Oaxaca
gubernatorial race, the victor from the opposition, Gabino Cué, ran into hot water over
the inauguration of the private school and the violence against the teachers, presented in
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Chapter Two. Gabino Cué made headlines as Gabino Fue, meaning Gabino has left or
has been. Similarly, Gabino’s guest at the inauguration, President Calderón, has been
dubbed “FECAL” for FElipe CALderón and fecal, the adjective for feces. The FECAL
albur has come up in a banner carried in a May 2010 Mexico City teacher march saying:
“Fuera Elba Ester and FECAL,” meaning “down with [SNTE president] Elba Ester
[Gordillo] and FECAL,” (See Introductory Chapter). And the pronouncements of the
Sección 22 state assembly showed solidarity with the SME hunger strike which called for
“FECAL’s” government to take responsibility for the failing health of the electricians on
the 61st day of the strike.
C. URO and EEG in Humor
Now we come to the two principal data sets of this chapter that show humor
becoming heteroglossic teacher performances. In concert with the way the circus
advertisement at the central table of the 2011 plantón mocked political leaders,
Hernández Baca (2010) recalled how two principal antagonists of the 2006 Movement
faced public vilification through absurd imagery:
Those famous graffiti also began to cover the city, the ones that showed the face
of Ulises Ruiz with the body of a rat or donkey, and of Elba Esther
Gordillo[EEG], national director of the SNTE, with horns or hugging Ruiz Ortiz
[URO]....There was wall paint with consignas like: “Ulises, brother of the puerco
and of marrano….”(p. 65) 64
This testimonial presents us with two key targets for humorous texts explored in
the next pages: URO, governor of Oaxaca from 2005 – 2010, and EEG, “the political face
of manipulation in national politics,” one teacher insisted. Below I explore ways that

64

“Puerco” and “marrano” offensively translate to “pig;” “marrano” carries anti-Semitic undertones.
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Oaxacan teachers and their colleagues have added to the gallery of the heteroglossia of
humor.
1. Mocking the Ex-Governor: Culises and Conburridad
During the marches that followed the desalojo in 2006, towering humanoid
puppets and piñatas took the forms of the political figure of URO. As the Movement
called for URO’s removal, many of the million people participating in the various protest
megamarchas depicted URO as absurd or as a non-governor. Below I present two photos
of the URO mockery dolls carried on protest marches, “Culises” and “Conburridad,” a set
of texts that tell a complex story through humor.

Figure 5: Culises, or Culo + Ulises (Law, 2008, min. 28)
First, the Culises effigy in figure five works the albur in concert with numerous
converging images. It portrays a papier-mâché prisoner URO resembling a mono, the
oversized male doll toted in the popular calenda street processions. The Culises name tag
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bore the number “14062006,” that is, the fourteenth of June, 2006, the date of the
desalojo. It dubs him “Culises,” an albur combination of culo or ass and Ulises. The
term culo or the personalized culero, asshole / jerk, sounds like a street-level juvenile
slight rather than a throaty, quarrelsome attack. If citing the desalojo though the humor
of an albur might seem an understatement in the face of the violence, the albur attempts
to triumph in calling him out onto the streets occupied by URO’s armed agents.

Figure 6: “Conburridad.” (Law, 2008, min. 21: 08)
Second, the figure above displays a donkey piñata bearing a “URO” placard.
From the creature’s mouth a long tongue, a “lengua larga,” extends with the word
“dialog.” A lengua larga is someone who talks too much or spreads malicious lies, a
reference that echoes the circus announcement in the introduction where the attorney
general hangs herself by her own tongue. Beside the donkey the humorist placed a
multicolored pattern of contiguous honeycombs and a word above a green strip saying
“Conburridad,” literally meaning “with donkey-ness” or “with asininity.” The traits of
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burro on humans suggest being an ass or imbecile while -dad is a suffix that derives a
noun or adjective into a conceptual noun which in English often translates to -ly, -ty or ness. This text draws from the term Conunidad, the administrative emblem of URO,
meaning “With unity.” People would see the “Conunidad” with honeycombs in the
corner of the frame of an official news broadcast, on the side of state-funded health
clinics and even on the curbs and park benches renovated during URO’s tenure. It
signaled for URO what “Hope” or “Yes we can” did for Obama in 2008. Theoretically,
as conburridad draws from to Conunidad, it serves as an “intertextual” reference
(Bloome et al., 2005) to the governor’s official insignia stamped in public places; this in
turn means that the humorous text is in dialog with and depends on the official one.
Finally, another rendition emerged: “Conimpunidad,” with impunity. This textually and
contextually indexed how URO and his advisors remained in office full-term and have
quietly retreated from the public eye as honored public servants, despite the killing,
disappearances and torture. 65
These two papier-mâché images use a playful and infantile sense of humor that
recalls parties and calenda street processions, social practices of pleasure; they carry a
deeper social significance than satire alone. The Culises figure appears in the form of a
mono, a gigantean male doll seen in calendas. Calendas, identified with village or lower
socioeconomic neighborhood festivities, use music, the visible spectacle of dance and
monos to penetrate the streetscape visually and aurally to encourage people to venture out
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The sociocultural term “intercontextuality,” and its text-based cousin “intertextuality” refer to the ways
prior texts and contexts inform any novel utterance. This means that drawing one word or situation into
another becomes staple for how people build language. Social movement practices emerge in a similar
manner. Instead of intertextuality and intercontextuality this literature deploys the corresponding terms of
“translation” (Tsing, 2005), the rendering one sense of a text into another text or practice and
“detournement” (Gun Cuninghame, p. 2007), the ways an image is exported outside its original purpose.
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to join the celebration. On patron saints days in the Catholic Church calendar, for
example, a calenda will shut down a village entirely; on urban streets a calenda will
feature in an elementary school’s reading festival or a wedding celebration. In the 2006
Movement and afterwards, the calenda festival practices intersected with protest march
practices, notably in the teacher-organized People’s Guelaguetza and the bloqueo to
prevent the reconstruction of the auditorium elaborated in Chapter One.
A calenda means stopping the ordinary run of the day to draw people out into the
open air fun. Presenting URO through a mono as “Culises” and a long-tongued birthday
party donkey piñata as a non-dialoging ass, put the albur in pleasurable and mischievous
terms that anticipated an answer. This suggests that the protest marcher has taken up the
right to make people stop and watch, and that the range of what is utterable extends like it
does for the merolico at the market who pushes conventions of talk on the body and sex.
Here, besides the linguistic acts of alburs and carnival distortions of the ex-Governor’s
body, an intercontextual reference to the low-brow social delights of street celebrations
forms part of the story. This mention of prosaic forms of celebration, combined with
clever figuring of government programs or historical events like the desalojo, resembles
the crude banality of the merolico. In all, the images of Culises and Conburridad tell a
story untold by official media and tap into popular forms of celebration and idea
dissemination.
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Figure 7: “Impunidad” Colectivo Producciones Vanguardia Proletária (2006, min. 8:43).

2. Leader for Life and the Selling off Social Security
As URO was a local mapache turned governor, EEG, in contrast, was a teacher
who took power as one of Mexico’s primer caciques, becoming the SNTE president,
general secretary of the ruling PRI and powerbroker to the PAN opposition. In that she is
a relatively new personality to this study, a short description of EEG is in order. Castro
Sánchez (2009) described EEG as an “obscure figure” responsible for more than 150
murders of teachers, and although she had served as the chief of the PRI, she promoted
Felipe Calderón of the PAN in his 2006 run for the presidency (p. 66). Ornelas (2008)
indicated EEG’s rise to power marks a retreat from the state’s nominal commitment for a
broader social mission of the post-Revolutionary period and signals an expansion of a
marketized system where individuals would need to take on more responsibility (p. 454).
Regarding the aims of education for national unity of earlier decades, the recent shift to
education for human resource development and individual accountability coming from
the president of the teachers’ union serves as a huge upheaval for public workers. To the
present day, as Howell (2009) has stated, Oaxacan teacher protest materials have focused
specifically on neoliberal restructuring of public education, that is, the policy shifts that
EEG has helped orchestrate.
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Figure 8: “Four Presidents. A leader for Life: Elba Ester Gordillo….1989-2009 and how
much longer?” From ephemeral material, central table, Oaxaca City plantón, June 14,
2010.
EEG is arguably the primary power broker in Mexico today. My former
colleague and current professor at UNAM opined that current President Calderón and
owes his election to EEG, saying that he “is accountable to her rather than the other way
around.” EEG’s status as a public functionary has not gone un-mocked by the teachers.
At the central table of the teachers’ plantón in Oaxaca City on the fourth anniversary of
the desalojo I found the graphic of EEG and the four national presidents whose tenure
corresponded to hers in the SNTE. The image displays inhuman portraits of two PRI
presidents from left to right, Carlos Salinas and Ernesto Zedillo as monkeys; then two
PAN presidents, Vicente Fox as a snake and, in diminutive form, current president Felipe
Calderón. To the far right stands EEG crowning President Calderón with the golden
rosette of the mainstream news conglomerate, Televisa. On the bottom, a ghoulish-
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looking EEG speaks into a microphone. The quotation reads: “Four Presidents. A leader
for Life: Elba Ester Gordillo Morales. 1989-2009…and… how much longer?”
Juxtaposed to the four presidents, EEG comes out with agency, for her mandate
has endured the longest of the lot. Salinas on the far left, put her in office during his
administration, and despite his power and wealth, exile and later return, he retired from
his formal role in politics. Each other president in the bestiary followed suit till the squat,
inconsequential Calderón cozies up to her. And without his bowing down, a standing
EEG can still easily crown him with the image of Televisa. She knows how to play
politics and last longer than everyone; due to this this, the nature of the trade union and
public worker democratic battles becomes concrete to the teachers: their official leader,
EEG, enjoys so much influence in and outside the domain of education that the Sección
22 must fight all the harder for internal democracy. 66

Figure 9: “I$$$ThER (Vital Galicia, 2008, p. 10)

66

See Foweraker (1993) and Cook (1996) for the weight the dissident teachers in the CNTE nationwide
and the Sección 22 in Oaxaca place on democratic union governance.
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Above I discussed the EEG link with the privatization and decentralization of
public functions in Mexico and how she has endured longer than the last four national
presidents. I$$$ThER in figure nine tells the story of a recently passed law to privatize
the state worker social welfare functions of the ISSSTE and how EEG dispossessed state
workers of their due.
The I$$$ThER image comes from an article in Punto de Encuentro, an online
PDF bulletin issued by the Mexican delegation of the Trinational Coalition in Defence of
Public Education, a United States- Mexico-Canada-based organization to defend public
education after the rise of free trade treaties two decades ago with NAFTA. The
Coalition maintains several blogs with articles and comment boxes and an online
educational research journal. They have posted briefs on generative topics, including
advocacy commentaries on the 2006 repression in Oaxaca. The I$$$ThER article written
by labor specialist Vital Galicia (2008) presents the process, outcomes and magnitude of
the neoliberal reforms to the ISSSTE and details EEG’s role in this as president of the
teachers’ union, the chief body of public workers in the nation. The reforms, according
to the article, have removed public financing and indeed public commitment toward state
worker pensions, healthcare and mortgages, all mainstays of the Mexican public service
tradition. EEG, hardly mentioned in the article, stands (or rather lounges, per the
graphic) as the keystone actor behind this law. The article displays this via the face of
EEG as the final frame in series of images which chronicles how the ISSSTE became
locked up in political manoeuvrings and neoliberal decentralization at the expense of the
state employees. And so we have two layers of the story: the lettered one written by and
expert and the graphically humorous one that encapsulates the message.
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The storyline of the three-framed visual begins with the iconic and unmodified
insignia of the ISSSTE, with two open hands embracing a man and woman who in turn
carry a small child. Below it reads: “ISSSTE.” Later in the article, the embracing hands
of the welfare state’s insignia turn up again, portraying the same man and woman with
their arms raised, fists a-clenched, with the subtitle: “RESISSSTE,” a play on the Spanish
word resiste, the singular informal you command form for resist. Finally, the ISSSTE
hands caress EEG’s face. The man and woman have been displaced from the hands for
EEG’s face to occupy the spot. Below it reads “I$$$ThER,” scripted to show how EEG
penned in her own name with the monetary sign “$” for the Mexican Peso over ISSSTE
logo (p. 10). The story of the ISSSTE reforms told through the article closes here, though
of course the family of state workers is walking away and we do not know where they
will end up. The article has a conclusion, but the graphic story, in heteroglot fashion,
remains unfinished.
This image uses heteroglossic humor even if it seems more tragic than comic.
Maybe it fails to turn out the laughs, but it satirizes a transcendent person’s easing her
way into the space reserved for the rank-and-file workers trying to raise a family.
D. Discussion
In this chapter I presented a cast of humorous characters engaged in one way or
another in heteroglossic events: a team of politicians, a circus announcer, a merolico
jokester, a teacher describing a recycled object and student teasing a teacher taking
himself too seriously. Also, following the teacher Yolanda who suggested that Mexicans
joke as a way of life, I theorized various uses of humor and literacy practices thorough
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Bakhtin’s heteroglossia, the felt encounter in a system that tries to unfinish what is given
as untouchable or immanent. I used this framework to examine how teachers and allied
public actors used heteroglossic texts and practices in the face of elite political leaders,
calling humor a provisional location where dialog meets and grates at monolog. I suggest
that studying the words, sounds and emotions involved in humor is less important that
noticing the ways that dialog meets monolog and how such encounters figure into a larger
terrain of contestation. Indeed, humor does not need to be funny to serve in a political
project.
Humor tells a story tellable best through humor. Because it is told at the level of
the here and now, it never contradicts other stories related to the same topics. The
teachers, for example, can shout their consignas about exploited workers and then bark
out another that URO is the brother of a swine; one narrative does not make the other
redundant. But humor has more tools than reason, for as we see in these images, in a few
syllables or strokes of a pen, a whole context and innumerable texts come to life. Humor
achieves this via low-brow devices understandable to more people than coherent credos.
This is because contradicting or rationalizing on the veracity of humor is unfeasible;
humor can best be enjoyed or answered back, as in the verbal dueling of the albur. The
humorous version of an event, shamelessly captivating the audience like the merolico in
the park, becomes more urgent as in the case of 2006 where teachers’ stories became cast
simply as good and evil in the media. As Bautista Martínez (2008) has enumerated, the
corporate media’s representation of the 2006 crisis reduced the Movement to mere
personality disputes (p. 37) and positioned the teachers and the more than 300 civic
groups as duped into urban guerrilla warfare by a few bad apple ideologues. And then, as
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we have seen, paramilitaries shot out and closed down the independent media. Humor
intercedes in this reduction; the story told through humor becomes more urgent,
generative and humanizing. Amplifying a joke on the zócalo, for example, unfinishes the
ringing bullet that shot out the towers of the radio stations. Even if the joke bombs, the
sound waves remain open.
Humor differs from but never obviates direct and literal utterances that support
concrete changes, that is, the consignas, megamarcha speeches and critical-dialectical
foundations to alternative pedagogies. Humor works at more of a discursive rather than
resource-mobilizational level; if we recall the Introductory Chapter, the flow discourses
depends more on contradiction than coherence. For example, teachers are positioned as
urban guerrillas in the media and in political speeches as lazy and irresponsible. ProURO advertisements during the 2006 Movement presented children chanting “the teacher
to the classroom not to the plantón,” pushing the work of teachers into the tiny square of
the classroom, off the streets. This positioning implies a contradiction: why should
government officials want violently dangerous or slovenly teachers teaching children at
all? Obfuscation and inconsistency on the part of the media and the political elite make
humor all the more vital on the streets, though this political project does not overthrow as
its value resides in bringing to light the hidden and cannot easily be ignored or contrasted.
Indeed, humor as a critical practice demands a response. Gaining control over it
depends on pinpointing moments that illustrate how discourses and power relations work;
then the humorist brandishes the tools necessary to break with the surrounding tranquility
and atrophy that insulate commonsense. Critical uses of humor involve pointing out to
others how things are presented to them as just there and flipping that on its head.
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Calling someone a ridiculous name, carnivalizing the body or using juvenile vulgarity
anticipates an answer; as the high-falooting politicians, stern teachers or public at large
missteps or remains silent, the humor remains enduringly unfinished. This is how humor
in use becomes a practice of powerful literacy suggested by Gee (2001). Teachers who
engage in this extend the debates on what it means to act critically in their world as
practitioners.
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SECTION III

March 2011, Mexico City. A spat circulated in the media on what it meant to be
lettered in current day Mexico. Alonso Lujambio, Secretary of Education from the free
market-friendly party, the PAN, stated at an educational award event before agents of the
mass media that telenovelas, a TV show genre amalgamation of the soap opera,
miniseries and Disney fairytale, can serve as an “important instrument for the education
of millions” (Román, 2011, para. 2). Telenovelas can help with the long struggle for
higher literacy rates and citizenship, noting that “we are advancing in the fight against
educational rezago; there are many years of accumulated rezago, so it is a task requiring
persistence, stubbornness and years of effort” (para. 7). Telenovelas are immensely
popular and accessible in Mexico, but they are often associated low-brow and nonserious forms of entertainment than the ideals for education that one might expect from
Secretary Lujambio who during these same weeks had declared himself fit for a
presidential run. Lujambio’s assertion came during the period when, backed up by the
SNTE and the corporate foundation Consejo de la Comunicación Voz de las Empresas,
he was launching his “social movement” to promote reading habits (Consejo de la
Comunicación: Voz de las Empresas, 2011). The education-through-telenovelas
comment suggests that education is fraught with battles over implications and
connotations in Mexican politics.
The telenovela comment met with an immediate backlash from Lujambio’s
critics. Narro Robles, rector of UNAM, Mexico’s primer research university, disparaged
Lujambio’s cavalier views of literacy and citizenship, responding that in Mexico
“education must be seen as a matter where the bigger intention is not only to teach
something or transit information. Education implies forming citizens so that each and
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every Mexican recognizes and follows through with his or her obligations” (Olivares &
Morelos, 2011, para. 4). So education to the rector is a matter of nation-building through
citizens with preferred dispositions and skill sets. This is serious business, the domain of
veritable institutes of learning like UNAM rather than the vacuous, soppy family dramas
produced by entertainment people. In a similar vein, Lourdes Barbosa, president of a
gender equity advocacy group, stated that telenovelas do not promote citizenship but
instead teach antiquated norms of the family (Poy, 2011, para. 3). Finally a CNTE
spokesperson pointed out that telenovela-type programming serves as a corporate “smoke
screen” (Poy, 2011, para. 2). Other CNTE administrators ended up baffled by
Lujambio’s rash comment on reading and writing, saying it made sense only “if we
believe that [Lujambio] was seeking to appease the television duopolies in order to
cement support for a potential presidential run; otherwise it can only be qualified as one
more of his incoherencies” (Para. 3). This is to say that for the dissident teachers,
telenovelas embody the capitalist colonization of the free space of the media, so
Lujambio is either shrewdly corporate or a bumbling technocrat. These comments from
the UNAM president, a women’s rights advocate and CNTE coordinators position the
development of literacy and values as a venerable endeavor, one that is beyond people’s
daily desires and superior to entertainment. 67 In this way, for these critics of the SEP
Secretary, education, becoming an upright citizen and developing precise thinking over
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Telenovelas generate conversation around right and wrong, redemption and loss and index other texts
and contexts. During the late winter of 2011 I was staying at a family home in Mexico City. I would
return there at around 9:00 p.m. each night during the telenovela "El triunfo del amor.” I was captivated by
one of the actors, Cuauhtémoc Blanco, a recently retired soccer legend who I loved to hate for his on-thefield belligerency and known incidents of domestic violence; here, with atrocious acting he was standing up
for a woman who was being stalked by an old lover. One person at the home was following the drama of
another character played by the Cuban model William Levy, “the Brad Pitt of Mexico” she said. One day
leaving the house in the morning I was asked if I would be home by telenovela time, as discussing the
characters had come to represent a household social event.
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social issues are synonymous. Facing these three responses consider that Lujambio’s
original comment failed to reflect the importance of improving Mexican education.
Lujambio and his interlocutors wrestled through a debate that presents three
points for reflection in terms of seeing how literacy education becomes involved in
government projects. First, the telenovela exchanges fought over the seriousness of what
material should undergird learning. Lujambio suggested that popular texts have power;
the rejoinders take education as the terrain of higher order thinking and politicization.
Second, the debate itself unfolded at the executive level rather than among teachers
during recess or parents waiting for their kids outside the school gate; it was an elite
exchange. Finally, the debate involved executives not commonly associated with
classroom teaching. Lujambio himself has training in political science; Narro Robles is a
medical doctor; Barbosa manages a feminist NGO; the CNTE agents promote better
working conditions for teachers. With diverse backgrounds and ideological orientations
these administrators opined on literacy as if it were apropos to their larger political
projects. What is more, a nationwide daily like La Jornada considered their views and
exact words as newsworthy. Venturing from their organizational roles, literacy matters to
these commentators perhaps because it forms a crucial part of the domain of power as
government that I introduced in the Introductory Chapter; a newspaper reports this
exchange because literacy is everyone’s concern, for the wellbeing of Mexico depends on
it. Remarkably, when the opposite occurs, that is, Oaxacan elementary teachers who
focus primarily on literacy take to the streets to push non-classroom political issues, the
media and elite centers of administrative power discursively position teacher work as
solely classroom-based. So literacy is political for politicians but pedagogical for
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teachers. In all, literacy is everyone’s concern, but for teachers it is taken as the only
concern. This friction is sold ground to start this third section of the dissertation which
focuses on the politics of a reading project in a rural Oaxacan school.
A six hour ride southeast of the tug-of-war on literacy in Mexico City, I found
myself in another conversation on literacy. On the first day of summer in 2010 I was
eating lunch with Lourdes, Wendi and two others after our day at the bloqueo as
described in Chapter Two. As we idled around the table in preparation to leave, a group
of educators joined us. Instead of a facing a typical day at the rural elementary in nearby
San Fermín, these arrivals had instead helped coordinate the San Fermín Book Fair. The
group numbered five, all but one working primarily outside the elementary school
classroom: Raquel, a former elementary teacher now an in service teacher trainer;
Teresa, a school zone supervisor; Marta, a civil servant in the Oaxaca state government;
María Antonia, a former political science researcher now working as a Mexico Citybased storyteller; and finally Osvaldo, a sixth grade teacher at San Fermín Elementary.
Our two groups converged with hugs and cheek kissing. Teresa and I began to
talk about the Book Fair at San Fermín and the “didactic concert” of the following day,
which she and Raquel eagerly invited me to attend. The concert, described in Chapter
Four, would involve a puppet show and songs from around Oaxaca to stimulate interest
in local traditions and the narrative nuances related to storytelling. As Teresa and
Osvaldo described their motives and approaches to the Book Fair, I shared my day’s
events at the bloqueo. Hearing this, Teresa countered that the real struggle occurs in the
schools rather than in public protests. The book fair which Osvaldo said served to
“animate” reading and imagination meant more to her for social change than the
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roadblocks and plantones. Osvaldo informed me that San Fermín Elementary had a
recently developed an autogestivo, or self-directed and self-sustaining reading project
within which the Book Fair forms a small part. This meant that the community solicited
funds and logistic support through diverse grants and special agreements with the IEEPO,
corporate foundations, governmental agencies, teachers in the region and individual
benefactors like a group of US education scholars. 68 The autogestive element of the
Book Fair brought these five together. Drawn from diverse sectors of society, the group
might find more ideological common ground with the three critics of Alonzo Lujambio.
But pedagogically, the Book Fair promoters were linked more directly with reading based
on the practices and utterances of everyday and thus telenovelas. This third and final
dissertation section explores this question meaning-making at the personal and everyday
level via a reading project at San Fermín Elementary.
To make sense of the struggle over education, citizenship, literacy and values in
Mexico, I present below a historical run down of the contestations over the educated
subject that I began in Chapter Two. I lay out the theoretical bedrock of power at work
on education in what I call the will to educate, the compulsion to posit education as in
chronic need of reform, pedagogy as ever inadequate and teachers as organically ill
equipped to the task. A view of power based on the will to educate, as seen earlier in the
dissertation, shows that the right and leftwing deploy the same techniques through
divergent ideologies and rhetoric. Seeing power through the will to educate, in the end,
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Oaxaca-US grassroots support networks are well documented. For a description of Oaxaca-United
States transborder links, see Stephen (2007b) and ways that California-based immigrant organizations
galvanized support for the opposition in the 2010 Oaxacan gubernatorial elections see Gutiérrez (2010).
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helps lay the groundwork for valorizing the critical dimensions of the reading project at
San Fermín which I develop in Chapters Four and Five.
1.

The Will to Educate

Debates over best practices in literacy and values education, as will become clear
below, depend on an acknowledged condition of underdevelopment and ignorance and a
corresponding plan of action involving teachers. This is the starting point for how I draw
on the conceptual apparatus of the will to educate. The example of the telenovela debate
would not attract expert commentary and media attention without an underlying belief of
the potential of the undereducated and importance of skilled and ready teachers. To
understand how this works I draw from the critique of development sector improvement
projects of Li (2007).
As rural the Oaxacan teacher has long promoted community welfare projects, it
would be constructive to examine how, according to Li, the development sector fomented
the bifurcation of development caretakers and beneficiaries, that is, how NGO workers
and local aid recipients became what they are today. Focusing on rural Indonesia, Li has
used “the will to improve” to describe the propensity toward new development projects to
ameliorate and generate categories of the poor, underdeveloped and at risk and of the
ones knowledgeable, developed and able at modes of improvement. Such improvement
initiatives address social and environmental troubles via seemingly apolitical ventures
into the expansion of wellbeing of a society, believing that doing good is good. While on
the one hand, many critiques of the development sector have considered the work of
international NGO professionals in the global south as a form of neocolonization, for Li,
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development work is not synonymous with attempts to co-opt or buy out, for the
dimensions of both NGO workers and local beneficiaries are subjectivities created in
transit toward rather than prior to development. The caretakers may in fact deem their
work “empowerment,” and there may be testimonials and statistics that support the
increase of site-based qualitative improvement. But Li is hardly a pragmatist; progress or
decline concerns her work less than tracing out the ways that progress-oriented schemes
create the categories of the custodians and beneficiaries of improvement. Her work on
the will to improve helps me appreciate how educational achievement initiatives make
the categories they seek address and open the door for the conduct of conducts of
government as well as the political project of counterconducts.
The will to improve becomes the process of deploying knowledge and science to
create categories of (under)development, and then from there mobilize resources and
caretakers to fix the problems associated with the beneficiaries. The will to improve for
NGO work in rural Indonesia patterns out well with the will to educate in rural Oaxaca
where trained teachers engage in projects to mend the immanent problems facing
indigenous and peasant students and their families. The Mexico City debate on the SEP
Secretary’s associating telenovelas to literacy offended one sense of the will to educate,
that is, literacy is serious business for serious professionals. Looking at Oaxaca through
the will to educate becomes worthy of attention because categories of the uneducated and
ignorant Mexican citizen are widely discussed; the “quality education” or “criticaldialectical” practitioners who step in to fix these problems become summoned into
action.
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With the introduction of the will to educate, I revisit here the concepts of power
and government, discussed in the Introductory Chapter of the dissertation and present the
concept of biopower. Many programs in rural schools today depend on creating a
circumstance of urgency and then soliciting people’s desire to participate. Even in the
face of repressive uses of power, like the incidence of torture my Palestinian student
faced as a political prisoner described earlier, the wellbeing of the bodies involved
becomes presented as central, and the maneuverings of individual choice remain key. To
explore the technique of crafting both the crisis and concomitant concern with the
educational welfare of others become clearer via understanding biopower.
According to Cruikshank (1999), biopower in liberal democratic regimes
functions as “a mode of exercising power, a mode of government, that only rarely resorts
to violence” (p. 39). 69 It works via interventions to promote social welfare for
governmental ends and “operates to invest the citizen with a set of goals and selfunderstandings, and gives the citizen-subject an investment in participating in voluntary
programs, projects, and institutions set up to ‘help’ them” (p. 41). Biopower circulates
through making the programs attractive rather than obligatory. Individuals, free to accept
non-participation, become agents in the manner of their involvement. Literacy and
citizenship education become part of biopower insofar as the debate on these spheres
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In interpreting what Auyero (2007) viewed as the increased routinization of violence in Latin America
and in listening to the testimonials I presented earlier, I recognize how the rule of force becomes valid in
understanding Oaxaca. In other words, Oaxaca is less a liberal democracy than the contexts from where
views on biopower emerged. Yet the expansion of rural education in Mexico has been used specifically for
the fashioning of a liberal democratic nation, that is, fomenting in the peasant and indigenous subject a
scientific, sport and hygiene-oriented sense of belonging both in the community and in the modern
construct of Mexico. As such, biopower becomes a useful framework for understanding power in the will
to educate in rural Oaxaca.
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involves a problem affecting social welfare plans and programs to address the
deficiencies.
Biopower, to be precise, is not a softer form of dominance, for dominance would
hamper rather than promote the individual’s ability to choose a social welfare program.
Below, I will show how volunteerism is core to two current education programs in rural
Oaxaca, Promajoven and Oportunidades. First, while formal education in Mexico in law
and in practice comes as free, secular and obligatory, many aspects of education today
depend on the voluntary actions of individuals. Nobody forces a teacher to start a reading
program funded by corporate foundation or the Secretary of Culture; he or she undertakes
this willingly. Families and teachers alike have the right, not obligation, to enroll a
student into stay-in-school grant programs like Promajoven and Oportunidades (Gobierno
Federal SEDESOL, n.d.; Secretaría de Educación Pública, 2007b). Once enrolled, these
programs often penalize those who fail to adhere to the stipulations, so the burden falls on
the individual to keep actively involved or drop out. Constructing human or civil rights
may involve obligations for some of the actors involved, but a right unlike an obligation
can always be rejected. Promajoven, for example, designed to bolster the matriculation
numbers for teen mothers and girls at risk of dropping out due to pregnancy, depends on
the successful submission of an application, which following the Gobierno FederalSEDESOL (n.d.) handbook calls for teachers and school directors to identify at risk teens
and guide them through the process of responsibly receiving benefits. A participant in
Promajoven has to choose to apply. The relationships established between caring
educators helping the student submit the application and cared-for student applicants
shows biopower at work. The at-risk teen was once one of the many members of a
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school community under the free, secular and obligatory dictate for education, now she is
no longer a “juridical subject,” but a “working...living human being,” that is, a person
who is much more governable (Dreyfus, Rabinow & Foucault, 1983, p. 137). The
Oportunidades program, which focuses on nutrition and healthcare, similarly focuses on
unique individuals who choose to participate.
In this introduction to the third part of the dissertation I explore the pedagogical
innovations driven by the will to educate, both on the ideological left and right. I show
how these have placed Oaxacans as chronically due for improved education. The will to
educate has depended on a skillful and versatile community-based teacher to implement
education programs. In that the will to educate is one of the impetuses to govern the
behaviors and dispositions of others, it has also located the dimensions for viewing the
critical projects that ask for a different form of government. A critical project within the
will to educate might begin with how the impulse to teach the rights-endowed students
encounters grass-roots rejection, negotiation and acceptance. Specifically, with the case
of the teachers in San Fermín, the political project involves what Osvaldo called an
“autogestive” pedagogy centering on play and joy and involving diverse participants in
school. To lay the groundwork for such critical responses in San Fermín, below I
examine at the history of the will to educate in rural Mexico in general and Oaxaca in
specific.
2. Pedagogy as Instruction
In the following sections I touch on a genealogy of Oaxacan pedagogies to see
how teachers have come to the current iteration of the will to educate and biopower that
drives it. This starts with pedagogy as teacher-centered. Then, as the economy becomes
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more decentered and the social pact of the welfare state shifts to placing the burden of
accountability onto the individual, pedagogy becomes more heuristic.
I begin with pedagogy as instruction. Going back over a century, the problem of
pedagogy has been associated with a needy, deficient student. In the nineteenth century,
pedagogy, present in normal school textbooks, more commonly was spoken of as
instruction. The 1865 Law of Instruction stipulated that primary school instruction
focused on, among other areas, religious principles and that “local authorities shall take
care that parents or tutors shall send their children or pupils, from the age of five, to
public primary schools…” (Talavera, 1973, p. 137). So instruction linked with
obligations and moral precedents. Such laws on how to educate filtered down to the local
levels and at times called for monitoring and evaluation. In 1904, a Oaxacan state
functionary wrote up an “agreement” to investigate the current instruction practices in
schools:
In that the [Oaxacan] government truthfully wants to set up public instruction,
[the government seeks] the most effective means for reaching solid progress for
the pueblo, 70 especially of the indigenous race, that solely via their intellectual
perfection might abandon their current habits for ways that characterize the
civilized races. This [instruction] shall show beneficial and direct influence and
powerfully resolve important problems of a social, political and economic order
which have so worried and still worry us as public men. We believe that the
moment has arrived to begin a formal study to review the diverse laws of public
instruction active in the state to find out how to follow through with imparting
that which comes under the fomentation, care and orientation of the Government
(Gobierno Constitucional del Estado Libre y Soberano de Oaxaca, 1904, p. 3).
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The pueblo, a difficult term to translate, means “the people” in a more vernacular way than the more
abstract gente. Pueblo suggests a “you and I” even when used in a large collective like “el pueblo
mexicano.”
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The agreement later suggests that the government would use scientific methods to
measure compliance with the 1893 Law of Instruction and to evaluate if the current
“organization and teaching system” should continue or undergo modification. The
document also names the host of lawmakers, physicians and teachers to serve as
researcher-assessors in this process. The document posits a cleft between the scientific
methods of a “civilized race” and a primordially backward and teachable indigenous race,
set apart in their need of perfection. 71 “Public men” should step up to the modern
challenge of educating the uneducated, so as early as the nineteenth century, techniques
of the will to educate have separated out the educational caretakers from the cared for.
Monitoring the instruction in schools also depended on the formation of the
Oaxacan teacher capable of instructing. To become a teacher during this period required
proof of good moral conduct to enter a normal school in Oaxaca. In 1883, article 6:3 of
the founding principles of a normal school mandated that successful candidates for
teacher training must “legally justify their civil and moral conduct, be that via persons of
character or three witnesses…” (Secretaría del Gobierno Constitucional del Estado Libre
y Soberano de Oaxaca & Jiménez, 1883, p. 3). Once students matriculated, the normal
school director would ensure moral standards and “surveil the conduct of the practitioners
and other subordinates, correcting their faults as necessary” and “[visit] district village
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The lines between Indigenous, mestizo/a and campesina/o across Mexico remain contested where the
histories of the different regions shape the differing views on ethnicity (Stephen, 2002, p. 87) and where I
consider language use and communal practices are deemed most salient. One might consider San Fermín a
campesino and mestizo village in that it remains a Spanish-speaking town, and I heard no appeals to
“revitalize” Zapotec. One urban teacher I met described her parents as Zapotec, though because she neither
spoke a variety of the language nor was accepted by a particular community she could not call herself
Zapotec. One Zapotec intellectual provides concurring information, reporting that being indigenous
depended on language and culture rather than phenotype (Gutiérrez, 1999, p. 156).
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schools once a month to correct the imperfections found there” (p. 9). Instruction
involved a conduct of good standing which differentiated a model teacher from those tobe-taught. Teachers and supervisors monitored and evaluated the conducts of others.
3. The House of the Pueblo
In this section I paint a picture of the 1920s and 30s, the time when the rural
school and the corps of rural teachers first flourished and how state interventions into
rural life hinged on the concomitant construction of rural communities as full of live and
actual people living in misery. To start, just after the 1910 Revolution, instruction
became linked more directly with nation-building through student-centered rather than
didactic practices. In terms of fomenting teacher dispositions, this period saw more
comprehensive efforts to produce a rural corps of teachers. Philosopher-politician José
Vasconcelos, having run a volunteer-driven literacy campaign (Raby, 1974, p. 13), stands
out in this phase. He would found the SEP in 1921with the specific objective of
expanding rural education. He became celebrated as a modernizer, linking education
with eugenics, recasting Mexicans as an evolved “cosmic” race. This utopian view of the
mixture of indigenous groups with Africans and Europeans was primarily drawn from
Iberian and Christian cultural norms which to Vasconcelos had reached an apogee in
Mexico. But the cosmic race needed help; Vasconcelos set up teacher-staffed rural
“cultural missions” inspired by the Christian missionaries of the conquest of Mexico.
Vasconcelos’s missions would use pens, paintbrushes and poetry to spin their
influence rather than the sword and bible of the Spanish colonial missions. He hired
famous muralist Diego Rivera, Frida Kahlo’s hulking, pistol-toting husband to paint
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iconic images of peasants and workers laboring together for a modern Mexico. Rivera
and a group of painters linked art to ideology, declaring that “art is necessarily a thing of
the people” (Booth, 1941, p. 88). In the interior corridors of the SEP building to this day,
cultural missionary murals depict teachers helping peasants and industrial workers. In
the communities, Vasconcelos’s cultural missions involved teachers committed to the
welfare of communities with new rural schools.
But despite the reverie directed toward rural origins of Mexico, official accounts
presented rural Mexico as in need of fixing; in this project the rural teachers of the 1920s
and 30s emerged as the custodians extraordinaire. First, we see an enduring view of
pedagogy as instruction. But instead of positioning indigenous and campesinos
communities in rural Mexico as wholly deficient, they are now viewed as an odd
amalgamation of ignorance and resourcefulness. In the opening pages of his third grade
textbook on the history of Mexico, Chávez Orozco (1937) illustrates this in the ways he
addresses Mexican primary school students directly as he describes the wretched nature
of “indios” or Indians and the reasons why non-indians need to love and help them.
When we go out to visit the countryside, we come across many men (hombres)
that work the earth. These men go about poorly clad and generally live in straw
(zacate) houses. We call these men that reside far from the great cities indios.
Indians earn little money through their work, and thus they eat poorly. They do
not always have the chance to go to school and they are ignorant. Generally they
can neither read nor write, but they know how to work. Indians work a lot. The
bread that we eat on our table is made with the wheat that the indians cultivate
and harvest. The garments we put on our bodies are woven with wool from the
sheep shepherded by the indians on their hillsides or come from the cotton that
they sow and gather in their fields. We must love indians because without their
effort we would not have many things that are indispensable for our lives. To
demonstrate our love for indians, we must help them just as they help us
(emphasis in original, p. 9).
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In this mode of production-reading of culture, “indians” are presented to the elementary
student as a peculiar specimen of humanity, one that needs help and yet whose labor
feeds and clothes the city. Chávez Orozco’s textbooks were often reprinted, so such
ideas made it into teaching practices, especially if we accept how Vom (2009) showed
that Mexican teachers of the period accepted such textbook views on the Mexican nation.
As the Chávez Orozco text positions the countryside as needy, the urgency of the rural
teacher intervention to promote village social welfare takes hold.
Second, at the same time of this construction of the notion of the countryside
through pity the indian / love the indian, the teacher caretakers stepped in to promote
social welfare in reading, writing and math in the villages where these ignorant hard
workers lived. In a course guide for rural education, the director of the Cultural Missions
wrote in 1938 that that Mexican rural education ought to “liquidate illiteracy” among
peasant groups and “create in them a variegated and rich culture via different types of
peasant schools, libraries, cultural spectacles, newspapers [and] cultural acts” (Loyo,
1985, p. 35). If the SEP building in Mexico City had the Rivera murals, the rural schools
had the actual teachers and their work to promote social wellbeing. Indeed, the rural
school after 1921 became baptized as “house of the people” for promoting literacy,
farming public health, home economics and other forms of social development (p. 10).
The rural Mexican school of this period favored experiential models for teaching
and learning taking hold with the leadership of Undersecretary of Education, Moisés
Sáenz. With a doctorate from Columbia University under experiential education maven
John Dewey, Sáenz modeled the rural school on the “action school” of his northern
mentor (p. 15). Though the school as the house of the pueblo and teacher as cultural
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missionary involved an assortment of social welfare facets, reading education remained
central. In 1925 at a conference in Dallas, Texas, Sáenz detailed his view of the rural
school:
Observing, then, the activities in these rural mountain schools up front, the idea
that the rural school is a social center for the community comes into full view.
The rural school is the house of the pueblo, a meeting place for neighbors. It has
connections and relations vital for the whole town. Mostly in these schools we
are constructing a little library, not just for the school but for the whole town. (p.
21)
Spanish language reading is a communitarian practice in the rural school. Sáenz
additionally detailed the magnitude of the figure of reformist president Benito Juárez
(died, 1872) who overcame his Indianness of the mountains in northern Oaxaca via
matriculating in the urban school:
We cannot forget for a moment that our great national re-unifier, Benito Juárez,
was a pure blooded Indian. Thus, we have decided to bring Indians to the bosom
of our Mexican family. Through the rural school we ensure their incorporation to
this type of civilization that at present constructs our nationality. (p. 26)
In these segments, Sáenz values Spanish-language literacy above other cultural and
healthcare promotional activities. Their expertise with printed words would bring
students and their families closer to the center of the nation.
It would be a mistake, however, to overstate the centralizing effect of the cultural
missionary project undertaken by Vasconcelos, Sáenz and the rural teachers. As in
earlier decades, the centralized educational project never enjoyed the total success that
the visionaries like Vasconcelos and Sáenz had imagined. Rockwell (1996) noted that in
the State of Tlaxcala, the rural school of the period exhibited little change from that of the
earlier instruction-era. What is more, Sáenz himself in 1932 would lament that the rural
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schools he visited in the state of Michoacán had failed to meet the house of the pueblo
expectations:
The schools do not deserve the…nickname of reading, writing and counting
schools. The achievement of these fundamental arts, as we observe, is almost
null….So general and inexplicable is the lack that I have come to wonder if, while
defining the rural school, we have not been ourselves victims of some mirage of
idealism. The teaching program is a capricious creation of both circumstance and
the teachers themselves. There are neither timetables nor order in what they do.
Attendance is irregular…. (Raby, 1974, p. 32)
So from the very beginning, the centralizing impetus to foment Mexican subjects through
literacy and social welfare met with localized impediments. To this day, the rural school
with the labors of schoolteachers, as much as it operates within the state system, enjoys
such self-sufficiency that when teachers like Osvaldo call their school projects
“autogestivo,” they are tapping into a long tradition of local adaptations to major reforms,
or, to index the former Undersecretary, they engage in capricious creations of both
circumstance and the teachers themselves. Nevertheless, autogestivo projects, as we will
see in the next chapters, never detach entirely from the official school projects. In all, the
cultural missions, as the modern rural school today, have never been completely
centralized nor have local projects become totally autonomous.
The will to educate present in the cultural missions is not a form of domination.
The corps of committed rural teachers and the creation of schools endowed with
missionary zeal can also enable counter-projects that go against and even obviate the
original plans. The relative autonomy of rural schools makes space for critical projects to
emerge, as I will explore in Chapters Four and Five.
4. Pedagogy of Inclusion
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We have seen that in the nineteenth century teachers and school directors helped
support the refinement of rural Mexico which due to the grand generalizations made on
peasants and indigenous subjects must have seemed to educational authorities as a wild
frontier. During the cultural missions of the 20s and 30s, pedagogies favored the forming
of a Mexican who could read and write in Spanish. But after the 1930s, Mexico began to
change toward a more inclusive and individualistic education model. The economy
began to boom during and after World War Two while the missionary fervor of rural
education waned. The following decades saw the explosion of publishing, and
corresponding new pedagogies took off by the 1950s with the “Eleven Year Plan” that
focused on teacher training, school construction and a free textbook program that
provided schools with 114 million new books (Prolectura, 1990, p. 41-42). Books also
became available in indigenous languages (p. 42) showing that positive views on cultural
diversity began to figure into government. Such a project cursorily departs from the
earlier effort to make Spanish literacy a form of citizenship and indigeneity a problem
both to honor and to repair. Now, assimilation efforts had softened while liberal
inclusion increased; this trend that continues today, whereby policies of inclusion echo
the norms of the United Nation’s 1947 Universal Declaration of Human Rights and the
corresponding United Nation’s Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples in 2007.
Reading and writing pedagogy experienced innovations during this mid- to late-century
period, which according to teacher and state governor Antonio Barbosa Heldt meant,
“accessing the particular interests of the students” and “relating teaching with the greater
number of activities and functions of the child” (p. 42). Liberalism, then, over the
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decades had gone from Spanish skills for a unified Mexico to the development of the
active individual subject. From here, the will to educate begins to take its current form.
The voluntary nature of the will to educate depends on an autonomous and
flexible student and teacher. In recent decades part of the inclusion project has involved
providing books for reader autonomy. In June I visited a library in a village elementary
school in the Mixtec region of Oaxaca, one of the poorest parts of Mexico. In this region,
grades are combined in a single classroom, a condition exacerbated by a massive drop in
student enrollment due to migration to the United States over the last decade. With rains
coming only in the summer, many locales in the region have no stable water supply,
though newly printed books abound. In this school library books numbered in the
hundreds even if, according to teacher trainer Lourdes, students come to school hungry
after doing household chores. I had accompanied Lourdes and her colleague on site visits
when we came to this school where a student teacher was doing his practicum. There, the
books date from the 2000-2006 presidential term of ex Coca Cola executive Vicente Fox
whose program “Toward a Country of Readers” supplied books to such villages.
The diverse range of books played a central role in the pedagogies of this school
where teachers transformed a vacant classroom into a reading room. The lead teacher
would hold open reading times there, and students could select the books visibly
displayed along the walls. The free book-based pedagogy, then, became part of the selfstudy mechanism of the school, but the teachers had to assemble the books and take their
students to the reading room for this to happen. Pedagogy here becomes a way of
scaffolding imagination and curiosity. The books came from many different genres,
going way beyond the didactic readings and exercises in the official textbooks. For
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example, while examining an art book in the reading room, Lourdes turned to a page with
color drawings of female nudes. She had a laugh over this, wondering if the
neoconservative Vicente Fox had showered the school with books knowing naked bodies
would make it to students’ fingertips.
The room served as a self-selection reading center, illustrating how in recent
years, even in villages with extreme problems like drought, books are available and
reading has become a matter of choice. This contemporary school differs from the
former house of the pueblo where forced assimilation more than free will had operated on
the student. Using free will, today’s rural school falls within the parameters of the will to
educate.
5. The Grasshopper Lady: Constructing Rezago
The will to educate links education to social welfare which depends on creating
and disseminating the categories of the social ills facing Mexico. So while on the one
hand the will to educate depends on the active independence of students and teachers, on
the other, the creating of groups within which one’s free will operates remains important.
The village school described above with high emigration levels and scant water
received hundreds of books. The motives for such a project become clear in president
Vicente Fox’s claim in the 2001-2006 Presidential Plan for National Development that
education for production would stand as the core of his presidency (Fox Quesada, 2001).
This push for education has depended on the creation of educational rezago. 72 But before
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Like the term pueblo, rezago is folksy-sounding. Someone in rezago is not necessarily lazy or dumb, but
they do need help. Observe President Fox Quesada’s (2001) strategy G for social and human development:
“To secure the direct participation of the indigenous in national development and combat the rezagos and
structural causes of their marginalization…” (p. 86).
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I go into the making of the category of rezago, I need to explain a paradigm shift away
from cultural assimilation toward one of independent accountability.
Contrary to a century ago when pedagogy meant instruction and state
functionaries believed the peasant or indigenous person contained organic deficiencies,
today’s mode of differentiation involves test scores rather than a priori identities. If a
century ago the “Indian” was cast as “uncivilized” and three quarters of a century ago as
ignorant yet beloved, today the government-run National Indigenous Language Institute
calls an indigenous language an “invaluable resource” for Mexican identity (INALI, n.d.,
n.p.). This is a landmark shift for education, for the Mexican school is no longer geared
toward national unity via assimilation. 73 In President Fox’s words:
In the last thirty years, the conception Mexicans have toward the ethnic question
has shifted in three fundamental aspects. First, today we recognize that the
relationship between indigenous culture and identity is not mechanical.
Therefore, cultural changes in a society do not necessarily imply a change in
identity. Second, we have stopped thinking of the Mexican nation as something
culturally homogenous, in fact, heterogeneousness has become manifest with
greater vigor. Third, we recognize that indigenous people exist as political
subjects. They represent their interests in terms of members of an ethnicity. And
today, indigenous organizations exist that powerfully influence the public sphere.
(Fox Quesada, 2001, p. 36)
Furthermore, as Vicente Fox indicated, Mexico stands at a crossroads, the end of “the
notion that ‘what’s ethnic’ is incompatible with ‘what’s modern.’ We see the genuine
beginnings of the possibility of an intercultural pedagogy that takes into account the
wealth of diverse cultural worlds” (p. 28). Mexico, for Fox, has progressed to the
inclusion of all citizens. Indigenous people have particular interests, rights and
knowledge that Mexico and Oaxaca City authorities must help revitalize. Now, given the
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For an incisive critique on how neoliberal reform policies in nearby Central America have championed
multiculturalism, see Hale (2005).
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inclusion and revitalization of ancestral forms of local governance, “intercultural
pedagogy” is accessible as never before. Like the children sitting in the reading room
choosing from the diverse book choices on the walls of the Mixtec school, people can
now explore the depths of their identity and engage in political projects germane to their
lives. 74 We are in a new age of free subjects, but as we will see below, this new age of
recognizing the political projects of the “wealth of diverse cultural worlds” involves
individual accountability.
Discursively establishing his inclusionist and anti-racist standing, President Fox
can posit another range of solutions to the chronic problems facing Mexico; this is not a
challenge of phenotype, genotype or language but rather of knowledge and craft. Here,
Fox expressed his vision for the ideal Mexican citizen in terms of education: “Education
must be linked to production, providing a basic cultural frame of hard work to future
workers and professionals so that they see work as a medium of human becoming”
(emphasis added, p. 71). Education is a vehicle for reforming the soul of the new citizen
with free will and rights. This citizen becomes one that works hard for Mexico.
Six years after Fox’s 2001 development plan, in his, incoming President Calderón
maintained the spotlight on education for production. Like Fox, he also eyeballed
regional difference and parental ineptitude as problems to overcome:
In a country like Mexico, one characterized by stark contrasts between families
and regions, it is necessary to support the students that are most rezagados, so that
they may be in conditions to take advantage of the opportunities that education
offers them. (Calderón Hinojoso, 2007, p. 186)
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In response to the 1994 Zapatista uprising in Chiapas, the latter part of the 1990s new legislation
provided the legal basis for indigenous rights programs. This included the recognition of village council
systems of governance, usos y costumbres, which in theory stand outside of the party system. At present,
over 418 of the 570 municipalities in the state of Oaxaca, including San Fermín, are governed by such
councils. This has involved education in indigenous languages and the founding of a rural normal school
near San Fermín that trains teachers for work in indigenous settings across the state.
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If for Fox, the Mexican state has hit a time when the state recognizes the cultural wealth
of indigenous people and supports the local forms of governance in rural communities,
Calderón is more pragmatic. “To support the ones who are most backward” submits that
rights are one thing, but the reality of underdevelopment means that the state, that is, the
teachers, still need to step up and improve conditions the rural poor live in. Insomuch as
it is the responsibility of the backward subject to take charge of their own lives, it
becomes the domain of the caregivers to provide the rights-endowed rezago subject the
tools to overcome the achievement gap. In schools, this means teachers providing the
conditions for rezago subjects to pull themselves out of their own underdevelopment.
The last two presidents have gotten much purchase on rezago, but what does a
statistical category of backwardness look like when we see it? It is difficult to sustain
educational policies backed by statistics alone; rezago must be constructed. In May of
2011 the Mexico City high-brow cultural magazine Nexos came out with an issue with a
title image reading “The Scandal of Education: 2+2=5” which showcased diverse
perspectives on the current conditions of Mexican education. The overriding theme of
the issue was that Mexico is in trouble. In this personal and genuine tenor, rezago goes
from a tedious statistic to an identifiable face. To illustrate, a former undersecretary of
the SEP paints a cautionary portrait of rezago where Oaxaca stands out as the visage of
backwardness:
Across the grass a woman in Oaxaca drags a sack tied with woven palm reeds so
it remains open. Grasshoppers fall in the trap. She empties them in a bag and
separates out the garbage. She cooks the grasshoppers with water and lime. She
sells them in the market. She is the grasshopper lady (chapulinera) with such a
knowledge and practice for survival. She forms part of educational rezago [for]
she studied till second grade. (Díaz de Cossío, 2011, p. 41)
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Grasshoppers, chapulines, a Oaxacan delicacy, are commonly sold by women on the
sidewalks by the 20 de Noviembre market downtown Oaxaca City, a boisterous place that
specializes in handicrafts, pirated CDs and street food sold with shouting appeals to
prospective clients. Ten blocks to the more affluent northern part of town, boutiques sell
local wares similar to those in the market, presenting them as art, not handicrafts.
Grasshopper ladies, agents of the informal market, stand beside the busy non-boutique
market. Following the Díaz de Cossío narrative, the grasshopper lady is not even under
the roof of the handicrafts market, but outside in the warren of a Third World street. This
narrative traces out indigenous backwardness as a persistent bugaboo of national
proportions, for, according to the concluding thoughts of Díaz de Cossío, “we can never
be a developed and just society; we cannot aspire to be competitive in a globalized world
with 70% of the population over 15 in educational rezago” (p. 42). Rezago makes
education urgent, for without achievement, young Oaxacans will fall into the rustic,
folkloric identities they are born into, namely, being grasshopper ladies. The Díaz de
Cossío imaginary implies that the grasshopper lady does not want to sell grasshoppers in
the streets, but instead she hopes to work in an office as a professional or run a formal
business. The former educational executive’s hopes for the grasshopper lady, the
embodiment of educational rezago, is for a more developed Mexico forged through
education and buttressed with committed teachers who help Oaxacans learn how to
surpass the catching and selling of grasshoppers. Indeed, the grasshopper lady is ignorant
and not to blame; she has the right to a quality education and therefore transcendence, but
she cannot do it alone. The work of representation by the Nexos issue shows a
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grasshopper lady face which Oaxacan teachers need to start respecting and honoring if
Mexico is to transcend beyond its economic and cultural backwardness.
To evolve beyond a Mexico of grasshopper ladies depends on bolstering
educational quality, and this in recent educational reforms depends on assessment and
evaluation. The Instituto Nacional para la Evaluación de la Educación (INEE), a state
organism founded in 2002 charged with overseeing standardized testing, states that
because education is a right, it must be of quality and target the “particular needs of the
students” (Instituto Nacional para la Evaluación de la Educación, 2009, p. 31). Attending
to individual needs means favoring a “commitment to guarantee the right for a primary
education provided for all children...[that] does not distinguish between ethnic condition,
place of residence, sex, socioeconomic condition and other characteristics” (p. 39).
However inclusive and humanizing that quality education may be, individuals need to do
their part. The INEE expressed concern that “rurality and poverty are phenomena
that...can construct impediments for reaching universal attendance and, therefore, the
compliance of the right to an education” (p. 45). Missing school, one of the causes and
outcomes of rezago, is a problem: “Non-attendance at school is a grave problem for
populations at risk, which is something that brings up important deficits in resources of
diverse types. This situation is ever more intense for those who live in isolated and
indigenous localities” (p. 130).
Rezago, rather than a matter of language and ethnicity, then, is a national
predicament. It has a face in the grasshopper lady and a place in rural parts of Mexico
like Oaxaca. Rezago also links to behaviors like non-attendance or the propensity to
engage in ancestral activities rather than more rational and metropolitan ones. Assuaging
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rezago, then, depends on a government, corporate sector and corps of teachers devoted to
taking care of the rezago subjects. The construction of rezago is both the object and the
outcome of the will to educate.
6. Teacher Participation in the Will to Educate
Above I have described how literacy education has become the concern of agents
both in and outside of traditional parameters of education, for learning to read and write
has been linked to citizenship, development and better days to come for a troubled
Mexican economy. This is sustained by what I call the will to educate, the sense of
urgency to improve education and the set of schemes undertaken to incent people in
taking care of their own learning. The will to educate depends on creating a calculation
of achievement as well as a profile for backwardness and then on deploying teachers who
assume the role of caretakers. Gone are the days when labeling social groups as
organically inferior or superior serve as primary techniques of governance. Instead,
today’s drive to educate depends primarily on working with individuals and groups who
display desired traits for contemporary Mexico. Until now, I have primarily focused on
the ways that rezago is created. Below, I focus on the other half of this equation, namely,
the caretakers who intervene to educate the rezago subjects, the teachers.
Using the will to educate as a conceptual apparatus will show that the ways that
caretakers are created by rightwing proponents of development resemble the will to
educate in leftwing circles that favor training teachers for struggle and critical
consciousness. The fact that the left and right begin to sound alike provides an opening
to valorize different forms of school-based critical pedagogies which I address in
Chapters Four and Five.
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a. Will to Educate on the Right: Development
In 2011, Secretary of Education Alonso Lujambio set off a chain of responses
when he considered that the wide popularity of telenovelas could render these programs
useful for teaching literacy and values. To distribute the burden of improving Mexico’s
educational lot, his predecessor, Josefina Vásquez Mota four years earlier had also gazed
outside the fields conventionally associated with education. In the Education Sector
Program (Secretaría de Educación Pública, 2007a) she suggested at the beginning of the
presidency of Felipe Calderón that “we shall incorporate civil society originations,
professional training institutes, the private sector and the mass media into the task of
education. The responsibility toward meeting…student-based goals and grand objectives
of national education is a collective” (p. 7). Education for national unity of the earlier era
yields to education for student-based goals. This task is too variegated and onerous for
the state alone, so she calls on NGOs, private schools and profit-driven enterprises.
The 2007 Education Sector Program places the work of teachers in burly
development terms. Via efficiency and autonomy-focused verbs, the Program proposed
ways to resolve educational rezago by shedding light on anti-rezago pedagogies.
Focused on teaching, six objectives for education would aim to: 1. “elevate” quality for
achievement to contribute to national development; 2. “expand” opportunities to reduce
inequality; 3. “stimulate” development and technology use; 4. “offer” whole and valuesbased education; 5. “offer” services to foment a sense of social responsibility for
productivity; 6. “foment” school commitment to service (gestión escolar) for
participation, decision-making and accountability (p. 14). Objective two becomes salient
in that the Program suggests that Oaxaca is among the states with the most rezago in
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Mexico, so raising school participation becomes a goal for 2012 (p. 17). Objective three
mentions the quantity of teachers receiving technological training (p. 19). Objective six
lists among its indicators the percentage of federal school directors contracted by civil
service exam (p. 22).
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In all, the Secretary of Education through this sector plan charts

out pedagogy in terms of functionalism and calls upon business and the development
sector to lend a hand to save Mexico from backwardness.
These fix-it strategies depend on engaged public school teachers who know their
charges and possess proactive pedagogical strategies. Rural teachers among others
working with populations deemed at risk of rezago have a special role, for the Federal
Government calls them to mediate in voluntary social welfare programs to keep families
and children healthy and on track to achievement. One such program, Oportunidades,
promotes public health, education and nutrition. A brochure instructs teachers and school
directors how to help students enroll in this “human development” program “to support
families that live in dietary poverty [in order to] expand their alternatives to reach better
level of wellbeing…” (Gobierno Federal- SEDESOL, n.d., p. 1). Offering scholarships
for families who submit successful applications, Oportunidades calls on teachers to
shoulder the burden of paperwork, mandating that
you as a teacher or director represent a large support system for families receiving
program benefits in three fundamental aspects: [1] Certifying the enrollment of
the children and correctly registering the statistics of each student…[2] Promoting
student regular attendance in classes and improvement in their learning. [3]
Registering the number of unjustified absences….(p. 8)
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Under recent reforms, taking the civil service Oposición exam is open to any graduate of a tertiary
institution rather than graduates of state-run normal schools. This move decenters the role of the normal
schools in teacher induction.
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Like the Educational Sector Program, the Oportunidades program can only work with
teacher engagement.
In addition to teacher participation in Oportunidades, the Promajoven program
scaffolds school attendance for pregnant and sexually active female students to thwart the
“problem of poverty as a trans-generational problem” which depends on teachers talking
with students about sex (Secretaría de Educación Pública, 2007b, p. 5). Promajoven
takes school attendance as a human and constitutional right in that student pregnancy
leads to discrimination by directors, teachers and peers. I found the Promajoven teacher
manual that I cite here at one of the vinyl-tarped pavilions at the Oaxaca City education
conference described in the initial pages of the dissertation. The manual’s pages spelled
out how teachers can help young women at risk of dropping out of school, admonishing
that “[i]t is necessary to recall that at school the teachers are the ones responsible for
informing [students] on prevention so that sexual practices in early ages…if unavoidable,
can be done responsibly” (p. 8). Also, to achieve sexual abstinence and/or responsibility
among students, teachers should liaise with families and the community about sex. “It is
also the responsibility of the teacher to integrate with the community...relate with
different members of the family and create communicative bridges that allow fathers and
mothers to become sensitive to the different problems in which their children live” (p. 8).
The pedagogy of the Promajoven program understands that a teacher should discuss
student sexual activity with parents and community members. This places teen
pregnancy and sexuality as not exclusively of the domain of the family or individual but
rather of the school and town at large. The adults in the lives of these presumably
promiscuous potential dropouts need to revere the potential of their young by discussing
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responsibility and restraint. As the document presents parents as unaware of teenage
sexuality, teachers need to step forward and ensure student schooling rights.
The will to educate in the rightwing development vein commissions the efficient
labor teachers to coordinate the diverse agents in terms of their school-based welfare.
Teacher attention to students and families in voluntary programs like Oportunidades and
Promajoven bolsters student enrollment and assuages educational rezago. Dependent on
applications, these programs are voluntary, though teachers need to understand that
rezago is a social ill they can attend to. Indeed, teacher inattention to problems that beset
at-risk populations goes against the defense of a human and constitutional right for a
quality education.
b. Will to Educate on the Left: Critical Consciousness and Emancipation
The will to educate on the left is as vigorous as its efficiency and rights-focused
rightist counterpart above within which teachers play a role of caring for the vulnerable
and in turn a teacher position as emancipator is developed. If the rightwing touts their
including the formerly excluded, the leftist critical-dialectical educator depends on
developing exact knowledge about the conditions of oppression facing Oaxacan students
and their families. Calling teachers to act on behalf of oppressed families and
communities depends on corresponding, though ideologically reversed, orientations to
the will to educate given above. Below, I explore the leftwing variety of the will to
educate and follow the lead of Barbara Cruikshank (1999) who critiqued radical feminist
politics which altered “principles of government” without calling for innovative
“techniques” (p. 60). This is to say, an emancipatory program under the principles of
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critical consciousness still may operate under the same will to educate techniques as the
functionalist principles of efficiency and rights. Just the same, the will to educate does
not impede thriving political projects even if leftist ideologies often discount them as
depoliticized or acritical. As dissident teachers undertake multiple projects that count as
school-based critical pedagogies without direct link to emancipation, Chapters Four and
Five below I will showcase the political project of these practices.
I have already introduced the dissident teachers’ perspectives on pedagogy in my
workshop on critical pedagogy at the normal school in the Introductory Chapter and at
the Mexico City alternative education conference in Chapter Two. At present, this
CNTE-based response to rightwing functionalism has centered on articulating and
implementing alternative education for critical consciousness and emancipation. At the
national level, the CNTE democratic block of the union takes its theoretical
underpinnings from the counterhegemony of Antonio Gramsci and the critical
pedagogical works of Paulo Freire and Henry Giroux (CNTE, 2010). In this light, for
Oaxacan teachers, alternative education is “based on knowledge of emancipatory
interests in reality” focusing on the “development of critical consciousness” (SEDES 22,
2010, p. 7). While rightwing approaches to the will to educate find parents as unaware
and malnourished, children as promising yet oversexed and teachers as irresponsible yet
essential, the leftwing approach depends on a chronically acritical and uninformed
teacher. So, to dissident teachers, the development of critical consciousness helps
instruct teachers on the truth about their world so they can avoid consenting to the
progress agenda of the state and making schools hostile for Oaxacan children. Critical
educators should undercut these dangerous social reproduction-oriented schools, where
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the students learn to submit themselves to the established timetables, submit
themselves to the authority of others, obey against their own desires and learn to
be obedient. It is from there that the school becomes a space of power for
reproducing the ideology of the dominant classes, meaning that, that is where the
connection with values and ideas of the group in power is given. (p. 9)
Alternative education, according to the training manual quote, begins with teacher critical
consciousness so that they may serve the proletarian families in the quest for
emancipation. Alternative education means fashioning a new teacher for the new kind of
school, where, instead of reproducing the dominant ideology, the teacher-student
relationship makes “critical thought possible in students” (p. 8).
The leftist side of the will to educate involves raising critical consciousness
around a signpost element of Oaxacan communities, domination. This echoes the
consignas of the marches and plantones explored earlier in the dissertation where words
foment collective frames on the Oaxacan condition. Alternative education on the
emancipatory left, then, involves liberating the individual from false impositions. Such
freedom centers on students’ true needs which they tend to forget or never fully grasped
because of the school works as a command center for the churning out of uniformity. To
work against this, through hard work and dedication the teacher must acquire critical
consciousness, something not germane to his or her daily life.
Here I give an illustration of the will to educate via the emancipatory perspectives
of the Sección 22’s answer to domination: the Program for Alternative Education (PEA).
A practicing teacher learns the theory of and develops his or her disposition toward this
program at August mini seminars, the State workshops on Alternative Education
(TEAAs) coordinated by the Sección 22 pedagogical and research division, SEDES 22.
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Figure 10: above “Teacher training studies” below “the school machine” (SEDES 22,
2009, p. 9). The epigraph (not displayed): “They plucked our fruit, busted our limbs,
burn out trunks…. But they cannot dry our roots” (p. 9). Finally, the PEA is the
“alternative education program” designed by the dissident teachers in SEDES 22 to stop
this factory.
SEDES 22 provides annual TEEA teachers in attendance with a cuadernillo, or
booklet to instruct teachers on the theoretical, legal, historical and practical elements of
alternative education. Figure ten presents a didactic cartoon from the TEEA 2009-2010
workshop booklet (SEDES 22, 2009, p. 9). The image shows a barbed wire-encircled
factory with a SEP command room on top, the IEEPO below and via a gondola cable, a
SNTE that hauls away buckets of money (See Chapter Three for ill-gotten wealth of
SNTE chief, Elba Ester Gordillo). The complexities of diverse human bodies and teacher
candidates in a SEP/SNTE model for teacher education get funneled out the “waste” tube
to the left and a conveyer belt standardized into “uniformity” with a one-way signal of
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the “ACE” to the right (p. 9). This didactic cartoon featured in teacher training manual
serves as a consigna to galvanize teachers to support alternative education.
In addition to the instructive image of the industrialized model for reforms to
teacher training, the same booklet provides greater detail on what state mandated
uniformity means for the practitioner attending the TEEA workshop:
Any educational proposal cannot be reached if it is not put in practice. It is
useless to establish principles of intervention from philosophical, juridical,
psychological and sociocultural positing, if, in the end, it does not clearly address
the human being in which formation is desired and the types of practices that are
desired for reaching this. From this perspective, what is sought is the
development of a pedagogy of resistance whose interpretation is directed toward
finding new ways of emancipatory human relations, that is, ones which allow us
to liberate ourselves from these conceptions and practices on testing and
evaluation which are assumed to be unique, truthful and effective.… Pedagogy
focused on liberation and emancipation shall demystify oppressive education,
making it possible that the agents involved will reorient their practices and be
capable of creating the best life and development conditions for all. (p. 38)
While the conference proceedings cited earlier tend toward abstract views of alternative
education, the TEEA booklet focuses on concrete educational praxis. Emancipation is
not only an ideological position, but also a disposition toward people and practices;
alternative education suggested here must be lived, breathed and relational for it to thrive.
In all, student and teacher humanity and sociality arise as key here. The standardized
system is seen as shut down toward the sympathy of the participants in schools, and as
such, emancipation touches on biopower; it depends on seeking a vital and embodied
alternative to the official one.
Both the school factory cartoon and the block quote on pedagogies of resistance
posit pedagogy as a technique of critical citizenship which involves engaged and active
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teachers in the trenches. This view of a dedicated teacher resembles the techniques of a
teacher who, to SEP chief Vásquez Mota, “foments,” “expands,” “stimulates,”
“elevates,” and “offers,” so that, following the imaginary of former SEP undersecretary
Díaz de Cossío, the grasshopper ladies of Oaxaca can find a more humane and modern
life. Indeed, while the dissident teachers offer different principles, their techniques
mirror those of the neoliberal and neoconservative right. Instead of inventing a
grasshopper lady, the SEDES 22 fashions statist education as singularly oppressive and
mystifying. From there, leftist approaches summon up an inquisitive and valiant teacher
who resists their natural tendency to take life easy and endeavors to broker their students’
and their own liberation.
7. The Will to Educate and Teacher Critical Projects in San Fermín
This introduction to section three has run down a history of the rural Mexican
elementary school and suggested that the techniques of right and leftwing educational
reforms have depended on dedicated teachers and equivalent techniques of biopower.
The right sees teachers as naturally resistant to defending rights to quality education
while the left has assumed the critical ignorance of teachers as their point of departure for
teacher education. The educator, indeed, has become the conduit for what I have called
the will to educate, the propensity to brand rural people and communities as in need of
amped up education and to endow the teacher with the soul to provide this. The will to
educate depends on and foments the active and politically engaged pedagogue. This view
counters mainstream critical social theory version of teachers which suggests they have
become “deskilled” (Apple, 1986) by advanced capitalist instrumentalism. I see no story
emerging where teaching has been posited as an inhibited craft, for even the sniper fire of
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the desalojo in Chapter One shows that public pedagogies have solicited extreme
measures on the part of the state government. Later, the anti-teacher smear campaign
presented children chanting for teachers to come back to the classroom; the teachers’
profile as public intellectuals is thus solid. Furthermore, neoliberal educational reforms
continue to depend on teacher autonomy and flexibility as well as their willful embrace of
improvement schemes. Perhaps pedagogies are as essential now in terms of Oaxacan
governance as they were in the cultural missions and the house of the pueblo phase in the
1930s. Either way, non-repressed teachers remain the called upon actors for carrying out
the will to educate even as the use of force continues.
I remain hopeful of the rural school political projects in the present period,
snippets of which in the village of San Fermín’s reading project I detail below. These
projects, as I will illustrate, neither oppose nor support statist development schemes or
emancipatory views of critical deliverance. One of the ways that the will to educate
becomes useful in appreciating political projects in these settings is in the ways that
teachers, students and community members emphasize socialization that does not
necessarily lead to cognitive, dispositional or cultural achievement beyond socialization
itself. In all, the will to educate, far from causing pessimism, provides openings, too.
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CHAPTER IV
THE BOOK FAIR
A. “If We Can Make Protests, We Can Make Pedagogical Projects”
In this chapter I feature the work of Oaxacan teachers who drew from experiences
of the 2006 repression and Movement to make school a more playful place. During
multiple cultural encounters in the Movement, broad sectors of urban and rural society
dialoged on the streets, in marches, in church atriums and the like. This extended
network of organizations and organizing habitus is called a “civic space” (Martínez
Vásquez, 2009, p. 344) for its complex, local and informally constituted networks that
assembled activists, intellectuals and artists from across the state and nation in a matter of
days.
As the 2006 mobilization waned in late November, teachers resumed classes.
Osvaldo had participated in numerous Movement activities including the dialog tables
around town held by the Citizens Dialog Initiative for Peace, Democracy and Justice, one
of the many sites of the civic space. As he returned from the urban mobilization to his
rural community in San Fermín, he found himself at a pedagogical crossroads on how to
teach in the wake of the repression and mobilization. 76 Inspired by his Movement
conversations with colleagues he reread his critical theory from course packets from his
master’s degree in sociolinguistics and ended up reflecting on the call of Giroux (1988)
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Martínez Vásquez (2007) described the Citizens Dialog Initiative for Peace, Democracy and Justice as a
“dialog space” (p 133). This included discussions on education that “proposed to promote an agreement
between the government, teachers and citizenry to achieve high quality intercultural education to which the
necessary funds would be directed” (p. 134). Osvaldo participated in Table Three of the dialogs, called
“Toward New Education in Oaxaca.”
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for teachers to work as “transformative intellectuals.” For Osvaldo, a transformative
intellectual becomes one who is intent on “making the political more pedagogical and the
pedagogical more political.” This is a suitable point of departure for tracing school-based
critical pedagogies with Osvaldo as guide.
Osvaldo took up his political and pedagogical project with his colleagues in San
Fermín by focusing on a school-based reading project. 77 For these teachers, despite
newfound intentions, returning to San Fermín Elementary proved problematic. Parents,
irate over the months of idle students, had padlocked the school gate to keep teachers out.
When the teachers tried to enter the school, they faced the organized fury of the parents’
committee and individual mothers and fathers who wanted all the teachers replaced with
others who would not abandon classes for protest activities. Reminiscent of the
roadblocks and bloqueos discussed in Chapters One and Two, the parents bodily
obstructed the teachers’ entry. To break the impasse, one mother eventually said “let
them pass, and let’s hear what they have to say.” With this Osvaldo and his colleagues
explained how the Movement waged in Oaxaca City also stood to promote better
educational conditions in San Fermín. But now they would focus on the school-based
part of their teaching. “Okay” responded the parents, still angry; “But for you to return,
you must give our children a quality education.” Quality education, as we have seen, is an
77

The embrace of outsiders in San Fermín in surrounding villages is not universal throughout Oaxaca. This
area, right outside the seat of state power, is water rich, setting it apart from many rural places that can only
count on accessible water during the late summer early fall, the rainy season. Second, according to Stephen
(2002) villages around San Fermín have a history of positive collaboration with outsiders (including
anthropologists and NGO workers) and state agents (including teachers) while maintaining historical
battles over land with adjacent villages. In the early part of the twentieth century, San Fermín clashed with
an abutting town over land. In my time there, I found San Fermín welcoming; with Osvaldo’s invitation, I
entered people’s homes and met parents, elementary students and other teachers. I was even asked to serve
as basketball coach and referee. In contrast, in one village in the Mixtec region that I visited with Wendi,
when I ventured out alone to view the town, the elementary school principal sent a student to alert the town
authorities that I was there on school business. Wendi said that a curious outsider in that area of Oaxaca
could run into problems with the villagers.
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ambiguous term most commonly wielded by neoliberal attempts to promote education for
labor force development. Here, the parents show they wanted schooling for their children
as a daily commitment offered from teacher to student in an open and running school. In
response to this, by operating under the “quality education” rubric, the San Fermín
faculty could render their work in terms understandable by parents and state officials
alike and garner funds, in-kind gifts and respect that allowed them to engage in the
reading project on their terms. Such quality education would, however, confound the
notions such education in progressive circles on the left and rightwing.
Back in their post-Movement routine, Osvaldo and his colleagues at San Fermín
debated how to implement the quality education the parents demanded. Osvaldo
responded to this challenge through an action research project on how people gather and
organize in the village during the harvest, feast days and in quotidian family life. In the
end, the San Fermín teachers, led by Osvaldo’s research findings, decided to use play and
the sound of the human voice to promote reading, a skill they felt served as the basis of
all other subject matter learning. But with the Movement still fresh in their minds, that is,
the repression and the social networks of the civic space, they believed that a school
reading project needed to involve a rethinking of the social dynamics of the school itself.
So they set off on making reading project practices and events that would transcend the
simple decoding of texts and involve a shift in how the school managed time and space.
In this chapter I describe how this time and space aspect of the reading project operated
through the final day of the 2010 annual San Fermín Book Fair that brought together
several communities and agencies through cultural and intellectual workshops, games,
dances and song. But first, I situate the reading project as an emergent literacy practice.
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B. The Book Project as Emergent Literacy
Literacy and social movements enjoy common ground in terms of how they
engage in cultural projects. The two sets of social practices may involve targeted
concerns; though in recent decades, literature in both New Literacy studies as well as
New Social Movements have described these in terms of meaning-making over material
acquisition. One way to appreciate the literacy of social movements and the social
movement of literacy is through “emergent literacy” (Botelho & Rudman, 2009). The
dialogs and cultural practices that characterized the 2006 Movement, as well as the San
Fermín Elementary book project, as explored below, are examples of emergent literacy
characterized by “a shared set of social practices that vary among members” (p. 58). So
participants work alongside their peers, each with a different cultural and political aim.
In this way, literacy and social movement practices overlap well. As Maeckelbergh
(2009) noticed that in the anti-summit rallies political projects circulated “through
simultaneous but separate activity, rather than direct support or solidarity” (p. 174).
Lacking a unitary project at any given moment, the outcomes of social movements are
rarely met or missed in preordained ways.
Similar to recent research on social movements, valorizing how emergent
literacies work has been well-established in current literacy studies, where attention has
strayed away from mechanical acquisition in favor of the myriad forms of social life that
undergird literacy. Researchers have focused on the ways that communities of practice
(Lave & Wenger, 1991) and affinity spaces (Gee, 2004) come to life. Communities of
practice involve “a process of enculturation where learners are not formally instructed but
learn through being part of a group where learning is managed through participation in
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social formations and practices” (Davies, 2006, p. 61). Similarly, affinity spaces work
when “individuals take on different roles within different groups according to their
relative expertise and experience within the collective” (p. 61). Communities of practice
and affinity spaces suggest that meaning-making and the establishment of horizontal
relationships are central to new views on literacy. As we will see in the following pages,
teachers heed the call of parents for “quality education” by stepping beyond the
functionalist mandates of outcomes-based learning to include diverse social actions into
the learning activities and to reshape the formal order of schooling. In all, from social
movements on the streets of urban Oaxaca to the rural classroom, Osvaldo turned a
protest moment into a pedagogical one and extended emergent literacy from the streets to
the classrooms. The core event of this process is the annual San Fermín Book Fair in
which teachers and others worked to promote community relations and interest in
reading.
C. The Book Fair: Animación a la Lectura
1. Osvaldo
June, 2010, Santa María el Tule, Oaxaca. El Tule is village outside of Oaxaca
City popular for local tourists to get out of the city and have a bite of country-style food.
There, there is also one of the signatures of Oaxaca: the Tule Tree, a striking sabino
venerated as a “multi-millenarian” tree. This giant makes appearances on many a coffee
table book with its trunk so thick that scores of people holding hands can hardly embrace
it fully. Much younger sabinos are common down that stretch of the valley that also
boasts many noted archeological ruins of Mixtec and Zapotec origin as well and artisan
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villages known for wool carpet weavings. Beside the sabinos in some of the nearby
villages there are mogotes, little mounds of turf revered by people as historically
significant but which have as of yet avoided targeted archeological exploration. This is
the landscape by El Tule where I met Osvaldo one day at a rustic eatery. Osvaldo, a
veteran bilingual elementary educator and his table-mates at the same restaurant invited
me to attend the annual San Fermín Book Fair. And thus, I began my fieldwork in San
Fermín.
For Osvaldo, fomenting reading became urgent after the 2006 Movement, but
implementing it came at a price. He described those 2006 ruminations at the plantón:
In 2006 we had a tough political conflict….[This Book Fair], as a teacher-driven
proposal, came to light precisely as this conflict passed….This is to say, if we
make, if we can make protests, we can also make pedagogical proposals. So then
in the two years of research, we got anthropological references [from an
ethnographic project on community practices]; we tasked ourselves to observe the
lifestyle of the people.
Inspired and disturbed by the events of the Movement of 2006, Osvaldo organized the
first Book Fair in San Fermín. Among teachers, especially those active in the union, he
observed, a lot of “critical and emancipatory discourses” rarely got cemented into action;
“What I have personally seen, the projects are not grounded.” Standing apart from the
mainstream Marxist-Leninism of the Sección 22, a teacher making independent
pedagogical proposals runs a risk, for as Osvaldo said, “later the people in the union will
peg such a teacher, mark them with an X [for doing] things that don’t go with what they
stand for. And they start to put up obstacles, even try to ruin the project.” In the face of
this union antagonism, Osvaldo coordinated the San Fermín Book Fair as “autogestivo,”
an “independent stance.” Independent, that is of the union, the state and federal
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government, but also dependent on those same nodes. Multiple factors such as support
from an in service teachers’ center and the IEEPO supervisor linked the Book Fair to
instruments of the state and the Sección 22. The Book Fair involved help from anyone
who would offer it, yet the teachers would reject direct pedagogical mandates from the
donors. For this, it offers a pedagogy I choose to attend to here. The Fair suggests how
an autogestivo pedagogy becomes a critical response to the ways dispositions of
efficiency and emancipation are conducted.
3.

The Puppet Show

The third day of the San Fermín Book Fair, the day after I met Osvaldo and the
others at el Tule, fomenting interest in the spoken word stood as one of the major themes.
Osvaldo noted that printed books are scarce in San Fermín, but parents and community
leaders, according to his research, engage in many cultural doings that mirrored the
process of understanding the written and lived word. The garlic and chile de árbol
harvest are chief practices of multigenerational meeting. And the ways that goods are
transported to market in carts and taxis foment networks within the community that
extend out to the larger society in the Central Valleys region and Oaxaca City. Families,
however, have often been kept apart from the formal, learning-centered school practices,
despite the “house of the pueblo” pedigree of the rural school. Though older residents are
often bilingual in Zapotec and Spanish, the school is a Spanish-only zone. One former
student who works now selling food at lunch inside the school gate reported to me that
many decades ago as a student there, her Oaxaca City-based teachers used to beat
students who spoke Zapotec, a memory she retold with bitterness. To this day, a
perceived rift lies between the community, families and the school. According to the
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faculty, one purpose of the Book Fair was to incorporate communal ways of being
together into literacy practices and to open the doors of official learning in school to
families in San Fermín and beyond.
The third day of the Fair began with a “teaching concert.” Clad in elegant white
shirts, a group of troubadours sang and played songs from different regions of Oaxaca,
after each number switching out their instruments while explaining the instrument
choices to the audience. To the right of the ensemble, a puppet stage draped in black
cloth was set tall enough so that a standing puppeteer could raise cloth dolls above her
head and incite laughter and choral responses of the elementary students in the audience.
Waxy green fichus trees appeared through the opening of the puppet stage and beside
those trees, the brick sided, detached buildings of the classrooms. About 200 people in
all sat on folding chairs on red tiles one of the ball courts of the elementary school, an
area that would be exposed to the burning sun had this been an ordinary school day and
had the parents’ committee, who once clamored for quality education, never tied up a
makeshift theater of vinyl tarps to tree limbs and classroom buildings. Before the puppet
stage, crayon-drawn book covers were taped and glued to the insides of straw baskets.
One cover read: “I’m enchanted by reading.”
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Figure 11: Reading transforms the world. Book cover on paper, placed on basket used
for dancing and tossing candies during the calenda processions.
Another cover complete with snail and scorpion drawings read “Invertebrate Animals”
and another said “The Little Black Sheep.” Drawings of famous Disney and Simpsons
characters as well as others stood out.

Figure 12: the book cart at San Fermín. From Osvaldo’s ethnography of harvest
practices, this donkey-drawn cart visits the town and distributes books for lending. The
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image is of Woody Woodpecker. The words read: “Everyday life is the best reading. A
book is someone who recounts something to you”
During the teaching concert I examined the audience of the theater beneath tarps:
elementary school students remained seated, some in yellow school uniforms, others in
red and white physical education tops and bottoms. Mixed in with students, parents held
the hands of preschool children. Beside the stage, just outside of the student rows still
under the tarp, I sat with other adults. María Antonia, the professional storyteller brought
from Mexico City who I had met with Osvaldo in the café the day before sat beside me.
Later, Theresa, the zone supervisor would sit with us in the line of chairs of adults.
As the concert progressed, puppets narrated the musical, gastronomic and textile
history of the ethnic regions of Oaxaca. To the left of the puppet stage, and in dialog
with the puppets, taciturn-faced musicians played songs of yearning and love like la
Canción de la Mixteca which laments: “how far am I from the land that I love.” And
later a courtship dance of el palomo y la plaoma, the male and female dove. Between
songs the puppets introduced the audience to indigenous words from diverse languages
and traditional clothing. We heard music and learned about clothing from the Cuenca
and la Cañada, far away from San Fermín. One puppet, the MC, asked another visiting
from far away about missing home, inquiring about the agricultural products found the
puppet’s distant region. We are in San Fermín del Valle, in Oaxaca’s Central Valleys, a
farming town that produces abundant produce, yet almost all families have loved ones in
the United States working. But in San Fermín people often come back to live after being
away, oftentimes building larger, two story houses that according to Osvaldo represent
earnings from the States and oftentimes the continued absence of the ones working there.
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The puppet MC, in greeting the visitor and asking about feelings of homeland, talked
about longing and separation.
3. Oracy
Music, based on Osvaldo’s research, became important because of the sonorous
capacity of the human voice. The voice, he believed, served as the primary storytelling
articulation device, and as such, proved significant for fomenting interest in reading. The
aspects of the Book Fair in this subsection focus on oral literacy, including, in the next
paragraph, the narration of fables and personal memories. Critical pedagogical
approaches underwritten by the classical approaches attributed to Paulo Freire have
according to Bowers (2005) overly valorized modern, progressive forms of learning at
the expense of oracy, which Freire called “‘regressive literacy’” (p. 3). In the spirit of
this critique, Osvaldo’s work on the human voice fills a neglected gap in critical
pedagogy, especially in communities stepped in a rich verbal tradition.
After the puppet show and musical performance, cuentacuentos (storyteller)
María Antonia got up from her seat beside me, went to the stage, and in her upper
middle-class Mexico City accent told a fable of an ant. She spoke with gestures, voices
and through the kind of silliness that adults can get away with best when addressing
children. The younger voices in the audience roared in unison and then paid silent
attention to the details of the narrated adventures. María Antonia told general stories,
neither ostensibly indigenous nor locally renowned. I observed the students appeared
more focused on these stories than any other component of the day’s events. Later she
was seated again beside me when students approached asking for an autograph on the
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verso page of a paperback book. The same students would come back throughout the
day, so that the storyteller progressively addressed them more by their names.
By afternoon, the group of students, parents and teachers under the tarp broke
down into subsections to attend workshops throughout the school grounds. I stayed in
the same shady spot where women came into center stage while the students petered out
into the classrooms for painting and dawning. To start the workshop, I sat outside the
circle; Osvaldo and María Antonia called people into a tighter loop which few ventured
into. The two facilitators insisted and gradually the mothers and grandmothers entered
the circle, the latter often stepping in as “parent” for children whose mother or father may
have left San Fermín for work in the United States. The circle of chairs became one of
women. All of them knew Osvaldo, as he had been teaching at the school for a decade;
they seemed to offer deferential silence toward María Antonia who they had met only
during the Book Fair. María Antonia, a fair skinned, metropolitan, outsider like me, cofacilitated the indigenous and campesina mother and grandmother workshop on how to
use the spoken word to foment interest in reading.
To set the pace of this workshop on the spoken word, Osvaldo and María Antonia
each related a snapshot of an experience they had had with a parent. First, Osvaldo
narrated a reminiscence of his father on a bicycle who, with a young Osvaldo at his
knees, brought produce to market. Despite a darkening sky of an approaching rainstorm,
Osvaldo told us he felt total safety in the embrace of his father that day. Osvaldo later
asked the audience clarification questions on what color the bicycle was in our minds
eye. He suggested that these stories are still happening and the listener becomes part of
their structure. After the bicycle in the storm narrative, María Antonia in turn recounted
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a memory of fresh milk drawn on a farm in the State of Tamaulipas, all of which was her
mother’s memory María Antonia herself inherited through stories heard as a child. She
said that the narrators possess no final rights to the stories; listeners can take them on, for
stories are collective endeavors in which we all have abundant experience.
Following these two memories, Osvaldo segued to popular songs and lullabies.
The lullabies involved all of the mothers and grandmothers standing up, acting out
gestures like the caressing of a baby. Lullaby, arruyo in Spanish, also means to caress or
lull. Osvaldo asked for a volunteer to grab hold of an imaginary baby. At this point, the
seemingly reserved and self-conscious mothers and grandmothers slowly became more
expressive. Osvaldo then asked the women to adapt verses to the popular lullabies.
Everyone knew some variation of the base stanzas, and different women led the others
with their renditions. Slapping hands together to flatten an imaginary tortilla while
chanting, Osvaldo and the women began to improvise a chain of verses which came out
as a collectively told story through the lullaby. The base verse went: “Tortillitas de maíz
/ Para la mamá que está feliz,” or Tortillas made of corn / For the mom who’s happy.
The following variation caused effusive laughter and chanting: “Tortillitas de cebada /
Para el papá que no hace nada,” or Tortillas made of barley /For the dad who does
nothing.
This barley tortilla verse touched off such a ruckus that the pace of the workshop
slowed down. Why such laughter? Maybe the mamá could get lost in lyrical appraisal of
family life, passing from mother to child. Weeks later I got to speaking with Osvaldo on
why lullabies mattered to his work with the mothers and grandmothers. He reported that
the importance of the lullaby workshop was to attach fun, interaction and melody to the
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parent-to-child practice of family histories and show the women that they were
storytellers already. With their children they spend hours singing such
“intercontextually” (Bloome et al., 2005) rich stories, situations that allude to and depend
on the understanding embedded in prior ones. As the women sing these lullabies, their
children hear a whole range of accounts and descriptions of family lore. Making barley
tortillas for the papá who does nothing at home, she invents makes verses with her silent
conversationalists in the small children and the unborn in the womb. As such, lullabies
and their amended stanzas index a complex story, as textually varied as “literature” in a
book, Osvaldo explained. Linking commonplace and home-based texts such as lullabies
beneath the tarpaulin in school-based book event expands the range of what gets
constituted as literacy and, in turn, quality education. As such, the Book Fair functions as
example of emergent literacies.
The lullabies may be verbal and home-based, but their introduction in the Book
Fair comes from pedagogies Osvaldo developed as part of his research project on
fomenting reading in school that incorporates the human body. First, the presence of
María Antonia becomes important. Osvaldo brought her to town with government and
corporate foundation funding. She came from outside village life in Oaxaca, and when
she performed the fables, she displayed a public lack of self-consciousness. 78 Second,
Osvaldo’s pedagogy of lullabies came from a language and reading stimulation workshop
held at the State Library of Hidalgo. Osvaldo followed the inspiration he drew from
Sierra Morales (2009) a reading stimulation workshop organizer who described that to
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Two San Fermín mothers voiced their support for the reading project because they noticed an
improvement in their children’s self-confidence at public speaking.
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kindle reader-interest the storyteller needs to go beyond linguistic decoding and
incorporate rhythm:
[R]eading is more than deciphering signs. It is identifying images and
deciphering what they say. It is transmitting the emotions of the narrators with
voice and gesticulation. It is learning that voices have rhythm, and that the
rhythm is carried in all my body. Reading is perceiving the voice’s melody via
songs, poetry, rimes, embodied games, onomatopoeic words, lullabies. Reading
is carrying rhythm with different instruments and keeping a conversation with a
baby. (para. 3)
Sierra Morales’s promotion of reading in babies and small children by sound, fun and the
stories of daily life had impressed Osvaldo enough for him to interpret the ideas into the
embodied mother and grandmother workshop at the Book Fair.
When the barley tortilla and personal story workshop with María Antonia and
Osvaldo concluded the mothers and grandmothers working on lullabies were joined by
the students who posted artwork on a wall by the basketball court. Osvaldo called up
representatives from each workshop to debrief their experience to the newly gathered
group. A woman from the lullaby session, a blond haired grandmother from the city of
Guadalajara, a 15-hour drive to the northwest, approached the stage and reported in. She
began by saying that she and her husband had been touring Oaxaca when they met
someone from San Fermín who invited them to the Book Fair and how this little festival
had become the highlight of their trip. Her attendance had meant a lot to her, for now she
said she would consider singing and narrating to her grandchildren as she had
experienced in the workshop.
As much as the teaching concert and puppet show fomented cultural lessons on
indigenous traditions, artifacts and fruits, the lullaby workshop drew from a more
universal pedagogy of (grand)mother to child. The voice, the universal instrument of all
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humans, carried meaning and history to the born and the still in the womb. The agent of
this form of literacy is the mother or grandmother, the one who is often cast off as
unschooled. In all, for Osvaldo, the earliest voices of one’s life, the sound of our first
caregivers, carried the core elements of storytelling.
4. The Color of the Earth
The Book Fair was about to close when a student stepped on stage, grabbed the
microphone and called his peers over to the basketball court beside the artwork students
had posted. A dozen or so students assembled in planned rows and performed a
choreographed poem called “los del Color de la Tierra,” a reference to the brown skin
color of many Oaxacans, especially those in rural villages. With none of the teachers to
direct them, the students began to chant and dance on their pride for having skin the color
of the earth, as well as having languages, clothing and traditions that predate the conquest
of the Americas.
These recited elements of the vitality of being an indigenous Oaxacan became a
statement of non-assimilation. We are the color of the earth, not like anybody but the
ones linked to this land and these traditions, the first ones of Mexico. At first glance, this
performance seemed to serve as a tool of the will to educate in the new policies of
inclusion introduced above. But as I inquired, it became clear that the earth colored skin
tones meant something more. Osvaldo said the color of the earth poem came from
Subcomandante Marcos, the leader of the Zapatista uprising in the neighboring state of
Chiapas. 79 One San Fermín teacher had put the words to a poem and dance number, and
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Zapatismo has drawn from and been rendered into many contexts beyond the highlands of eastern
Chiapas. Works on the translocal, transnational and translational political projects of the Zapatistas in
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this became the basis of the performance. This “intertextual” (Bloome & Bailey, 1992)
reference to Marcos’s writings, speeches and marches located the people the color of the
earth not as original Oaxacans with a first claim to the land but instead as all people
disenfranchised by the austerity and arrogance of a state in service of the free market and
economic integration.
It is important to explore the mobilizational significance of the figure of
Subcomandante Marcos. His words and activism include the March, 2001 rally on
Mexico City called “those who are the color of the earth,” the culmination of the trek
from Chiapas, through Oaxaca, to the zócalo of Mexico City that Marcos undertook
seven years after the 1994 uprising in Chiapas. In this rally he gave a speech where he
laid out some political concerns facing Mexico:
We are not the passing fashion that, made into a ballad, is filled in the calendar of
defeats that this country flaunts with such nostalgia. We will not be. We are not
the cunning calculation that falsifies the word and conceals a new fakery within in
it. We are not the simulated peace longing for eternal war….We are and we shall
be, one more in the March. Of indigenous Dignity (sic). The color of the earth.
That which unveils and reveals the many Mexicos that hide and suffer under
Mexico. We are not their spokesperson. (Marcos, Pena-Vargas, & Ruggiero,
emphasis added, 2007, p. 124)
He refers here to the empty gesture of the celebration of heroes and how he is not fond of
war. Marcos is but one in the march of indigenous dignity. This shows one story of
Mexico, not the story.
Then the speech makes a direct appeal to the president Vicente Fox, whose office
stood right before the zócalo where Marcos spoke. In this part he describes the memory

Chiapas and beyond are too numerous to list. For the use of memory work, see Jansen (2007) and
transnational activism, Barmeyer (2009). For the ways Zapatismo has influenced Oaxacan movements, see
Stephen (2002) and for urban Mexican and US translations of the movement, see Dellacioppa (2009).
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work needed for his activism. He also suggests that the problems keep changing rather
than remaining timelessly locked into the hillsides:
Up there they say that you will leave us alone. That we shall return to the land in
which we are alone and empty. Up there they say that forgetting is defeat, and
they want to wait for you to forget and to fail and to be defeated. They know up
there, but they do not want to say it: There will be no more forgetting, and defeat
shall not be the crown for the color of the earth. But they do not want to say so,
because saying it is recognizing it, and recognizing it is seeing that everything has
changed and continues to change. This movement is yours, and because it is
yours, it is ours. Now, and it is what they fear, there is no longer the “you” and
the “we,” because now we are all the color of the earth. It is the hour for Fox and
the one he serves to listen and listen to us. It is the hour for Fox and the one who
commands to see us. (emphasis in original, p. 124)
This speech locates being the color of the earth as contemporary rather than primordial,
Mexican rather than Chiapan. All who are forgotten or ignored are the color of the earth,
but there is to be no more “forgetting” and “defeat.” There is a collective that has
emerged because of the distance and conceit that “they” feel toward the ones of the color
of the earth.
Seen together, the ELZN march and the student performance of the color of the
earth recall relationships involved in the struggle. The elite are blind and the rank-andfile march and makes speeches. Osvaldo’s students’ performance caries the force of
Marcos’s words and actions on the zócalo before the presidential palace. It is a power
from below that does not belong exclusively in the village or within practices of timeless
folklore. When I asked the San Fermín school director why he and a teacher chose this
poem to close the Book Fair he said that it represented and expression of “identity.” This
expression of identity differs from a separatist primordial one set in stone and relegated to
essential traits for it takes up more of a discursive position liked to Oaxaca and San
Fermín but also Mexico City and contemporary life of many other Mexicans.
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5. Dancing, the Mamás and the Scripted Word
After the color of the earth performance, a brass band began to play under the
back side of the tarp which was fluttering in the wind almost as if it was going to rain.
Children got up from their folding chairs and assembled for a calenda dance number.
Girls in folkloric dress with baskets on their heads assembled in a line and danced the
Jarabe del Valle, a local brass band calenda song associated with the Guelaguetza festival
in Oaxaca City and saints days’ processions in San Fermín. Boys took up the monos, the
papier-mâché effigies described in Chapter Three, and in the middle of the dance number,
skipped down the lines between the dancers. The female mono donned a pearl necklace
and baby blue daisy-patterned dress with a hemline down to the ground, so nobody could
see who carried her. The boys also ran with the marmota, a balloon-looking sphere on a
broomstick with the school name scribed on a colorful wax paper sash across the canvass
side.
The girls remained dancing in two lines, one facing the other, keeping with the
groove of Jarabe del Valle. Some of them sported red ribbons intermeshed into their
braded black hair. Most of wore white huipiles, indigenous blouses, with embroidered
flowers and stems below the neck line. The girls stood on either side of the mono,
hurling their flower–topped baskets on their heads. These were the same baskets as those
on stage earlier with cardboard slabs donning the names of books. Inside of the baskets
candy was stored which later during the dance the girls tossed out like a burst piñata.
Adults lingered around but not supervising the dancers and mono and marmot bearers.
One of the girls came to me and pulled me into the dance, right where her classmates had
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performed the color of the earth poem. I found myself in the procession line, performing
the calenda with the students.
With Osvaldo filming, we kept on with the Jarabe del Valle, taking steps that I
had to fake, but all the students knew. María Antonia ended up beside me; she picked it
up the beat. At certain times the dancers facing the opposite line turned around. At other
times they stepped toward the other line as if meeting a dance partner. They passed and
just switched places. Suddenly, someone handed me the marmota. Taking the
broomstick, I carried it and looked toward Osvaldo who was nodding with
encouragement. I traipsed down the opening between the dancers, spinning the big
canvass ball. Then the candy came out. Everyone, adult and child alike, fought for the
free treats on the ground. When I did not get any, one of the basket-toting girls turned to
toss me an easy-to-catch handful.
Later, Osvaldo called all participants to the basketball court to dance. People
were beginning to shuffle out, especially some of the boys who later would be playing
soccer on part of the central court. The band kept playing and we had better take
advantage of them while they are here, Osvaldo said. The dance steps began to change
from a calenda to waltz for partnered dancing. I had retired from the dance floor after the
calenda part when one of the mothers from the parents’ committee approached and asked
me to dance. I saw María Antonia; one of the men in the town had taken her out on the
floor to dance, too.
About an hour later, when María Antonia, Osvaldo and I were about to leave for
Oaxaca City, the dancing had ended and one last writing exercise took place. As the
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walls in the school are used graffiti writing, Osvaldo asked all of us paint on a white wall
section a few words on what reading meant to us. Beside paint canisters laid out on the
cement ground I found myself holding a paintbrush with a dozen other adults, painting on
the wall across the smaller patio from the book cart and opposite a wall that had student
essays and drawings posted in public view. Bit-by-bit, Book Fair participants, students
included, wrote graffiti on the wall. Graffiti has been a common practice in Oaxacan
social movements, especially since the 2006 Movement, and it has long served the
teachers as a way to spread their written consignas on roadside rocks or city walls
(Nevaer & Sendyk, 2009). This social movement and teachers’ union practice of graffiti
writing was now deployed inside the walls of the state funded and operated elementary
school. The Book Fair ended with the graffiti event. Then Osvaldo spoke to all the
community and indicated that the next day, a Wednesday, was a day off so that the
teachers could put the school back in order, and then the following day, the teachers
would be serving at the Oaxaca City plantón, so there would be no school on Thursday
either.
D. Discussion
This chapter describes a day of the Book Fair the rural San Fermín elementary
School which forms part of a school project to foment reading. It comes out of a
collaborative effort among the teachers who had spent months in mobilization in Oaxaca
City in 2006 and were allowed to return to class by angry parents only by promising
“quality” education. After observing community practices based on the harvest, family
conversations and popular festivities, Osvaldo and his colleagues designed embodied
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practices to foment student, community and family interest and to thus locate quality
education as one that disrupts standardized views of acquisition of knowledge.
Two themes of the Book Fair emerge: First, the use of intercontextual spoken
word references to family life and the speeches and rallies of ELZN leader
Subcomandante Marcos and second the ways that diverse groups and actors, from the
zone supervisors, corporate foundation coordinators and teachers active in Sección 22
itself convened in the funding, planning and carrying out of the event.
First, intercontextuality becomes important for the carrying off the Book Fair.
The sonorous spoken word comes up in the didactic concert, where known folkloric
music and dance intermingle with puppet and student conversations to promote a broader
appreciation of reading and local traditions. The State of Oaxaca serves as the domain;
well-known songs, agricultural products and textiles become identified as positive and
lively rather than given as part of the timeless past. For Osvaldo, the songs matter
because of their sound as much as their content; for example, the improvised verses of
lullabies serve as the basis of helping mothers and grandmothers relate daily rituals with
the verbal art of storytelling and the “literature” found in the books students bring home
from the library. The lullaby is itself a complex story that never ends, as the women (and
a few of us men) observed in the satirical and humorous renditions to depict family life of
lazy fathers and happy mothers. To Osvaldo, the sound of the mothers’ voice takes on
significance, as even unborn children will have experienced many hours of narration
before they view the printed word. By then, they will have internalized the sense of how
a spoken story is composed. This scaffolds the ways that written stories are structured,
too. It also makes bringing mothers and parents to school a way for students to relate to
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their home experiences with school stories. This script differs from the presentation of
Oaxacans as leaders in educational rezago and quality education as an emergency
measure to raise test scores and hold teachers accountable.
In addition, intercontextuality is featured in this chapter through the color of the
earth reference to an ELZN march a decade earlier that passed through Oaxaca to the
Mexico City zócalo and a speech by Subcomandante Marcos. Each year, the Book Fair
had closed with a student-led fun show, and this year, according to the school director,
they opted for this performance for the “identity question,” though without disconnecting
identity from the lived hybrid world. The elements of the sonorous voice and the poem
are both intertextual and intercontextual. The stories and events that come to the lips of
the speakers and singers inter(con)textually tap into other stories, events words and
sounds that participants experienced elsewhere. They are also intercontextual because
they are fun, and the social world of play is drawn into the formal world of school
through the Book Fair. Reading and the kind of quality education that Osvaldo and his
colleagues had promised are playful and disruptive rather than progressive and
acquisitive.
The second theme that comes up in the Book Fair is how Osvaldo viewed the
event as part of his school-based pedagogy of autogestion. The community,
municipality, chili growers’ cooperative and a Catholic churches collaborated with
parents, teachers and the school zone supervisor to make this happen. Funding and
support on how to carry off workshop came from a corporate foundation, the IEEPO in
service trainers and scores of members of the Sección 22. Osvaldo has suggested he
would accept funding and support from anyone from any ideological perspective
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provided that he and his colleagues set the agenda. In a previous year, for example, the
Book Fair received a donation from an immigrant-based NGO from California and a
network of teachers in a school district outside of Atlanta, Georgia who had held a
fundraiser potluck for the San Fermín Fair. Yet this autogestive event came at a price, as
school projects are so charged with personal and ideological dominions; Osvaldo himself
experienced envy and scorn for a project that garnered regional attention. But this
autogestive flexibility also enabled the school to be less governed in its attempt for a
more social, verbal and playful articulation of quality education.
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CHAPTER V
CRITICAL INCLUSION
A. Andrea
In the “toward a new education” work tables in the 2006 Citizens’ Initiative
Dialog for Peace, Democracy and Justice in Oaxaca, Osvaldo developed his approach for
the reading project and the Book Fair described in Chapter Four. As open encuentros of
diverse actors rather than closed strategy sessions, these dialogic meetings put strangers
together. One of the people Osvaldo met then was Andrea, who like Osvaldo came up
with her own view on how to reposition herself as a teacher after months of living in a
resistance movement away from her school. During these encuentros, she devised plan
for critically including her students with handicaps. In this chapter on post Movement
school-based pedagogies I start with Andrea.
Andrea, a late-career teacher with a recently earned doctorate in education
described in great detail the period between the Movement and the return to classes in
November 2006. During the most violent part of the Movement, she recalled how she
felt touched by the generosity of strangers and how people rallied around others whose
family members had been arrested and sent to jail out of state. It was clear how
important social inclusion meant in terms of maintaining human dignity as well as
survival in the face of intensified efforts to criminalize public manifestations. In late fall,
when the repression ebbed she found herself shaken by the potential for grave bodily
harm. By November 2006, she told of a moment on a street in Oaxaca City when an
older woman wearing the apron of a street food vendor approached. The woman, who
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may have never participated in an act of civil disobedience or hold any affiliation in the
formal organizations of the civic space, stepped toward Andrea, pulled out from inside
her apron a set of prayer cards and said “I bought these for you and the other teachers;
take them to keep safe.” Andrea’s eyes welled up, five years later, at the telling of the
event of this person’s kindness in the face of pending violence. Collectively standing
together through fear characterized the Movement; human kindness among many other
cultural and embodied encounters became one of the ways that the teachers endured. The
prayer cards and the act of recognition with a stranger touched Andrea as the streets
became more dangerous and the open air assemblies less frequent.
The streets for her were no longer trustworthy democratic spaces, so the school
needed take on a greater role in fomenting democracy. After the violence of 2006,
Andrea decided to promote the full school inclusion of her students with handicaps, the
ones facing the greatest exclusionary measures. As the streets had become less safe for
social gathering the school stood out as more important. For her, if students missed out
on the socialization and the knowledge developed among others, they would never hone
their social skills needed in harder times. As Osvaldo reread his critical pedagogy,
Andrea ended up rereading critical theory for individuals with handicaps and interpreting
the social construction of (dis)ability. From this, she reaffirmed her commitment toward
social inclusion. Visually impaired students, she noted, especially would need as much
social interaction as possible to overcome the lack of social input through sight. But
there remains a tendency, she pointed out, even among the more verbally radical
educators, to leave students with disabilities to their own devices. This is where Andrea
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would intercede and make the school more of what she considered a “democratic”
education place.
Through two stories, Andrea exemplified what critical inclusion and democratic
education meant for her after the Movement. First, she felt the need to advocate for
students and families at the policy level. On one occasion she accompanied a student and
a parent up to a meeting in Mexico City. When walking on the sidewalk of the capital
city, the parent began to complain about a gay couple’s publicly holding hands and
obstructing the sidewalk with flaunted sexuality. Andrea turned to the parent in a
scolding tone to suggest that coming up to Mexico City to fight against ableism in
schools is mitigated by favoring the exclusion of others seeking a different kind of
inclusion or autonomy. In other words, policy advocacy on a trip the capital meant little
if the advocates themselves did not make a personal attempt to revalorize
inclusion/exclusion among all groups. The parent did not make the immediate
connection, but for Andrea after 2006, working toward inclusion involved a worldview
shift.
Andrea’s second story of school inclusion for students with handicaps features her
intervening on behalf of one student between the cracks of school and family. One of her
students had multiple handicaps and remained marginalized in school. After 2006, she
pushed for a meeting at the child’s house where teachers, neighbors and members of the
extended family conversed with the student about what would boost his quality of life
and help him in school. The meeting involved a series of group fun activities including
tracing the student’s body on construction paper and setting out tablecloths on card tables
in the patio, which to the student signaled “party,” a place to be himself. In this festive
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and strategic gathering, different people spoke up about what they could do to advocate
for the young person. Andrea herself expressed surprise at the sophistication of the
comments in this social network of people who, even by rural Oaxacan standards, was of
low socioeconomic status. The people in the student’s life knew his habits, needs and
aptitudes well. Though such a meeting tapped into a stream of active relationships, she
indicated that it took great organizational impetus on her part to coordinate the gathering
and thwart the tendency to cast off the student as un-teachable or better off with parents
who understand him. In all, an advocate on the school side needed to bring the complex
web of support under the rubric of the school for the student to navigate better the home
and school worlds. Andrea coordinated this tablecloth gathering as her point of
intervention in her refashioned role as teacher.
Andrea and Osvaldo, friends from the dialogs in 2006, share the value that the
school has become a singular place for projects that enable the formation of affinity
groups and communities of practice. If Andrea’s experience of bringing the dialogs from
the Movement to the school involved inclusion of students with handicaps, for Osvaldo
the question centered on how to make his elementary school a place where students and
their families would feel at home, and, as we have seen earlier, the parents and others
would assemble in school under the tarpaulin of quality education. Through the protest
activities, dialogs and performances on the streets in 2006, he worked toward rethinking
his presence as an elementary teacher. In San Fermín, the faculty opted for a reading
project that depended on a shift in school culture in order to “search for spaces” where
students, families and teachers felt comfortable around school. This project went with
self-guided reading for pleasure rather than achievement. The faculty realized that they
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needed to change the ordinary hierarchy in the school between teachers, parents and
students.
In the two sections below, with Osvaldo as my primary guide, I narrate two
stories: the practices of unlocked doors, scripted walls and bells that nobody heeds that
facilitated school-based horizontality and a holiday event to celebrate the birthday of
Oaxacan hero and liberal reformer, Benito Juárez. Like Andrea’s tablecloth gathering to
include her student where “everyone was equal” these two San Fermín stories illustrate
the ways that different actors come together under a tarpaulin in school even if they
disagree or maintain relationships of inequality.
B. Unlocked Doors, Scripted Walls and Bells Nobody Heeds
1. Unlocked Doors
When leaving San Fermín Elementary, Osvaldo checks in at the school library. It
is common to see him multi-tasking, greeting ten people per minute but following a direct
course from point A to B, even if his path is zigzagged. Even when busy, he greets
everyone from mule drivers passing on the dirt roads outside to former students stopping
by to say hi. He appears to take special care in greeting parents and children, and as a
result, people run to him to relate ordinary business like the results of a ball game. Seven
or eight years before in San Fermín a more formal division existed between teachers,
students and parents. Two interviewed parents mentioned how the teachers since 2006
have displayed a livelier presence in the broader school community, while teachers
noticed a corresponding parental engagement. The school zone supervisor concurred
with spike in parental engagement, saying that she intervened in one school in the zone
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where parents demanded a teacher’s removal, something unheard of prior to 2006. The
boost in school social commitment has offered Osvaldo and his colleagues in San Fermín
the chance to alter the school culture in favor of open doors.
Recently, room has opened up in the school. A decade ago with 12 class groups
filling the 12 classrooms, now five rooms remain group-less. With fewer bodies
occupying the school, different projects have flourished: one classroom has become a
library filled with books and operated by a self-management check out system; another
two rooms are now repurposed as the Enciclomedia computer-based research tool and the
media room respectively. Fewer groups mean fewer students in the three ball courts, the
interior courtyard esplanade and other corners on campus, including a mature ficus tree
around which students often play. But the fewer bodies have not directly corresponded to
more dynamic spatial usage; the staff at San Fermín felt that they had to find and
cultivate open spaces for dynamic activities that led to a new school culture. The library
has become one of those spaces, as evidenced one day after class when Osvaldo went to
lock it. Inside the library he saw a boy who had not finished checking out a book.
Seeing this, Osvaldo turned his back, stepped away from the library door and looked
toward the tree. Unhurried, Osvaldo stood as if waiting for someone else, not the boy
inside who had outlasted the lot of his classmates and was keeping us from departing for
Oaxaca City.
Standing there for a minute, I tapped the teacher on the shoulder and pointed to
the ficus tree with its knotted, sturdy limbs that clawed out from a stumpy trunk. Several
girls occupied the spot where the limbs branched out. Osvaldo smiled. He had
mentioned the importance of that tree in terms of searching for spaces for unsupervised
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reading. He intended to construct a tree house there to draw more students to read and
socialize outside the classroom and beyond the shadow of the teachers. With the aim of
expanding reading spaces, one day after school five San Fermín teachers had gone to the
offices of a corporate foundation in Oaxaca City to thank them for supporting a San
Fermín event. Osvaldo related that giving thanks served also to sound out funding
possibilities for the next project. In the meeting Osvaldo pitched the tree house idea to
the foundation’s program coordinator. “A tree house?” she countered, “what if the kids
fall?” Osvaldo added that the structure would be attached to the ground for safety. With
this meeting still fresh, Osvaldo and I, still waiting for the boy to pick his library book,
observed the students playing in the crook of the tree limbs. “Do you really think they
will fall if they play there already?” I asked. He shrugged his shoulders. Then the boy
exited library, book-in-hand, went on his way, and his teacher locked the library.
Osvaldo contextualized why keeping the library as authority-free as possible matters. To
him, even a teacher’s gaze would deter the student from occupying the space, for
“surveilling” the student may have taken the library as a teacher rather than student
space. “He may not come back for a book next time if I had entered the library to watch
him,” Osvaldo added.
Keeping the library and other rooms unlocked that is, accessible and primarily
unsupervised, related to the ways that students populate diverse corners around the school
and enter into any room, even the director’s office. When we discussed “unlocked doors”
as both literal and metaphoric practices, Osvaldo said that elsewhere even the teachers
have restricted access to the director’s office. At San Fermín, however, students
commonly venture into the director’s office during recess to play their own music via a
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loudspeaker facing the esplanade and ball courts. The director’s office becomes a
fundamental center of student activities at school even as the teachers remain in charge
and the director still coordinates the pulse of campus life.
This shift in terms of unlocked doors becomes perceptible in the way students
interrupt teacher business. One day during recess, when a student looking for a
basketball scurried into the teachers’ room, she realized she was interrupting the teaching
staff eating together. She entered saying “con permiso, buen provecho.” Con permiso, a
respectful phrase said when entering the personal space of another, neither asks for
permission nor issues an apology. “Buen provecho” as a courtesy phrase says, “I’m glad
you’ve got a meal; I hope it agrees with you.” These phrases indicate the student knew
she interrupted adults rather than peers, but she proceeded to enter the room till she found
the ball. The teachers took no offense to this, one or two responding to her in a polite
manner: “gracias, pásale.” The student – teacher interaction suggests that teachers in
San Fermín hold a leadership role in the school respected by the students, so the
normative pattern of schooling remains. But the student had full access to the room, got
the ball, and went about her tasks. So she was still at school, but the school had open
doors for her. Going back to Andrea’s comment on the post-Movement school needing
to take up the function of democratic education, the San Fermín open doors illustrate the
teachers’ attempt to respect the boundaries in school while making them at the same time
more flexible, that is, allowing and encouraging student-generated activities to flourish in
spaces normally closed off to the formality of school life.
2. Scripted Walls
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The second featured pedagogy to flexibilize school boundaries examines student
and teacher painted murals. One mural on a partition beside Osvaldo’s classroom once
bore the chipped paint image of soccer players with the heads of garden vegetables.
These characters formed part of Osvaldo’s book club component to the school reading
project. But with cobwebs in the corners, seams and cracks in the wall, the mural had not
been touched in a while. Several weeks later, however, a teacher took his class outside to
whitewash it and start afresh with a new mural. The teacher, new to San Fermín,
explained that he intended a science mural, and without permission from the director, he
still went ahead with the painting.
On the southern side of campus a more established mural project stood in full of
color. This one started one day when the teacher, David, and his fifth graders began
examining the surface filled with a dozen or so posters and drawings under a sign saying
“the nervous system.” This science mural would yield to David’s class’s multicolored
one made over several weeks. To start off, three girls and two boys were drawing in a
faint chalky color, without touching the posters. If not for the desks pulled from the
classroom, the students might have been engaged in recess fun rather than a teacherplanned activity. Sometime later, David stood on one of the chairs sketching an image.
Eventually, color would cover every corner of the white surface, the green frieze and the
cement posts that framed it.
For some students this mural portrayed specific experiences while for others it
stood as an activity to do just for fun. I observed several boys at the mural one day and
pointed to an image of a rabbit to ask about its origin. One boy informed that the rabbit
was Tío Conejo who David described as the character of a fable. The prior year the
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school had shut down for the Book Fair described in Chapter Four, an event complete
with storytellers, puppeteers and musicians to foment in students an interest in reading
via sound, color and performance. A story recited by Mexico City storyteller María
Antonia involved exaggerated body gestures and different voices to chronicle the
adventures of the rabbit named Tío Conejo. The students had remembered the story and
chose to recall it in one of the mural frames. Asked about the mural, one day a group of
other boys responded by pointing to the images they had drawn and to others ones that
had remained unfinished. They said that the mural served to commemorate their time at
the school and that their names were all on the backside of the mural, the partition facing
their classroom. A year later the students would graduate, and with David they would
have a ceremony by their collaborative wall art. In other conversations, the mural
seemed more like play than reverie. When I asked a student one day the topic of the
mural, she said casually, “we are just painting.” Over the weeks of the mural project,
students often met with fingers pointing across the mural surface where they studied their
collective work. Even when school-wide events took place on the ball courts students
often worked on the mural, too.
Though the images reflected different themes and intentions, the mural emerged
under the rubric of the reading project and illustrated how time and space at school have
become more negotiable. The director, parents and teachers had treasured the murals in
this. The director indicated that if the students demonstrate respect, they have full liberty
to make murals. One mother similarly related that because they make murals, the
students are less given to defacing the walls. And David held that the mural served as a
“corner of diversity” to foster in the students a “sense of belonging.” Since some
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students feel forced to attend school, he wished to enable broader school access for them.
This tapped into his larger project of making the town of San Fermín more inclusive for
them. For example, if they leave the village, as many do to migrate to the United Stated
or to northern Mexico, David wanted them to keep the door open for them to return. He
stated that “San Fermín is rich in water, unlike so many places in Oaxaca, so why not
come back here?” Instead of a random act, the murals draw from a concerted school
effort to shift school culture toward a less controlled space.
3. Bells Nobody Heeds
This third featured pedagogy, the ways that teachers and students disregard the
school bells, addresses the negotiation process of the timing of class periods. The
regulation of time has been understood as a tool for fomenting student dispositions by the
dissident teachers in Oaxaca. The 2010 proceedings from the SEDES 22 annual
conference on “alternative education” (SEDES 22, 2010) maintained the Oaxacan
teachers’ rejection of marketized educational reforms including standardized tests.
School timetables, bells and calendars attempt to foster efficient workers and thus figure
as a point of critical intervention. The San Fermín project to respect the formality of
schooling while softening the time and space of linearity embraces this by the way that
nobody immediately responds the school bells.
Even though others at San Fermín may ignore it, the “on call” teacher rings the
school bell at 8:00 to start class, 10:20 for recess, 11:00 to end recess, and 12:30 to close
the day. Though this practice remains consistent, the bell ringers often miss the correct
time and school community members maintain their prior activities when hearing the
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bell. More dynamic and personalized scheduling started as teachers in 2006 had
promised parents that they would make up the time lost in the Movement. One parent
noted that some teachers had been holding classes late in the afternoon and on weekends
four years after missing months of class in to the Movement. Some of the reading project
events such as the Book Fair take place on holidays or occupy several class days. So
while the bells keep ringing, the reading project operates on students’ own timetable.
To illustrate this creative scheduling, one day, at 8:00 while the bell rang, the
students kept playing ball and a teacher was discussing the garlic harvest with a parent.
The director exited his office where the bell is housed, and though they saw him, the
students and the teacher avoided rushing to class, and the parent did not make her way to
the door to let the business of school operate without her. By 10:33, Osvaldo’s students
worked in the library preparing a cultural performance on Benito Juárez’s birthday. The
bell never rang for recess, or it had, nobody paid attention. Eventually one student
approached Osvaldo asking to break for recess. Osvaldo let them go based on that
request; on his word the students packed up and funneled out of the library.
During the end of recess, some boys circled up by the ficus tree for spinning tops,
a popular game among male students. Osvaldo saw them and joined in. When several of
the girls saw how the boys had gotten Osvaldo involved, they laughed and suggested
going over to watch. Osvaldo seemed entertained, laughing while spinning the plastic
toy onto the San Fermín sandy cement. Soon enough the whole class congregated under
the tree. When all the students were gathered, the game lost its focus, as if the union of
bodies signaled the start of class, despite the fact they were outside under the tree and no
bell had sounded. With neither bell nor directive on Osvaldo’s part, the students entered
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the library to resume class. By 1:00, 30 minutes after the buzzer to end the day, students
were in the sixth grade classroom reviewing the housekeeping for the performance on
Benito Juárez, just nine days away. With few days remaining, the students had been
urging Osvaldo to hold class on a Saturday, but he turned them down saying that his
weekends at the time were too packed. Finally, Osvaldo let the class out at 1:10, though
as they exited and crossed the esplanade, the other sixth grade group stayed in class,
despite the passing bodies toward the door. In all, though the school bell rings, Osvaldo
with his students set the schedule. They even ask him for class on a non-school day and
sigh and whine when he cannot comply.
Ringing and ignoring the bells is a new practice in the school. Mónica, a former
San Fermín student during my research doing her university social service in the school
library, related that the bell ignoring ethos is a recent alteration. In her time a decade ago,
everyone heeded the bells. That is, at 12:30 students and teachers vacated the premises.
Osvaldo mentioned that the concerted effort to de-emphasize the bells started about five
years prior, at the start of the reading project. Osvaldo said that the teachers had come to
the agreement that the customary school hours were insufficient for their intended
projects. But this fails to explain how the students stay in their classrooms, even an hour
after school, and why Osvaldo’s students express disappointment when Osvaldo himself
cannot come in on a Saturday.
In this section on unlocked doors, scripted walls, and unheeded bells a horizontal
social network comes to life in San Fermín Elementary. The ordinary use of time and
space in the school has been deliberately destabilized to allow teachers and students to
engage in activities that previously were found outside of school, if at all. The students
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are everywhere at the school, often screaming and yelling, but ceremonies like the bells
themselves as well as the Monday morning homage to the flag ritual are respected. This
means that the horizontal non-school relationships filtering into the school become
scholarized while the school retains its designation as a place of endorsed teaching and
learning. But the endorsement is reinscribed with horizontal parameters unheard of in the
past. The students painting the murals, for example, engage in what should be considered
vandalism. Globalization and education scholar Hugo Aboites in an interview said that
not long ago, to adorn a wall, the school director had issue a formal petition to Mexico
City. In sum, these practices in this rural elementary turn instructional spaces like the
library and the ficus tree into affinity spaces where students feel at ease to be themselves.
C. Reading Juárez
The previous section explored the how unlocked doors, scripted walls, and
unheeded bells undermined the anticipated arrangement of time and space in San Fermín.
Similarly, in the previous chapter, I described a day of the Book Fair as a community
fete. In this final section I render the emergence of a curricular unit revolving around the
birthday celebration of national hero, Benito Juárez on March 21, 2011. I conclude that
while the “reading” of the hero follows the expected curriculum in a rural elementary, the
manner in which Osvaldo engaged his students and the community under the improvised
tarpaulin and beyond the measurement apparatus stands out. In this reading of Juárez, by
blurring the lines of teacher, director, parent and researcher, the image of Juárez is
critically revived and becomes a visage from which a story of rural live emerges.
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In early March, class started one day with Osvaldo and his students paused at the
periódico mural recently hoisted on iron rods by the door by David’s class. The
periódico mural, a practice of many schools like San Fermín, functions as a bulletin board
for current events during the month. It is positioned in most schools in a central spot for
the passerby to read, yet it is uncommon for a teacher to use it as backdrop of an open air
class. Being the month of March the two outstanding mural headlines were drawn from
two of the exemplary modern Mexican storylines: the life of reformer Benito Juárez’s
(born 1806) and the 1937 nationalizing the oil industry of socialist president Lázaro
Cárdenas. After the homage to the flag ceremony today, Osvaldo gathered his sixth
grade class at the mural to appreciate its texts written there and to give his students a
chance to compare them to their own research on the life of Juárez.
Under the angled sun of the early part of the school day, Osvaldo’s students took
out their research and the textual photo albums on Benito Juárez they had assembled for
homework. One student showed me his homework of construction paper covered by
pasted plastic lámina cards for sale at any stationary store. I asked him where he had
gotten the words that he had scribed in the notebook; he commented that he had copied
them off the backs of the laminas fixed onto the album. This student had the routine of
showing me his work, including photos of a soccer game in which his team won a
regional competition. As a teacher I wanted to challenge him on the mechanical effort of
cutting and pasting information, but I stepped back and watched for Osvaldo’s response.
Despite the informal location for class before the mural, Osvaldo was in full
teacher mode and seemed irritated with the students. He noticed the presence of cut-andpasted cards on various students’ albums and commented that the cards are a last resort,
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not a source of substance for their interdisciplinary class project. The students, all sixth
graders, had been in the media room and at the Enciclomedia for several days when they
had read original material on the life of Juárez like the “letter to my children” and the
epistles he exchanged with Emperor Maximiliano. They combined these more formally
historical research tasks with watching the 1954 film, El jóven Juárez (Gómez et al.,
2001) and listening to a Juárez ballad. Osvaldo had tasked the students to pull from these
diverse texts which they had explored in depth rather than affix the cards and now he
chided them saying, “what is the good of taking notes if you don’t use them?” Then to
illustrate what he meant by reading and interpreting with a more critical eye, he halted the
students outside by the periódico mural and asked them to verify if the information on the
mural resonated with their notes. Line-by-line Osvaldo and the students compared their
notes with the one on the mural.
This lesson drew from an interdisciplinary curricular unit on Benito Juárez
involving textual material from history, natural sciences and Spanish. In making such a
project, Osvaldo is departing from sanctioned pedagogies from the state and the union.
First, he is going against state education policy in three ways: First, He is not supposed
to hold class in the esplanade before the periódico mural and integrate skills as each one
is a singular testable subject. Second, in this Juárez unit he employed two sets of
textbooks, the 1993 versions that the state had officially weeded out, and the 2009 edited
ones in current use. To get the 1993 versions, the ones that Oaxacan teachers favor
because they offer explanations more than mechanical exercises, he asked students take
them from their older siblings’ left-behind books. Osvaldo should not be questioning
curriculum planning by using the older books. Third, Benito Juárez has been dropped
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from the 2009 curricular map for sixth graders. So this entire unit on the Oaxacan hero is
something that should not occur.
Second, if he is parting from official state educational planning in the three ways
above, he is also countering official Sección 22 policy in two ways: First, the 2009
textbooks, and the reforms that produced them, are formally rejected by the Oaxacan
teachers’ union. If the 1993 books offer better examples and present the subject matter in
an approach students understand better, the more perfunctory and decontextualized 2009
editions have met with near universal rejection by teachers I met with. Considering the
high profile of teacher consignas against the reforms, it would seem that his using the
official materials might cause problems for him. Second, related to his use of the rejected
2009 editions, Osvaldo would hold class in the Enciclomedia room. The Enciclomedia
technology, product of Vicente Fox’s administration in the early 2000s, was touted a
decade ago by neoliberal reformers as a savior for the rural school in that with electricity,
a computer and the Internet a school could enjoy a complete library of materials at their
disposal. Oaxacan teachers reject the Enciclomedia for being a marketized panacea
rather than a thoughtfully proposed tool, and many schools lack desks, chairs, electricity
and repair technicians. But for Osvaldo, the Enciclomedia offers information unavailable
elsewhere. Many of the gadgets like the projector have broken down, but his students
then would huddle around a monitor and read a Benito Juárez letter. To build his
integrated unit on Benito Juárez, Osvaldo’s use of the reformed textbooks and the
neoliberal Enciclomedia program placed him outside the allowed pedagogies of the
union.
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In all, reading Juárez in San Fermín Elementary emerges as an independent
project not without controversy, especially in terms of the will to educate and biopower.
Juárez is a beloved yet problematic figure in the Mexican nationalist imaginary. March
21 marks a holiday across Mexico to celebrate the birthday of this Zapotec-speaking
official from a mountainous region off to the north. Coming from those mountains to the
Oaxaca City, Juárez renounced his life as a shepherd, learned Spanish and eventually
became a lawyer, governor of Oaxaca and then president of Mexico. He stood up to the
conservatives, and after the abortive Mexican Empire of French-backed Maximiliano he
fashioned the liberal democratic republic that in the idiom of nationalism serves as the
foundation for modern Mexico. In this, the image of Juárez stands out as iconic. And
being deemed the first “indigenous” president in the Americas, his name has surfaced
again in recent years as the indigenous precursor to Bolivia’s president Evo Morales. 80 If
his example is lionized, Juárez is nonetheless problematic. Oaxacan public intellectual
Gustavo Esteva (2007), assessor to the Subcomandante Marcos and the EZLN, views
Juárez as the facile hope for indigenous people in Mexico which in turn serves as
justification for educational plans and other development schemes. Esteva maintains that
Mexico needs to be freed of Juárez mania. To illustrate, he reports overhearing a hopeful
outsider, who upon visiting an indigenous region retorted that “in any of these towns
there could be Juárez” (p. 20). So Juárez symbolizes the indigenous potentiality for
people to leave their homes, get an education and become a modern Mexican citizen.

80

In 2010, the Mayor of Mexico City handed Bolivian president Evo Morales the keys to the city praising
the southern nation by saying that Bolivia had been the first country to recognize the republic Juárez
founded to which Evo Morales responded that all should follow the heroic footsteps of Juárez (Ramírez,
2010, p. 31).
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This, to Esteva reveals the unconscious racism in Mexico regarding indigenous subjects
represented through the valiant visage of Juárez. Being indigenous a la Juárez, thus, is
something improvable with proper training (recall the grasshopper lady and
undersecretary of education Moisés Sáenz’s comment on Juárez in the introduction
above). An indigenous person like Juárez can learn Spanish and other urbane
dispositions and evolve into a mestizo, an ethnic category based less on phenotype than
urban middleclass, modern, Spanish-speaking Mexican. The will to educate to Esteva
depends on the heroic remembrance of Benito Juárez and should be avoided in favor of a
more autonomous and de-centered organizational impetus. However, as we have seen
with the power of “quality” education, Juárez becomes a means for gathering, an
“allegorical package” (Tsing, 2005, p. 231) that galvanizes support other kinds of school
projects, namely, the erection of a tarpaulin over the school ball courts which allows for
different elements of school and community to converge.
1. “They Say We Exist in Prehistory”
The Juárez imaginary that crafts the productive mid- nineteenth century
indigenous person seems emblematic of the views many metropolitan Mexicans hold of
Oaxaca today. Oaxacan teachers, especially in rural areas, run up against the image of
Oaxaca as prehistoric, savage, even. As a result, Osvaldo’s efforts to rouse reader
interest are met with a combination of enthusiasm and wonder. Such perceptions across
Mexico may signal a kind of southeastism where representations of this indigenous rural
region serve to create a cultured metropolis vis-à-vis the feudalism of the southeast.
Driving to Oaxaca City from San Fermín one day, Osvaldo related a story on how
Metropolitan Mexicans view Oaxacans. Osvaldo had contracted an Argentine storyteller
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to perform at the Book Fair one year. The storyteller, who Osvaldo had met through his
children’s literature social networks, had spent several days in San Fermín before going
on to perform in the northern part of Mexico. So the North sees itself as modern,
efficient and rational and takes Oaxaca and Chiapas as primeval. The Argentine
storyteller, when speaking of his San Fermín storytelling work to people in the North,
encountered utter disbelief at how a rural school in Oaxaca could pull of a creative and
dynamic international literary event like the Book Fair. The storyteller, amazed that
within the same country such chauvinisms existed, reported back to Osvaldo, who later
told me of the storyteller’s brush with Northern incredulity. Osvaldo contextualized
these northern perceptions, saying, “they think we exist in prehistory.” That is, many
Mexicans perceive Oaxacans as living in huts beside the pyramids, barely scraping by,
and as such cultural projects are pointless as traditions are elemental rather than chosen.
As such, the problems in Oaxaca become all the more burning, for the prehistoric
Oaxacan cannot be realistically trusted to understand and address their own concerns.
Still, being taken as “prehistoric” comes with the potential for tactical advantage
for teachers like Osvaldo and his colleagues in San Fermín when they engage in an
autogestivo projects or break away from state and union-sanctioned pedagogies. They
have enjoyed great success getting funding from diverse sources for school and
community-based projects. Corporate foundations, major promulgators of “quality
education,” for example, have been regular supporters of San Fermín initiatives. Osvaldo
reported little monitoring and evaluation, for, as globalism scholar Hugo Aboites
indicated to me, the corporate foundations are novice donor agencies. They may
eventually catch up and regulate projects like Osvaldo’s, but for now, the vivaciousness
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of the Book Fair in Chapter Four meets the expectations and serves as opportunity for
photos with engaged children. So existing in prehistory proves strategically useful as it
allows San Fermín educators to choose from diverse donors who may have deep-set low
expectations for Oaxacan teachers. Even the representations of Oaxaca as riddled with
educational rezago may help the San Fermín educators. As they enjoy a reputation of
committed and quality educators, they are better able to engage in innovative projects that
reject the standardized notions of quality like the curricular unit on Benito Juárez,
punctuated, as we will see, with playfulness.
2. School on a Holiday
The celebration of heroes in critical multicultural education is often derided as a
“depoliticized” or “toothless” project of inclusion, yet calling on Juárez becomes a
pretext to meet and celebrate in school which then allows the teachers to situate
relationship check-ins with town the adults.
On Monday March 21, instead of sleeping in to enjoy the holiday, the San
Fermín community showed up at the elementary school. By introducing the figure of
Benito Juárez beneath the tarpaulin, Osvaldo provided the convocation before the
students, teachers, parents’ committee and municipal officials. In his speech Osvaldo
discussed the importance of self-government, how infringements on sovereignty like the
ongoing US attacks on Libya tallied among the many violations of our contemporary
world. The flawed but memorable Juárez, Osvaldo related, in his time stood up to such
affronts and went from a Oaxacan village to the President’s palace. After Osvaldo’s
speech, before elements of the whole San Fermín community the students under the tarp
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engaged in performances on the life of Juárez. Osvaldo’s sixth graders performed a
ballad reminiscent of the color of the earth performance of the year before. There was
also an elaborate, two-part homage to the flag ceremony, a Monday morning ritual in
schools throughout Mexico, where a retinue of female students dress in military-like
uniforms to present the national flag to the school director. Osvaldo’s speech on the
venerable Juárez, the performances and the homage to the flag signal “school time” rather
than home or street ways of meeting. Thus they provide a rubric for meeting. The
allegorical package of Juárez summons people together and permits suites of social and
playful activities that would be less possible if the holiday get-together was inaugurated
as extracurricular.
After the cultural aspects of the Juárez events concluded, athletic competitions
began. These centered on basketball, and then later, men drinking beer. The basketball
games were the finals of school tournaments. When the matches began, Osvaldo grabbed
the microphone and from under the tarp called the play-by-play on the main court. He
indexed students by their nicknames and with warm wittiness announced the details of
what he saw. He would say wryly, “In an extraordinary manner, Pepe has made a shot
but missed the mark.” When the students in the lower grades finally scored a point, the
whole court erupted in girls screaming. Osvaldo turned his attention to them, saying “and
it seems the first point has been scored; yes, the first basket in one and a half games!”
Other students, parents, teachers, student teachers and parents’ committee members made
up the audience to whom Osvaldo spoke. The entire school, and indeed part of the whole
community of San Fermín, had congregated at these games in the school plaza.
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Between calling the games, Osvaldo had noticed me perched behind a lime tree
running my video camera. In English, he called for me, “Steve, come on, please.” I
walked toward the main court to see what he wanted and noticed the sixth grade girls in
their match. Osvaldo related that they lacked a coach, so “go and coach them” he
ordered. So I ran to the court, and saying nothing, I huddled the team up for an instant.
Then I watched as the referee whistled for them to play on. At the end of the game in
which my sixth graders won 2-0, I gathered them for a general pointer, saying “next
game, when you get the ball, keep calm, settle down, nobody is going to steal it from you
if you are holding it!” Moments like these kept the events a teacher-to-student
relationship rather than a spontaneous non-school affair. Later in the day, the parents’
committee awarded basketballs and school supplies to each winning team. One of the
victorious sixth grade girls proudly showed me, her coach for ten minutes, the prize,
shouting, “look, Steve, we got a ball!” The sports gave the adults and children a way to
play together in school. Any one of the adults, even me as researcher, became their
teacher or coach, regardless of ascribed school roles.
After awarding prizes to the winning teams, the male teachers took the court
against the fathers in of the parents’ committee. Osvaldo had asked me to play for the
teachers, but then one of the fathers rejected the question of teacher refuerzos, or back up,
especially of foreigners who were “too tall.” Osvaldo found this amusing and taunted
them on the loud speaker: “What are you all worked up about with the backup?” Despite
Osvaldo’s joking tenor, it was clear that the game meant a lot to the men’s pride. Then,
just before the jump ball, the director handed me the whistle and asked me to referee
instead. This gesture let everyone save face. Eventually, the game was close with the
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teachers pulling it off, even though they donned dress shoes and collared shirts while the
fathers wore tee-shirts and jeans. But the teacher victory was temporary, as one of the
fathers asked for another ten minutes of play. When this extra time started, one of the
fathers growled to me, saying “and don’t be calling it for teachers this time!” I barked
back: “Score more points, then, and your problem goes away!” in the mock irritation of
sporting trash-talk. This extra time proved more intense with the director changing his
collared shirt for a tank top, reducing the residual veneer of formality.
When the basketball game ended, the men sat in a circle. One of the fathers
placed a case of Corona beer on the brick surface beneath the shady tarp hung for the
day’s festivities. At this time, everyone had left the school grounds save the 15 or so men
from the game. One of the fathers had his son and daughter present, sitting on his lap and
side. When I looked at him I saw his fingernails covered with blue paint worn off on all
but the corners and edges of the nails. These were working hands. The conversations
around the circle involved a mix of current affairs, stories, jokes and comments on a
recently disappeared teacher. The disappearance had been a hot teacher topic, even
making the national newspaper, La Jornada, and posters in the Mexico City plantón.
After the teacher disappeared, the Sección 22 had called for a day of mobilization and
staffed a low-profile plantón on the Oaxaca zócalo, but here, after the game, the teachers
were discussing the topic with these community leaders outside teachers’ movement. It
was just like any current event.
Drinking beer and sitting in the shade enabled a brand of conversation with
flexibility and ease unlike the ones I experienced in many meals with teachers. Unlike
many of the teacher conversations I have witnessed that involved horizontality and
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mutual concern, this gathering beneath the tarpaulin brought together different groups
with a more combative history. On my right sat a father who, in English had once asked
if my home in Massachusetts was by Yale University. He had worked in the states and
shared some of his geographic knowledge of that country to the north. In the beer
drinking circle he was talking about business, the legal patents for Coca Cola and how
that company was based in Atlanta. The school director then brought up that the Chinese
were beginning to patent a type of nopal prickly pear cactus, which in Mexico figures
both as a national symbol and a delicacy. Despite the Mexicanity of the nopal, the
Chinese were breaking into the industry, which to the director seemed emblematic of
current trends in global commodity production. Then the conversation shifted to the
recent devastating tsunami in the northeast coast of the island of Honshu, Japan. The
men discussed disasters and school preparedness, to which the director reported would
involve people exiting the individual buildings to the ball courts where we were seated.
The director talked about how dissimilar the response in Japan had been to that of the
Haiti quake a year before. After this, discussion turned to the United States bombing
campaign in Libya. The conversation, led by huffing and puffing out-of-shape men who
had spent intense sporting moments, had departed from the roles I had seen them in over
the last six weeks. Osvaldo, the assistant director of the school, hardly spoke. The
director was loquacious, but having dismounted from his leadership position, literally
changing out of his collared shirt, he never took charge of the topics.
Convening over sports and beer implied an intimate safe zone where it was okay
to speak out of turn, slow down and attend to what other men say without offending
masculine territory. One read on this would show a zone excluding women, and when I
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reported this event to an American woman colleague, she reported feeing intimidated in
such circles of Oaxacan men over sports and alcohol. But it also happened that the
people most active in the conversation may not have been the ones with greater sway in
the school and community. A young teacher, for example, who had been recently hired,
performed a recurrent joke by taking the case of beer away from the reach of anyone who
uttered what he considered outrageous. His act suggested, “You are cut off from the
booze!” When I said something seemingly fatuous, he turned to say, “How many have
we given him?” Such conversation, Osvaldo reported later, enabled the teachers to level
relations with the parents which remained tense since 2006 when the parents locked the
gate and the teachers promised to offer quality education. Now the doors were open on a
holiday that gathered the whole community and a group of teachers remained relaxing
together with a group of parents. The basketball, conversation and beer converted the
meeting into one of sharing and presence pleasing to Osvaldo who often needs the
support of the community for his reading project activities.
D. Discussion: Critical Inclusion
Opening up school spaces to diverse usages in terms of time and space, that is,
leaving doors ajar, creating student-driven murals, developing an alternative timetable
and stringing up a tarpaulin to situate cultural performances and sports all have aided San
Fermín Elementary teachers in their reading project. By disrupting prior notions of time,
space and sociality, this more porous design appropriates the school for student, parent
and teacher expression and engagement that had hitherto been dedicated to more unitary
views of acquisitional learning. The reading project and the modifying of traditional
school social hierarchies took shape after the 2006 Movement when teachers came home
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from six months of strikes, marches, sit-ins and roadblocks and faced irate parents who
wanted “quality” education. The transition from the civic space of the Movement to
school routines prompted Osvaldo and his colleagues to rethink their practices and
reorient the culture of the school. Due to these efforts, San Fermín has become more
inclusive and inscribed with unofficial and emergent literacy activities. The parents got
quality education, but not the quality that the state or the union would want.
I consider such inclusionist practices critical under the San Fermín conditions. I
recognized the legacy of liberal inclusion in promoting status quo. Indeed, ensuring all
voices are present and (ac)counted (for) serves to govern students and teachers, while
inclusion dovetails nicely with production-driven quality education, cast as the human
right of all students and families (Latapi Sarre, 2009). If inclusion stopped here it would
remain problematic. However, school inclusion means something else entirely when the
actors involved face violent repression, political factionalism, parental doubt and an
increasing pressure to locate teaching through didactic approaches. The civic space of
the Movement, through the Sección 22 and the hundreds of other organizations
reemerged through the repression of 2006 and provided an invaluable model for teaching
and school social life that we see here in this chapter. As present in Chapter One, with
the assistance of neighbors and bystanders, the teachers retook the zócalo from the police.
Then, within weeks of that event, nearly a quarter of the population of the entire state
marched in favor of the removal of the governor. Osvaldo’s participation in the cultural
and dialogic events of the Movement connected him with teachers like Andrea; his
pedagogical work became revitalized by these contacts. Bringing this social dynamism
home and into the classroom enables the teachers to keep the school congruent with other
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social changes that envelop the lives of the families they work with. Playing sports and
drinking beer with community leaders may not cement horizontality, but it helps dissolve
the disconnect between village and teacher communities.
As Osvaldo has understood, the Movement in 2006 became a “parteaguas” or
watershed for teaching practices and teacher subjectivities. Those vital networks of
resilience on the streets helped teachers scholarize the constructive experiences out of the
repression. Yet since the streets can shut down in a day’s notice, horizontal networks
depend on school-based relationships. Andrea, whose work with students with disability
are mentioned above, noted that the community dialogs ended as the open spaces in
Oaxaca City became too precarious for public assemblies during the police surges. For
the democratic education she favored, as Andrea recalled, ensuring all are included in
schools becomes more imperative when the streets as a democratic space remain
vulnerable to the police. Thus, the maintenance of networks become core for fomenting a
Movement faced with repression, and schools like San Fermín become seen as a
construction zone for horizontality.
E. Closure to Part III
Chapters Four and Five proffer pedagogical practices that emerge as critical in the
face of the will to educate that circulates in the world of rural elementary education in
Oaxaca. To recall the introduction of this section, there are two flanks that sustain the
will to educate, the leftwing pedagogies of emancipation in the presented to teachers
through the TEEA workshops and alternative education conferences and rightwing
pedagogies of quality education to reduce rezago for national development. In their
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distinct ways, these two domains of the will to educate presuppose a rural teacher who is
active, even if diffident, and mindful of the needs of promise-filled students in a
particular progressive manner. The will to educate thrives on the assurances of
transformation and deploys the active mind and body of teachers engaged in this
becoming. The will to educate on the left fosters critically conscious teachers and on the
right seeks to stop the proliferation of grasshopper ladies. Both utilize matching
techniques to attempt to govern teachers into the kind of practitioner who will realize
distinct forms of transformation. As such, the teacher as the builder of progressive
change is governed to take on conducts of emancipatory and/or quality education. This is
the point of departure of valorizing the critical practices of San Fermín teachers.
Faced with this form of government, when a teacher practices a non-progressive
mode of education, as we have seen with Osvaldo and his colleagues focusing on play
and joy, he or she is engaging in critical pedagogy. Schooling in the will to educate
depends on teachers committed to promoting, fomenting, defending rights,
conscientisizing and so on. As these make up the desired behavioral dispositions of
teachers as much as specific interventions or practices, they represent a conduct of
conducts, or an exercise of the power of government on teachers. In contrast to this
conduct, to promote teacher, parent and student affinity spaces in school through play,
joy and hanging around is a way to ask for another form of government, a
counterconduct. Play, joy and hanging are critical pedagogies in that they are asking for
a form of schooling with different relationships.
Still, facing the will to educate and the conduct of conducts do not suggest that
Osvaldo and his colleagues retreated from many other projects that might fall into the
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will to educate. Osvaldo calls his reading project an autogestive pedagogy, a “pedagogía
autogestiva.” This is to say that the discreet elements of the reading project— the Book
Fair, the ignored bells, painted walls, open doors and holiday celebratory events under the
tarp–stand as counter conducts. But they are neither wholly independent of the official
state and union pedagogies nor purely against many other elements of government. 81 In
practice, autogestion for him denotes a way of knowing and being together that includes
all who will come by and participate: parents, municipal leaders and national and
international visitors. Specifically, autogestion involves the bidding for three kinds of
support: material, (e.g. the chairs borrowed from the Catholic church and a chile growers
association); professional (e.g. the IEEPO in service trainers); and financial (e.g. the
grants from individuals, corporate foundations and NGOs). But according to Osvaldo, to
maintain the school project’s autogestive status has involved accepting support only if the
teachers enjoyed freedom from intrusive monitoring and evaluation. The San Fermín
book project becomes independent insofar as it advances a form of horizontality unlike
the ones found in the pedagogies extant in the will to educate. An autogestive pedagogy,
such as the ones elaborated by the teachers in San Fermín is a diligent attempt to engage
in a more inclusive and horizontal set of relationships. It confounds (but does not
overthrow) the standardized mandates of state-sponsored quality education and unionsanctioned critical-dialectical alternative education.

81

Sporting and rural schooling are established practices for generating an esprit de corps and physical
wellbeing both of which are part of the will to educate. So even through this counterconduct under the
tarpaulin, elements of government thrive.
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CHAPTER VI
ENDURING QUESTIONS: PEDAGOGIES OF AUTOGESTION
A. How are These Movements Critical?
In dividing this dissertation into five distinct movements of diverse inquiries I
attempted a critical ethnographic project on critical pedagogies. I believe in the
performative power of social science research, which is to suggest that undertaking this
dissertation to a greater or lesser extent stokes the coals of what critical pedagogy can
include (Callon, 2007, p. 315). So, in performing St. Pierre’s (2011) narrative coding I
opted to pattern out five stories around distinct practices. I refined them to cohere for
reader friendliness, but I wrote each one as a separate narrative. As I write this
dissertation as a critical pedagogue interested in rethinking critical pedagogy, it has
become important for me to undertake the representation of this study in this fragmented
way. Indeed, the manner of representation serves as my attempt to do research as critical
pedagogy as much as into it. In addition to my narrative devices, I chose to write from a
place of socialized joy and play myself, especially as I was finding these elements in the
teachers’ practices. Being critical, even in the light of a violent episode in 2006 in
Oaxaca or a devastating hurricane in 2005 does not automatically beg for more dejection
or sobriety. Thus as I go critiquing the utopian unity of mainstream critical pedagogy, it
would be hardly critical for me to turn around and tell stories in the same mode as those
that I critique. In sum, the movements I approach here as critical pedagogies come out in
a discontinuous manner written from a place of delight. This would be the first element
of this dissertation’s criticality.
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Second, the five parts here are critical in that they describe movements that might
go unnoticed or cast off as trivial. For this, it is important to understand how power
works for the rural Oaxacan educator represented here. I see power at work in four
palpable ways deserving mention here. Within this, even when night sticks and riot
shields push forward on the streets of Oaxaca City, government on the active engagement
of teachers works as much as the rule of force on their physical welfare. What are these
four modes of power? Power relations might fit together like a Lego set, the children’s
toy, whereby four different pieces of diverse sizes and colors can at once snap on to one
area while remaining affixed to one or more of a rival camp. This set of rural Oaxacan
educator affiliations has four types. First, rural education parallels the long legacy of
liberal scientific positivism. This liberal ideological and tactical stance dating from the
middle-nineteenth century has been used to consolidate power at the expense of
conservative elements in the clergy and landed elite. Second, the pro-union and pro-state
worker socialism of the early twentieth century sought to build a nation (forjar patria)
around progress, reason infrastructural development to contest the retrograde and
superstition-laden forms of government and regional division of the conservatives. So
the state fashioned, deployed and corporatized a committed and skilled corps of teachers
to engage rural communities in the larger project building Mexico and fashioning the
Mexican citizen. These projects have depended on teachers engaging in caciquismo and
corporatism (as small as the tlacuaches and as large as the SNTE) intent on earning
sociopolitical goods for their fealty to the state. The early-day development-driven
positivism has endured in the current age of local and individual flexibility and autonomy
under neoliberal restructuring. So the state and the union still engage in corporatism and
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are primarily rewarded for their collaboration rather than repressed for their dissidence.
Third, power has circulated in rural Oaxacan education through the backlashes to
centralized projects of governance, caciquismo and corporatism. The CNTE across
Mexico and the Sección 22 in Oaxaca have been for decades established as “dissident”
and “democratic” clusters that in turn depend on the labor of the rank-and-file teachers.
Teachers who do not shout consignas are cataloged as “charros” by others. So teachers
then choose to serve as active state agents and dissidents: SNTE members may willfully
participate in the marches and plantones while leaders of CNTE and the Sección 22
maintain contacts with governors and secretaries general of the offices and organizations
that they revile. Still, in that CNTE and Sección 22 resistance movements have
developed their own institutional verticality, forth, many teachers participate in the
dissidence and democratic movements while resisting full-blown participation. Like the
supervisor who said she would march but remain silent when the multitude called and
responded to the consignas. These four nodes of power are not mutually exclusive.
Teachers traverse in and out of them at will.
This four-part complexity is confounding for concretizing critical pedagogy as a
singular science. The four interconnecting elements of power in rural Oaxacan education
make it problematic to embrace positions of ideological purity. When teachers chant
consignas they may be doing so to gain freedom to return home and engage in a school
project like the Book Fair in San Fermín which may completely undermine the messages
of the consignas. When teachers use official textbooks and teach the heroes and holidays
under a “quality” education banner, they may be doing so to open up emerging spaces for
school-based engagement or to get supervisors off their backs for being bad teachers.
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Teachers often engage in what seems to contradict other elements of their practice if we
seek to view their work as ideologically unified.
To be precise, I see this complexity as positive rather than negative in terms of
critical pedagogy. By exploring this intricacy within these chapters, I have come to
valorize the ways that pedagogies that depend on and draw from the most conflictive
elements can be the most critical. For example, as the hegemonic practices of
development projects, caciquismo and corporatism on the one hand menace teachers and
communities, on the other, rural Oaxacan teachers have learned ways of engaging in
them in advantageous ways. Being inside hegemony is not such a bad place. Remaining
on the outside can bring more hazards, so teachers often participate in what may be
considered against their needs so as to avoid isolation. Emancipation, which seeks
structural change, may be the exact opposite of what critical pedagogy strives for in the
contexts presented here.
In addition to viewing critical pedagogy as the teachers’ ability to go in and out of
conflictive practices, one element looms large for critical pedagogical practices: the
maintenance of social ties. Below I use the conceptual apparatus of autogestion to
elaborate how teacher sociality has imprinted itself in this dissertation.
B: Autogestion: The Tablecloth and the Tarpaulin
In the preceding pages I have showcased five critical pedagogical movements
from the rural school yards of San Fermín to the urban streets of Oaxaca City in
southeastern Mexico. According to mainstream norms of critical pedagogy these five
practices a might seem residual, frivolous, irrelevant or even depoliticized. I maintain,
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however, their importance to critical pedagogy and teacher political projects. Indeed,
inspired by the efforts of political economist Julie Graham to rework the terrain of what
is economic, I researched and re-theorized discreet practices outside the anticipated
critical domains to attempt to shift the established range of critical pedagogy away from
the progressive and acquisitive and toward the discursive and relational. What teacher
educators place before teacher candidates in rural normal schools in southeastern Mexico
and New England land-grant state universities alike, in my experience, has often
defaulted to filling out a normative check-list of what “critical” means in word and deed.
Given that I geared this research toward upsetting the symmetrical unity of critical
pedagogy, a coherent and definitive conclusion would seem out of order here. I do,
however, find value in reflecting on one emerging term, autogestion, as a kind of lo-fi, or
in Julie Graham’s terms, weak theory ethos to this dissertation. This is to say, the
criticality presented here might be understood in how the teachers undertake their
autogestive pedagogies. To approach how teachers do this, I take up two metaphors: the
tablecloth and the tarpaulin. I explore each in turn.
1. Autogestion as Tablecloth
Andrea, the special educator presented in Part Three, mentioned that after the
2006 Movement and restart of classes she had endeavored to seek inclusive social
relations in her school. With the inclusion of one student in mind, she organized a
gathering for all the adults involved in the student’s life. Andrea, speaking with the
child’s mother, figured that a gathering framed as an enjoyable get-together would
prompt a greater response; correspondingly, the way to signal party for the young learner
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involved laying out tablecloths on the foldable patio card tables. Andrea proceeded to set
up a fun-centered intervention with tablecloths and a series of other participatory
activities to begin a conversation on how to support the student in his navigation of the
home/ school world. Tablecloth, then, signals informal social gatherings whereby people
interact as they might around friends rather than authority, and where, in Andrea’s words,
“everyone is equal.” Tablecloth extended in this dissertation to dinners and lunches
shared among teachers where the discussion of serious topics was lubricated by food,
drink, conversation and an affective mode of interaction. It came up in virtually all social
gatherings including the days of the bloqueo and march in Part One and the Book Fair in
Part Three when the parents’ committee fed tamales to the teachers and other adult
visitors. Tablecloth ensures face-to-face conversations where play and concerned
relationships come before any concrete agenda, ideology or institutional focus. Above all
it signifies non-indifference similar to Bakhtin’s notion of answerability (Bakhtin, 1990;
Bakhtin & Holquist, 1993).
Tablecloth also situates relationships of mutual care kernel to autogestion
especially for teachers working in contexts of conflict like rural Oaxaca. The conditions
of poverty and violence under which Oaxacan teachers live and work are not improving,
and the recent standardized reforms have made teaching and learning more an
instrumentalist endeavor. As a result, the humanizing participation among individuals
becomes a stabilizer, for being with others helps a teacher endure conditions of severity
and undergird a teaching way of life beyond pure struggle and toil. This became clear
twice in occasions involving Wendi, once in the lunch meeting after she had been
released from the hospital when colleagues, friends and family traveled across the state to
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be with her and again when she walked through the embattled streets of Oaxaca City
seeking information on her teachers displaced by the desalojo.
Following Marina Sitrin’s (2006) work on Argentine social movements, I suggest
that autogestion as tablecloth locates teacher practices in times of conflict as establishing
affective bonds with others. 82 Sitrin believed that the founding of horizontal
relationships in Argentina after the financial and political crisis of 2001 served not only
as a medium for transformation and liberation but part of “a politics of social
relationships and love” (p. vii). In my own personal experience as a survivor of
Hurricane Katrina, I have noticed a similar component among others in the way we
discuss the banalities of where we evacuated to, what we ate and how we occupied our
time the months after the disaster. Conversations focus more on the experiences of being,
leaving and returning with others than on the direct responses to the materiality of the
crises themselves. A political project in a conflict zone, and therefore critical pedagogies,
depends on horizontally being with others. This is autogestion as tablecloth.
2. Autogestion as Tarpaulin
We can say, then, that tablecloth signifies how relationships of concern, equality
and love come about. But many of the relationships that have come up in teacher streetand school-based pedagogies have depended on developing working relationships with
82

I find it illustrating that Osvaldo, through his work during the 2006 Movement in Oaxaca and Sitrin,
writing in light of the 2001 street clashes in Buenos Aires both use autogestion to make sense of the
everyday life after violence and mobilization. In a similar manner, Henri Lefebvre (2009) reflected on
what autogestion would mean for the French socialist and labor movements after the May 1968 movement.
But unlike Sitrin and Osvaldo’s view autogestion, Lefebvre related it to transforming the state from the
bottom up in an emergent and furtive manner, noting that “once aimed at the ground level, in a fissure, this
humble plant comes to threaten the huge state edifice” (p. 147). The affective and social part of
autogestion in Oaxaca and Argentina departs from the transformative version in French social theory.
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others where democratic or caring relationships may not be central. During the time
when Andrea met Osvaldo in the church atria and plazas around Oaxaca City in the civic
space events of the 2006 Movement, Andrea found herself engaged in conversations with
parents who failed to grasp why the teachers took so much time out of the classroom for
protests. These conversations involved conflict more than care. Osvaldo found similar
disquiet among the San Fermín parents in 2006. In the end, he found the means to
establish a reading project with the Book Fair whereby the parents’ committee, those
same agents frustrated with the teachers, hung vinyl tarpaulins over the interior courtyard
of the school to form a shaded space for the Book Fair. The tarpaulin was not an act of
parental acceptance of the teachers, for relationships have remained strained over the
issue of missing classes. But the parents and teachers beneath the tarpaulin found a
common aim in the diverse events of the reading project which included the holiday
events described in Chapter Five. The tarpaulin situated school-based practices among
conflictive collaborators.
In addition to creating a provisional space for projects, I use the tarpaulin literally
and metaphorically to understand how Osvaldo united teachers, corporate foundations,
state educational functionaries, business cooperatives, churches and international,
regional and local NGOs. The tarpaulin brought these actors together in a way that the
ordinary run of school life would not. Under this tarpaulin, the actors worked toward an
unconventional notion of what it meant to be present and active in a school. School,
then, becomes a place less linked to textbook learning than a site of encounter for people
who may never converge in everyday life.
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At times, and as we have seen above, the tarpaulin involved teacher and parent
meetings without students, featuring games, dancing and drinking beer. Tarpaulin
extended to the streets where teachers Wendi and Lourdes gathered in the shade of the
appropriated vinyl campaign banner in the bloqueo. There, teachers used the organized
mobilization to meet colleagues, adversaries and friends under the rubric of an organized
social protest. Above all, the Book Fair, bloqueo, march and plantón each become
occasions for diverse groups to gather for a limited period of time. Autogestion as
tarpaulin involves the humanizing practice of purposeful meeting across the ideological
and institutional divides, but it does not involve harmony or agreement. Osvaldo eagerly
involved corporate foundation coordinators and IEEPO teacher educators to the Book
Fair: checks exchanged hands; photos were taken; speeches were made. But Osvaldo
remained firm that the teachers were in control. Autogestion for Oaxacan teachers, then,
means performing teaching under a tarpaulin with whomever shows up, that is, working
with others outside of the expected domain of teaching, learning and family participation.
Autogestion as tarpaulin takes in conflictive as much as non-indifferent relationships.
If the tablecloth involves a more select group of gatherers, the tarpaulin means an
assemblage of perspectives that enables project’s unfolding. I see critical projects
emerging because tarpaulin occurs at two levels.
The tarpaulin facilitated critical projects first in the way Osvaldo suggested that
the San Fermín teachers would accept financial, in kind and logistic support from anyone
who would help them provided that the teachers kept control over the process and
outcomes. Some of the projects involved direct support from agents in persistent hostility
with the teachers’ Movement like the Oaxacan State Government and corporate
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foundations. Accepting such aid across the ideological divide resembled what Appadurai
(2002) called “politics without parties” whereby a Mumbai slum dweller organization
would accept assistance from anyone yet reject aid that stipulated party loyalty. The
tarpaulin at San Fermín boasted no doors or windows but remained an extension of the
street and sidewalk whereby anyone could pass, stop in and lend support.
The tarpaulin supported, second of all, political projects that depended on other
non-teaching events and texts. This arises at various levels of public and school-based
pedagogies. The Book Fair projects, for example, emerged intercontextually (i.e. via
translation and detournment) from other projects like the ELZN march of indigenous
dignity. In addition, humorous texts involved vigorous interaction with the words, names
and deeds of others including URO and EEG. Joking around in the Movement further
anticipated a response from those hit with alburs and other forms of mockery. The
marches and plantones, for all their identified hostility toward the state, would not be
possible if not for the specific events of aggression and discrimination against teachers
and rural Oaxacan communities. Oaxacan teachers could not summon 70,000 bodies on
12-hours’ notice if not for the arrival of President Calderón and the ensuing violence
against the teacher protest presented in Chapter Two. In short, a tarpaulin situates the
terrain for the Movement to dialog with their nemeses.
Finally tarpaulin provided teachers with cover. Specifically, behind Osvaldo’s
autogestivo projects, two forces remained ever at odds: the federal and corporate
foundation push for “quality” education that posits Oaxaca as in need of comprehensive
overhaul to prevent the spread of educational rezago and the critical-dialectical
counterpunch of the Sección 22’s “alternative” education. It is relevant how quality
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education discourses have become beneficial for teachers in San Fermín. While the
naturalization of “quality” has located human resource development as a singular goal for
education, it has also offered teachers who use autogestive projects through quality a type
of asylum. What state functionary could find fault in a teacher who works hard in a
school to increase student reading, even if such a project is breaking with mandated
conduct norms of how a school should exist? Similarly, on the left, which union chief
would scorn teachers who answer the call to attend the bloqueos and plantones? The
tarpaulin that covers a teacher and his or her interlocutors gives them a reason to meet
and interact. This finding shelter under officialdom depends on an open tarpaulin, one
that enables the conflictive interaction of divergent ideologies and friction of multiple
discourses. The cover provided by the tarpaulin enabled teachers to emerge without
undue regulation from the union or the state.
C. Significance of the Study
Sociocultural approaches to teacher education take as their point of departure that
teaching and learning become inseparable with the exercising of power. So a critical
educator is one who teaches mindful of the fact that no schooling is ever neutral.
Specifically, developing teachers who are focused on critical literacies undergirds the
sociocultural process of teacher induction. Following Gee (2001) I understand critical
literacies through two key sides: one acquisitive, the other metadiscursive. The
acquisitive is the honing of language for superior success in school or professional life
while the metadiscursive is the development of language and other sign systems as
strategies to critique social practices and language itself. Under these approaches,
teachers need to develop in themselves a disposition toward helping students construct
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acumen through language learning and deconstruct what is given as natural via the
brandishing of the creative power of language. In this critical literacy process, the
teacher, taken as an outsider to the communities she or he serves in, becomes the one who
intervenes, sets up the learning experiences, and scaffolds student performances.
My work in this dissertation engages critically with this sociocultural tradition of
language, literacy and culture in two ways.
First, the critical need not involve acquisitive or progressive views on teaching
and learning; instead, it can take root in the everyday pleasures of teacher and student
lives. Acquisition and progress, even among historically marginalized students like rural
Oaxacans, link well with structural adjustment mandates as well as utopian views of
emancipatory education. Acquisition and progress, on the left and right, have come to
sound one in the same; both have also been promised and never delivered in rural
Oaxaca, and teachers still work on without promise of development or emancipation.
Instead of positioning critical pedagogies in the direct service of grandiose views of
transformation, the teachers in this dissertation focus more on the joys they share in the
middle of the marches, plantones, bloqueos and school-based projects. The stated
purpose of the marches, for example, may be to contest an act of police brutality against
teachers, but the teachers in the march spend most of their efforts catching up with their
friends, colleagues and former teachers and students. These rural teachers use the
mobilizations, usually in the city, as meeting points for urban experiences outside of
education, and in the examples of the 2006 Movement, for dialogs and cultural events
with friends and strangers. The practices of the mundane become a political teacher
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praxis in that they know themselves and are known through these engagements and
pleasure-based activities.
In addition to being together and sharing, this dissertation contributes to a view of
teaching as a humanizing practice. Affect in times of conflict and mobilization places
humanization well beyond liberal humanism. Being human among others has been seen
as anathema to critical pedagogy unless the humanity turns mobilizational, that is, love
and criticality are seen as linked only when love becomes leads to social change. 83 In the
teachers featured here we see that in the most contested moments of their practice, they
reach to their friends, colleagues, teachers and students just to be together. Repressive
and symbolic violence leads teachers less to resistance than to experiences where they
feel included and cared for. The trying conditions that teachers face help fashion the
lived, affected ways they interrelate.
D. Limitations of the Study
I return here to the containment group, the tlacuaches, presented in the
Introductory Chapter. I suggested that critical projects emerge without necessarily
accepting the ideological and administrative divisions between diverse camps. That is, a
teacher can get involved in numerous critical projects like showing loving care to others,
alburing unsuspecting political leaders and making school activities more horizontal.
Looking at the tlacuaches, a network of non-indifference, joking around and horizontality
become the rule. If I valorize these practices for their own criticality without also looking
at how members of the group use their affiliations for reporting to the authorities, I run
83

For Freire (1994) liberation depends heavily on transformative love, so much so that the oppressed, once
liberated, should go on to liberate the oppressors, and the world can be a place where love is more possible.
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the risk of political naïveté. For this reason, one limitation to autogestion as a critical
ethos would be that flexible or grassroots-based projects have a long history of service in
Mexican institutions. For this reason I do not suggest autogestion become a flashy
neologism of a new pedagogy. Quite to the contrary, one of the reasons that autogestion
becomes possible is because of the way that the dissident teachers organize, march, sit in
and teach others about false consciousness. Autogestion would mean something entirely
different for a group of teachers who lacked the dissenting compunction of the Sección
22. A project to mock the governor, for example, would not be as critical if it became the
unique response to state-sponsored repression.
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APPENDIX
GLOSSARY AND PROPER NAMES
Albur – Bawdy, embodied variety of humor using double entendres
ACE – Alianza por la Calidad de la Educación. Reform law of 2008, equivalent to No
Child Left Behind
AMNEB – 1992 educational reform that formalized the decentralization process of the
Secretariat of Education
APPO – Network of civic groups and individuals that emerged in the 2006 Movement in
Oaxaca City to oppose Governor Ulises Ruiz Ortiz
Autogestion – (adjective, autogestivo). Independent, grassroots and self-governed and/or
funded project
Merolico – market street performer often dressed as a clown, oftentimes equivalent to
“snake oil vendor.” Also used to describe a populist Politian who talks in a base
attention-grabbing way without substance
Barricada – a more permanent barricade in the intensified period of repression and
mobilization
Bloqueo - a provisional roadblock used strategically by the CNTE and often staffed by
teachers in a rotating manner, from one delegation to the next.
Calenda – playful dance and musical street procession
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Campamento – Earlier version of the plantón, encampment
Campesino/a— Rural agricultural worker often associated with Spanish language and
mainstream Mexican culture rather than indigenous
Caciquismo (cacique- person; caciquil – adjective). Bossism, power brokering
CCIODH – International Commission for the Observation of Human Rights
CNTE – Coordinadora Nacional de los Trabajadores de la Educación. Since the 1980
movement, the dissident or democratic group within the SNTE
CONACULTA – State cultural office which publishes books and supports efforts to
promote reading
Consigna – rally chant to promote solidarity among inter group members and bystanders
Corporatism – post revolutionary hegemonic system that commonly uses trade unions to
perform political tasks for the ruling party
Culero- An undesirable person; literally: an asshole
Ejidos – Public land system in rural areas. They became a way that the postRevolutionary regime maintained hegemonic control over rural land collectives
by giving them benefits while expecting loyalty on other matters of policy
Granaderos - Riot police
Guelaguetza – Zapotec word for a system of mutual exchange for harvesting and
celebrations. Also the name of an annual folkloric festival
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Huipil- indigenous blouse
IEEPO – Oaxaca’s office of the department of education started in 1992
Indigenous – set of linguistic and communal practices and worldviews associated with
pre-Columbian Mexico. A state-fabricated identity, it grouped desperate
communities exhibiting pre-modern “backwardness” which has inspired
educational and other public welfare programs to “help.” Since, 1994, the EZLN
uprising in Chiapas, indigenous has been re-appropriated by left wing activists
seeking autonomy and rights and by right wing neoliberal movements intent on
fashioning autonomy, flexible citizenship. In current identity politics usage, the
term “original peoples” is favored
INEE- National Educational Evaluation Institute started in 2002 to oversee standardized
tests
ISSSTE – The office of state worker benefits currently under major reforms which affect
pensions and healthcare benefits which affect teachers more than any other sector
OECD – Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development, a collective that
oversees the PISA standardized test in which Mexico commonly places last
among participating countries and Oaxaca ends up on the bottom at the national
level
Marmota – large canvass carried and played with in a calenda procession
Mestizo – Both an ethnic category and set of dispositions deployed during the nation
building phase of the post revolution which signals an improvement over
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indigenous traits. That is, an indigenous person can become a mestizo via
schooling and developing a modern and nationalized habitus. Used as a form of
“whitening” in Mexico, opposed to the “brown pride” practices of the Chicano
movement
MDTEO— Magisterio Democrático de los Trabajadores de la Educación de Oaxaca or,
the teachers of Oaxaca after 1980 who have been instrumental in the CNTE, the
dissident caucus of the official union, the SNTE
Mono – Mannequin used playfully in the calenda processions
NAFTA – North American Free Trade Agreement, signed into law January 1, 1994. It
involves sweeping changes to cultural and economic systems including education
and agriculture, both of which affect Oaxaca
Normal school – teacher training college; product of late-nineteenth century liberal
positivist attempts of nation building around education
Oportunidades – scholarship program to promote healthcare and thwart student attrition
levels among the poor
OCDE – Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development
Perifoneo – loudspeaker system for transmitting news, advertisement and other public
information
Pinche – adjective to insult a person or describe a negative situation; literally: an archaic
term for a kitchen worker
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Plantón – urban encampment near the seats of state power, often accompanying a
formally submitted list of demands whereby the protesters “plant” themselves in
anticipation of an answer
Promajoven – scholarship program to thwart student attrition levels among teenage
mothers and girls at risk of pregnancy
Prueba ENLACE – Standardized test for elementary students rejected by the Oaxacan
Sección 22 of the teachers’ union. Counterpoint for the creation of alternative
education
Pueblo – Group term referring to the people with more of a grassroots or face-to-face
sense than the interpersonal collective term gente for the populous
SEDES 22 – the pedagogical wing of the Sección 22 responsible for developing the
theory and practice behind the alternative education proposals which stands
against the recent educational reforms
Sección 22- The Oaxacan local of the national teachers union, the SNTE. Since 1980 it
has been affiliated with the CNTE dissidents
SNTE- the National Teachers’ and Educators’ Union
SEP – the Secretariat of Education
TEAA –Annual teacher workshops set up by the Sección 22 to foment knowledge and
skills on the legal, theoretical, pedagogical and methodological underpinnings of
alternative education
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Tequio – system of communal public works and service projects practiced in the majority
of Oaxacan villages. It does not involve monetary or market exchanges

PROPER NAMES
Felipe Calderón – Current President of Mexico
Santiago Azael Chepi – Current general secretary of the Sección 22
Consejo de la Comunicación Voz de las Empresas – A corporate foundation engaged
promoting education, particularly reading
Gabino Cué – Current governor of Oaxaca, the state’s first opposition governor after
eight decades of PRI dominance
FAHH – Fundación Alfredo Harp Helú, a corporate foundation with strong Oaxaca
connections and promoter reading
Vicente Fox – President of Mexico (2000-2006), Mexico’s first opposition president
(from the PAN) after seven decades of PRI dominance
Elba Ester Gordillo (EEG)— Current president of the SNTE and former chief of the
ruling PRI
Alfonso Lujambio – Current Secretary of Education under Felipe Calderón
Subcomandante Marcos – nom de guerre of a Mexico City-born officer of the Zapatista
Liberation Army in Chiapas
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Mexicanos Primero –Corporate foundation that promotes educational quality
PAN – The neoliberal and neoconservative opposition party
PRI – The ruling party which emerged in the wake of the 1910 revolution and ensuing
civil unrest
Ulises Ruiz Ortiz (URO) – PRI governor of Oaxaca (2004-2010)
Moisés Sáenz – Undersecretary of education below Jose Vasconcelos, student of John
Dewey’s
Carlos Salinas — PRI president of Mexico (1988-1994)
SME – The electricians’ union and ally of the dissident wing of the teachers’ union.
José Vasconcelos – Secretary and founder of current iteration of the Secretariat of
Education (SEP), (1921-1924). Promoter of rural education and the mestizo as
the “cosmic race,” the national ethnicity of Mexico
Josefina Vásquez Mota – Former Secretary of Education (2006-2009) under Felipe
Calderón
Ernesto Zedillo – president of Mexico (1994-2000) former secretary of education under
Carlos Salinas
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